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Valongo Wharf deserves to be considered world heritage by
UNESCO because it is the most complete memorial site for
slavery in existence. Not only is it important with regard to
Brazilian history, and hence our national life, but also as
regards world history. As Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe said,
history is not good or bad, history exists and we are part of it,
with its long luminous moments and its terrible nightmares, like
this one which seemed to be endless and left us monuments, such
as Valongo, like deep scars, living monuments, dispensing any
explanatory text, which are what they are, affecting us through
the stones we step upon and the stones we contemplate, stones
trodden by many of our ancestors at the end of a terrifying
journey, which tell us something of this lengthy and tragic
chapter of mankind’s history on earth.

Depiction of the African slave trade in Rio de Janeiro,
identified by the Sugar Loaf Mountain at the top of the drawing
Brasil Atlântico do Período Colonial, Arjan Martins, 2014, acrylic and charcoal on canvas.
Exhibition “From Valongo to Favela – Imagination and the Periphery”,
27 May 2014 to 8 February 2015 - Collection MAR – Museu de Arte do Rio/Rio Museum of Art
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Opening address by historian and diplomat Alberto da Costa e Silva, member of the Advisory
Council for the elaboration of the nomination proposal of Valongo Wharf as World Heritage.
Gustavo Capanema Palace, Rio de Janeiro, 30 September 2014.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Archaeological Site composed of the remains of the ancient stone wharf, built for the landing of enslaved Africans, in Rio de Janeiro harbour from 1811 onwards, and the wharf built in 1843
to receive the Neapolitan Princess Tereza Cristina de Bourbon, wife of Emperor Don Pedro II. As
regards current nomenclature, the site corresponds to the area of Praça Jornal do Comércio as far as
Avenida Barão de Tefé, and Rua Sacadura Cabral bordered by the Hospital of Servidores do Estado,
at number 178 Rua Sacadura Cabral.
State party

Federal Republic of Brazil

State, province or region

Rio de Janeiro

Name of Property

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site

Geographical Coordinates
to the nearest second

LAT 22°53'49.03"S LON 43°11'14.62"O

Map in A4 (or letter
format) of the nominated
property, showing its
frontiers and buffer zone

Archaeological Site composed of the remains of the ancient stone wharf,
built for the landing of enslaved Africans in Rio de Janeiro harbour from
1811 onwards, and the wharf built in 1843 to receive the Neapolitan
Princess Tereza Cristina de Bourbon, wife of Emperor Don Pedro II. As
regards current nomenclature, the site corresponds to the area of Praça
Jornal do Comércio as far as Avenida Barão de Tefé, and Rua Sacadura
Cabral bordered by the Hospital of Servidores do Estado, at number 178
Rua Sacadura Cabral.

Map in A4 (or letter
format) of the nominated
property, showing its
frontiers and buffer zone

Page 14

Criteria under which the
property is nominated

Criterion III: to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural
tradition or to a civilization which has disappeared
The transatlantic slave trade and the enslavement of Africans in the
Americas between the 16th and 19th centuries is a long and tragic episode
of enormous relevance to human history. Almost a quarter of all the
Africans enslaved in the Americas arrived at Rio de Janeiro, so the city can
be considered the entry point of the greatest number of enslaved Africans
and the biggest slave port in history.

Criterion VI: to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living
traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of
outstanding universal significance
The transatlantic slave trade is a lengthy history, which can be understood
as part of what are known as sensitive topics, those that awaken the
memory of traumatic and painful events and deal with the history both
of episodes and more extensive processes of human rights violations. This
being considered, Valongo Wharf presents itself as a magnificent example
of what is habitually referred to as a sensitive heritage site. The wharf ’s
vicinity contained the warehouses where recently arrived captives were
exhibited and sold, the Lazaretto for quarantine and treatment of those
who were sick from their terrible journey and the New Blacks’ Cemetery,
destined for those who succumbed to the rigours of the crossing on arrival.
It must be considered the most powerful memorial of the African Diaspora
outside Africa.

Draft Statement of
Outstanding Universal
Value

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is situated in the port area of Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil. The Wharf was built from 1811 onwards, as part of
the slavocracy in force since the colonial era in Brazil. The property was
situated in Valonguinho Cove, on Valongo Beach, a region known for
the landing of Africans and the slave trade from the late 18th century to
the first three decades of the 19th century. According to the Slave Trade
Data Base estimates, about 900,000 captive Africans entered via Valongo.
Its principal singular characteristic is that of a beach covered with
extensive paving made of hewn stone of different sizes, forms, finishes
and functions (Pé de Moleque paving) with a ramp and steps down to the
sea. These characteristics require that the builder master technique for
laying the stones and above all the necessary drainage, as the beach was
at the mouth of the valley. Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is the only
known example that expresses, by means of its exceptional tangible and
intangible context, the history of the African Diaspora in Brazil and the
Americas..

Rediscovered in the course of archaeological excavations undertaken on
the site in 2011, Valongo Wharf symbolises the materialisation of African
roots in the Americas becoming a space of witness, in which material
is condensed into living memory, as in the arrival and permanence of
Africans this side of the Atlantic.
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Executive Summary
Statement of Integrity
The actual Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site results from the
archaeological research carried out on the site in 2011, with the
authorisation of IPHAN, in line with national legislation aiming to
conciliate the preservation of the property with the urban development of
Rio de Janeiro city’s port area. As a result of the work carried out, a viewing
area was created in 2012, exhibiting its principal most expressive section
including the elements which denote the asset’s exceptional relevance,
with the stone slipway of Pé de Moleque type paving and the long main
drainage channel in the residual water runoff system. The archaeological
site’s viewing area allows us to observe the Pé de Moleque type pavement,
following the area’s natural contours, using stones of different sizes and
forms, built so as to permit efficient embarking and disembarking thanks
to the paving and the local drainage system. The completed research, in line
with Brazil’s current legislation, determines that the site suffers no risks or
negative impacts. Seen from the archaeological site’s viewing area, the site
offers an important indication of the value of archaeological remains for the
process of urban renovation in Brazil.
Statement of Authenticity
The results of the archaeological and historical research carried out
on Valongo Wharf confer veracity and credibility to the attributes that
transmit its Outstanding Universal Value. The discovery of the slipway and
remains of the drainage system and the design of the irregular stone paving
characteristic of the era in which Valongo Wharf was operational, as well
as elements of the material culture of the era, consistent with the context
of the landing place of enslaved Africans, were found in the excavations,
registered in technical scientific reports and exhibited for visiting
specialists. The archaeological studies prove that by grace of having been
covered over for more than a century, not only has the wharf ’s design been
preserved, but also the original material from which it was built has been
kept almost intact.
Historical sources in public archives help to place the archaeological
remains, giving credibility to the scientific conclusions and contributing to
the understanding of the wharf ’s significance and importance during its
operational period.
With the archaeological research carried out and the resulting urban
interventions in place, the recuperation and revitalisation of the area are
encouraged, by giving value to the immaterial aspects of the site, which
have encouraged growing cultural practices associated with African
traditions, which reinforce the spirit of the place and its relation with the
past.
Name and information
of agency contact / Local
institution
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Contact: Kátia Borgéa
Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional – IPHAN. SEPS
Quadra 713/913 Sul, Bloco D, Edifício IPHAN, 5º andar – Asa Sul, Brasília/
Distrito Federal, Brasil – CEP 70390-135.

PROPOSAL FOR THE NOMINATION
OF THE VALONGO WHARF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
AS WORLD HERITAGE
1. Identification of property
1.a Country
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL
1.b State, province or region
Rio de Janeiro
1.c Name of the property
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site

Figure 1. Aerial view of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site,
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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1.d Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

1.e Maps and plans showing the boundaries of the nominated property
and its buffer zone

LAT 22°53’49.03”S LON 43°11’14.62”

The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site contains the remains of the most important landing
point of enslaved Africans on the American Continent, and is therefore one of the most important
wharfs in world history. Built from 1811 onwards, its main characteristic is that of an area of beach
paved with stones. It played a prominent role, during its two decades of existence, as the reception
system of the slave trade, both regional, national and of the whole American continent. We can affirm
that a significant part of the population of the African diaspora that came to the New World trod the
paving stones of Valongo Wharf. Sources consulted show that almost a million enslaved black people
landed in the Valongo region, a topic that will be thoroughly examined in the course of this dossier.

Figure 3. Front view of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site. In the foreground, the remains of the
Empress’s Wharf, succeeded by the paving stones of Valongo Wharf. In the background, at the centre,
a column erected as a memorial of the Empress’s Wharf. Photo: Milton Guran

Figure 2
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Figure 4. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança,. December 2015.

Figure 6. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, December 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is situated in the harbour region of the centre of Rio
de Janeiro City, seat of the homonymous municipality. With regard to present-day nomenclature, the
Archaeological Site corresponds to the amplified area of Praça Jornal do Comércio, circumscribed by
Avenida Barão de Tefé, Rua Sacadura Cabral and one side of the Hospital dos Servidores do Estado
at number 178 of Rua Sacadura Cabral (Figura 7).
In its original 18th century composition, Valongo Wharf was situated on Valongo Beach, a
big bay protected and bordered by Morro da Saúde and Pedra da Prainha. later denominated Pedra
do Sal. Valongo Wharf was really built in a little bay on Valongo Beach called Valonguinho, exactly
at the mouth of the narrow valley between Valongo1 and Livramento Hills (Figure 8). The wharf
was built to function better as the landing area for the slaves who arrived there in small boats, after
having passed the Customs Post situated at the former city centre, about three kilometres away. It is
worth mentioning that Valonguinho Bay had fulfilled the role of landing place for enslaved Africans
since 1774.

Figure 5. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site , December 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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The research carried out on the Archaeological Site revealed a wharf with very unusual characteristics in that its inland extension is much greater than the jetty or pier that extends into the sea.
In fact Valongo Wharf is really a paved beach, a unique characteristic that we will deal with in the
space of the dossier. Research revealed the remains of the area in which Valonguinho Bay was paved
with the stones known as pé de moleque (hand-cut stones), a ramp and a stairway (these last two
remains are still buried).
1
Morro do Valongo was the name given in the 18th Century to that part of Morro da Conceição, which
led towards Valongo. It is where the Hanging Gardens of Valongo can be seen today.
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During its active period from 1811 to 1831, Valongo Wharf, established in this geographically protected environment, functioned as the incentive for the surrounding streets and vicinities to
flourish as the reception system of the slave trade, forming what became popularly known as Rio de
Janeiro slave market, made up of the slave holding areas and warehouses, the New Blacks’ Cemetery,
which received the bodies of those who did not resist the harsh conditions of the Atlantic passage and
by the Lazaretto of Gamboa destined for the quarantine of recently arrived sick slaves.
The activity of the slave trade in this region would diminish progressively from 1831 when
the Atlantic traffic of enslaved Africans was formally banned in Brazil.2 From this time onwards,

Figure 7

clandestine landings were carried out on distant beaches, the majority situated near Rio de Janeiro, as
at this time South-eastern Brazil was the area with the highest demand for captives. In 1843, Valongo
Wharf was earthed over to build a new disembarkation area. However it should be added that the
wharf area continues to serve as a stage for the diaspora, as enslaved Africans and their descendants
frequented and lived in this area where they created and re-created their culture. The official motivation for building a new wharf was the arrival of the Neapolitan Princess Tereza Cristina de Bourbon,
wife of the Emperor Dom Pedro II, in Brazil. The Empress’s Wharf was built for the occasion. Between 1904 and 1910, another great landfill was made in the area to build the new harbour of Rio de
Janeiro city, covering over the Empress’s Wharf, and finally, pushing the sea line 344 metres back in
relation to Valonguinho Bay.
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site’s observation window which can be seen today has
0.1058ha, All these moments – including the Empress’s Wharf – of the human trajectory transforming and modifying Valonguinho Bay, are present there. Above all, we can see Valongo Wharf making
up 77.47% of the area of the archaeological window.

2
In 1831, the entrance of enslaved Africans brought from their own continent by the Atlantic slave
trade was prohibited in Brazilian ports. However, the ban did not bring the activity to an end, as it continued
to take place in clandestine harbours, tolerated by the authorities. In 1850, another stricter law was introduced,
managing to extinguish the activity in its international dimensions. However, the slavery of Africans and their
descendants, as well as the internal traffic of these captives, continued to exist in Brazil up until the Abolition of
Slavery in 1888.
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Buffer zone
The buffer zone consists of 41.6981 ha and was established with the object of contributing
to the protection, conservation, management, integrity, authenticity and sustainability of the VUE
of the property. It was delimited with the idea of including all the elements of this reception system
(retirar aspas) of the African slave trade extended as a result of Valongo Wharf – the slave holding
areas and warehouses, graveyard and lazaretto. However it was also necessary to observe other contexts, which were initiated or strengthened as a result of Valongo Wharf or even contributed to its
establishment in that area. In this sense, it is relevant to mention Pedra do Sal, Largo do Depósito now Praça dos Estivadores, the Hanging Gardens of Valongo and the Docas Pedro II Building. Our
concern in delimiting the buffer zone was to preserve the perspective of the relationship between the
archaeological site and its surrounding context, above all the context linked to the African Diaspora:
the arrival of the enslaved, the market and the social relationships and resistance established between
them and the local society.

The interior of the buffer zone harbours an architectural ensemble generally characterised by
constructions with eclectic façades from late 19th Century and early 20th Century. A few examples of
one and two-storey houses with characteristic façades of the era in which the slave market functioned
still exist. Pointing out as an example, house number 173-175 of Rua Sacadura Cabral.

In fact, the establishment of the buffer zone seeks to articulate all the points which compose
a timeline before and after the existence of Valongo Wharf, including those that offer support to the
cultural manifestations which derive their existence and the nomenclature which confirm traditional
occupation of the region by Africans and their descendants to this day, integrating the archaeological
site with the daily life of the population.
There was a concern to alleviate the distance that presently exists between the sea and the
archaeological site and, for this reason, the buffer zone includes the Valongo Passage, a corridor that
grants access to Guanabara Bay through the existing Port. Also, via the same corridor, we intend to
link the archaeological site of Valongo Wharf to Rio Harbour, with the intention of maintaining a
chronological interpretation of the permanence of port activity in the region.
In this sense, the buffer zone is delimited by part of the hillsides of Conceição and Livramento and by Morro da Saúde, and also includes Avenida Barão de Tefé, the axis that links the Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site with the sea/port.
As regards Public Authorities, there are areas/properties protected by municipal, state and
federal authorities in the buffer zone. Law no. 971 of 4 May 1987 and Decree no. 7351 of 1 January
1988, establish the Área de Proteção do Ambiente Cultural/Area of Protection for the Cultural Environment – APAC/SAGAS represent the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro. Pedra do Sal was listed by
Rio de Janeiro State 20 November 1984 by means of Decree-Law no. 2, of 11 April 1969. The federal
authority is present in the legislation for preservation of cultural heritage under the jurisdiction of
IPHAN, from Law no. 3924 of 26 July 1961, Known as the Archaeological Law, which protects the
archaeological heritage existing in the buffer zone, and Decree Law no. 25, of 30 November 1937,
which is the basis for the listing of the Docas Pedro II Building 24 November 2016, and again by the
IPHAN Ordinance no. 135 of 13 March 2013 which deals with the architectural and urbanistic complex of Morro da Conceição.

24

Figure 8. The occupation of the buffer zone dates from the second half of the 18th century and the first
half of the 19th century. Most of the buildings suffered great changes in the early 20th century.
Some buildings in the vicinity of the archaeological site still maintain the appearance that the region
had at the early 19th century, with arched windows on the first floor, characteristic of Brazilian
architecture of the era of the Valongo Market of enslaved Africans.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

The volumetric and architectural characteristics of the buffer zone guarantee the necessary
environment for the comprehension of the occupation engendered by the slave trade, which gained
new life with the building of Valongo Wharf. This ensemble contains marks of the successive transformations that the área suffered in the 19th Century and the first quarter of the 20th Century, and
represents today one of the most characteristic segments of Rio de Janeiro’s historic centre.
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Figure 9 – Buffer zone

Figure 11

Figure 10

1.f Area of nominated property (ha) and proposed buffer zone (ha)
Area of the nominated property: 0.3895 ha
Buffer zone: 41,6981 ha
Total: 42,0876 ha

2. Description
2.a Description of the property
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site reveals the remains of the most expressive landing
point of enslaved Africans in the Americas, and is therefore one of the most important wharfs in
world history. Built from 1811 on Valonguinho Beach, on the calm Waters of Guanabara Bay During
two decades of its existence, it fulfilled the predominant role in the reception system of the regional,
national and continental trade in enslaved Africans. We can affirm that about 10%3 of the population
of the African Diaspora who arrived at the New World disembarked at Valonguinho beach, where
the wharf was built. Sources consulted show that almost a million enslaved black people landed in the
Valongo region, a topic that will be thoroughly examined in the course of this dossier.
Research revealed the remains of the era in which Valonguinho Bay was paved with the
stones known as pé-de-moleque (hand-cut stones). indications of the existence of a ramp and two
steps, whose remains are still buried (ANDRADE LIMA,2013,p.54) were also discovered. The function of Valongo Wharf was to receive all kinds of merchandise, including human. The recently arrived
enslaved African population landed at Valongo Wharf in small boats (sumacas, patachos and bergantins...) which brought them from the Customs Post, about three kilometres away. Sources consulted
reveal that the bay had fulfilled the role of landing place for enslaved Africans since 1774, even before
the bay was paved.
The building technique used to complete the Pé de Moleque type paving of the beach proved
to be relatively complex and extremely efficient. The stones were laid without using any kind of adhesive mortar, using stones of different sizes, forms and functions, maintaining the natural slope of the
land and allowing for the best drainage of rainwater, even having been placed directly on the beach.
The builder (or builders) was well trained, because he knew very well how to conciliate the material
and the building technique with the existing slope, constructing a very efficient drainage system,
avoiding the destruction of the pavement by the energy of the water, especially from the valley which
leads into the bay. We should remember that Valonguinho Bay was at the end of a valley, which directed the waters towards it.

From the data produced during the archaeological research, the team responsible for the production of this dossier projected what could hypothetically be the área of the Valongo Wharf paving.
In fact Valongo Wharf is really a paved beach, with the special characteristic that its inland extension
is much greater than the part that extends into the sea.
In sum we can affirm that the Wharf is an architectural monument whose main attributes are
as an area of beach paved with stones whose design, form, function and materials were organised in
a singularly efficient manner, which allowed it to successfully fulfil an essential role in the reception
system of the slave trade officially instituted by Imperial Brazil, during its two decades of existence.
These characteristics allow us to affirm that it is unique and exceptional both from a material point
of view and in the immaterial aspects with which it is related.
The Valongo Wharf remains survived over time and were revealed by Archaeology exactly
200 years after they were built. Until some future research proves the contrary, there is no other beach
linked to the African diaspora which has suffered the human intervention of a Public Authority,
following a state policy, with the same physical characteristics, nor having been led to fulfil the same
function, either in Brazil or in the rest of the Americas and the Caribbean, principal areas of disembarkation of the enslaved African population in the New World.
In 1843, Valongo Wharf was, in all probability, completely earthed over to build a new disembarkation area. The new wharf was built specially to receive a Princess Tereza Cristina de Bourbon,
wife of the Emperor Dom Pedro II, and was called the Empress’s Wharf. The wharf exposed by the archaeological research has regular cobblestone paving and a little jetty built from big blocks of carved
stone. However it is necessary to emphasize that the area of the wharf remains a rallying point of the
diaspora, in the sense that in this region enslaved Africans and their descendants circulated and lived
– and here they created and recreated their culture.
Between 1904 and 1910, another great landfill was made in the area to build the new harbour
of Rio de Janeiro city. Its construction covered over the Empress’s Wharf, and finally, pushed the sea
line 344 metres back in relation to Valonguinho Bay.
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site’s observation window which can be seen today has
0.1058ha, All these moments – including the Empress’s Wharf – of the human trajectory transforming and modifying Valonguinho Bay, are present there. Above all, we can see Valongo Wharf making
up 77.47% of the area of the archaeological window.

3
According to the Slave Trade Database (2016), between 1501 and 1866 4.864.373 enslaved Africans
reached Brazil alive, brought in by slave ships. In the United States there were 305.326. In the whole of the
Caribbean (including continental Dutch dominions) there were 3.883.195. In Spanish America there were
1.292.912. The general total was: 10.702.654. Thus, according to this database, Brazil received 45,45% (in fact,
a little more) of all the enslaved Africans who arrived in the Americas alive, according to the latest data of the
Slave Trade Database (2016) slavevoyages.org
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During the period of its existence Valongo Wharf played a fundamental role in the slave
economy of Brazil, functioning not only as a new focal point in the well established and very successful trading area that existed in the central area of Rio de Janeiro city, Brazilian capital of that
period. Its relevance is also tantamount, as an area of aggregation, togetherness and resistance for
the enslaved black people, as can be witnessed from the material remains discovered by the archaeological research, as well as sources from the period, which register the presence and actions of
this population.

Figure 12

The importance of Valongo Wharf is directly related to its function and meaning which
confer a unique dimension to it in the history of humanity: it is the central nucleus of a port area
by which the greatest quantity of enslaved Africans in the entire history of the Atlantic slave trade
arrived in the Americas. Brazil was the country, which received most captives brought from Africa,
and Rio de Janeiro was its principal port, from the end of the 18th century, with Valongo being
the gateway and the hub of the city slave trade at that time. According to the registers in historical
archives, more than seven hundred thousand Africans, both men and women, arrived at this destination in the final decades of the transatlantic slave trade 4. The prohibition and end of the African
slave trade and the abolition of African slavery in Brazil were followed by a process of concealment
of the practice in the region, including the tangible evidence. Valongo Wharf itself, slave harbour of
the colonial and First Empire periods, was covered over by the Empress’s Wharf during the Second
Empire, renamed Saúde Wharf from 1889 and that wharf was again covered during the reform of
Rio de Janeiro harbour in 1904.
From the 18th century onwards, various scholars, from different disciplines, have devoted
themselves to recounting Rio de Janeiro’s history. The distinctive regard of naturalists, chroniclers,
historians, archaeologists, anthropologists, architects and urbanists among others has, over time,
produced a profound and complex vision of the presence of black people in the harbour area of the
city, from the beginning of colonisation. Valongo Wharf is symbolic of the relations between Rio de
Janeiro city and the Atlantic at the time of the transatlantic slave trade. Its discovery and excavation,
just like its concealment, are part of this history.
Thus in 2010, when the local authorities initiated the necessary urban interventions for the
implantation of the Porto Maravilha Project 5 in Praça Jornal de Comércio, IPHAN - Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional, the organ responsible for Brazilian archaeological heritage,
requested that the local government carry out an archaeological research project. Only by means of
an extensive investigation of this type would it be possible to verify the degree of conservation of
those vestiges of Valongo Wharf which might still exist, due to the potential damage caused by urban
development or other causes, in function of the covering over of the wharf and the tragic historical
events linked to it.
By this time both the public administration and the researchers were aware of the enormous archaeological potential of the area. Besides being a strategic area for mingling and social
interaction between black Africans, it saw the influx and commercialisation of the massive quota
of enslaved Africans, which was confirmed during the preliminary excavations undertaken by the
4
See the estimates of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database on the site: www.slavevoyages.org This
database, the most complete and up-to-date on this theme, recognises Rio de Janeiro as having received the
greatest number of enslaved Africans in the history of the transatlantic slave trade.
5
Project developed by Rio de Janeiro local government in the city’s port region. See item 5 of this
Dossier. See: http://www.portomaravilha.com.br/.
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team led by Professor Tania Andrade Lima, archaeologist of the National Museum of Rio de Janeiro Federal University/UFRJ.6
In the local community memory, this was a region for the unloading of ships bringing captives from Africa, and the long history of the city’s black presence. It was here that for a long time,
black people coming from Bahia or the interior of the country received a warm welcome, in houses
well-known for their hospitality to their brothers-in-faith of the Afro-Brazilian religions and companions in the labour market – this theme will be referred to in the item History and Development.
Religious and festive meeting places were created in this area, marking it out as a centre of cultural
reference for the memory and celebration of African heritage.
The archaeological research, initiated on 25 January 2011, covered almost the whole area of
what is now Praça Jornal do Comércio (Jornal do Comércio Square: Figure 5). Research confirmed
the enormous archaeological potential of the area, and the research coordinator listed Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site. As a result of the research, fruit of a year and nine months’ fieldwork, e depois
de ter sido escavado 0.5328ha (Figure 30 ) besides the evidence of the remains of Valongo Wharf,
other indications of the whole context of the area’s occupation were found, including the remains of
the Empress’s Wharf, ending at the square which can be observed today. The significant evidence of
archaeological relics, representative of the occupation and ownership of this area by people of African
descent over the centuries, deserves special emphasis.
IPHAN (Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional) and the Rio de Janeiro local
government have taken care that part of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site research area should
be on public exhibition with the intention of offering physical evidence of that most tragic historical
period to visitors, by means of representative space, in order that it may never be forgotten, or worse
still repeated.
Much the excavation has been kept exposed by means of an observation window of 0.1058ha,
with the intention of demonstrating the extension of the archaeological investigation, which has been
carried out. It consists of a section that contains the characteristics that demonstrate the integrity of
the site, its state of conservation, and the exceptional archaeological and historical significance of the
area. This window functions basically as a material reminder and means of disseminating the history
of the influx and commercialisation of enslaved Africans in that region of the city, which was numerically the most expressive of the African diaspora. The profusion and scope of objects exposed bears
witness, above all, to the daily appropriation and occupation of this area by the African population.
Tania Andrade Lima made the following observations regarding the symbolic power of the
archaeological findings:
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6
As regards the results obtained by Tania Andrade Lima with the Valongo archaeological excavations
thus far, see, among others: LIMA, T. A. Archaeology as socio-political action: o caso do cais do Valongo, Rio
de Janeiro, século XIX. Vestígios - Revista Latino-Americana de Arqueologia Histórica, Belo Horizonte, v. 7,
n.1, Jan- Jul., 177-207, 2013; LIMA, T. A. A la recherche du Valongo: le quai des esclaves à Rio de Janeiro,
XIXème siècle. In: André Delpuech & Jean-Paul Jacob (dirs.) Archéologie de l’esclavage colonial. Paris: La
Découverte, 2014. 113-127; LIMA, T. A.; DE SOUZA, M.A.T.; SENE, G.M. Weaving the Second Skin:
Protection Against Evil Among the Valongo Slaves in Nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro. Journal of African
Diaspora Archaeology and Heritage, v. 3, n.2, 103-136, 2014. ANDRADE LIMA, Tania, at al. “Em busca do
Cais do Valongo, Rio de Janeiro, Século XIX”. Anais do Museu Paulista. São Paulo. N. Ser. V. 24. n.1. p. 299391. jan-abr. 2016.

The slaves of Valongo, without the means of writing their own history,
left behind them these lost, abandoned, forgotten or hidden objects. Through
their belongings, they speak of their anguish, their despair, but also of their
hope and the survival strategies they developed, in a silent but very eloquent
discourse. This was the heritage, now recovered through the archaeological
excavations, which they could leave for their descendants and also for posterity.7
Valongo reeks of extreme oppression, racism, intolerance, inequality
and marginalisation. It conjures up a heavy and oppressive past, whose consequences are felt to this day and will be felt for a long time yet in Brazil.
For this very reason, it is a place impregnated with feeling, which favours its
transformation into a space for civic commitment and dialogue, certainly
stimulating reflection and inspiring social awareness, (...). We feel that its
force and symbolic power should be put to the service of the causes of black
militancy against social, political, economic inequality, as well as political
activism, which fights for fundamental human rights, and respect for ethnic
diversity.
Our intention in bringing it back into evidence was to return to the
slaves of Valongo – ignored or forgotten by dominant narratives and who
have remained in the shadows for centuries – their right to be remembered.
We must remember, remember always and in all circumstances.
And in these circumstances, the tangible evidence of these errors
brought to light by the archaeological research in Valongo Wharf constitutes a constant warning and a permanent condemnation, being confronted with the violence practised there stimulates a sense of social justice in
the present (...). It is symbolic of a past, which can never be repeated in the
trajectory of humankind, and its public exhibition, as a place destined to
reflection and remembrance, may contribute to inspire tolerance and respect for differences..

In the face of this evidence, the International Scientific Council of the UNESCO Slave Route
Project: Resistance, Liberty, Heritage, on holding its statutory meeting in Rio de Janeiro in 2013, recognised the unparalleled significance of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site as a place that harbours the memory of the African Diaspora in the Americas, This recognition is acknowledged in
a plaque, the first of the kind in the world, attached to the wharf site on 20 November 2013, Black
Awareness Day in Brazil.8 The nomination of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site as world heritage
received the unanimous support of the International Scientific Committee, which was renewed at the
2014 meeting held in Mexico and at the 2015 meeting held in Cabo Verde for the Slave Route Project:
Resistance, Liberty, Heritage. (See annex 1)

7
ANDRADE LIMA, T. Arqueologia como ação sociopolítica: o caso do cais do Valongo, Rio de Janeiro,
20th Century. Vestígios - Revista Latino-Americana de Arqueologia Histórica, Belo Horizonte, v. 7, n.1, Jan-July,
177-207, 2013, pp.186-189.
8
On the same date, a similar plaque was fixed on the Instituto Pretos Novos.
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The archaeological site
On observation of the exposed segment of the site through the observation window, Valongo Wharf is the first and deepest layer we can see, made up of a pavement of irregular cut stone
set directly into the levelled sandy soil of Valongo beach. This kind of cobblestone paving is called
“pé de moleque” (urchin’s footsteps) in Brazil and was widely employed in public works in the 18th
and 19th centuries. The wharf was found at depths varying between 1.20m and 1.80m, according
to the slope towards the sea. (Figures 14 and 15).
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Figure 14

Figure 13. UNESCO plaque alongside the plaque declaring
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site cultural heritage of the city of Rio de Janeiro.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2014

As regards the limits and physical characteristics of Valongo Wharf, in her Final Report of
the excavations, Andrade Lima presents the following information about Valongo Wharf:
On the right side of the wharf was the ditch which drained the water coming down the hills and the road to Valongo, while on the left there was a longitudinal channel to drain the water which came down Morro do Livramento
hill towards the sea, and at least one secondary channel, which drained into
the main channel, transversally. An excellent slope on both sides guaranteed the drainage of rainwater, protecting the area from the constant flooding
in an area where this was a constant problem, especially during high tides
which periodically inundated the Valongo road.9

Figure 15. Archaeological excavations at the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, in 2011.
Photo: Tania Andrade Lima

At the edge of the wharf ’s pavement, towards the sea, in an area covering 2.10m x 0.80m,
there was evidence of two steps of cobblestones, which did not remain exposed (Figures 17 and 18),
leading to the conclusion that below the ramp and steps of the Empress’s Wharf there was the ramp
and cobblestone steps of Valongo Wharf, as Andrade Lima relates, in her Partial Report:
An important discovery was made with this ramp: the previous displacement at that time, of one of the flagstones, which was found upside down
beside its original cavity, allowed for the excavation of the sediment underneath it. An area of 2.10m x 0.80 m, was excavated and Valongo Wharf
paving was found at its lower level in the form of steps, confirming that
underneath this advanced front of the Empress’s Wharf it is still in evidence,
and it was staggered, as described in the researched documents. (Ibid., p.52)
This landing jetty had a parallel ramp and a walkway of rectangular flagstones, of which only
a few isolated flagstones remain. As the archaeologist responsible for the excavation explained, it was
possible that, near this ramp, there may have been a shed on the hardened earth:
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Figure 16. Paving of Valongo Wharf. Note at the centre of the photo the alignment of the cobblestones,
which function as the gutter for the drainage of rainwater and, on the left, the lateral border of the
wharf’s pavement, with flagstones carefully aligned. In the centre and to the left there are blocks
pertaining to the paving of the Empress’s Wharf. Photo: João Mauricio Bragança, 2014.

Further along this path remains of the tailpiece of the Valongo pavement were found, indicating its limits in this central section. On the left
and on the right, a curve clearly marks the interior of the area corresponding to the present day square, where no traces of its irregular stones
were found,. Instead we found an earthenware floor, very downtrodden, observed in the surveys carried out in the square, at an average
depth of 1.20m. (...) The finishing of the Valongo stones framing this
trodden earth area strongly sustain the possibility that these sheds may
have been from a period anterior to the prohibition of the slave trade...
The only direct evidence of a building on Valongo Wharf was a row of
four wooden poles, three in place and one further away, near the limit
between the hospital and the former street of Valongo Beach, now Sacadura Cabral Street. It was impossible to discover if this precarious and
ephemeral building, probably a temporary shelter with a straw or tile
roof, for merchandise, people or even animals, extended towards what is
now the Hospital dos Servidores do Estado or what is now Praça Jornal
do Comércio, as the counterparts of these poles were not found. They
were discovered driven into the earth, at the level of Valongo Wharf, in
9
Source: LIMA, T. A. Archaeological Monitoring and Excavation of Valongo Wharf/ Empress’s Wharf
Project. Partial Report. Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.106.
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a stretch where the stones were missing, although surveys carried out in
the direction of the hospital have made it clear that the paving extended
at least as far as the area of the present-day hospital courtyard. Thus the
limitations of this discovery do not allow for anything more than vague
speculations as to its nature and function (Ibid. p.106).

Relics of the paving stones of Valongo Wharf found 3.60m away from the pavement of what
is today Jornal do Comércio Square show the edge of the wharf.
The excavations exposed a small segment with a border of rectangular
flagstones, characterising the edge of Valongo on this side, and confirming
that in fact the wharf pavement did not extend the length of the area of
the natural rainwater drainage, but rather its edges were at the immediate
vicinity of the present day square. On the opposite side, beside the HSE,
it was also impossible to detect its limits, as the surveys carried out confirmed that it extended towards the hospital courtyard, (...). Even so, the
principal rainwater drainage channel may be tentatively employed as a
possible element to imagine the area occupied by the wharf on this other
side, if we attribute an original centrality to it in this space. Both on the
left hand lane and the former right hand lane of Avenida Barão de Tefé,
the traces of the paving end abruptly near Rua Sacadura Cabral.10

In 1843, the Valongo Wharf paving was earthed over by about 60cm to build the aforementioned Empress’s Wharf. As we have already emphasised, but it is worth repeating, building a new
wharf over Valongo Wharf signified far more than the task of beautifying the Empress’s landing area.
It was a concrete means of burying a part of history that the authorities wanted to hide, but which was
still far from being over: African slavery in Brazil.
The symbolic representation of the scenario set up, for the reception of the Princess of the
Two Sicilies alone, shows the state’s effort to upgrade the area and rewrite the history of its urban
occupation as we can see in Figure 20.
Figures 17 e 18. Steps of Valongo Wharf under Empress’s Wharf

Figure 20. Friedrich Pustkow. Empress’s Wharf, c. 1850. FERREZ, Gilberto. Iconografia do Rio de
Janeiro, 1530-1890. Analytical Catalogue, v.II. Rio de Janeiro: Casa Jorge Editorial, p.189.

The Empress’s Wharf, designed by the military engineer Grandjean de Montigny, under contract to the City Hall, was made up of fine granite flagstones of various sizes, making up the wall and
the pier, while the rest of the paving consisted of parallel cobblestones.
Figure 19. Empress’s Wharf (section of parallel cobblestones) over Valongo Wharf (pé de moleque
paving and central section of flagstones). Source: ANDRADE LIMA, T. Archaeological Monitoring
and Excavation of Valongo Wharf/ Empress’s Wharf Project. Partial Report.
Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.52.
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ANDRADE LIMA, T. Archaeological Monitoring and Excavation of Valongo Wharf/ Empress’s Wharf
Project. Final Report. Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.107
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In accordance with Pustkow’s print (figure 20), above the wall there was a railing adorned
with four sculptures representing Greco-Roman divinities: Minerva, Mercury, Ceres and Mars. Two
sculptures of dolphins, symbols of Guanabara Bay, mark the entrance to the pier, where a hexagonal
pavilion was temporarily erected, with a portrait of Empress Tereza Cristina embellishing its dome.
This pavilion was soon demolished to complete the unfinished paving of the square.
The Empress’s entourage lands on the wharf and continues up Rua do Valongo to Paço de
Boa Vista in São Cristovão. The local authorities had changed the names of both these places so that
Largo do Cais was now called Praça Municipal and Rua do Valongo was now Rua da Imperatriz
(Empress’s Street). These were not simple name changes; they were part of the process of erasing the
historical city nomenclature linked to the history of African slavery.
The Empress’s Wharf is made up of big flagstones (or pedras costaneiras, as Andrade Lima
designates them) of various sizes, and was originally covered by regular cobblestones. The flagstones
of the wall and the pier (about 190) are part of a set composed of a lower ramp, situated at a depth
of about 2.80m in relation to street level, with three steps and an upper ramp. Following the excavations, we can observe, on the side of this ramp, a mammoth construction with stonework masonry
of various dimensions piled in eight layers (Figures 21 and 22). As Tania Andrade Lima relates in her
Partial Report:
In the upper ramp, the final layer of flagstones covering the structure,
narrower than the previous ones, was laid back 0.35cm on each side, and
rounded off with rectangular paving stones. (2013, 92).

Figure 21. Empress’s Wharf,
Photo João Maurício Bragança – 2014

On the side of the ramp, the excavations provide a view of the system
of construction, permitting the view of a huge building, with various dimensions, though mostly large, of ornamental masonry piled up in eight
layers. These days they are apparently dry-stone with only remnants of an
earthy sediment where they are joined. They must have been cemented
together with lime and sand, however nothing is known about this. There
are no visible signs of its presence to fix these blocks, but it must have been
used to this end, not least because the documental registry mentions the
necessity of employing it, to fortify the structure.” (2013, 93)
However, due to the high tides, together with the great volume of rainwater drained off the land, its remains would have been washed away,
leaving no visible evidence of the mortar originally employed in the construction. In any case, judging from the wear and tear suffered over the
course of the 19th Century, constantly damaged by the onslaught of the
sea, the mortar used seems to have served more as a cradle for the laying
of the stones than specifically as an element destined to increase resistance
and improve its performance. (Ibid., 93)11
Figure 22. Empress’s Wharf, detail of previous figure.
Photo João Maurício Bragança – 2014
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Wharf Project. Final Report. Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.92

Cavities, which can be seen on the surface of various stones on the ramp and the steps, are
probably evidence of anchorage clamps used to fix the stones together, to preserve the construction
from the sea’s onslaughts and avoid landslides. (Figures 23 and 24).
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Figure 23. Empress’s Wharf. Cavities for clamps to attach the flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Figure 25. Empress’s Wharf. Rings of ferrous metal, which were used to moor small boats.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Research shows that the remains of the paving associated with the Empress’s Wharf were
greatly damaged over time, as can be seen in the following passage.
Only a few patches of the parallel cobblestone paving have survived, severely damaged over the length of the 20th Century by the installation, in
different moments of subterranean water-pipes, drains and gas ducts, rain
water drains, telephone and optic fibre cables. The Valongo Wharf paving
was less affected because it was deeper underground, which enabled it to
be preserved in better condition, although it has also been affected in some
places. Some parts of this regular paving which have been recovered allow
us to suppose that it was laid in geometrical patterns some straight, some
curving but its discontinuity does not allow for any kind of recomposition
of its original design.12 (Figures 26)

Figure 24. Empress’s Wharf. Detail of remnants of clamps to attach the flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, December 2015

There are also some iron rings embedded in the flagstones, which were used for holding
them together. Some of these rings still have remnants of plant fibre. (Figure 25).
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ANDRADE LIMA, T. Archaeological Monitoring and Excavation of Valongo Wharf/ Empress’s Wharf
Project. Final Report. Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.108.
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Figure 27. Empress’s Wharf. Spout for draining off rainwater.
Photo: João Mauricio Bragança, December 2015.
Figure 26. Show fragments (demonstrative blocks) the Empress’s Wharf with its regular cobblestone
paving. Below it the pé de moleque paving of Valongo Wharf can be seen.
Photos João Mauricio Bragança – 2014 (top) and December 2015

Together with the remains of the Empress’s Wharf, we can observe the drainage system implanted in the region. On the left of the wharf ’s landing ramp we can still see a spout of carved stone
composed of two halves inserted into the wall together (Figure 27). Very probably it launched the
water flooding down from Livramento Hill into the sea. This spout can be found 3.30m from the wall
of Hospital dos Servidores and 0.50m below the surface of the flagstones. Just below the spout there
is a graft of stones and sediments.
Over time, both seem to have suffered a process of progressive degradation, which apparently became more extreme in the decade of the 1870s,
appear in the documentary register as “in a very bad state” of conservation.(...). The drainage system conceived by Edward Gotto and carried out
by City Improvements was implanted, precisely in the stinking old channel
of natural rain-water drainage which ran along the side of Valongo Wharf
and square. The flagstone finish was similar to the rest of the docking area,
so as to integrate the end of the drain to the existing wharf. On the opposite
side, another spout of cut stone morphologically and technologically identical to that which was placed on the terminal for the overflow of rainwater coming from the steep slope of Livramento, was placed, in what seems
to have been a desire to maintain the symmetry of the whole.(...). This set of
initiatives clearly demonstrates the effort to revitalise and ennoble Praça
Municipal and the Empress’s Wharf in the 1870s (Ibid., p.108-109).
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The 1870s saw the construction of the warehouse of the Companhia das Docas Pedro II (Pedro II Dock Company), a large imposing building, listed by Iphan as Brazilian historical heritage in
2016, which altered the landscape of the Wharf ’s surroundings and whose history will be dwelt upon
later in this text. The founding stone of this building was discovered underneath Avenida Barão de
Tefé, in front of nº 105, at a depth of 2.50m, during the supervision of excavations to make new paving
for Praça Jornal do Comércio. It is a big rectangular block of chiselled granite, with the inscriptions
“D. DPII” and the date 15/09/1871.
Empress’s Wharf disappeared at the beginning of the 20th century, when it was covered over
for the construction of a square paved with Portuguese mosaic. This square, which still exists in this
place, was initially called Praça Municipal, but as time went by it became Praça Jornal do Comércio,
the name it bears to this day. The neoclassical statues, which adorned the Wharf, were transferred to
the neighbouring Valongo Hanging Gardens. The gardens were built in 1906, in the vicinity of the
Largo do Depósito, actual Praça dos Estivadores, in former Rua do Valongo, now Camerino, on land
previously occupied by the slave market, as part of the project to modernise Rio de Janeiro city. As
the archaeological coordinator of the research points out:
Despite all the efforts made and the attempts to revitalise the area,
degradation took over once more. (...) The urban reformulation promoted by Pereira Passos and the construction of Rio de Janeiro Port should
by right have re-qualified the area. However the area remained strongly
characterised as a stronghold of outlaws, as it was historically associated
with sectors considered marginalised by society as a whole – such as black
people enslaved in their homeland, freed men who established themselves
and fixed their dwelling there and later free blacks who were allotted to
the harbour construction as stevedores, or even unqualified immigrants,
of diverse origins, who sheltered there – the area remained strongly characterised as a refuge for marginalised people (...)(Ibid., p.109).
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The archaeological research: history, approaches and results
In order to elaborate on the archaeological research which revealed Valongo Wharf we will
refer to the partial and final reports, of the Project for archaeological excavation of Valongo Wharf,
coordinated by Tania Andrade Lima, presented to IPHAN - the institution for the protection of Brazilian heritage, – with the starting point of the Plano de Consolidação do Cais do Valongo carried out
by the RETRÔ Restoration Projects company in September 2014. We will also use the reports of the
Instituto de Arqueologia Brasileira – IAB, responsible for the analysis of the mobile material issuing
from the site. 13

Figure 28. Praça Municipal, now Praça Jornal do Comércio, in 1906. See the obelisk and the fountain.
The sea can be seen in the background, and on the far right the Companhia das Docas Pedro II building.
Photo: Augusto Malta, Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro (Municipal Archives).

As a witness to the disembarkation of the Empress and the existence of the so-called Empress’s Wharf, an obelisk and a fountain were built in Praça Municipal, as can be seen in figure 28.
The obelisk can be seen to this day, it remains in the square, next to the observation window of the
Archaeological Site of Valongo Wharf. However, it is known that this is not the original site of the
obelisk, the archaeological research proves this, having discovered the original foundations which
show its original site, as can be seen in figure 59.

Figure 29. Aerial view of the observation window of the archaeological site – Aero-photometry 2013.
Source: PCRJ
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Dias Jr., 2016,
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The project initiated from the assumption of an existing archaeological site, above all the
presence of Empress’s Wharf covering Valongo Wharf, proposing to save both structures, with the
main object being to reveal Valongo Wharf, or “the slave wharf ” (ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p.15) 14.
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site has 0.3895ha and was registered at IPHAN on 25
April 2012 by the coordinating archaeologist of the project. The object of the research was fully
reached, revealing the structures of the Empress’s Wharf, the paving of Valongo Wharf, and other
structures directly or indirectly related to them. The research revealed and interpreted the collection
of super artefacts (term which denotes the dimensions of the artefact, coined by Handsman & Leoni,
1995) encountered on the site, that is to say, the architectural structures of the Empress’s Wharf and
Valongo Wharf potentially associated with them.
The research carried out at the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site was also extremely prolific
with regard to mobile artefacts. Within the context of the excavation the concentration of mobile archaeological material related to the African Diaspora collected near the wharf and along the sides of
the site must be considered exceptional. This material is directly related to those who lived and dwelt
in the neighbourhood and inhabited the wharf, considering that space their own. During the research
various kinds of artefacts were dug up, such as shells or adornments, earrings and metal bracelets,
almost all imbued with profound symbolism. It is worth emphasising that many metals, especially
iron, had a symbolic and religious significance for these groups.
During the research 110 sectors and 6 trenches were excavated, and the whole extension of
Praça Jornal do Comércio was monitored.
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14
Term used in ANDRADE LIMA, T. O Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – Final Report
Jan/2013 (p. 15)

Figure 30. Area researched by the archaeological project.
Source: Adapted from ANDRADE LIMA. Valongo Wharf and Empress’s Wharf – Preliminary Report Jan/2013

The archaeological project carried out was the monitoring and excavation of Valongo
Wharf / Empress’s Wharf, which was presented to IPHAN for analysis and approval in October
2010, the official ordinance to begin the work was emitted by the Institute, and the research was
initiated on 25 January 2011.

This focus helps us to understand the team’s methodology for their fieldwork and laboratory
procedures. As a general rule, mechanical excavation was employed in the whole of the research area
to remove the concrete covering and the initial rubble, while manual excavation was adopted in some
parts. The sediments from the layers with the highest concentration of archaeological material and/
or those localised above the Valongo paving were sifted. A visual inspection was carried out over the
rest of the area, sometimes discounting the layers from approximately the first 60 cm in depth.
Part of the structures revealed in the archaeological research form part of the Valongo landing wharf built in Valongo em Bay from 1811 by Intendant Paulo Fernandes Vianna. Based on researcher Tania Andrade Lima’s reports, the ornamental stonework of Valongo Wharf was revealed at
various points of the site at depths varying between 1.20 m and 1.80 m due to the fact that
“The Valongo paving sloped down towards Sacadura Cabral Street. In
relation to the present day level, in the first survey, situated more to the
northeast, Valongo appears at a depth of 1.46 metres, progressively diminishing to the fifth survey where the depth is only 1 metre” (ANDRADE
LIMA, 2013)

The archaeologist’s team began its work on the excavation site in Praça Jornal do Comércio,
which was already going through interventions when the team arrived, such as the placing of rectangular concrete staves of the rainwater drainage tunnel in the adjacent area to that where the remains
of Empress’s Wharf were expected to be found.
The archaeological work here (Front 1, Stretch 1), near the corner of Rua Coelho e Castro,
revealed the first remains of flagstones associated with Empress’s Wharf at a depth of 1.85 metres.
This constitutes a ramp of stones composed of three ranges of different sized flagstones, placed in the
North/South direction, finished off by vertically positioned blocks.
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Figure 31. Front 1, section 1. Localisation of concrete gallery and flagstones of Empress’s Wharf.
Source: Adapted from ANDRADE LIMA, Valongo Wharf and Empress’s Wharf – Preliminary Report Jan/2013

From the beginning of the research work the localisation of Valongo was a priority, the coordinating archaeologist emphasizes that it was not a question of superimposing one historical moment
in detriment of another or rather, even while seeking Valongo, the moments which preceded and succeeded were also considered. As the ruling class had already been remembered with the erection of
an obelisk in homage to the arrival of the Empress, the main object of the project now being executed
was to bring to light the evidence coming from those who had not yet been able to be remembered:
the enslaved Africans.
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Andrade Lima raises an hypothesis to explain the absence of any trace of the Valongo Wharf
paving in that part of Valonguinho Bay.
Although this stretch was an integral part of Valongo Wharf and subsequently Empress’s Wharf, it was never covered by any kind of paving because of its geomorphological characteristics whose sedimentary evidence
suggests the existence of a natural canal.(Ibid., p.32)
And continues:

Figure 32. Empress’s Wharf. Blocks of flagstones revealed in Front 1/Stretch 1.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p.15

In this stretch, unoccupied at the time, the drainpipes of City Improvements’ were implanted without major obstacles. However, it was necessary
to create some kind of finish to the place where the water poured out of the
system into the sea. At this point they certainly reproduced the flagstone
ramp of the adjacent Empress’s Wharf, to give the impression of a single,
homogenous and continuous structure,...” (Ibid., p.34)

The presence of an iron pipe of approximately 40 cm diameter was observed below the structure. During the continuing work in Avenida Barão de Tefé no continuity was observed, either of the
paving stones or any other structures. The excavations revealed the English iron drainpipes.

Figure 34. Drain spout set in (hewn) flagstones of Empress’s Wharf.
Source: Ibid., p. 36

Figure 33: Empress’s Wharf and the Iron drainpipe under the structure.
Source: Ibid., p.35

The whole road surface from Avenida Barão de Tefé to Rua Camerino was dug up to place the
rainwater drainage gallery staves. The existing drainage system, with iron drainpipes of English manufacture, was placed just above the layer containing the biggest concentration of archaeological material. This layer, varying in thickness between 2 and 4 metres, was associated with the Valongo Wharf
context although no remains of the characteristic Wharf paving had been localised (ANDRADE
LIMA, Ibid p.31). The historic research indicates that the drainpipes must be from the decade of 1870
when Rio de Janeiro City Improvements Ltd implemented the system of sanitation.
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The remnants of this part of the Empress’s Wharf ramp no longer exist today. They had to be
removed to implant the new and modern drainage system, which was also necessary, to permit the
conservation of the remnants now exposed by the site’s observation window. The removal of these
vestiges was first analysed and licensed by Iphan, as was the drainage project for the area.
At the other end, at the level of the flagstones exposed in Rua Coelho Castro, in front of the
Hospital dos Servidores, another segment of the Empress’s Wharf flagstones became apparent at a depth
of 1.85 m.
The gross part of these constitute two steps formed of vertically positioned blocks and parallel cobblestones, (at a depth of 1.40 m). Adjacent
to these, the parallels were placed in a geometrical pattern, partly on the
northeast/southeast axis, partly on the southeast/northeast. (Ibid., p. 16)
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Figure 35. Position of the structure previously described.
Source: Adapted from ANDRADE LIMA, Valongo Wharf and Empress’s Wharf – Preliminary Report Jan/2013

Figure 36. Empress’s Wharf Flagstones, steps and parallel cobblestone paving revealed in front 2.
When the section in question was extended, an area was found where there was a diagonal break
in the stone paving (see photo 37 below), which enabled deeper excavations
to be done to find more remains of Valongo Wharf.

It was during this process that the irregular cobbles associated with Valongo Wharf was
revealed, around 60 cm below the parallel paving and around 2 metres beneath the current surface level.
Surveys were done in this area to detail its stratigraphic features and detect any paving stones
associated with the Empress’s Wharf or Valongo Wharf. “These sections were later joined together in
trenches or turned into open pit excavations.” (ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p.41)
In some sections, the parallel paving stones had been moved, but the irregular stone paving
of Valongo Wharf remained well preserved. This could be seen even in the surveys done further away
from the flagstones, such as at S23, which is 24 metres away from them.
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Because the Valongo Wharf paving stones are in a good state of conservation throughout
practically the whole excavated area of Front 2, the upward slope towards Rua Sacadura Cabral can
be clearly perceived.
The parallel paving stones associated with the Empress’s Wharf were found to be in a good
state of conservation in the West Section, which is slightly higher (0.40 m to 0.60 m) than the paving
stones found near the flagstones.

Figure 37. Empress’s Wharf .
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, ibid.

It was during this process that the irregular cobbles associated with Valongo Wharf was revealed, around 60 cm below the parallel paving and around 2 metres beneath the current surface
level.
Surveys were done in this area to detail its stratigraphic features and detect any paving stones
associated with the Empress’s Wharf or Valongo Wharf. “These sections were later joined together in
trenches or turned into open pit excavations.” (ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p.41)
In some sections, the parallel paving stones had been moved, but the irregular stone paving
of Valongo Wharf remained well preserved. This could be seen even in the surveys done further away
from the flagstones, such as at S23, which is 24 metres away from them.

Figure 39: Parallel paving associated with the Empress’s Wharf, West Section.
Source: Ibid., p. 46

In order to ascertain the length of the paved area of Valongo Wharf in Front 2, a 1m x 1m
survey was performed under the pavement of Hospital dos Servidores called SWW1. Irregular stone
paving was identified at a depth of 1.27 m, leading to the conclusion that it stretches towards the land
on which this hospital now stands, making it impossible to ascertain exactly how far. (Ibid., p.48)
In order better to understand the structures identified on Avenida Barão de Tefé and in front
of Hospital dos Servidores, a new work front was begun (Front 3), where a larger surface of flagstones
was revealed, as well as a sequence of three steps made of blocks of stone (Figure 40)

Figure 38. South Section (left) and part of the West Section (right),
divided by the Valongo Wharf gutter. Source: Ibid., p. 43
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Figure 40. Front 3 Location of the structure described above.
Source: adapted from ANDRADE LIMA, O Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – Relatório Preliminar Jan/2013

One very important finding was made below the ramp of flagstones in an area measuring
2.10m X 0.80m, inside which “the paving of Valongo Wharf in the form of steps” was found, “showing that beneath this advanced front of the Empress’s Wharf, it is present and had the same stepwise
form” (Ibid., p.52).
Indentations can be seen on the flagstones of the Empress’s Wharf, into which clamps were
driven to keep them in place and protect the structure against the action of the sea. Some mooring
ropes for small boats were also found embedded in the rocks, some still with remains of plant fibre.

Figures 41 and 42. Empress’s Wharf. Mooring rope for small boats
embedded in the rock (ibid, p 53).

Figure 43. Empress’s Wharf. Corrosion stain around the remains of an iron clamp.
Retrô archive. September 2014 – p.16
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Figure 48. Retrô archive, June 2014 – p.40

Figure 44. Empress’s Wharf. Mooring ring embedded in the stone
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p. 55

Metal rings (or mooring ropes) embedded in the stones of Empress’s Wharf Cais da Imperatriz for mooring small boats. See that in some cases there are still fragments of the chains or ropes of
the boats that were moored there.
At the same level as the irregular stone paving of Valongo Wharf, a section of whole stone
slabs was identified15 as well as fragments of different sizes “making up a long and relatively narrow
route 18.20 m long by 2.25 m wide” (ANDRADE LIMA, Ibid., p. 56). Only a few of the original paving slabs still remain.
Further up from this route, a preserved section of parallel paving from the Empress’s Wharf
was found at a depth of 1.20 metres (see figures 49, 50 and 51)

Figure 45. Ferrous metal mooring ring exposed to weathering attached
near the edge of the stonework
Figure 46. Ferrous metal mooring ring displaying the way it was attached
to the rock using lead. Source: Retrô archive, June 2014 – p.39

Figure 49. Section of paving stones from the Empress’s Wharf overlying
the long section of slabs from Valongo Wharf. Source: Ibid., p. 56
Figure 47. Retrô archive, June 2014 – p.39
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15
In the Retrô report, these slabs are understood to form the central line of this paved area around
which the uneven stones were positioned.
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Figure 51: Detail of the left part of the above photo. Photo: João Maurício Bragança, October 2014

Trench 17 was opened and extended 103.50 m in length. Some sections of parallel paving
associated with the Empress’s Wharf were identified, as well as some irregular paving stones associated with Valongo. The depth of the former paving ranged from 0.60 m to 0.80 m while the latter was
found between 1.60 m and 1.80 m deep. Both slope downward towards the sea.
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Figure 52. Trench 17.
Source: adapted from ANDRADE LIMA. O Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – Relatório Preliminar Jan/2013

Figure 50: Continuation of the previous photo to the right. Source: Ibid., p. 56
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The Empress’s Wharf paving was removed throughout this section, but only after first being
fully studied and recorded. It was removed so that urban infrastructure developments could be made.
The sections where the cobblestones were identified, characteristic of Valongo Wharf, were preserved
and remain in their original location.

Figure 54. Front 3, Trench 17. Dissipater. Intervention made after the Empress’s Wharf was built
Source: Ibid., p.59

During the supervision of the excavations for the building of Praça Jornal do Comércio, “a
large rectangular block of finely worked granite” was found at a depth of 2.50 m opposite no. 105, Av.
Barão de Tefé. This granite block bears the inscription D. DPII in black and white marble and the date
15/09/1871 at the top left. It was the cornerstone of the Docas D. Pedro Building, but for some as yet
unknown reason was not set under the building as would have been normal practice.
Figure 53. Trench 17: section of parallel paving stones the Empress’s Wharf removed to make way for
infrastructure developments in the area. Source: ANDRADE LIMA, Ibid., p.25

At a given point in time, the decision was taken to do excavations in order to connect the
structures uncovered in Front 3 and Trench 17. A triangular section was dug, which is filled with
hand-hewed stones distributed evenly inside it (Figure 54). The research report mentions that “this
dissipater was built on the flagstones of the wharf, and therefore postdates the Empress’s Wharf ”
(ANDRADE LIMA, Ibid., p.59).
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A new work front (Front 4) was opened up with the aim of ascertaining the extent of the
structures associated with Valongo Wharf. For this purpose, 14 surveys were done in the area adjacent to Hospital dos Servidores, all of which revealed the existence of typical Valongo paving. In
sector 51, the paving stones were identified at a depth of 1.46 m, while in sector 53, they were 1.25
m deep and in sector 55 they were 1.20 m deep, showing that there is an upward slope towards Rua
Sacadura Cabral. A gutter was also identified – a continuation of the same structure uncovered in
Front 2. Later, the excavations in Front 4 were extended and new preserved sections of the Empress’s
Wharf and Valongo Wharf were revealed.
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Figure 56. Front 4 – survey area in the vicinity of Hospital dos Servidores.
Source: adapted from ANDRADE LIMA. O Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – Relatório Preliminar Jan/2013

Figure 55. Cornerstone of Docas D. Pedro II Building.
Source: Ibid., p.63

For a considerable part of the excavation phase a service strip (access route) 5m wide, crossing the research area in the direction of Avenida Barão de Tefé / Hospital dos Servidores do Estado-HCE, was maintained for the access of vehicles. Once it was freed for research, the area was subdivided into two sections denominated Front 2/4 (beside HCE) and Front 3/5.

Figure 57. Front 4 – paving stones indicating the existence of a gutter.
Source: Ibid., p. 69

The author subsequently mentions a new discovery, illustrated in the figure below:
To the southeast, the paving ends at the point where the Empress’s
Wharf paving appears, at a higher level, with its stones carefully aligned
in order to make a finished edge. This kerb curves around the area currently occupied by the square, inside of which no remains of Valongo were
encountered. A secondary gutter runs parallel to it, which flows into the
one that crosses Fronts 2 and 4, bearing witness to the extensive rainwater
drainage system introduced at Valongo Wharf. (Ibid., p. 70)

Figure 59. Right-of-way e Fronts 2/4 and 3/5.
Source: adapted from ANDRADE LIMA, ibid.

Figure 58. Kerbstones and gutter described above.
Source: Idem, p. 70
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Front 2/4 was excavated with the purpose of uncovering the gutter and the edge of Valongo
Wharf “by the kerb of aligned stones” (Ibid., p.84). As a result, this excavation revealed another gutter
that runs into the first one, as well as a length of wood measuring 2.1 0x 0.20cm between 0.10 and
0.20 m above the Valongo paving stones.
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Figure 61. Length of wood over the pavement of Valongo Wharf. Source: Ibid., p.85

No remains of either the Empress’s Wharf or Valongo Wharf were encountered in Front 5,
but the fountain from the former Praça Municipal (Municipal Square) was uncovered. However the
base of the fountain of the former Praça Municipal was revealed.
A circular granite column, with fluting, formed by 91 monoliths on a
circular pedestal also of granite, with an elevation of three degrees. Four
spouts were placed on this column, from which water streamed into a rectangular tank. Topped by a Corinthian Capital, over which an armillary
sphere with three arrows was placed... (Ibid., p78)

As we can see, the fountain no longer exists, but the column was transferred from its place,
at the beginning of the 20th Century, and nowadays is closer to the wharf.
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Figure 62. Front 5.
Source: See the remains of the fountain. Adapted from ANDRADE LIMA. O Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – Relatório preliminar Jan/2013

Figure 60. Water drainage network for Valongo Wharf. Source: Ibid., p.84

The archaeological collection from the Valongo Wharf site
There are 466,035 artefacts in the Valongo Wharf archaeological collection. It is outstanding not just for the quantity of pieces, but for the variety and concentration of materials associated
with the African diaspora. These archaeological artefacts deserve special attention in their own right
as they give us a glimpse of the customs, daily life, religious symbolism and resistance of the African
people enslaved in the system imposed on them. This is a collection whose importance cannot therefore be judged from its material remains alone, but more importantly from its intangible value and
the meanings attributed to the artefacts. The preservation of this collection also has socio-political
overtones, providing as it does greater visibility for the material culture of enslaved Africans. As a
rule, large-scale architectural structures and collections related to ruling elites tend to attract more
attention and be prioritized in preservation programmes.
16

Figure 63. The remains of the fountain in the former Praça Municipal
Source: Ibid., p.79

The organs involved in the research and management decided that the remains of the fountain should not remain exposed in the interest of a better Reading of the context to be presented to the
visitor of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site. In the interests of its conservation, it was covered
with geotextile fabric, not bidim, then by light-coloured sand and newly buried. The tile covering of
the Square is easily removable which permits easy access to the remains if this is deemed necessary.

The enslaved Africans who lived in Brazil had very few material possessions, yet they nonetheless employed creative strategies to overcome the limitations imposed on them. The iconography
from the 19th century tends to support this view, depicting slaves wearing all manner of adornments,
including bracelets, earrings, necklaces and pendants. These objects did not just have an aesthetic or
spiritual purpose, but served to set apart those who wore them. Affirming oneself as a person through
the use of visible markers designed to enhance the figure was one of the strategies for survival employed in this dehumanizing system. Some items of this kind were found at the Valongo Wharf site,
the details of which will be presented later.
It is most likely that the slaves were given at least some of these objects by their owners, who
would either have bought them or offered them second hand. Another way they would have acquired
them would have been by buying them directly from the market. They may have bought them using
money earned doing informal labour. In other cases, the slaves could have recycled manufactured objects made of glass or metal, for instance, to adapt them for their own uses. Essentially, a variety of different strategies could have been brought into play in order to acquire these objects (SOUZA, 2013).
It was common for these objects to acquire different meanings from their original uses or
functions, which were often associated with religious practices. This resignifying of objects without
their actually being materially modified demonstrates the acquisition of new cultural practices in
Brazil – the creation of mechanisms that differed from those existing in the free society.
In this sense, the archaeological research of Valongo Wharf has revealed not just the outstanding, almost completely intact architectural structure that is the wharf itself, but also a huge and
varied collection of artefacts, whose study reveals a history of hundreds of thousands of enslaved and
freed Africans who spent time and lived there, resisting external pressure and developing new shared
cultural practices.
In the research, two main disposal areas were identified where a high concentration of materials was encountered, both associated with Valongo Wharf. The first, situated along the side of the
wharf on Avenida Barão de Tefé, dated from 1811 to 1843, is 2 to 3 metres deep. The second, located
at the front of the wharf, with remains from the whole of the 19th century, ranges from 2 to 6 metres
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16
The archaeological research undertaken in the first stage of the dock development in Rio de Janeiro
yielded a total of 1,259,235 objects. However, after curation, the collection relating specifically to the Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site was found to number 466,035 artefacts.
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deep. There is also a large concentration of archaeological finds associated with a layer of dark brown
sandy mud sediment, where there is a significant presence of Attalea funifera plant fibre (piassava
palm). The layer was found at a depth of between 1.60 and 3 metres (ANDRADE LIMA et al, 2016).
Amongst the archaeological finds, there are a great many apotropaic artefacts, which were
used to provide protection against all manner of evil. These amulets and adornments operated like a
kind of “second skin” (ANDRADE LIMA et al, 2014)17. They are regarded as highly cultural manifestations that were used both as an affirmation of an identity placed in jeopardy because of the domination the African people were subject to, and as ways to negotiate new social positions.
The objects in question include beads, crossed fingers, crucifixes, animal horns, claws, shells,
crystals, plant fibre rings, metal objects like earrings and bracelets, and other objects which came
from the ruling classes and were reused and re-signified. These artefacts demonstrate the beliefs
and survival strategies of the slaves of Valongo in dealing with a situation of oppression, despair and
hopefulness (Ibid.).

●

Figure 64. Rounded beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Beads

Around 2,000 beads made of various materials were collected from the Valongo site. They
are associated with different groups of enslaved Africans, and could have had spiritual and/or aesthetic uses, especially since there was often no clear distinction between these two facets. Rosary beads
were also found, which were used in spiritual practices, where they were attributed with magical
meanings.
A considerable number of the beads were made of European glass. There are also many beads
made of seeds, ceramic, wood, amber, coral, shells and minerals.
Found in their hundreds at Valongo, beads are some of the most common and best documented items brought to Brazil as a result of the African diaspora. Used both in West Africa and on the east coast and in
Central Africa. Portrayed in watercolours by Debret and Rugendas, these
items were also mentioned by European travellers (Ibid., p.110-111).

Figure 65. Cylindrical bead – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014
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17
ANDRADE LIMA, T.; DE SOUZA, M. A. T.; SENE, G. M. Weaving the Second Skin: Protection
Against Evil Among the Valongo Slaves in Nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro. Journal of African Diaspora
Archaeology and Heritage, v. 3, n.2, 103-136, 2014. For more on the concept of the “second skin”, see pages
103, 108, 109, 110, 131, 132. See Annex 2.
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Figure 66. Faceted blue beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Figure 67. Tubular beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Figure 69. Bead made from a seed – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Figure 70. Glass bead – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014

Figure 68. Blue tubular beads - Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014
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●

Corals

Corals deserve to be investigated in their own right, since they were believed to have special
symbolic value and magical properties:
The corals are attributed with magical properties for curing and preventing a vast range of diseases, evil eye, spells, malevolent spirits, and
misfortunes in general, having been appropriated over the course of time
by different cultures and used as powerful amulets. (ibid., 125)

Adornments in the form of spherical and tubular beads made of coral were collected from
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, including fragments of two distinct genera of Octocorallia of the
Coralliidae family: Corallium and Paracorallium.
Historian Eduardo de França Paiva has studied the decorative objects worn by Africans and
Creoles in eighteenth century Minas Gerais, observing the following::
In Africa, the use of corals was widespread since the fifteenth century
and the Portuguese were major suppliers of the material. In the ancient
kingdom of Benin, part of present-day Nigeria, there was a tradition dating back to the fifteenth century of making heads whose necks were completely encircled by polished corals in the form of small threaded cylinders.
Sometimes, coral caps with threads of the same material hanging from
them, all forged in copper, covered the traditional heads made in Benin, a
region that from the sixteenth century supplied many of the slaves sent to
Brazil. The Portuguese voyagers set up trade relations, outposts and forts
throughout this part of the Gulf of Guinea as of the first half of the fifteenth
century, and in exchange for the gold there, they left behind a great quantity of corals, as well as other merchandise (beads, glass, amber, pearls,
stoneware and jewellery). Coral was a precious item in Africa (...)18

Figure 72. Fragments and beads of red coral of the Corallium and Paracorallium genera,
known as precious coral. Photo: João Maurício Bragança

●

Shells

A large number of shells were collected in the research. According to the coordinator, over
200 of the shells are from the Cypraeidae family, commonly known as cowries. Most of these gastropods are of two species, Monetaria moneta and Monetaria annulus (Linnaeus, 1758, cited in ANDRADE LIMA et al., 2014, 114), which come from the tropical waters of the Indo-Pacific region,
which includes the south and east coasts of Africa. These shells, also known as “money cowries”, were
used as coins and associated with the slave trade. Cowries are also associated with religious practices,
and this is a tradition that continues to the present day, insofar as they are still used in Brazil for divining in some African-based religious practices.

Figure 71 . Coral beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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18
PAIVA, Eduardo França. Escravidão e universo cultural na Colônia: Minas Gerais, 1716 - 1789.
Belo Horizonte: Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, 2001, p. 224.

Figure 73. Malacological material: shells collected from the site.
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●

Plant fibre rings

Several rings made of plant fibre were collected, some of which were from the Attalea funifera
palm tree, known as the piassava palm. They were probably the products of African cultural traditions, since while the raw material is from Brazil, the techniques use seem to draw on ancestral traditions.20 In Angola today, piassava palm bracelets with double knots are made and widely used by both
locals and tourists, who, with globalization, have discovered African decorative objects. These bracelets are worn by men and women alike, but are more commonly worn by men. With the exhaustion
of supplies of the original raw material, today these bracelets are made of plastic. To date, there are
no reports of similar archaeological findings in Brazil, Central America or the United States, which
would seem to suggest that this was a typically local phenomenon, related only to Rio de Janeiro.
Figure 74. Malacological material: shells collected from the site.

●

Crystals

In the excavations, various crystals were collected from the Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site, such as shards, prisms, drops from chandeliers and perfume bottle stoppers,19 which could
indicate their reuse and resignification. The Bakongo, a group from the ancient kingdom of Congo,
Africa, made extensive use of crystals, which could be interpreted as amulets, providing physical and/
or spiritual protection. Crystals were also believed to have healing powers and were used to cleanse
environments imbued with negative energy. The belief that corals had such powers could be one reason why they were so prevalent amongst the materials used in the decorative objects retrieved, aside
from their material value.

Figure 76. Pre-forms of rings made from plant fibre.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

●

Crossed Fingers

The crossed fingers collected at the site were made of different materials like bone, wood and
copper. They are all of the left hand, typical of African-based religions, in which they are used protection against the evil eye.(Ibid., p.103-136)
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Figure 75. Crystal. Pendant made from a crystal fragment (probably from a decorative ornament).
Example of reuse. Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Figure 77. Wooden pendent of crossed-fingers
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

19
ANDRADE LIMA, T.; DE SOUZA, M. A. T.; SENE, G. M. Weaving the Second Skin: Protection
Against Evil Among the Valongo Slaves in Nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro. Journal of African Diaspora
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●

Pipes

Figure 80. Ceramic pipe.
Photo : João Maurício Bragança

Figure 81. Ceramic pipe.
Photo : João Maurício Bragança
Figure 78 – House of negroes. Litogravura. Rugendas, 1827/28.

A great number of different kinds of pipes were found at the Valongo Wharf site. Pipes are
often associated with enslaved Africans, depending on the archaeological setting. It is possible that
the slaves themselves made these artefacts, since they had every interest in acquiring and using them
in the public and private domains. They imprinted their own cultural references in the forms and
decorations of the pipes. Sometimes they had a magical or religious connotation, and could be used
as amulets or placed together with crossed fingers and beads on altars in places of Afro-Brazilian
religious worship.
Figure 82. Wood and non-ferrous metal pipe.
Photo : João Maurício Bragança

Figure 79. Ceramic Pipe. Gamboa Warehouse.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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Figure 83. Ceramic Pipe.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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●

Teeth, horns and claws

In the archaeological research, various cattle horns with marks of cuts were collected, as
well as dozens of canine teeth of domesticated pigs. A dactyl from the pereiopod (or moveable
finger) of the leg of a Brachyura decapod from the Xanthidae family (mud crab) (ibid., p. 129) was
also retrieved from the site. In Brazil, Debret21 noted that horns were used by the slaves responsible for transporting livestock. In Rio de Janeiro, there is iconographic evidence of the use of teeth
covered in metal hung on chains with or without beads. Referring to the teeth, Andrade Lima et al.
(2014, 129) remarks that

●

Non-ferrous metals

According to Lima et al. (2014, 120-121), many copper alloy amulets were found at the Valongo Wharf site, “including perforated coins, bracelets, earrings, and pendants, providing possible
evidence of the continuation of a multi-secular African tradition of using copper alloy to protect
the body”.22 Many African groups had highly skilled metalworkers, who produced bracelets, anklets,
earrings, rings and neck rings. There are also archaeological finds that indicate how the enslaved Africans recycled metals to produce these adornments.

…inlaid in metal, they were incorporated with threads of beads or
used in isolation by Rio de Janeiro’s slaves, as shown in nineteenth-century iconography, a practice maintained even today among practitioners of
some African-based religions.
Some bones could also bear witness to the cultural practices of certain African groups. Comparative studies of animal bones, especially in the United States, have shown how different African
groups broke and perforated them to remove the marrow. Some of these practices come from West
Africa and were probably transferred to the Americas and subsequently adapted by the enslaved people.

Figure 84. Canine Teeth.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

Figure 85. Crab claws.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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21
A French painter, draughtsman and teacher who took part in the French Artistic Mission that
came to Brazil in 1817, Jean-Baptiste Debret documented aspects of Brazilian nature and society in the 19th
century in his drawings and texts, especially Rio de Janeiro, giving great emphasis in his artistic work to the
presence of black and African people on the city’s streets.

Figure 86. Metal Bracelets
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Figure 87: Earring Metal crossed-fingers.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Figure 88: Pendant in the form of a crown.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
22
ANDRADE LIMA, T.; DE SOUZA, M. A. T.; SENE, G. M. Weaving the Second Skin: Protection
Against Evil Among the Valongo Slaves in Nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro. Journal of African Diaspora
Archaeology and Heritage, v. 3, n. 2, 103-136, 2014.
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The artefacts retrieved from the Valongo Wharf site are not exclusively linked to shipping
activities per se, but rather to the urban habits of the people in that part of the city. They have shed
important light on the customs, daily life and cultural resistance of the enslaved Africans. Above all,
they bear witness to the encounter of diverse African cultures, which in their continent of origin
would not necessarily have had any direct contact, and between these cultures and the rest of Brazilian society. This diversity of African groupings was portrayed extensively by travelling artists, such as
the picture in figure 87 by Johann Moritz Rugendas, painted in Rio de Janeiro c. 1822-1825. It shows
the physical features of people identified by their region of origin in Africa, like “Cabinda”, “Quiloa”,
“Rebola” and “Mina”, which were so far from each other that it is fair to assume they would have had
hardly any contact or dealings back in Africa. The people who were identified as Cabinda and Rebolo
would have come from the north of Angola, while the Quiloa were from East Africa, between the
south of Tanzania and the north of Mozambique, and the Mina people were from the Gulf of Guinea
in West Africa.

As a conclusion of the analyses of the collection of archaeological artefacts found at the site,
Andrade Lima and team state that Valongo Wharf received a highly varied contingent of African
people, and as the material evidence of this site suggests, the spiritual and magical practices were influenced by the African regions (central east and western) that each of these people came from. They
are treated as “African world views” that influenced the construction of new identities, which helped
these people in their adaptation to the tough new reality they faced.
The references used for the comparisons between sites of a similar nature, especially in Brazil, the US and the Caribbean, come from historical texts and illustrations and recent archaeological
(mostly in North America) and ethnographic research, as well as oral information from African researchers and from groups belonging to African-based religions. For further details, consult Annex
2, which contains the articles by Andrade Lima consulted to produce this dossier.

Analysis and management of the archaeological collection from the
Valongo Wharf site
The excavations at the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site yielded an important collection
of around 466.035 archaeological artefacts. Because of the legislation, the collection has been treated
according to the tenets of archaeology and archaeological conservation. However, given the sheer
volume of items, they had to be analysed at provisional premises with the physical capacity to store
such large numbers of artefacts and have such a large team of professionals as were hired by the Rio
de Janeiro city hall working there, providing adequate infrastructure for the work to be continued.
The first stage of the analysis was coordinated by Dr. Tania Andrade Lima and her team from
Museu Nacional (National Museum, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro). As of 2015, Instituto de
Arqueologia Brasileira took over the task, and currently Dr. Ondemar Dias Jr. is responsible for the
analyses, working with a team of around 30 people. The whole preliminary identification, analysis,
preservation and storage process received prior authorization and is being supervised by IPHAN.
The archaeological collection is being kept temporarily in a depot owned by the local authority: warehouse B (Galpão B) in the city’s dock area.
Warehouse B is where the Urban Archaeology Laboratory (Laboratório Aberto de Arqueologia de Urbana, LAAU) will be based, as described in the text below, taken from the Rio de Janeiro
City Hall website.23
Urban Archaeology Laboratory (LAAU-RJ)
One of the attributes of Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (IRPH), the
city’s heritage protection agency, is to manage and supervise archaeological research undertaken in the municipality of Rio de Janeiro and to maintain a laboratory and storerooms for the study, analysis, restoration and conservation of
archaeological material under the safeguard of the municipal authority.
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Figure 89. Portrayals of different physical types: Cabinda, Quiloa, Rebolo, Mina.
Johann Moriz Rugendas, c. 1822-1825

Laboratório Aberto de Arqueologia Urbana do Rio de Janeiro (LAAU-RJ) will
be the permanent home of the archaeological collections deriving from archaeological research undertaken in the city, especially the artefacts found during the
23

http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/irph/laau, consulted on 31 January 2017
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development of the dock area, Porto Maravilha, while also undertaking laboratory research of this material.
LAAU-RJ will be an archaeological benchmark in Rio de Janeiro, where researchers, archaeologists and scholars can make use of laboratories and storerooms endowed with state-of-the-art technology for the research and conservation of the city’s archaeological heritage. The space will also have administrative
areas and will house the IRPH Archaeology Department.

The collection is still being analysed, since the sheer quantity of material and the complexity
of the context at the archaeological site have opened up a vast and exciting array of potential approaches and analyses.

The local residents will benefit from heritage education activities, exhibition
halls, an auditorium for seminars, talks and other events, and the chance to find
out more about the history of the city through its archaeological collections.
LAAU will help develop the history of Rio de Janeiro, seeking evidence in
vestiges left by earlier occupiers and societies about the ways of life, culture
and building systems that lie hidden beneath the ground, stressing the undeniable importance of the city’s archaeological heritage for the strengthening of
its memory.
The Gamboa warehouse, situated on Rua da Gamboa, built in the 19th century
under the influence of British industrial architecture and listed by the municipal
heritage agency through Decree no. 6.057 of 1986, is now the headquarters of
LAAU. The architectural plans for the conversion of the building for its new use
were drawn up by a technical team from IRPH.

The choice of location for storing and analysing the artefacts was made in the understanding
that the archaeological collection should remain near its site of origin and those directly involved
with it, in view of its public interest, in keeping with the values set forth in the New Delhi Recommendation (UNESCO General Conference, 1956) and the Charter for the Protection and Management of
Archaeological Heritage (ICOMOS/ICAHM, 1990), fully adopted by IPHAN and the Rio de Janeiro
City Hall. Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (Rio de Janeiro municipal authority) is responsible for safeguarding the collection, as required by IPHAN.

Figure 90. Cida Gomes, archaeologist from the Brazilian Institute of Archaeology (Instituto
Brasileiro de Arqueologia) who works on the Valongo Wharf archaeological collection.

The processing of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site collection by IAB in 2015 and the
work done by Dr. Tania Andrade Lima was also inspected by the Rio de Janeiro municipal authority,
through Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade, and by IPHAN, through the archaeology team at
its Rio office.
The objects from the collection were cleaned, identified, classified, numbered, inventoried
and placed in labelled plastic bags and stored in rectangular plastic boxes with lids of three different
sizes: small, medium and large. These boxes were then labelled with information identifying where
in the site the artefacts were found, and how many and what type of artefacts they are. All standard
conservation practices are observed, and special attention is given to preserving the many delicate
objects in the collection.
The 466,035 artefacts retrieved from the excavation of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site
are fragmented witnesses of the different social strata living and working in the Valongo area of Rio
de Janeiro over at least two centuries, from the 18th century to the early 20th century. Of special importance are the thousands of everyday, religious and leisure objects, as well as remains of buildings.
As mentioned earlier, most of the remains are from the enslaved Africans, but there are also material
remains that indicate the presence of the ruling classes and native Brazilians.
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Figure 91. Artistic representation of the architectural plans for the future LAAU.
http://www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/irph/laau, consulted on 31 January 2017
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Figure 92. Idem
Figure 94. Idem

Figure 93. Idem

Figure 95. Idem

The choice of location for storing and analysing the artefacts was made in the understanding
that the archaeological collection should remain near its site of origin and those directly involved
with it, in view of its public interest, in keeping with the values set forth in the New Delhi Recommendation (UNESCO General Conference, 1956) and the Charter for the Protection and Management of
Archaeological Heritage (ICOMOS/ICAHM, 1990), fully adopted by IPHAN and the Rio de Janeiro
City Hall. Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (IRPH, the Rio de Janeiro municipal heritage
agency) is responsible for safeguarding the collection on behalf of IPHAN.
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The processing of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site collection by IAB in 2015 and the
work done by Dr. Tania Andrade Lima was also inspected by IRPH (municipal heritage agency) and
by IPHAN, through the archaeology team at its Rio office.
The objects from the collection were cleaned, identified, classified, numbered, inventoried
and placed in labelled plastic bags and stored in rectangular plastic boxes with lids of three different
sizes: small, medium and large. These boxes were then labelled with information identifying where
in the site the artefacts were found, and how many and what type of artefacts they are. All standard
conservation practices are observed, and special attention is given to preserving the many delicate
objects in the collection.
The 466,035 artefacts retrieved from the excavation of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site
are fragments that bear witness to the different social strata living and working in the Valongo area of
Rio de Janeiro over at least two centuries, from the 18th century to the early 20th century. Of special
importance are the thousands of everyday, religious and leisure objects, as well as remains of buildings. As mentioned earlier, most of the remains are from the African slaves, but there are also material
remains that indicate the presence of the ruling classes and native Brazilians.

The first washing of Valongo Wharf was attended not just by people who had worked on the
dig, but also by government representatives, local residents, visitors and representatives of groups
involved in black culture in the Valongo area. Mãe Edeuzuita, one of the leading participants of this
first ritual washing ceremony, spoke about it:
There were lots of people! Lots of people! During the first and the second
washing, the Filhos de Gandhi (Children of Gandhi) were always with me. In
every ritual washing in this city, the Filhos de Gandhi and the Afoxé stand
by me. And at the washing of Valongo Wharf they opened the ceremony
with me as well. So, with faith in God, these washings will continue.25

This ritual washing of the wharf, much prized by the local community, has been incorporated
into the calendar of events related to Valongo Wharf, and is now held annually on the second Saturday of July. Another ritual washing is carried out in the buffer zone at Pedra do Sal every November. It
is held to mark the listing of this monument as a place of memory on 20 November 1984 by Instituto
Estadual do Patrimônio Cultural, the state cultural heritage institution, to which we will refer later.

The collection is still being analysed, since the sheer quantity of material and the complexity
of the context at the archaeological site have opened up a vast and exciting array of potential approaches and analyses.

Archaeological site as a hub for the promotion of citizenship
Today, the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site not only boasts great intrinsic archaeological
value, but is also understood as an open-air memorial to the transatlantic slave trade and has been
recognised and appropriated by the people of Rio de Janeiro as such. This appropriation is a victory
for archaeology in that it is fulfilling its political and social role of producing and spreading knowledge in society.
A number of commercial, cultural and religious activities, including capoeira and the symbolic washing of the wharf24, take place at the site. The ritual washing of Valongo Wharf was initiated
on the initiative of Dr. Tania Andrade Lima, who, in recognition of the symbolic power of the site,
invited local priestesses of African-based religions to see it and look at the archaeological findings.
These religious leaders were overcome with emotion when they saw the objects retrieved during the
excavations and agreed that the history of that place carried such great spiritual significance that it
would be important to do a ritual to alleviate the weight of pain and fear that marked it. They then
prepared and did a ritual cleaning and purification and paid tribute to the spirits of their ancestors
who reached this port of entry to the Americas in captivity.
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24
Ritual washing is an act of cleansing that has its roots in the purification ceremony to access the
sacred space of the Jejê and Nagô based religions known as the waters of Oxalá. This ritual has gained ground
since the steps of Nosso Senhor do Bonfim Church in Salvador (Bahia) were first washed in the 19th century.
The first washing of Valongo Wharf was carried out in July 2012, since when it has been done every year on
the second Saturday of July.

Figure 96. 2nd Washing of the Wharf, 2 July 2013.
Photo João Maurício Bragança

25
Mãe Edeuzuita in an interview with Daniela Yabeta. Filhos de Gandhi is the name of an association
linked to Carnival festivities which celebrate peace and African cultural and religious heritage. It originated
among the dock workers of Bahia, mostly Africans and people of African descent who practised AfroBrazilian religions like candomblé. These and other practices and celebrations reached Rio de Janeiro, where
they became established in the Valongo area, as a result of internal migratory processes and intense cultural
relations between the black population of Bahia and Rio, especially in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Afoxé is a word of Yoruba origin which has come to denominate a specific kind of street procession, also
during carnival, of groups linked to Afro-Brazilian religions.
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Figure 99. 5th Washing of the Wharf, July 2016.
Photo Milton Guran

Figure 97. 4th Washing of the Wharf, 12 July 2015.
Photo João Maurício Bragança

The physical re-emergence of Valongo Wharf has attracted other cultural groups and manifestations linked to the celebration of African heritage into the vicinity of the archaeological site.
These groups have joined those who held out for many years in the region, even during periods when
black popular cultural expressions were repressed, when they were forced to operate clandestinely.
Practitioners of capoeira, followers of African-based religions, musicians linked to samba and other
Afro-Brazilian rhythms and dances lived through periods when merely celebrating their faith and
their culture could be enough for them to be persecuted and even imprisoned. Even after these dark
times passed, racial prejudice continued very much alive. Digging up the stones trodden by Africans
who arrived at Valongo as slaves and exposing to everybody’s sight small objects significant to African cultural traditions has granted the site official and material recognition as part of the history of
the city, the country and all humanity.
The rediscovery of Valongo Wharf inspired intense debate, led by Instituto Rio Patrimônio da
Humanidade (IRPH), the city’s heritage protection agency, which galvanised public administrators,
community leaders and academics, leading to the creation, by the Rio de Janeiro City Hall, of the Historical and Archaeological Circuit for the Celebration of African Heritage, the first of its kind in Brazil. 26

Figure 98. 5th Washing of the Wharf, July 2016.
Photo Milton Guran
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One of the fundamental rights of human beings is the right to memory. This does not mean
just being free to declare and record one’s own history, but to obtain social recognition of this history. Memory is the raw material for the constitution of social identity, and respecting it is therefore a
way of assuring the integrity of the human beings whose very sense of existence and community is
grounded in it. Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is a tangible symbol of the memory of African
slavery and the cultural legacy arising from it. Recognising it as world heritage means granting the
people of African descent in Brazil – and by extension the whole of the Americas – this right, based
on the understanding of policies designed to make reparations for centuries of slavery and racial
segregation.
26
Rio de Janeiro municipal decree no. 34.803/2011 created the Historical and Archaeological Circuit
for the Celebration of African Heritage and the curatorship working group of the architectural, museological
and urban development project linked to the circuit. See Annex 3
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The United Nations has declared the ten-year period from January 2015 to December 2024 as
the International Decade for People of African Descent. It is hoped that through multiple actions
throughout this long-term celebration, a better understanding of the role of people of African descent in the development of human societies can be forged, thereby encouraging respect for African
cultural legacies. This decade symbolises the will of the international community not to allow the
tragic history of African slavery, with the indelible marks it has left on relationships between people
from different parts of the world, to be forgotten. It further aims to create opportunities for reflection
about the discourses and factors that led to the deportation and dehumanisation of millions of human beings27. The proposed inscription of Valongo Wharf on the UNESCO World Heritage List is a
significant contribution by Brazil towards meeting the goals of this decade.
Besides being a place of memory of the transatlantic slave trade, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site also constitutes a place where the culture of people of African descent has flourished for
two centuries. The tangible remains that reinforce the symbolic nature of the wharf are the living
signs of the tragic history of the forced captivity of men, women and children shipped from Africa and their descendants. In its historical fabric, Valongo Wharf combines different features that
highlight inhumane practices while also expressing the humanity, creative life force and capacity to
resist of a black population who once lived and still live in its vicinity, and for whom it is a symbolic
space of cultural affirmation. Its recognition as world heritage would therefore be in complete harmony with the objectives set forth by the United Nations for the International Decade for People
of African Descent.

2.b History and Development
The transatlantic slave trade constituted the biggest process of forced migration in the history
of humanity. This captive population became a fundamental part of the economic development and
social formation of the American continent and the traffic of slave ships made the Atlantic the world’s
principal trade and exchange route for more than three hundred years.
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is arguably the most representative physical remnant
of the slave trade in Brazil and the Americas, not only for its uniqueness and significance, but also for
the fact that it is on view to the public, bringing the experiences of those involved in the transatlantic
slave trade into the present day with its outstanding representativeness and physical integrity. It also
brings to life the history of the development of this city, especially the slave trade and the lives of
enslaved Africans in its vicinity.
The wharf started being constructed in 1811 on Valongo beach in Valonguinho cove, an area
that had been used to disembark enslaved Africans since the mid-1700s. The wharf was built because
the area where slaves were traded had to be moved: Rio de Janeiro was growing and gaining political
importance, and a degree of urban reorganization was deemed necessary. By drawing on multiple
sources, not just the archaeological research undertaken in the area, a time line can be reconstructed
that provides the historical backdrop for Valongo Wharf. Even before the wharf was built, Valongo
beach was an important trade hub, especially the hill known as Pedra da Prainha, which was partially
27
According to the document from the meeting of the International Scientific Committee of the Slave
Route Project: Resistance, Liberty, Heritage, held in Mexico City from 19 to 21 November 2014.
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demolished to give direct access to Valonguinho cove. What remained of it was renamed Pedra do
Sal after the shipments of salt that were unloaded there. As of 1811, paving stones were laid along
Valonguinho cove, and this paved landing area was given the name of Valongo Wharf and designated
the only place where enslaved Africans could legally be brought into the city. With this development
came the creation of the New Blacks’ Cemetery and the Lazaretto (hospital), and the erection of more
commercial establishments. In 1831, the first law prohibiting the transatlantic slave trade in Brazil
was passed, putting an end to the trade at Valongo Wharf. In the early 20th century, the Empress’s
Wharf, which had been built over Valongo Wharf, was also earthed over, and its statues were transferred to the Valongo Hanging Gardens, further up Rua do Valongo street, now Rua Camerino, near
Largo do Depósito, now Praça dos Estivadores. The area that had once been the Empress’s Wharf
was turned into Municipal Square (Praça Municipal), then later renamed Praça Jornal do Comércio,
which it is still called today.
The history of Valongo Wharf and its surroundings is indissolubly linked to universal history, as it was the gateway to the Americas for the greatest number of enslaved Africans. Rio de Janeiro
was then the most Afro-Atlantic of Brazilian coastal cities and was connected not only to the rest of
the Portuguese Empire, but also to a maritime circuit criss-crossed by long distance shipping routes
both from Europe and different parts of the Americas and Asia. Besides the external connections, it
brought together other elements which made it a unique place in the Atlantic world. Manolo Florentino, a Brazilian historian dedicated to slave trade studies, and collaborator of the Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade Database28, affirms that
Rio de Janeiro, between 1790 and 1830, demonstrates characteristics
which define it as a unique place for the study of the African slave trade:
i.e. slavery was socially and demographically disseminated, with plantations in full expansion and innumerable small and medium establishments dedicated to slave-driven agriculture on a regional basis, besides
the transatlantic slave trade functioning as a fundamental variable for
physically reproducing captive labour.29

Rio de Janeiro city, founded in 1565, became capital of the Brazilian Vice-Regency in 1763,
seat of the Portuguese Crown from 1808 to 1821, and capital of the Brazilian Empire after 1822. It was
thus situated as the central nucleus of these transoceanic relations, and Valongo was its most active
wharf in the first decades of the 19th century.
In the 18th century, the greatest part of the disembarkation and marketing of captives took
place in what was then Direita Street, in the city’s commercial and administrative centre. Constant
complaints from the city’s elite who frequented this area resulted from the daily sight of the enslaved and the whole process of buying and selling them, besides the fear of contamination from
diseases which they might bring from their journeys, and the sad spectacle of their impoverished
condition. This prompted the city councillors to propose the transfer of this human marketplace
in 1759.
28
Database about the transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans organised by Emory University (USA),
which brings together information from researchers worldwide. www.slavevoyages.org
29
FLORENTINO, Manolo. Em Costas Negras: uma história do tráfico atlântico entre a África e o Rio
de Janeiro (séculos XVIII e XIX). Rio de Janeiro: Arquivo Nacional, p.28.
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However the slave merchants strongly opposed the move, creating an impasse which was
only solved by the intervention of the Viceroy, Marquis of Lavradio, who confirmed the transfer in
1774. He himself explains this measure to his successor as Viceroy, in the following terms:
It was decided to ordain that as soon as they had passed through customs by the seaport, all the slaves who arrived in these vessels, should leave
again and re-embark to the place called Valongo, which is in the city’s suburbs, separated from all communication. The many houses and warehouses there may be used and the people who wish to buy them can go out there
and the buyers can never enter the city with more than 4 or 5 and that
they should be clothed and that once they have bought them they should
keep them on the Campo de São Domingos where there are facilities until
they take them to the mines or to their farms so as to spare the city from
the inconvenience and harm it has suffered for so many years as a result
of the aforementioned disorder. I carefully supervised the execution of this
order; I managed to see it enforced with some effort; it has produced visible
benefits for peoples’ health; even the slaves themselves have recovered more
easily from the illnesses they brought with them; we are no longer affected
by that dreadful stench; and today everybody recognises the benefits that
have resulted: however those who want to keep them in their houses will
not stop doing everything possible to return everything to the same state.
Your Excellency will do whatever you consider best in this matter.30

The process of going through customs, as described by Rugendas, took place near the end
of the road which to this day bears the name of its original function: Rua da Alfândega (“customs
street”), in the centre of Rio de Janeiro. When Valongo Wharf was at its height, it was there that the
newly arrived slaves were counted and the corresponding paperwork was checked, followed by inspections by the Health Board and the dispatch of the newcomers to quarantine on Ilha do Bom Jesus
island. After this, the ones deemed to be in a reasonable state of health were taken onto the mainland
at Valongo. As the historian tells us,
During quarantine, they would sometimes get a change of clothing and
have their wounds treated so they could then be handed over to the traders, who would take them to Rua do Valongo, where there were large depots – or warehouses, as the Marquis preferred to call them – which could
hold 300 to 400 slaves. As is known, the name of Valongo was used to refer
to the whole northeastern part of the city, which today covers the districts
of Saúde and Gamboa, formerly part of the parish of Santa Rita.31

With the transfer of the slave disembarkation site and slave market to Valongo, an ever greater number of people were attracted there, even in the 18th century. Before then, until the early 1700s,
it had been made up primarily of homesteads built on the hills around the cove and fishing communities along the coast. However, once slaves started being unloaded there, it underwent a rapid pace
of change, with new buildings being erected for the storage of agricultural and manufactured goods
and also for the sale of human merchandise. Dock work also flourished in the region, keeping pace
with the slave trade. A sizeable population of enslaved and freed Africans were employed in trade
and as dock workers, and started to circulate around Valongo along with the buyers and sellers of the
different goods. The loading and offloading of goods and the constant arrival of new vessels bearing
people and goods, mostly from Africa, made the Valongo area, whose population was already primarily black and which was geared towards the continent of origin, a point of reference for freed and
enslaved Africans living in or passing through Rio de Janeiro.
The road to Valongo came to be known as Rua do Valongo (or Valonga as can be seen in
some maps and engravings) and Valongo Beach, which began at the quarry known as Pedra do Sal,
had two names. The first cove which was reached by the Valongo road was called Valonguinho.
Further on, in the bay between Livramento and Saúde Hills was Valongo itself. The Valongo slave
market complex, with its warehouses, slave storerooms and other outhouses necessary for the trade
was here.

Figure 100. Rio Customs Control of recently arrived enslaved Africans.
Johann Moritz Rugendas, ca 1822-1825
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30

AN, Caixa 746, Vice Reinado. Instruções do Marques de Lavradio ao seu sucessor como Vice Rei.

31
PEREIRA, Julio Cesar Medeiros da Silva. “Revisitando o Valongo (...)”. Revista de História
Comparada, Rio de Janeiro, 7,1: 218-243, 2013, p.225.
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After the arrival in Rio de Janeiro of the Portuguese Prince Regent and his Court’s in 1808, the
African Slave Trade intensified, with the new urban dynamics and city’s demand to become one of the
greatest global empires of the time. For this reason, innumerable African sovereigns sent their representatives to Rio de Janeiro to pay their respects to the Court, establish alliances with the Portuguese
authorities in Brazil and negotiate trade agreements with the African slave traders established there. In
1810, the sovereigns of the kingdoms of Allada and Dahomey, both situated in what is now the Republic
of Benin, sent representatives to Brazil to the Court. Similarly the King of Ngoio (now Northern Angola), sent a high official to meet Don João, the Prince Regent, who gave orders that the envoy of such an
important Cabinda Bay kingdom should be well received. The highest authorities were interested in the
business of the slave trade operated daily by traders in the Valongo region establishments

Figure 101. Site of the customs building, Direita Street and Valongo Slave Market from the
Rio de Janeiro city map of 1791, Fundação Biblioteca Nacional, Rio de Janeiro.

Until 1820, Rua do Valongo was the only land route between the Valongo trade hub and the
rest of the city. The other way round, along the coast, was blocked by Pedra do Sal. Rua do Valongo
started at Campo de São Domingo and ran through an area of homesteads and plantations until it
came to the narrow passage between Conceição and Livramento hills, which led to the cove where the
slave ships were unloaded. The Austrian painter Thomas Ender produced some detailed watercolours
of the section of the road between the hills in 1817. Many of the houses depicted along it were holding
houses for slaves.

Figure 103. Market in Rua do Valongo.
Jean-Baptiste Debret, 1816-1831

Debret left an expressive and detailed account of this engraving which is an important visual
testimony of a slave market in the Americas:
The negroes’ merchant’s store is especially to be found in Valongo Street
in Rio de Janeiro, a true warehouse where the slaves who have arrived
from the African coast are deposited. Sometimes they belong to various
owners and are differentiated by the colour of the piece of cloth or serge
wrapped round them; a lock of hair left on their completely shaved heads.

Figure 102 . Val longa. Watercolour on pencil.
Thomas Ender, 1817.
104

The salesroom usually silent, with the stench of the cloud of castor oil
exuded by the wizened pores of these walking skeletons, whose curious,
timid or sad gaze, recalls the interior of a collection of wild beasts. However sometimes this market is transformed into a dance hall, with the per-
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mission of the boss, and now it resounds with the measured cries of a line
of black men whirling round and clapping to mark the beat; a very similar
type of dance to that of the Brazilian Indians.
The gypsies (bohemian negro merchants), true human flesh dealers,
are in no way inferior to their horse dealer confreres; this is why it is necessary to take the precaution of being accompanied by a surgeon, and carrying out the tests which should follow a round of inspection, when choosing
a black man in these stores.
I have reproduced the scene of a sale here. You can recognise it by
the organisation of the store, the simple installations of a gypsy of modest
means, newly-arrived negro merchant. His warehouse’s furniture consists
of two wooden benches, an old armchair, a moringa (water pot) and a
whip (a sort of horse-leather braid ) hanging at his side. The negroes deposited here at this time belong to two different owners. The different coloured
cloth which covers them serves to distinguish them; one is yellow and the
other dark red. 32

As the biggest slave market of the Americas, the notoriety of the Valongo region motivated
various other traveling artists, as for example Johann Moritz Rugendas, who carried out one of the
most detailed depictions of this trade.

this work a large quantity of stone is necessary, Lieutenant Colonel Julião
José de Oliveira owner of the Conceição quarries has freely offered all the
stone necessary for the work from his quarries, and also for any other
that the police need to carry out on this site, whose offer was accepted and
the aforementioned ramp and wharf made with the stone taken from the
quarries mentioned, on which the Administration saved a large sum (...)
Rio de Janeiro, 30 May 1811. 33
This same Paulo Fernandes Vianna, writing a report of his activities as Commissioner of
the Paço and General Superintendent of the Court Police in 1821, thus described the building of
Valongo Wharf:
I made the Valongo Wharf at the end of the road of the same name
with ramps and steps for boarding, which was of enormous utility as many
places do not have such a convenient place for boarding and landing, and
I illuminated this same wharf with lanterns.34

An 1817 watercolour painted by Thomas Ender provides a very rare depiction of the Valongo
area. Looking out from Pedra do Sal, to the right we see Valonguinho cove, with the wharf buildings,
or some of them, while to the left are buildings constructed along the seafront and on Conceição and
Livramento hills, which were where goods were stored. Some of them – such as the buildings visible
on the left of Conceição hill – still stand where they are depicted in this painting.

Figure 104. Slave market in Rio de Janeiro city.
Johann Moritz Rugendas. ca 1822 – 1825

The building works for Valongo Beach stone wharf, which was completed around 1817, were
initiated in 1811, as can be seen from the following document:
PAULO FERNANDES VIANNA of his Royal Majesty’s Council, Nobleman of His Royal Household, Commander of Christ’s Order, Commissioner of Paço and General Police Superintendent for the Court and
Brazilian State etc. I witness that His Royal Highness has given an order to make a ramp and corresponding wharf on Valongo Beach; and for
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BANDEIRA, Julio & CORRÊA DO LAGO, Pedro Debret e o Brasil Obra Completa - 1816 - 1831,
Rio de Janeiro: Capivara, 2009. p.184.

Figure 105. Area around Valongo. Watercolour on pencil.
Thomas Ender, 1817.
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INSTITUTO HISTÓRICO E GEOGRÁFICO BRASILEIRO. Abreviada Demonstração dos trabalhos
da Polícia em todo o tempo que a serviu o Desembargador do Paço Paulo Fernandes Viana. Trimestral Review of
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The newspapers of the day frequently featured the arrival of new Africans and matters relative to the buying and selling of these people in the Valongo region, as can be seen in these extracts
from Diário do Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro Daily):

and a depot where trade was done, just like so many others in the area. Out on the veranda, the newly
arrived slaves huddle together, awaiting the arrival of buyers and watching on as one of their kin is
punished by the overseer.

In the Galley of Santo Antonio Destemido (Fearless Saint Anthony),
arrived and Angola with slaves, and having made its entry to Vallongo,
and still existing some remaining for their owners not having arrived, and
those who have a right to the same should participate that they should take
responsibility 35

There are other descriptions and portrayals of the commercial establishments in Valongo
market, mostly produced by foreign travellers in the 19th century, when the wharf was still in use,
and in the decades following 1831, from the time when the entry of slaves was prohibited until abolition proper. Historians who have studied the history of the region at that time draw on these sources
to bring us descriptions of the state in which the slaves were kept and the places where they were sold,
stressing the sheer volume of trade engaged in and its importance to the country’s economy.

Joaquim Jose Pereira do Amaral, resident of Vallongo, in the front of
nº 19, declares to whoever has smart slaves to sell, without plagues, may
come to his warehouse, as he will buy them for a fair price.36
Whoever wishes to buy a young black woman, with good milk and no young,
come to Vallongo nº1437
Anyone who has smart negro women or men, with or without a trade, may
take them to Vallongo Street house nº 79, as there they will find someone to
deal with.38

Historian Julio Pereira, researcher of the region’s history, affirms as regards Valongo Wharf ’s
commercial and maritime activity, from the first decades of the 19th century, even before the pavement was built:
Around 1817, there were already some 34 big trading establishments in
Valongo, and this region became one of Rio de Janeiro’s most frequented
areas. Import and export shops, shipowners warehouses and storerooms
crowded this northeastern region of the city. At the same time, the commerce stimulated expansion towards the north of the city. Valongo Wharf
experienced years of intense agitation because of the constant movement
of the vessels which docked there. Sumacas, patachos and bergantins (different kinds of two-masted sailing vessels) unloaded slaves, while other
smaller vessels were employed to transport them to other coastal regions,
under Court authority or outside it.39

Valongo market was not made up of a single building, but a cluster of private commercial
establishments built alongside the slave traders’ houses, spreading out across the whole Valongo area.
They were essentially large depots, where the newly arrived enslaved Africans awaited the arrival of
buyers, who would negotiate their acquisition then and there. According to Debret, who lived in Brazil from 1816 to 1831, the Valongo slave trade was controlled by gypsies. In one of his watercolours
(Figure 106), we see a house of gypsy slave traders. There is a courtyard where, in the foreground, the
womenfolk are sitting on a mat receiving a visitor, while in the background we see the gypsies’ house
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PEREIRA, Júlio Cesar Medeiros. À flor da terra: o cemitério de pretos novos no Rio de Janeiro. Rio
de Janeiro: Garamond/IPHAN, 2007, p.76.

In view of what we have seen, we are led to believe that the constitution of the Valongo region depended on the existence of a slave market
sustained by at least a minimum of State organization. There, along the
streets, in insalubrious, rickety buildings, the trade in humans was offered
to the inhabitants of the Court alongside foodstuffs and the latest goods
from Europe. Next to the market there was a space given over to the cure
of the sick, paid for by the slave traders themselves. Finally, but no less
importantly, the existence of a graveyard exclusively for the newly arrived
Africans was providential for the disposal of the bodies of the slaves who
insisted on fleeing slavery forever. Thus did the Valongo region constitute
the largest trade emporium in Brazil.40

The presence of the slave market in Valongo also prompted changes in land use and communications between it and the rest of the city, and also within the wharf area itself.
With the introduction of the slave market and the draining of the
swamps along the beaches, it became a broad road providing improved
conditions for traffic. Between Livramento and Saúde hills, in the lands of
Manuel Pinto da Cunha and Faustino Lima Gutierres, some public roads
were opened up. Before 1750, the Gamboa Road provided a precarious
link between Valongo and Gamboa cove, precisely in the area that was still
sparsely inhabited, where the New Blacks’ Cemetery was built, and for this
reason the road came to be called Cemetery Road. Another road that dates
to this period is Rua do Livramento, which ran around the base of the hill
of the same name and linked up to Valongo and Gamboa cove.41

40
PEREIRA, Julio Cesar Medeiros da Silva. “Revisitando o Valongo (...)”. Revista de História
Comparada, Rio de Janeiro, 7,1: 218-243, 2013, p. 240-241.
41
HONORATO, Claudio. Valongo: o mercado de escravos do Rio de Janeiro, 1758-1831. Niterói:
Programa de Pós-graduação em História da UFF, Dissertação de Mestrado, 2008, pp.34-35.
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We can affirm, from newspaper adverts, that the Valongo region effectively concentrated almost all of the city’s slave trade, supplied not only by the recently arrived Africans but also by all kinds
of offers. An advert of 12 February 1823, published in the Rio de Janeiro Daily, informed, for whoever
wished to buy them, that “two little negro girls of between 11 and 12 years, with good notions of sewing and very skilful for all service of a house (sic)” were for sale and that those interested should seek
“at the end of Valongo Beach before reaching Saúde, in Rua do Prepozito, that in the second shop of
house n. 10, you will be told who intends to sell them”.
Newspapers of the time also reveal that Valongo had become the backdrop for acts of resistance and insubordination, demonstrating the slaves’ dissatisfaction with their situation. The archaeological finds made at Valongo Wharf are consistent with what is reported in the papers. In particular,
they demonstrate the enslaved Africans’ resistance, as explained in the sub-item entitled “Archaeological Collection...”.

Figure 106. - Interior of a gypsy house. Watercolour on paper.
Debret, 1823.

Figura 107. Slave Shop at Rio. A Minas Merchant Bargaining.
A.P. D. G. Sketches of Portuguese life, manners, costume and character. London, 1826.
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The prime case of Angolan Florinda Josefa Gaspar 42
African and Brazilian slave traders with business interests on the African coast also had assets
and investments in the Valongo area, all of which were intimately linked to transatlantic trade. One
case of particular interest is that of Florinda Josefa Gaspar, an African woman from the Benguela area,
daughter of the chief of Dombe Grande in Catumbela, and her husband, Francisco Ferreira Gomes, a
black Brazilian who was exiled to Benguela in 1800 and there became one of the most active slave traders of his day. Between 1809 and 1831, when Valongo Wharf was in use, Ferreira Gomes was responsible for exporting around seven thousand captives from Benguela to Rio de Janeiro.43 The couple had
12 houses on Rua da Princeza (now Rua Barão de São Felix), in Valongo, as well as other properties in
the city, which are all listed as part of Florinda Gaspar’s estate.44
The Valongo buildings were imposing, sporting masonry gateways and large windows and
doors with hardwood frames, especially one, which had two storeys and many rooms – a “mansion”, as
it would have been known at the time. Some of these buildings still exist, and even though their facades
may have been altered, they indicate just how affluent their original owners must have been, and all
thanks to the profits obtained from the transatlantic slave trade.
This Afro-Brazilian couple ran their Rio de Janeiro businesses from their home in Benguela for
the first three decades of the 19th century, before finally moving to Rio in the early 1830s, leaving one of
their children to represent their interests in the African port town. Even after the import of slaves to Brazil was made illegal, they still operated on both sides of the
Atlantic, doing trade that most likely involved other merchandise as well as the smuggling of slaves. The widespread
presence in Valongo of traders with African connections
after the wharf was shut down for the slave trade shows
how strong those ties were. Until the second half of the 19th
century, this family in particular had properties and homes
in Valongo, while also keeping up their ties with Benguela,
where they had other family-run businesses and assets. The
ships that reached Rio from Africa took goods, news and
correspondence, and kept the links between Valongo and
the homeland of Rio’s black population alive, while also enabling business partnerships between Africa and Brazil on
both sides of the Atlantic, both legal and illegal – like the
slave trade, which remained very active at clandestine landing grounds near Rio until very shortly before abolition.

Figure 109. Dona Florinda’s mansion on Rua Barão de São Felix,
formerly Rua da Princesa, at the corner of Rua Visconde da Gávea.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Figure 110. The houses that belonged to Dona Florinda on Rua Barão de São Felix, between
Rua Visconde da Gávea and Rua Costa Ferreira, still bear many of their original features,
such as the masonry arches, the balcony with iron railings and the decorations on the facades
of the houses. Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Figure 108. Detail of Dona Florinda’s
mansion, built in 1837.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.
42
We thank Prof. Mariana Pinho Cândido, a Brazilian historian at Notre Dame University (USA),
for sharing this information about Dona Florinda Gaspar’s estate.
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29, p.679-695, set/dez 2013.
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Figure 111. Houses that belonged to Dona Florinda at the corner of Rua Costa Ferreira.
Photo: Milton Guran
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The presence of Africans in the Valongo area today: the story of
Dona Nzuzi Bonana Josephine
Almost two hundred years since Dona Florinda Josefa Gaspar lived in Valongo, other Afro-Atlantic stories are still taking place there. One of them is the story of Dona Nzuzi Banona Josephine, an African from Congo-Brazzaville, who lives in one of the houses originally owned by Dona
Florinda with her three grandchildren, some of them born in Angola, orphans of her daughter.
Dona Nzuzi is a refugee from Africa. She came to Brazil to stay with her grandchildren
and her sons, Nsuka Kaluba and Nsuka Pozi, known respectively as Dada and Papi, who work in
beauty salons owned by the former – first member of the family to move to Brazil in 2001. These
salons are in the market behind Central do Brazil railway station in the Valongo area – part of
Rio’s ever-present Little Africa, to which we have already referred in this dossier.
Refugees from the Democratic
Republic of the Congo form the second
largest group of Africans to have migrated to Brazil in recent years. Rio de
Janeiro is the preferred destination of
many because of connections that have
already been forged and the communities that have existed in the city for decades. They also have close ties with the
migratory flow of Angolans, the oldest
and most populous group. The Valongo
area is marked by the presence of these
African immigrants, who have made
their homes in boarding houses run in
the buildings that were once the traders’ residences.

Figura 112. Dona Nzuzi. Bonana
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017

Dona Nzuzi is one such refugee from Congo. She is remarkably dignified as she takes care
of her small, tidy space in the boarding house which, almost 200 years ago, was one of the many
homes owned by Dona Florinda, an affluent Angolan. She barely speaks any Portuguese and asks
her oldest grandson, who goes to a neighbourhood school, for help with errands that her limited
knowledge of the language prevents her from doing herself. Nonetheless, she is very sure of herself
when she shows the documents that certify the legality of her status in Brazil and those of each of
the children she lives with. On a parallel street to hers there is an Afro beauty salon run by one of
her sons, where one of her daughters-in-law does African-style braiding and young men – also
African – cut people’s hair using razor blades, producing elaborate designs. To help her and her
grandchildren’s upkeep, Dona Nzuzi sells African food whenever there is a festivity in the dock
area. On these days, she puts on her colourful turban and her jewellery and sets out her delicious
food for all to enjoy. In the Valongo of today, she and her family bear living testament to the history that connects this area to Africa along new routes of diaspora.
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Figure 113. Dona Nzuzi and her grandchildren.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017

Figure 114. Interior of Dona Nzuzi’s home.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017

Figure 115. Tonilson, Dona Nzuzi’s youngest grandchild.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017
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The slaves’ constant attempts to attain freedom are borne out by adverts that were published
in the local press:
On the 2nd of October of this year, a slave called Jose of the Congo Nation,
of about 26 years old, average height, fat, with crooked feet, no teeth and
some warts on his face, wearing an old straw hat, blue jacket, cotton shirt,
and trousers of the same; anyone who can inform or take him to his master,
in Vallongo Street nº 17, on the right hand side, will receive a reward.45
On the 21st of this month, a new slave, coming from near Angola, escaped
from Vallongo Warehouse nº 106, he is marked on the left side of his chest
with an S in the middle of a Triangle; whosoever has news of him, should go
to the same warehouse where he will find his master, who will give a reward.46
On the 12th of this month of December, an urchin of the Mozambican
nation, about 12 years old, wearing a striped shirt and short trousers, disappeared. With a large face and stomach, rather crooked feet, and quite young,
his mistress lives on the old road from Valongo to Gamboa, in front of the
wall of João Marcos Vieira’s ranch, whoever has news should go to Largo da
Carioca (Carioca Square) no.11, where they will receive a reward.47
Flavio dos Santos Gomes, a Brazilian historian dedicated to research into the initiatives and
resistance of captives and freedmen in Brazil, called attention to the importance of the Valongo region in his study of the mechanisms and spaces utilised in slaves’ escapes in the city in the first half of
the 19th century. From studying documents of the time, he characterised it as an area with a highly
concentrated African population, because of the historical presence of the wharf as the principal
landing place for enslaved Africans. Thus, this region figures at this time as the black city, that is to
say: an urban space in which escaped captives could hide and feel protected, mixed with the freedmen and other slaves moving round the area. Social networks were created by the black population
in these places, contributing to the creation of a territory marked by African heritage.48 The Valongo
region and its surrounding had become a black territory to such an extent, that sometimes, the public authorities received complaints from inhabitants upset by the ‘freedom’ with which captives and
freedmen moved around , as can be seen from this document published in a newspaper of the time:

Figure 116. Slaves, and buyers examining the goods.
Joaquim Candido Guillobel, c. 1814.

As Valongo Beach’s main economic activity was the massive landing and marketing of Africans, the daily life of its inhabitants was directly affected, as is demonstrated by a decree of Jose Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva, then Minister and Secretary of State for the Kingdom’s Business directed
to the acting Police Superintendent, published in the Rio de Janeiro Daily on 23 March 1822 and
reproduced below:
As the justifiable complaints of the inhabitants of Rua do Vallongo
have come to the attention of the Prince Regent, against the abuses with
which the great majority of Slave traders, whose only concern is their personal interest, conduct their business. They not only unload almost naked
slaves of both sexes from their ships, but they keep them in this state until
they sell them, in flagrant disrespect for decency and civilisation, exposing
these inhabitants to indecent exposure and mortal risk, because besides
continuing in flagrant infringement of the orders received, to take infected and dying slaves into the town to deposit them at the Lazaretto, they
commit many other excesses, and even a lack of Christian charity in taking bodies to the cemetery. His Worthy Excellency the State Secretary for
the Kingdom’s Business strongly recommends to the acting General Police
Superintendent, the greatest vigilance with regard to such abuses not only
prejudicial to public health, as well as scandalous and offensive to family
decency and decorum, in such a way that giving the Police the most active
and efficient action in this matter, the future continuation of such prejudicial and bizarre procedures may be avoided. Rio de Janeiro Palace, 23rd of
March 1822. José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva, Minister and Secretary of
State for the Kingdom’s Business.50

We beseech Messrs Inspectors. Police Chiefs, or whom it may concern, that
they may take measures, to avoid naked men, negroes and half-castes, with
natural impudence, accustomed to walk around the place called Gamboa, on
the pretext of bathing whether in canoes, and boats, or even in the beaches, as
a public scandal and for the families which live there, for even bathing should
only be permitted in uninhabited areas, or clothed we demand this of the police Patrols responsible, as if we are correct, the police commands will prohibit
and chastise such Behaviour contrary to good customs and public decency.49
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The 19th century also saw the emergence in the Valongo area of Angu houses, or zungus51,
which were places to eat and meet, and “work corners”, where Africans and people of African origin
got together to offer their labour, and where they formed their identities through conversation and
coexistence. In some of the zungus, escapes were planned and rituals reminiscent of African religions
were performed, and for this reason the police often invaded them to arrest people they viewed as
disorderly or criminal. In the work corners solidarity and identities took shape, especially from the
middle of the century onwards, when black workers began to be shunned in favour of white immigrant workers. Collective dwellings were built to provide shelter for those who spent time in the
neighbourhood, and over time various lodgings were formed. When the slave trade was outlawed in
1831, the interprovincial trade in slaves continued to fuel the influx of Africans – no longer new to
the land –, many of whom ended up living and spending time in this part of the city. Freed Africans,
especially from Bahia, also gravitated to the neighbourhood of the wharf, especially from the mid1800s onwards.

capoeira.54 On 26 November 2014, the 9th session of UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Committee
for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage recognised capoeira as Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity. Capoeira is a strong indicator of Afro-Brazilian identity and is still common
practice in the Valongo Wharf area.55

The authorities launched a new campaign in the Valongo area in 1842, with the building of
a new wharf to receive Emperor Pedro II’s wife, who arrived in 1843. They decided to build this over
the top of the old Valongo Wharf for two reasons: to receive the Empress with the required ceremony
and to physically conceal the landing place of enslaved Africans. By this time, Brazil’s participation in
this activity meant it was looked down on as a backward country by more developed nations. Regardless of this taint, Brazil was actively involved in the trade of human lives until 1850.52
While the new wharf was being built over Valongo Wharf, the Valongo area began to see a
decline in the slave trade, which was gradually replaced by the export of coffee, a commodity of growing importance on the international market. Coffee was produced thanks to the intensive use of African slave labour, which motivated the continuation of the slave trade via clandestine harbours in and
around the city.
Despite the large black population in the Valongo area, this was a time when plans to whitewash the region’s history began to be sketched out, expressed both in building the Empress’s Wharf
over Valongo Wharf, and in changing the name of Rua do Valongo, site of the slave market, to Rua da
Imperatriz (Empress’s Street). Even so, practitioners of capoeira, one of the most vigorous expressions
of Afro-Brazilian cultural resistance, continued to get together on street corners in Valongo. The
practitioners of the art of capoeira, developed in Brazil in the 19th century, were Africans and people
of African descent. Essentially, capoeira was both a martial art and a game, in which the participants
would fight each other inside a circle, making movements to the rhythm of clapping hands and special percussion instruments (like the berimbau). With acrobatic movements and kicks, each fighter/
dancer would aim to disarm and knock over their opponent.53
Recent research into the origins of this practice reveals the strong influence of the Congo-Angola region both in its movements and in the use of the instruments which accompany
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Figure 117. Capoeira at Valongo Wharf.
Photo: Maria Buzanovsky. 2013.
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NEW BLACKS’ CEMETERY56
From the beginning of the African Slave traffic to Rio de Janeiro city, the authorities became
concerned with the burial of their bodies. In Brazilian society of the colonial era – which extended to
the early 19th century – burial places had to be near Catholic Churches, if possible inside the temple,
or in a nearby cemetery, considered hallowed ground. As it was an extremely hierarchical society,
the place nearest the altar, more internal in the church space, meant greater importance and prestige.
What could be done with the deceased newly arrived from Africa, recently baptised, who besides
being foreigners converted by force, were not even treated as people?
the cemetery behind the Santa Casa da Misericórdia, near Morro do Castelo, on Santa Luzia beach,
where captives who had spent more time in the city and been treated at the hospital, destitute and
criminals were also interred57. During the 17th century, the burial of new negroes also took place at
the bottom of Morro de Santo Antonio, where Largo da Carioca is now situated.
Both of these spaces were situated near places of worship, even though they did not have the
social value of a church. However the growth of the city and the arrival of ever-growing numbers of
Africans, many of whom died at the very beginning of their lives as captives58, led the authorities to
take other precautions. When the landing area for transported Africans was transferred to Valongo
Wharf, the land destined to accommodate the bodies of those who did not resist the hardship of the
crossing and died on arrival, was also relocated.
Until 1722, the Africans were buried in a little graveyard in the central region of the city,
but from then on, this graveyard was transferred to the square of Santa Rita Church. The cemetery
situated at Largo de Santa Rita soon proved insufficient to cope with the growing number of deaths –
amplified by the enormous growth of the Atlantic Slave Trade in the 18th century – and the city also
began to extend its inhabited area in that direction.
When the landing place for enslaved Africans moved to Valongo, the authorities decided to
transfer the cemetery of the recent-arrivals who died to there as well. The square in front of the Santa
Rita Church continued to be a place marked by the presence and devotion of Africans, even after the
graveyard of new black people had been transferred to Valongo.

Figure 118. Detail of the city plan of Rio de Janeiro upgraded in 1791.

Up to the 18th century, the burial of new Africans in Rio de Janeiro city was performed in

The cross, which was erected in front of the temple, indicating its history as hallowed ground
for new blacks, was removed in 1825. However Africans in their various forms of public expression
thronging round the fountain which was built in the same square, continued to be a strong characteristic of the area, as can be seen in images which portray this era. The city’s oral tradition includes
stories from the 18th and 19th centuries, which attributed curative properties to the waters from the
well at the back of the church, which was possibly the source of the water in the fountain59.
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Thus, the New Blacks’ Cemetery, also called Valongo Cemetery in some contemporary documents, was established near Valongo Beach, on the way to Gamboa Bay. This New Blacks’ Cemetery,
which bears this name to this day, was first depicted in the city map drawn up in 1791, as we can see
in the following chart, and from thence became part of the Valongo Warf ’s commercial complex for
enslaved Africans.
The German naturalist G.W. Freireyss thus described his impressions of this cemetery,
in 1814:
Near Valongo Street lies the graveyard of those who escape slavery for
ever [...]at the entrance of this square space of 50 yards surrounded by a
wall, an old man in priest’s clothing was sitting, reading a book of prayers,
for the souls of these unfortunate people who had been torn from their
homeland by soul-less men, and ten feet away from him, some negroes
were busy covering their dead countrymen with earth, and without bothering to dig a grave, they just flung a bit of earth over the body, going on
to bury others [...]60

The norms with regard to the New Blacks’ Cemetery, created at the end of the 18th century,
are measures associated with Valongo’s consecration as the main landing-place, considering the authorities’ interest in regulating that African slave trade:
Although this had not been the Marquis’s original intention, transferring the market to Valongo functioned as a blow to those who profited
from buying sick or half-dead slaves, treating them and re-selling them
– what the big landowners called “middlemen”. In this new system, the
sick were radically separated from contact with the healthy and taken to
nearby islands where they could be kept under observation. Concomitantly the market began to be regulated and regularly supplied with “goods
from India” as the only possible place to obtain slaves. To express it another way, the concentration of all the human merchandise in a single area
of the city made consumer access easier, unlike the previous situation, in
which various shops spread along Rua Direita and its immediate vicinity
Praia do Peixe (Fish Beach) offered their wares each in their own time.61

Considered the biggest slave cemetery in the Americas, in which it is estimated that between
20 and 30 thousand people were buried, The New Blacks’ Cemetery functioned until 1831.62 Disused,
the cemetery was covered over by the urban network. It was only in 1996 that the New Blacks’ Cemetery was finally rediscovered, and its localisation revealed in the course of restoration work which
was being carried out on a house at nº 36 of Rua Pedro Ernesto. The New Blacks’ Cemetery, or Gam-
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The estimates take into account the fluctuations in the entrance of African captives in Rio de Janeiro
and the number of burials registered in the Ledger of Death Certificates of Santa Rita Church, to which the
cemetery belonged. The conclusion of this total numbe ris to be found in the work of Júlio Cesar Medeiros
Pereira, already referred to.

boa Cemetery, was classified by archaeologist Eliana Teixeira de Carvalho AND listed by IPHAN as
an archaeological site, and from then on has been the object of research and above all, has been the
driving force for the preservation of the memory of the region’s afro-descendants. Instituto dos Pretos
Novos is now established at this address63.
The discovery of the New Blacks’ Cemetery in the courtyard of Mercedes and Petruccio
Guimarães’ house was related by Mercedes, who is now president of Instituto dos Pretos Novos.
When restoration work began on the house, they found bones which at first she thought belonged
to animals. On examining the bones, she realised that they were the remains of human beings and
requested help from Antônio Carlos Machado Vieira, a community leader of the area, who told her
the history of the cemetery. As she herself remembers:
This is a human being, Mr. Zé!, this is human” – she said to the bricklayer – What is this doing here? It’s human! Then I looked at the teeth
...Then Mr. Zé said: “What do you mean human?” “It is, Mr. Zé!” There
was a step there, some outside stairs just there, ...and I took it and put it
just there, you see? Some little steps which lead to a small rooftop. Then
I began to dig some more and I found another dental arch so I put that
there. (...) After a little while I found another dental arch. It was a child’s
teeth, there was that little bump, for a little tooth. Two and a child. Two
adults and a child. (...) But that’s a lot of people! So I went into the street,
picked up some cardboard boxes from a store nearby and began to put
them in this cardboard box. The photo is there in that little book. Can you
bring one of those little books to show her? There are about four boxes just
of bones. There’re a lot of people here! There were some broken bones, fragmented, you know? But there’re a lot of people here! (...) 64

The research on the Archaeological Site of the New Blacks’ Cemetery, coordinated by
archaeologist Eliana Teixeira de Carvalho, began back in 1996, immediately after its discovery. The results are very significant and help us to clarify the practices of the time. Among the
material gathered, there was a great quantity of fragmented human bones, besides the most
varied kind of materials, like ceramics, crockery, glass, ornaments and metals (Carvalho et
alii, 2001). With regard to the fragments of human bones, bio-archaeologist Lilia Cheuiche
Machado analysed a collection of 5.563 bone fragments. 3.567 fragments of these showed
evidence of burning, corroborating the interpretation of the funeral cremation practice registered in some sources,
“Probably the burial only takes place once a week and as the corpses decompose very easily the stench is unbearable (...) from time to time
burning a pile of semi-decomposed corpses” (Freireyss, 1982).
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The Instituto dos Pretos Novos (IPN) (“New Blacks Institute”), beside being characterised as an
archaeological site, is an area for the recovery of African and Afro-Brazilian culture. Events, exhibitions,
courses and workshops about the history of the black presence in the Wharf region are held there. See http://
www.pretosnovos.com.br/
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Interview with Daniela Yabeta.
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Most of the cremation marks indicate that the process took place after the flesh was leaving
the bodies. In a smaller number of cases it was observed that some fragments of skulls and long,
bones were protected by soft tissue, that is to say they were burned in a state of semi-decomposition.
The burn marks identified suggested that they lit a “bonfire over the piled up corpses, which in many
cases enveloped them completely”(Cheuiche, 2006)65.
It was estimated by analysing the jawbones of the collection of a minimum of 31 individuals,
aged between 5 and 10 years (19% of the total) 12 and 18 years (13% of the total), 18 and 25 years
(29% of the total), 25 and 35 years (16% of the total) and 35 and 45 years (10% of the total). Individuals of the masculine sex represent 57% of the total.
The dental study indicated the presence of periodontal diseases, such as caries, dental calculus, hypoplasia and dental abrasions. Only those teeth with no signs of burning were analysed among
the 616 teeth collected, making up a total of 388 teeth. Of this whole, a study of dental characteristics
was also carried out with the object of identifying different African groups. The teeth of African
groups have distinct morphological aspects, as in the pattern of cuspids and grooves, teeth in a spade
format and the quantity of roots. Thus, the patterns of grooves analysed confirmed the African origin
of all the individuals buried, while the study of the roots indicated a great similarity with the Bantus.
Besides the studies of the genetic characteristics of the teeth, intentional dental modifications
were also studied. Patterns of dental alteration were predominantly effected, on the upper incisors
according to the analysis carried out, and this confirms the African origin of these individuals as
these alterations were found in various parts of Africa: South Africa– Fort Knokke; the length of
the Nigérian coast and among the Bantus of West Africa; in the falls of the Congo River and lower
Zambesi; among the Macuas of Mozambique and the Zappo Zap, Baluba and Bakete in the Congo.
Archaeological research carried out later, brings new information and emphasizes the results
achieved in 1996. In 2011 the Archaeological Site of the New Blacks’ Cemetery was researched by archaeologist Reinaldo Tavares, and the main result of the research was to determine its periphery, which
is composed by Ruas Pedro Ernesto, Leôncio de Albuquerque and Rua do Propósito. According to the
same researcher, the site is completely enclosed by the building work that has taken over the region. Another aspect, which deserves emphasis in Tavares results, is that he interprets the association of cultural
remains (ceramics, English, Portuguese pottery, fragments of ferrous material and food remains) mixed
with the human bones mentioned by the 1996 research. According to the author, this fact proved that
the cemetery was used as an area for disposal, and, principally, for waste disposal carried out even when
the New Blacks’ Cemetery was in full activity, since the material mentioned corresponds to the final
period of the cemetery’s funtioning, that is to say, the 1830s. (TAVARES, 2012)66.

in the historical documents that the dead, after being left at the Cemetery, had their remains turned
over and burned, to make space for new corpses. During the as excavaçtions remains of human bone
material with signs of breaking and burning were revealed. However the research went further associating the human remains with beads and necklaces, of various materials, forms, dimensions and
colours, mostly very close or together with the cervical vertebras (neck) and skull fragments. Taking
into account the profound impact that the practice of turning over and burning the corpses provoked
in the Cemetery context, the archaeologist calls attention to the almost inexplicable way that these
remains have survived associated in situ.
The skeletons found on the New Blacks Archaeological Site have a unique character in that
they offer a testimony and concrete proof of the terrible crime against humanity represented by the
transatlantic slave trade and the enslavement of Africans in the New World. They offer powerful material evidence of the crimes inherent in the African slave trade.
If those who died just after landing ended up in the New Blacks’ Cemetery, those who arrived
sick were at first quarantined in the distant Bom Jesus Island, at the far end of Guanabara Bay, at the
place called a Lazaretto. The 22 January 1810 license established that:
At the time of the visit it should be decided how many days quarantine
each of these ships should have, depending on the illnesses they are carrying, how many deaths there have been, and any other circumstances; however they will never have a quarantine of less than eight days, in which the
black men should be landed on dry land on the said Island [Bom Jesus] to
be treated, washed, dressed in new clothes, and sustained with fresh food;
after that the will be given a bill of Health and may enter the city to be put
on sale in the place called Valongo.68

Research is now being undertaken by archaeologist Reinaldo Tavares, on the Archaeological
Site of the New Blacks’ Cemetery and we await new results.

In 2013, archaeologist Erika Marion Robrahn-González67 carried out research during the
work for the revitalisation of the city harbour area (Projeto Porto Maravilha). Como um dos, The researcher confirmed the practice, as one of the results already known from the 1996 research indicated
65
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22 January 1810 license. See Coleção de Leis do Brazil de 1810, (Collection of Brazilian Laws of 1810)
Rio de Janeiro, Imprensa Nacional, 1890.
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THE LAZARETTO

In the act of the visit the number of days which each of these ships
should spend in quarantine will be decided depending on what kind of
diseases they are carrying and the death rate suffered and any other circumstances which occurred; however they will never have a quarantine of
less than eight days, during which time the blacks should be landed, and
on land in the specified island [Bom Jesus] to be treated, washed, dressed
in new clothes, and fed with fresh food; after which they will be given a
health certificate and can enter the city to be exhibited for sale in the established site in Valongo. 69
The slave Lazaretto was a private institution and the owners could charge traders four hundred reis for each African interned, as established by a government order:
(...)calculating the construction costs of more than a hundred thousand Cruzados, conservation, repair of equipment and administration of
that Lazaretto, besides the owners’ responsibility for all the Slaves taken
there, His Royal Highness issued a Decree on the 6th of May of the current
year ordering that the owners should be paid 400 rs or each slave interned
there.70

The Crown motivated the traders to build a new lazaretto in the Valongo region as the
Boa Viagem Island Lazaretto was a long way away. For this reason the 28 July 1810 licence, establishes that:
XI. Following the investigations carried out by the Chief Provisioner
of Saúde , that Jesus Island was very far from this City, and only reachable
by sea, and for these reasons less appropriate for the quarantine necessary
for the new slaves; and in accordance that this is not strictly necessary
for those who arrive healthy, with no symptoms of epidemics: I hereby
declare, as states in §§ V. and VI. Of the Regulations that the site of the
quarantine lazaretto will be from hence in Saúde, designated by the
Chief Provisioner; and that when healthy slaves arrive there, they should
be washed, dressed in new clothes, and given to their owners so they can
sell them in their stores, while the sick or plague-ridden should remain for
the time considered necessary 71
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Figure 119. Detail of the city plan of Rio de Janeiro in 1770 showing Valongo and Ilha do Bom Jesus.

While those who died immediately after landing ended up in the New Blacks’ Cemetery,
those who arrived sick were put into quarantine first of all in the distant island. of Bom Jesus, situated at the end of Guanabara Bay, in a place known as the Lazaretto. The license of 22 January 1810
established that:

The history of the 19th century in Rio de Janeiro city registers the existence of more than
one lazaretto near Valongo, besides the one indicated by the Chief Provisioner. Some slave-owners
refused to pay the 400 réis charged by the establishment in Saúde Bay and tried to intern the sick in
other smaller and cheaper places. It is important to remember that it was other Africans, enslaved or
freedmen, who had been here for longer, who cared for those who had been brought on the Atlantic
route and administered medicine and provided the medical care which they considered appropriate.
Often the art of curing bodies sickened by the difficult Atlântic Crossing combined with the mental
preparation of these captives to enter the world of the the African Diaspora in the Americas, learning
the language and customs. When it was not the prelude to the passage to the spiritual plane through
death, ending thus in the New Blacks’ Cemetery, the Lazaretto provided a form of initiation into a
new life as an enslaved person beginning to structure the ways of dealing with pain and the struggle
for survival for those recently arrived from Africa.
In the course of the city’s transformations the Gamboa Lazaretto was demolished and its
location destroyed. However the Lazaretto, was within the area of the Porto Maravilha Project and
thus, IPHAN recommended that archaeological research should be carried out with the object of
discovering its remains, just as research was carried out in Valongo Wharf and the New Blacks’ Cemetery, but unfortunately no trace of its existence was discovered in the research.

Pedra do Sal
In the 18th century, the viceroy, Marquês do Lavradio ordered that the disembarkation and
marketing of enslaved Africans should only occur in the Valongo region. The choice of this region
was not gratuitous, as the Valongo Bay was not only outside the área of Rio de Janeiro City but was
also fairly isolated by the prominence of the hills that surrounded it. A Pedra do Sal or da Prainha
was one of these limits. The double name has a meaning. Prainha was the little strip of coast between
São Bento Hill, on which the Benedictine Monks had established themselves in the 16th century,
and Conceição Hill, which enclosed the beach. A chapel dedicated to St Francis was established at
Prainha and the warehouses and slave quarters, which initiated the urbanisation of the area, were
built round it. This is why the rock, which delimited this stretch of the coast, was called Prainha.
At Prainha, near morro de São Bento the city Salt Warehouse was built. The salt, which was a royal
monopoly during the Portuguese Empire, would be landed in Rio de Janeiro at Prainha Bay. This
activity ended up giving its name to the rock, which delimited this stretch of the coast, as Pedra do
Sal (Salt Rock).
The importance for Rio de Janeiro City’s economy of the activity of disembarking and marketing of enslaved Africans in Valongo, in the 18th and 19th centuries, would demand the creation of
better access routes to this stretch of the coast. Up to the early 19th century Valongo could only be
reached by sea or by the Valongo path/road, which left Campo de São Domingos, crossed a swampy
region and the narrow valley between the Conceição and Livramento hills, and reached Valongo Bay.
An alternative access to the Valongo region was to cross Pedra do Sal. This access became so important, that steps were cut into the stone, to facilitate the climb. At the beginning of the 19th century,
there were two flights of steps as we can see from Thomas Ender’s faithful rendering.
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Figure 120. View of Pedra da Prainha. Watercolour over pencil.
Thomas Ender, 1817.

Only one of the stairways registered by Thomas Ender exists today, the other was destroyed
when the stretch of Pedra do Sal that separated Prainha and Valongo Bays was demolished. The
necessity to expand the trade in enslaved Africans and consequently create new links between the
Valongo region and the city led to the rock being taken apart.
In the 20th century Pedra do Sal took on an important symbolic role for the Afro-Brazilian
Religions and for the birth of samba as a musical genre.

Docas D. Pedro II and the new urban design of the Valongo region
Beside the Valongo Wharf, there is another space which retains aspects of the memory of
resistance and the abolition movement. This is the Docas Pedro II building. When a young black
engineer, son of the only person of African descent who managed to be a Councillor of the Brazilian
Empire, projected and oversaw the building of a modern warehouse for coffee, the slavery of Africans and people of African descent was still in force. Following the demands of André Rebouças,
responsible for the construction of the Docas Pedro II building and director of the company of the
same name, it was the only building of this size to be built at that time without using slave labour.72
As an abolitionist who belonged to various anti-slavery societies, like Sociedade Brasileira contra a
Escravidão (Brazilian Society against Slavery), a Sociedade Abolicionista (Abolitionist Society) and
Sociedade Central de Imigração (Central Society of Immigration), he attributed this building with
symbolic status in the fight to end slavery.
72
For more on the history of the father of André Rebouças, the only black councillor in Brazil during
the imperial period, see GRINBERG, Keila. O Fiador dos brasileiros: cidadania, escravidão e direito civil no
tempo de Antonio Pereira Rebouças. Rio de Janeiro: Editora Civilização Brasileira, 2002.
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This is clear from the terms of the 1868 concession contract proposed by engineer André Rebouças to the imperial government for the building of the Docas Pedro II building. In the 8th clause,
the contract requires that “[o]nly free persons may be employed in its service, who shall, furthermore, be exempt from conscription and dispensed from the national guard.” Formerly situated on the
waterfront in order that the merchandise, which arrived by sea, could be unloaded straight into the
building, it had a majestic façade, as we can see from the photograph (Figure 24).

Valongo After Abolition
The abolition of slavery in Brazil in 1888 did not end the long connection of the surroundings
of Valongo Wharf with African history and culture. The decades following the end of the transatlantic
slave trade and the abolition of slavery saw nocturnal drumming in the houses of black families, often
headed by women, accompanying religious celebrations in which the gods of African origin were
dressed in new clothing. They maintained the powerful relation with Africa and the Atlantic which
the wharf still represented, and were held in secret and harshly persecuted. Besides this, the houses
of religious cults became places to welcome Africans and people of African descent who came from
other parts of the country, especially from Bahia, in the 19th century, as mãe-de-santo (mother-ofsaints)73 Carmem Teixeira da Conceição, known as Tia Carmem do Xibuca relates here:
There was one at Pedra do Sal, in Saúde, that was a house of Bahians
and Africans, when they arrived from Africa or from Bahia. You could see
the ships from their house, by that you could tell that there were people
arriving from over there. (…) There was a white flag, the emblem of Oxalá,
letting people know that there were people arriving. The house was on the
hill, it belonged to an African. She was called Tia Dada and he was Tio
Ossum, they would give them warm clothes, they would give everything
until the person got themselves sorted. (…)74:

Figure 121. View of the seafront facade of Docas D. Pedro II. Photo taken from the book: TURAZZI,
Maria Inês. Um porto para o Rio: images and memories de um album centenarian.
Rio de Janeiro: Casa da Palavra, 2012.p.97. (photo without date/author)

The building, which exists to this day, is situated exactly in front of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site (Figure 60). The Docas D. Pedro II building was listed by IPHAN in 2016 in recognition of its symbolic importance in the plight of African slaves in Brazil.

The famous João Alabá, a priest well-respected for his knowledge of his religion, lived and
had his Candomblé Centre, in Rua Barão de São Félix, very close to what is now Rua Camerino (formerly Rua do Valongo). His very well-frequented house, which had been installed in 1886, was also
the meeting place for the women who became popular leaders in the city centre and harbour region,
known as tias (aunties) 75. One of them was the famous Hilária Batista de Almeida, known as Tia Ciata76, who had occupied the post of Iyá Kekere (Little Mother77) in João Alabá’s Candomblé, and the
aforementioned Carmem Teixeira da Conceição.
At the turn of the 20th century, the samba groups emerged, expressing resistance and affirmation of black culture round the Valongo Wharf region, and consecrating famous Brazilian personalities
like João da Bahiana, who lived at Pedra do Sal. João da Bahiana, who was the son of Perciliana Maria
Constança, known as Tia Perciliana - one of the daughters of Africans celebrated candomblé rituals in
the Valongo region – took part in the drumming and singing sessions which originated samba, one
of the most relevant artistic creations of people of African descent in the Americas. It was at this time
that the Sociedade Carnavalesca, Familiar, Dançante, Beneficente e Recreativa Tira o Dedo do Pudim,
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Figure 122. View of the main facade of the Docas D. Pedro II building. In the foreground, remains
of Valongo and Empress Wharves.
Photo João Mauríco Bragança, December 2015
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(Carnivalesque, Family, Dancing, Beneficent and Recreational Association Take Your Finger Out of the
Pudding) an association linked to the Rio de Janeiro carnival celebrations, emerged at Morro da Conceição – the hill which marks one of the limits of the former Valongo Beach. The harbour zone was also
the dwelling-place, work-site and leisure area of the dockworkers, predominantly consisting of black
men from the time of slavery to the present day, according to researcher and author Nei Lopes.78

Thus, as we have maintained, the region had been characterised by being densely populated,
mostly by people of African descent, since the 19th century. This characteristic was maintained from
Abolition throughout the 20th century. Already Afro-Atlantic by definition, this place became a black
haven, with cultural and religious practices, founded on long lasting community bonds based on the
remembrance of slavery and African ancestors.

However the African heritage was far from being considered a source of pride in the Afro-American culture of the time. The dominant scientific ideology then in vogue advocated the hierarchy of the human races and placed Africans and their descendants at the bottom. The black
population’s traditional festive and religious celebrations were seen as manifestations of savagery or
primitivism. The modernising and sanitising actions of the republican governments would be characterised by repressive policies towards black culture and attempts to conceal it.

The Valongo region, a central part of the cidade negra (black city) of the 19th century was
also the initial mark for the constitution of an ample region known as Pequena Africa (Little Africa)
from the beginning of the 20th century, in an expression created by the painter and samba musician
Heitor dos Prazeres79. Lima Barreto80, a writer of African descent, referred to the ‘aringa africana’
of Valongo81 as a notable characteristic of the region. The city underwent transformations without
losing this aspect, even though the successive embellishment, ordering and sanitising projects have
occasioned changes and conflicts, which have often resulted in the eviction of inhabitants and repression of their cultural practices. As various forms of resistance emerged and were expressed in this
area, Valongo became the backdrop for conflicts, like the revolta da Vacina (Vaccine Rebellion, 1904),
a popular movement of local residents in reaction to the compulsory vaccination campaign and the
urban reforms which demolished their houses. The confrontation of the government forces and local
residents, led by the famous Prata Preta – African descendant and activist of the rebellion – was in
the harbour area near the Wharf. The principal scenario of the barricades of this revolt was Praça da
Harmonia, where the street of the New Blacks’ Cemetery begins.

During the President Rodrigues Alves government (1902-1906), the city was remodelled and
the Valongo Wharf region was targeted for great transformations. Streets were widened and modern
avenues opened, but the principal change was the building of a new harbour, which involved reclaiming new land, this time covering the Empress’s Wharf. The new Praça Municipal was covered with
the black and white basalt paving known as pedras portuguesas (Portuguese pavement). Extremely
common in Portugal, this kind of paving was introduced in Rio de Janeiro at this time and began to
feature as part of the city landscape.
The neoclassical statues which adorned Empress’s Wharf were transferred to the recently
constructed Valongo Hanging Gardens. Built in 1906, landscaper Luiz Rey’s project was constructed over a great protective wall in the former Rua do Valongo, now Rua Camerino, in land formerly
occupied by the houses of the slave market. As part of Rio de Janeiro city’s modernising project, this
romantic garden sought to reproduce the image of similar spaces in European metropoles

Figure 123. Valongo Hanging Gardens,
Photo João Maurício Bragança.
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Heitor dos Prazeres (1898- 1966), Black musician and artist of popular origins, grew up in the city’s
central region. He started work while still a child and took part in the first samba gatherings in Tia Ciata’s
house. He is one of the founders of important associations of samba musicians (the “samba schools”) and
became a well-known artist in adulthood, painting personalities and scenes of daily life in the popular areas
populares of Rio de Janeiro.
80
Lima Barreto (1881-1922) was one of the most important Brazilian writers. Black of popular origins,
he made his name for his critical regard vision of Brazilian society of his day. Great chronicler of Rio de
Janeiro’s customs, Lima Barreto was a collaborator to various literary magazines and wrote romances which
became references of national literature.
81
CARDOSO, Elizabeth and others. History of the neighbourhoods: Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo.
Rio de Janeiro, João Fortes/Editora Índex, 1987, p.138. “Aringa is a well-fortified courtyard, stronghold of the
Chiefs of Central Africa’.
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Figure 125. Mr. Odilon, his daughter Thainá and Jéssica, Renildo’s daughter – Valongo Hill, 2009
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

Figure 124. Caricature of Prata Preta. O Malho, 26/11/1904.

The construction of the new port brought other spatial and social realities to the occupation
of the Valongo region, adding mixed-race people and poor whites to the powerful presence of people
of African descent which has continued to this day through various generations.
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Figure 126.The Guardhouse of Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo João Maurício Bragança
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Figure 127. Yasmin Freitas – Valongo Hill, 2010
Photo João Maurício Bragança

Figure 129. Mr. Nato, of Afoxé Filhos de Gandhi, in the Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo João Maurício Bragança

Figure 130. Second-hand bookshop, in Dockers’ Square
Photo João Maurício Bragança
Figure 128. Sr. Renildo, last inhabitant of the
Guardhouse of Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo João Maurício Bragança
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Pedra do Sal Quilombo 82
One of the representative elements of this history which has gained increasing political and
cultural importance recently is the recognition of Pedra do Sal Quilombo83, near what remains of the
former Prainha quarry. Pedra do Sal, which until the early 19th century separated Valongo beach
from the rest of the city, has been listed by the state cultural heritage institute, Instituto Estadual do
Patrimônio Cultural (INEPAC), since 1984.
Its recognition as a state cultural monument came about as a result of the combined work of
Rio-based intellectuals and black activists at the time when the vice-governor and secretary of culture
of the state of Rio de Janeiro was anthropologist Darcy Ribeiro (1922-1997). Historian Joel Rufino dos
Santos, author of the process submitted to INEPAC, recalls some of the background to its inscription.

who arrived from Bahia, a kind of reception for those coming from Bahia.
Slaves who were crippled when they arrived weren’t sold but were just left
there in the city. These are the people from Pedra do Sal.
Over time, all around this area a black community started to take root, partly made up of
migrants from Bahia and other regions – freed men and women during the slavery years – and partly
made up of descendants of slaves who went there in the first half of the 20th century85. It became a
place of residence and resistance, where African-based religions were worshipped, black artists would
meet up, festivities were held and mutual assistance was given. The urban transformations in the dock
area from the late 1800s to the early 1900s had a profound impact on the daily life of these people,
who often reacted violently, but most of whom survived.

I knew of the history there in the centre, the importance of Pedra do
Sal, and the Brizola government was after a cultural landmark based on
the understanding that culture isn’t just fine words and fine arts. Culture
is community heritage. This was the government’s political idea. So then,
I or Ítalo [Ítalo Campofiorito, advisor to the vice-governor and secretary
of culture, Darcy Ribeiro, during the state government of Leonel Brizola
(1982-1986)], I can’t remember who, went and said, “Look, Darcy, if you
take a walk around Rio you’re going to come across dozens, hundreds of
black historical monuments, community heritage of black people, workers”. The way Darcy was, you didn’t have to say much. You just said a
couple of words and he would already be on board. “OK, tell me about it!”
“Look, there’s Pedra do Sal, which used to be this and that, it represented
this and that...” And it was listed! He immediately took charge of having
it listed by the state.84
The Pedra do Sal region has a long tradition of sheltering black people from other states and
other parts of the state of Rio de Janeiro who migrated to the capital city from the mid 19th century
to after abolition. To quote Joel Rufino:
For instance, Pedra do Sal was a place for workers who performed
acts of worship there and also stayed there as intermediaries for those
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Annex 5
83
Quilombo is a word of Bantu origin. It was brought to Brazil by speakers of central African languages
who arrived as slaves, and is related to the idea of a refuge, or warrior encampment. Kabengele Munanga,
anthropologist and professor at the University of São Paulo, has said of the term, “Its presence and its meaning
in Brazil have to do with some branches of these Bantu peoples, whose members were enslaved and brought
to these lands. The groups in question are the Lunda, Ovimbundu, Mbundu, Kongo, Imbagala, etc., whose
lands are in Angola and Zaire.” (Origem e histórico do quilombo na África. Revista USP, São Paulo, dez1995/
fev1996, p.57.). In Brazil, quilombos were historically places where groups of runaway slaves would hide and
fight for their survival. Today, those who claim to be remnants of these communities and their descendants
– who call themselves contemporary quilombolas – have various forms of organisation and dwelling places.
And although many are linked to the history of slavery, many originate from the post-abolition period. The
essence of the word “quilombo” as it is used today in Brazil encapsulates the struggle for land by low-income
black communities who have traditionally occupied lands linked to their history as a social group and therefore
their identity. This struggle for land intensified after the Brazilian Constitution of 1988 was ratified, article 68 of
which states that “Definitive ownership is recognised to the remaining members of the quilombo communities
that are occupying their lands, and the state shall issue them with the respective deeds.”
84
Interview given to Daniela Yabeta.

Figure 131. Samba Day at Pedra do Sal.
Photo João Mauricio Bragança, 2 December 2014.

It is this long history of resistance that forged the community that now lives in the vicinity
of Pedra do Sal and which today claims the status of quilombo (maroon community). Pedra do Sal
Quilombo has already been recognised by Fundação Cultural Palmares, the Ministry of Culture entity responsible for Afro-Brazilian cultural policy in the country, and is currently being demarcated by
the competent authorities. The Land Identification and Delimitation Report, (RITD) which recognises the legitimacy of the claims of the Pedra do Sal Maroon Community Association (ARQPEDRA),
unequivocally links these people’s claim to the history of the region. In an academic article by the
historians responsible for the report, in which they make reference to this report, they reinforce the
historical significance of the area:
85
According to the doctoral thesis by Carlos Eduardo C. da Costa, defended at the postgraduate
programme in social history of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro in 2013, it was as of the 1920s
that most of the freed persons and their descendants left the coffee-growing region of Paraíba Valley and
migrated to Rio de Janeiro. This statement is based on field research with descendants of these freed men
and women undertaken in the 1990s by Ana Maria Lugão Rios and Hebe Mattos, who published a book
on the subject called Memórias do Cativeiro Família, Trabalho e Cidadania no Pós-Abolição. Rio de Janeiro:
Civilização Brasileira, 2005.
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When slavery came to an end in the late 19th century, the black territory around Pedra do Sal was still visible: it was there that the first carnival groups were formed, and houses were established that sheltered new
arrivals both materially and spiritually, former slaves in search of a better
life in Rio de Janeiro after abolition, as well as large black workers’ organisations at the docks.
Today, threatened with expulsion from the area, the “Pedra do Sal
Maroon Community” group claim to be the legitimate heirs of this cultural, tangible and intangible heritage. Although Pedra do Sal is already inscribed on the tangible heritage list of the state of Rio de Janeiro, they want
to turn its physical and symbolic space into a meeting and celebration
space for people of African descent from the region: a place for the memory
of samba, candomblé and the black Introduction. Every 2 December, the
group from the Pedra do Sal Quilombo celebrate this history and memory
at Largo João da Baiana Square by washing the stone (a symbolic rite of
cleansing), dancing and singing samba and hearing the experiences of old
dockworkers. They celebrate their historical continuity in the region.
The reference area of the Pedro do Sal Maroon Community Association is large and contains some important symbolic and territorial landmarks identified with black memory and the history of black people in the
dock area of Rio de Janeiro between Largo de São Francisco da Prainha
and Morro da Saúde: the territory of the African slave market, Valongo; the New Blacks’ Cemetery; the movement of the docks and its former
warehouses, and Pedra do Sal.86

Other aspects of social life in the Valongo region
One of the oldest institutions in the Valongo area still in activity, which presents another
revealing aspect of the diversity of cultural expressions in the area, is Sociedade Dramática Particular
Filhos de Talma (Filhos de Talma Private Drama Society), the first drama school in Brazil, created by
workers from the region. Founded in 1879, it was a drama school and venue for social events, festivities and artistic productions until the 1980s. According to local residents and frequenters of the club,
it is a strong cultural pillar, promoting debates, music, literature, drama and poetry. Today it is the
meeting place and headquarters of Prata Preta, a carnival group named after the black leader of the
Vaccination Uprising which parades in the district of Saúde87. The anniversary of its founding made
the pages of a 1951 newspaper:
Founded in 1879 by a group of labourers to spread the dramatic arts,
it has never deviated from its initial purpose, which, after all, is its very
raison d’être.88
In the early 1950s another association strongly marked by African culture also sprang up in
the region near Valongo Wharf, called Filhos de Gandhi (Sons of Gandhi). Its origins are linked to the
creation of a similar group, founded a few years earlier by dockworkers from Bahia, most of whom
were Africans and people of African descent who followed Afro-Brazilian religions like candomblé.
However, Filhos de Gandhi in Rio was not an offshoot of its Salvador namesake; it was created on
the initiative of dockworkers in Rio de Janeiro, albeit inspired by the Bahian example. Its form of
expression became known as afoxé, a word of Yoruba origins that has come to designate any kind of
street carnival with verses in ijexá, a local variant of the African tongue89. It is named after the Indian
leader, Mahatma Gandhi, for his observance of non-violence and peace, principles that lie at the heart
of the work of Filhos de Gandhi, who wear white in all their celebrations for this very reason. Their
headquarters are on what used to be Rua do Valongo, now renamed Rua Camerino, opposite Praça
dos Estivadores.
The Valongo region has always been the backdrop for social struggles, such as the Vaccination Uprising of 1904 and the dockworkers’ union, which was active in the area and home to many
of its most important leaders. The historical importance of this union, most of whose members were
of African descent, marked the whole of the twentieth century until the military dictatorship (19641985), when it suffered severe repression. A union member and well-known community leader in the
Valongo region, Antônio Machado, explains more about this part of its history:

Figure 132. Drama production on Pedra do Sal, Black Awareness Day, 20 November 2014
Photo: João Maurício Bragança
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ABREU, Martha e MATTOS, Hebe. “Remanescentes das comunidades de quilombos: memória do
cativeiro, patrimônio cultural e direito à reparação” Iberoamericana: América Latina - España – Portugal
/ journal of the Ibero-Amerikanisches Institut (Berlin), year XI (2011) n. 42, Dossier Novas etnicidades no
Brasil: Quilombolas e índios emergentes, edited by Matthias Röhrig Assunção, pp. 147-160.

Because in the 1964 coup d’état the first thing the military government
did was to hunt down the union leaders, mainly the dockworkers’ union,
which was a national and international reference for Brazilian trade unionism at the time. And the dockworkers’ union, together with other unions in the dock area, operated in the same way that unions operate today
in ABC Paulista [an industrial area in São Paulo state]. Everything was
led on a national level to enable interaction with other countries, which
87
Very near Valongo, inside the buffer zone.
88
A Noite newspaper, 23 April 1951, p.6.
89
Ijexá was most likely the Yoruba dialect spoken in Ijesha and surrounding areas in the southwest of
contemporary Nigeria, from where Africans were brought to Brazil, especially in the 19th century.
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were more advanced on a trade union level. These leaders were hunted
down and the quality of life in the district was eroded so that other leaders wouldn’t take their place, so that people would want to leave, forcing
people to leave.90
Although this region has always been remembered as the cradle of African culture in Rio de
Janeiro and harbours places of memory that have set the course of Brazilian history, it fell into decline
in the second half of the twentieth century as the dock warehouses were gradually put out of use.
The first sign of an about-turn in this situation came in 2009, when the municipal authority began
a big urban redevelopment project for the dock area, renamed Porto Maravilha. This project draws
on urban development and environmental principles to propose new uses for and ways of occupying
the area, for enhancing the value of its tangible and intangible heritage in order to foster integration
and social inclusion. Working with the goal of substantially raising the number of residents in the
area, the project seeks to break away from the view of the city centre as only a place of work. Today, a
significant number of people with a history of occupation going back several generations live in the
centre and surrounding areas91, 42% of whom are home owners.
Based on property and commercial plans for the region, some calculations forecast a significant increase in the number of residents, which is expected to reach 100,000 people by 2020. The
infrastructure envisaged for the area is comprehensive: more public utilities, new public spaces, a
restructured road network and reviewed urban development models. The result is that the revitalisation of the area surrounding Valongo Wharf is reshaping not just its occupation, but also the whole
structure of local urban mobility, with impacts throughout the city.

3. Justification for the inscription
Introduction
One of the fundamental rights of human beings is their right to memory. This does not mean
just being free to declare and record one’s own history, but to obtain social recognition of this history. Memory is the raw material for the constitution of social identity, and respecting it is therefore a
way of assuring the integrity of the human beings whose very sense of existence and community is
grounded in it.
Owing to its exceptional and representative character, the Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site, as Brazilian Cultural Heritage, is a material and immaterial symbol of the memory of African
Slavery and the cultural legacy arising from it. It is the notably intact physical expression remaining of
a society and its spiritual and material culture. Item 3.1a “A Brief Summary” will present the resumé
of the factual information and the quality of the archaeological site in question. Its recognition as
universal cultural heritage grants this right to the Brazilian African Descendant Population and by
extension, that of the whole of the Americas and the Caribbean, in the context of reparation policies
for centuries of slavery and racial segregation.
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90
From an interview with Daniela Yabeta.
91
Alongside the centre, this includes the districts of Saúde, Santo Cristo, Gamboa, Caju, São Cristóvão
and Cidade Nova.

Valongo Wharf is a tangible symbol of the memory of African slavery and the cultural legacy
arising from it. Recognising it as world heritage means granting the people of African descent in Brazil – and by extension the whole of the Americas – this right, based on the understanding of policies
designed to make reparations for centuries of slavery and racial segregation.
The United Nations has declared the ten-year period running from January 2015 to December 2024 as the International Decade for People of African Descent. It is hoped that through multiple
actions throughout this long-term celebration, a better understanding of the role of people of African
descent in the development of human societies can be forged, thereby encouraging respect for African cultural legacies. This decade symbolises the will of the international community not to allow the
tragic history of African slavery, with the indelible marks it has left on relationships between people
from different parts of the world, to be forgotten. It further aims to create opportunities for reflection
about the discourses and factors that led to the deportation and dehumanisation of millions of human beings92. The proposed inscription of Valongo Wharf on the UNESCO World Heritage List is a
significant contribution by Brazil towards meeting the goals of this decade.
Besides being a place of memory of the transatlantic slave trade, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site also constitutes a unique place where the culture of people of African descent has flourished
for two centuries. The tangible remains that reinforce the symbolic nature of the wharf are the living
signs of the tragic history of the forced captivity of men, women and children shipped from Africa
and their descendants. In its historical fabric, Valongo Wharf combines different features that highlight inhumane practices while also expressing the humanity, creative life force and capacity to resist
of a black population who once lived and still live in its vicinity, and for whom it is a symbolic space
of cultural affirmation.
Brazil was the final destination of over 40% of the Africans forcibly removed from their
homeland and sold as slaves in the Americas, and 60% of these disembarked in Rio de Janeiro. A great
many landed in the Valongo region between the last quarter of the 18th century and the end of the
third decade of the 19th century.93 The stone wharf, the main tangible element of the Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site, built as of 1811 and rediscovered in 2011, is a complete, authentic record of this
long and tragic episode in the history of humanity. The archaeological site therefore constitutes the
most important and striking tangible evidence of the arrival of enslaved African people to the Americas, and a powerful living symbol of this history.
One of the key concepts for understanding Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is that of
the “Atlantic world”. This concept sees the Atlantic as representing the connection between Africa
(including its interface with the Indian Ocean) and the Americas and Europe, with the toing and
froing of people, merchandise, ideas, technologies and knowledge. For over 300 years, from the
16th to the 19th century, the traffic of Africans to the Americas was in fact what drove this Atlantic
world (Figure 134).

92
According to the document from the meeting of the International Scientific Committee of the Slave
Route Project: Resistance, Liberty, Heritage, held in Mexico City from 19 to 21 November 2014. See: http://
www.unesco.org/new/pt/brasilia/about-this-office/single-view/news/slave_route_project_lessons_from_
the_past_values_for_the_future/#.VYwPu0Z0eNk
93
SILVA, Alberto da Costa. Opening speech (...). Also, according to the Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave
Trade, edited by ELTIS & RICHARDSON and published by Yale University in 2010, Rio de Janeiro was the most
important port of entry of slaves from Africa throughout the history of the transatlantic slave trade (p.265).
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In the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database94, which is frequently updated, the number of
enslaved Africans shipped to the Americas between 1501 and 1867 is calculated as being around
12,521,533, of whom 10,702,656 are believed to have disembarked in the New World after surviving
the hardships of the crossing. Over this period 4.864.373 enslaved Africans reached the Brazilian
territory alive, brought in by slave ships. 305.326 reached the United States. 3.883.195 disembarked in
the whole of the Caribbean (including continental Dutch dominions), 1.292.912 in Spanish America.
Thus, according to this database, Brazil received a little more than 45% of all the enslaved Africans
who arrived in the Americas alive
According to the Slave Trade Database, 2.263,913 Africans, of a total de 4.864.373 shipped
by force to Brazil, were landed in Rio de Janeiro region, which gives some idea of the volume of the
slave trade to this city, the main port of entry for south-eastern Brazil. 966.165 captives arrived between 1774, date when the disembarkation area of Rio was transferred to the Valongo region, and
1831, when the wharf stopped receiving enslaved Africans. According to historian Claudio Honorato,
“from the 18th century, Rio de Janeiro became the biggest importer of African labour in the Americas and a major hub for their distribution throughout Brazil.”95 It was the port of entry for hundreds

Figure 133

of thousands of Africans, some of who stayed and others of who were sent on to other areas of the
southeast, central-west and south of the country.
The Rio de Janeiro harbour operated as a connection not just with inland parts of the country, but also with other ports in the continent, like Montevideo and Buenos Aires, joining a complex network of maritime routes often taken by vessels of different origins transporting thousands of
slaves from Africa. Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is the tangible heritage that encapsulates the
complex relations of the slave trade, which involved Africa, the Americas and Europe. This of itself
demonstrates its outstanding universal value as a place of memory and as world heritage.
The stories of hundreds of thousands of human beings associated with this heritage have
transcended the time when the place was still being used for the purpose for which it was built. These
stories have crossed the centuries and reached the current day still intact in the cultural legacies and
identities of those who recognise the wharf as a place of arrival in a new world and a place for the
creation of tangible and intangible forms of survival.

Sensitive heritage site
One of the defining features of the history of African slavery is the violent and inhumane
treatment of its victims. The slavery of African people and their descendants is further compounded
by racism expressed as an ideology, present in the descriptions and contents of sources from the time,
which portrayed black people as inferior so as to justify such practices.96
The warehouses where the newly arrived captives were displayed and sold were near Valongo
Wharf, as were the quarantine lazaretto, where the people taken ill during the terrible voyage were
kept, and the New Blacks’ Cemetery. In other words, this whole area is a complete set of sites of memory that relate to aspects of pain and survival in the history of our forefathers.
94
Available at www.slavevoyages.org, which provides data, maps and past research.
95
HONORATO, Claudio de Paula. Valongo: o mercado de escravos do Rio de Janeiro, 1758 a 1831.
Master’s Dissertation, Niterói: UFF, 2008.p.62.
96
Not only while Valongo Wharf was used, but throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth century.
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World Site of memory and tangible and intangible heritage of the
African Diaspora
The widespread, intensive presence of African slavery in the western world across large physical spaces, times and cultures is expressed in objects and monuments and in the many extant documents that have become primary sources for understanding this long history. However, the evidence
of the history of African people subject to captivity goes beyond the limits of tangible and written
culture and is conveyed in different aspects of social memory and the expression of cultural practices
and traditions in societies in the Americas.
The history of African slavery in the Americas is a past that impinges on the present day,
however much effort may have been made to distort it, erase written references, destroy documents
or erect new buildings on its physical remains. This memory is impregnated in the Portuguese that
is written and spoken in Brazil, in the accounts of enslaved descendants of African people, in the
multiple religious practices, in the festivities and events that mark different expressions of resistance,
in leisure and martial bodily practices, in songs and in the poetic lyrics of composers and writers
who have made new sense of these memories and narratives, and it is ever present in the struggle of
underprivileged groups, mostly of black people.
As already mentioned, there were commercial buildings in the area surrounding Valongo
Wharf where the “new blacks” were bought and sold in the 19th century, where newly arrived Africans mingled with Africans who were already living in the city and their direct descendants, many of
whom were themselves employed directly or indirectly in this trade. The Valongo area was one of the
places where slaves had a better chance of getting paid work loading, unloading and distributing merchandise. It was a place where slaves and freedmen circulated in a constant coming and going, where
Africans of different origins would meet and mix, comparing their similarities and differences. And
in their sights turned to the ocean they discovered their common history. The wharf had been their
port of entry, but it could also be their port of return, a window onto the sea and thence to Africa.97
A succession of civil works to embellish, organise and sanitise the city produced changes and
clashes, as they often involved expelling local residents and repressing their cultural practices. Different forms of resistance also emerged and were expressed here, and Valongo became the stage of many
conflicts. New migrants arrived, and impoverished white and mixed-race people joined the local
inhabitants and blended in without the place ever losing the marks of its African inheritance. On the
worn stones of the wharf, people of African descent today pay tribute to their forefathers in a symbolic cleansing of the wharf, while at nearby Pedra do Sal, young people sing sambas about abolition
and the black presence. Even today this story of resistance is interwoven with the struggle for rights.
For all these reasons, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is a place where history is materialised and condensed in living memory.
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97
In a work considered a classic study of the history of African slavery in Rio de Janeiro, Mary
KARASCH writes in the opening of the first chapter, “On the street corners or at work, Africans would
daydream about their past lives on the banks of the Zaire or Zambezi rivers. They played musical instruments
from Africa and worshiped the ‘old gods’. Even after years living as slaves in Rio, they dreamed of returning to
Africa, like the carpinter who built his house facing the ocean and Africa.” (p.35)

3.1.a A Brief Summary
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site reveals the remains the most important landing
point of enslaved Africans in the Americas as can be shown by the historical records. We can observe
the wharf from the existing archaeological site’s observation window, which exposes 0.1058ha of the
area of the archaeological site resulting from the research. Built from 1811, the Wharf is an architectural monument whose main attributes are as an area of beach paved with stones whose design,
form, function and materials were organised in a singularly efficient manner, which allowed it to
successfully fulfil an essential role in the reception system of the slave trade officially instituted by
Imperial Brazil, during its two decades of existence. These characteristics allow us to affirm that it is
unique and exceptional both from a material point of view and in the immaterial aspects with which
it is related, The profusion (466.035 thousand) and scope (type and meaning) of the objects of the
archaeological collection originating from Valongo is extremely representative, bearing witness to the
daily life of the enslaved Africans who landed on that wharf, co-habiting with their contemporaries
and their captors and resisting the slave regime imposed on them in every possible way. The Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site is the exceptionally well-preserved remaining physical expression of the
historical process to which a society and its material and spiritual culture was submitted, representing an example for humanity’s civilization process.
Its archaeological, historical, ethnological and anthropological relevance is not only nationally representative but transcends the limits of the American Continent, making it one of the most
significant wharfs of world history. Criteria III and VI were chosen as the basis for the nomination
because of this context. Detailed justifications for the choice of criteria will be presented in item 3.1.b.

3.1.b. Criteria adopted
Criterion III: to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a
civilization which has disappeared
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site was researched in 2011 and, because of this work,
brought to life an important and relevant section of Valongo Wharf itself, as well as unveiling a copious and representative collection of artefacts related to the commerce and daily life of enslaved black
people in that place. The section of the site which is present today in the urban environment of the
city, from an ample observation window, is the materialization of Valongo Wharf in all its splendour
and integrity, as also in that which refers to the immaterial aspects aroused by its evincement.
After its research and exhibition, Valongo Wharf immediately took on the symbolic value
of a tangible testament to the tragic history of the transatlantic slave trade, becoming the ultimate
symbol of African roots in the Americas. The public exhibition of part of the archaeological site was
a decisive factor in reviving old values lying latent in the memory of the people of African descent. Its
exceptional character is confirmed in that the Archaeological Site forms the principle space in which
the tangible remains form a living memory, an example of the arrival and installation of Africans on
this side of the Atlantic.
To this day, no other archaeological site with the same physical characteristics or function exists either in Brazil or abroad a wharf built by a Public Authority, officially destined to receive human
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merchandise, within a State slave economy. The wharf was created by means of the paving of a beach,
known as Pé de Moleque (hand-cut stone) obeying the original slope of the beach, carried out with
refined technique and efficiency, including the minute observation of the necessary drainage of the
land. At the end of the pavement, where it met the waters of Guanabara Bay, it was finished off with a
little ramp and steps. The characteristics, which emphasize its exceptional uniqueness, as refers to its
material and immaterial aspects are revealed by the research carried out on the site.
The transatlantic slave trade and slavery of Africans in the Americas from the 16th to 19th
centuries is a long and tragic process of huge importance to the history of humanity, which resulted
in the cultural and ethnic multiplicity that is today indissociable from the national identities of the
American continent. It is worth noting that around a quarter of all the Africans enslaved in the Americas reached the continent via Rio de Janeiro, making the city the port of entry of the greatest number
of enslaved Africans and the biggest slave port in history. 98
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site besides being unique and exceptional from a material point of view – its main characteristic being a stretch of beach paved with hand-hewn stones
which served to receive thousands of enslaved Africans during the diaspora – was built by a Public
Authority and bears witness to the state sanctioned slave regime of the time. The site represents
an unequalled and exceptional moment of Afro-Brazilian and Afro-American cultural formation,
following a. Around the wharf and linked to it, for functional reasons and from the contact which
it represented with Africa and the Atlantic World, Africans and their descendants initiated cultural
practices which came to be incorporated in the black universe of the Americas as marks of origin.
Among these elements are samba, the African-based religions and capoeira groups
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site therefore constitutes the most outstanding tangible remains of the trade in enslaved Africans in the Americas, a tragic moment of the history of humanity
which happily no longer exists, but which deserves to be permanently remembered so that it will
never be repeated.
Criterion VI: to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or
with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance.
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is intrinsically linked to the traditions, ideas and
beliefs, which were born, flourished, resisted and remain to this day. It thus creates a fundamental
reference for the understanding of the history of the African Diaspora in the world and its expressions of identity, which have now become part of the black cultural heritage of the Americas. As a
space in which occurred a long, intense and permanent contact with the Atlantic World, the people
who moved around the wharf became active subjects in the interchange of ideas and visions of the
world, which circulated there. Today the Valongo Wharf is recognised, as a place of memory and its
vicinity has become the arena for various manifestations celebrating African heritage in a regular and
permanent manner. It has thus become an essential reference for understanding the African diaspora
throughout the world and its expressions of identity which have become part of contemporary black
cultural heritage in the Americas. The people who mingled in the wharf area became active protagonists in the interchange of ideas and world views which circulated there. Today Valongo Wharf is
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SILVA, Alberto da Costa. Opening speech(...). Also, according to the Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave
Trade, edited by ELTIS & RICHARDSON and published by Yale University in 2010, Rio de Janeiro was the most
important port of entry of slaves from Africa throughout the history of the transatlantic slave trade (p.265).
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recognized as a place of memory and its vicinity has become the arena for various manifestations
celebrating African heritage on a regular and ongoing basis.
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is also a prime example of what has come to be known
as a sensitive heritage site – ones that awaken memories of painful and traumatic events and which
deal with the history of episodes and broader processes of human rights violations.99 It is the place
in whose surrounding areas stood the warehouses where the recently arrived captives were put on
display and sold, the lazaretto where those who arrived sick after the terrible journey were kept in
quarantine and treated, and the New Blacks’ Cemetery, final resting place for those who did not
survive the rigours of the crossing. In its tangible remains, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site encapsulates a set of memory references bound up with aspects of pain and survival in the history of the
forefathers of people of African descent alive today, who sum over half of the Brazilian population
and have made an indelible mark on the societies of the Americas. For its sheer magnitude, it is the
most remarkable place of memory for the African diaspora outside Africa.
Besides its connections with the African continent, which sometimes extended to the Indian
Ocean by the trade routes to India, Rio de Janeiro harbour, with Valongo Wharf as its disembarkation point for the slave trade, was also permanently linked to the region of Rio da Prata, in the South
of South America. Frequently ships, with Africans brought from their home continent, left Rio de
Janeiro harbour for these regions, sometimes connecting with land routes, which took them to more
interior regions. The Valongo Wharf network extended even to the areas of the Prata Region, economically dependent on slave labour.100

3.1c. Statement of Integrity
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site reveals the remains of the most important landing site of enslaved Africans in the Americas, which makes it unique as far as this aspect of the
transatlantic slave trade is concerned. Built as of 1811, the wharf was essentially a section of beach
that was paved over using irregular flagstones, accompanying the natural contour of the terrain.
For the two decades it was used, this paved section of Valongo beach was one of the mainstays of
the regional, national and South American slave reception system. It is fair to say that a significant portion of the Africans taken forcibly to the New World would have set foot on the stones of
Valongo Wharf. According to data retrieved from the Slave Trade Data Base101, 966,534 African
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AUSTIN, Nathan K. “Managing heritage attractions: marketing challenges at sensitive historical
sites”. International Journal of Tourism Research. Volume 4, issue 6, Nov/Dec 2002, p.447-457.
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The registers of these journeys can be found in the Arquivo Nacional, in Rio de Janeiro, in the series
of archives of the Polícia da Corte, Seção Justiça (Court Police, Justice Section) (IJ6), with the departure of
ships listing Brazilian and foreign passengers, whose books register the departure of ships carrying Africans
– listed by number, without any identifying name – to these destinies in the region of Rio da Prata. For these
amplified connections reaching the region of Rio da Prata, ver PINEAU, Marisa (ed). la Ruta del Esclavo en
el Río de la Plata. Caseros: Universidad Nacional Tres de Febrero, 2011.
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The Slave Trade Database contains data on the transatlantic slave trade gathered in a collaborative
project run by Emory University, Atlanta, USA, since 1999. Its lead researchers are David Eltis and Martin
Halbert, from the aforementioned university, working in close partnership with David Richardson, from
the University of Hull, UK, and Brazilian historians, including Manolo Florentino, from the Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro, as well as a number of other scholars from many different universities and
research centres. The data about the demographics of the transatlantic slave trade are always being updated
as new contributions are made by these researchers, and the estimates presented are based on a methodology
formulated by the team and explained in the website www.slavevoyages.org
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captives were unloaded in the southeast of Brazil at the time when Valongo was the main landing
place in the region.102
Situated in the dock area of Rio de Janeiro, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site occupies
one side of Praça Jornal do Comércio square, and is bordered by Avenida Barão de Tefé, Rua Sacadura Cabral, and the perimeter wall of Hospital dos Servidores do Estado, at number 178, Rua
Sacadura Cabral.
After the site was researched in 2011, the most representative portion of the wharf was left
open to reveal the evidence of its outstanding universal value. Some small parts of the site were
removed to make way for infrastructure developments, but this does not in any way compromise
its integrity or interpretation, as required by the entity that authorized the research. The authorities’ decision to keep the archaeological remains open and on view to the public in the city setting
was designed to enhance the visibility of the heritage and to encourage further archaeological
research.
The observation window to the site was conceived and introduced in 2012 with the aim of
showing visitors all the different changes that part of the city has undergone over the years. However,
as reflections about the site and its social and academic significance have matured, its administrators
have reached the understanding that the original concept merits review. As such, it is hoped that
within three years, plans will have been drawn up to allow new interventions to be made at the site
and its surrounding area.
The area of the wharf that is open to view demonstrates the great integrity of Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site and shows that it is indeed complete – meaning that all the elements that convey
its outstanding universal value are intact and in place. The site is in a more than satisfactory state of
conservation; indeed, it is practically intact, and is not subject to any significant negative environmental or human impacts. Although it remained buried for 168 years, its architectural and archaeological structure has suffered little material damage, and this only took place because of recent urban
redevelopment works. Its integrity also expresses its intangible values, rekindled when it was revealed
in the excavations and evidenced now in the section left open and maintained for viewing, spawning
a spate of new cultural activities in the vicinity and reinforcing the city’s links with its past.
The artefacts retrieved during the archaeological dig form a significant collection that bears
witness to the presence and coexistence of different African peoples and people of African descent in
the area where the site is situated. This collection will be put on exhibition in the museum to be set up
inside the Docas Pedro II building, near the archaeological site.103
Before the remains of the wharf could be displayed at the site, a number of consolidation
and conservation measures had to be made to its structures, which are described in item 5.d. The
on-going adoption of these measures has been instrumental in assuring the conservation of the site,
warding off any threats to its integrity.
The archaeological remains of the wharf on display are large enough to give a perfect understanding of how the stone wharf for slave ships was built. The fragments from the back of the
Empress’s Wharf are evidence of transformation processes designed to wipe out anything that could
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These data, encountered in the estimates in the Slave Trade Database, correspond to the totals
between 1781 and 1830.
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For further information on the Docas Pedro II building, see item 2.b

link the place with the tragedy that was the transatlantic slave trade. In the current plan, the threats
from future urban developments are mitigated by measures designed to ensure the traditional communities continue to live in the vicinity, as described in item 5.e.
The revitalization and redevelopment of the area between the archaeological site and the
sea will allow a greater appreciation of the archaeological remains by local residents and visitors to
the city. Low-impact mobility projects, especially the light rail transit system, which recently entered
service, and the network of cycleways are designed to attract more visitors. In order to meet the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, measures to effectively link up the docks and the
archaeological site – now 344 metres inland because of successive land reclamations – will be studied
by the Municipal Department of Culture with the aim of finding ways of integrating the site to the
light rail transit system at the Olympic Boulevard, which runs alongside the docks along Guanabara
Bay. This will be done within no more than three years.
From the above explanation, it is clear that Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site has all the
tangible and intangible facets necessary to express its outstanding universal value.

3.1.d Statement of Authenticity
The section of wharf on display at the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site enables all the
different man-made alterations made to Valonguinho cove – the portion of Valongo beach where the
wharf was built – to be seen. The main feature is Valongo Wharf itself, which occupies 77,49% of the
display area. The attributes of the site listed in this dossier (item 3.1.d) are visibly present and fully
convey its outstanding universal value. The remains were uncovered during archaeological research
authorized by the Brazilian heritage protection agency, thereby assuring its veracity and credibility.
The extensive historical and documental investigations undertaken by the team responsible for putting together this dossier cover all the tangible and intangible aspects of the cultural asset in question,
while expanding on and probing in greater depth its particular importance as a key physical remnant
of the transatlantic slave trade.
We would stress that Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is the most important physical remains of a landing site and of the trade in enslaved Africans in Rio de Janeiro in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Further, it constitutes the only preserved remains of a landing wharf for enslaved Africans in the whole of the Americas.
Protected from the elements for 168 years after being covered over, first for the Empress’s
Wharf and then for Praça Municipal square, the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site contains the
conserved material remains necessary to authentically express its outstanding universal value. The
site encompasses the landing slipway connected to the wharf, built as of 1811 and conserved almost
in its entirety, as well as remains of the Empress’s Wharf, built on top of Valongo Wharf in 1843.
The form and design of the landing slipway of the slave wharf are still intact, including remnants of the water drainage system and the paving design of irregular cobblestones, known in Brazil
as “urchin’s footsteps” (pé de moleque), a local construction technique widely used in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Meanwhile, the archaeological remains of the Empress’s Wharf allow us to
understand its design, formed by a layer of newer and more modern parallel paving stones, a wall and
a pier made of big blocks of stone.
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The paving of both wharfs is made primarily of granite, which is widely available in the Rio
de Janeiro area and is a feature of the city’s historical buildings. The structures have not been rebuilt
or altered in any way, which makes the archaeological site an intact material expression of the wharf
where enslaved Africans disembarked as of 1811.
The wharf ceased being used as a slave landing site in 1831, but continued to be used to load
and unload goods. With the rediscovery of the wharf, the archaeological site has taken on a new
function as a monument that bears witness to part of the African diaspora.
The context of the slave wharf and the Empress’s Wharf changed when a new port was built
at the beginning of the twentieth century, which partially altered their original setting, moving them
away from the waterline. This means that Valongo Wharf is no longer at the sea’s edge. However, the
whole urban landscape of the buffer zone maintains the characteristic one- and two-storey houses
that have always been a feature of Rio de Janeiro dock area. It is this relationship that provides the
context for the archaeological site as part of the dock area and slave market, with its trade in enslaved
Africans and people of African descent.
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Figure 134. Symbolic washing of the wharf, 04 July 2015
Photo by Milton Guran

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is imbued with historical and spiritual values. Besides the
importance of being the only material remains of a slave wharf at the biggest slave port in the Americas, there is yet another relevant aspect which grants it authenticity, substantiated in the symbolic
reappropriation of the wharf by the local people, especially those of African descent. Valongo Wharf
has been appropriated as a place of memory of the pain caused by slavery and a celebration of the
African contribution to the construction of the Brazilian nation. This retrieved significance means
Brazilian society has had to recognise certain intangible attributes which are being translated in cultural processes that are gradually bringing about the resignification of the site.

The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site area and its buffer zone are protected on the municipal, state and federal level. The protection of the outstanding universal value of the Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site is assured by the following legal instruments:

The most visible expression of this reappropriation is the symbolic washing of the wharf organised by priestesses of Afro-Brazilian religions. Taking place since 2011 on the first Saturday of July
in honour of African ancestors, it is part of the official calendar of events in the city, and involves local
residents, members of different movements organised by people of African descent and the public in
general. There are also a number of events held in November, the month in which Black Awareness
Day is celebrated in Brazil.

•• Federal law no. 3924 of 26 July 1961, known as the Archaeology Law. The remains of Valongo Wharf and the Empress’s Wharf are inscribed as an archaeological site through their
inclusion in the National Register of Archaeological Sites on 25 April 2012. According to
the Brazilian constitution, the national heritage protection agency, Instituto do Patrimônio
Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN), is responsible for their protection. The Archaeology
Law also covers other archaeological sites in the buffer zone.

Valongo Wharf is an architectural structure and an archaeological site. It was built of cobblestones (pé-de-moleque) along a beach and had some steps and a short slipway leading down into the
sea. It was designed and built to receive the smaller vessels that brought the newly arrived Africans
who had already passed through customs onto the mainland. Valongo Wharf was a key element of
the system set up officially by the Brazilian imperial government to receive and trade in enslaved
Africans. Its form and function make it a unique remnant of its kind in the Americas. The fact that it
was built demonstrates the authorities’ intention to improve the process for landing the human cargo.
The process of paving over the beach may sound relatively simple, but it was not done by reclaiming
land or by landfill, as was normally the case, but by paving directly over the sand of the beach itself,
following its natural contours. Those responsible for building this structure would have needed complete mastery of the techniques required for kind of paving.

•• Federal directive 135 of 13 March 2013 protects the architectural and urbanistic heritage of
the Morro da Conceição community, some of whose housing is controlled by laws that restrict the height of buildings around federal listed sites.

3.1.e Protection and management requirements

•• Municipal decree no. 22872 of 7 May 2003 requires archaeological research to be done during any urban intervention. It was thanks to this decree that the archaeological research was
done in the Valongo area, whose most significant find was Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site.
•• Municipal law 971 of 4 May 1987 and municipal decree 7351 of 1 January 1988 created a Cultural Protected Area in the districts of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo (Área de Proteção do
Ambiente Cultural dos bairros da Saúde, Gamboa e Santo Cristo, APAC SAGAS). Instituto
Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (IRPH) is the institution responsible for managing protected areas of this kind in the city.
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The ensure the management of the site and its buffer zone and the continued existence of the
features that lend it outstanding universal value, some major conservation measures are necessary:
•• The Rio de Janeiro city hall has put Companhia de Desenvolvimento do Porto do Rio de Janeiro (CDURP) in charge of managing the site, for which purpose it ensures it is adequately
funded. A consolidation and conservation plan has been drawn up, which is currently being
rolled out. The main threats identified have to do with weathering, controlling the groundwater level and vandalism. To address the first two problems, a system of pumps has been
installed to pump away rainwater and seawater. As for vandalism, the management plan contains permanent security measures for the site.
•• To a large extent, the good management of the site means involving the local people and the
city’s residents as a whole. Initiatives to raise its profile have been prepared on an ad hoc basis, as have broader initiatives by civil society. The partnership between the public authorities
and society has yielded the creation of the Historical and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African Heritage and a number of events that have been included in the city’s official
calendar, including the above-mentioned symbolic cleaning of Valongo Wharf. These again
underline the importance of the site as a memorial of the African Diaspora.
•• It is impossible to consider the conservation of heritage of outstanding universal value without protecting the population that have shaped this region since the 19th century. An agreement signed by CDURP and SEBRAE/RJ (a service providing support for small businesses)
in 2011 is planning actions to empower and train local people. These actions invest in the
perspective of maintenance and reclassification of existing endeavours, already identified
with and thus pertaining to the history of the site.
•• In view of the nature of the archaeological site, there are no threats or vulnerabilities with
regard to its authenticity. Responsible tourism development policies are planned as part of
the CDURP and SEBRAE/RJ agreement with a view to creating tourist itineraries, linking the
evocative memory of the archaeological site with experiences of traditional trade activities
and the region’s culture.

For the comparative analysis, archaeological sites related to the history of African slavery in
Brazil and the Americas and recognized as slave landing sites are considered. In the case of Brazil, the
main archaeological sites related to the history of African slavery are also included. Alongside this,
we have also included two major groups of sites inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List: a)
ones in some way related to slavery, such as slave entry and exit ports, trade routes, or places where
maroon communities settled; and b) ones recognised as sensitive heritage sites for the fact that their
material remains embody the pain and fear of the human beings who spent time there, as well as their
capacity to survive, making humankind remember the consequences of the denial of human dignity
inherent to the process of slavery.
In both cases, the comparative analysis is perforce based on the historical and symbolic importance of these properties to the history of humankind. This is because material remains with
comparable features are rare or non-existent in the Americas. The places involved in the slave trade
often made use of ephemeral constructions of which nothing has remained, either because they gradually weathered away or because they were deliberately destroyed in a bid to wipe out the associated
memories. In the case of properties related to violence against human beings, as the structures were
erected in different historical circumstances and for different purposes, no constructive or morphological analogies can be drawn with the Rio de Janeiro slave port.

3.2.1 Brazilian archaeological sites
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is one of 26,048 sites listed in the National Registry of
Archaeological Sites (Cadastro Nacional de Sítios Arqueológicos, CNSA), maintained by the National Archaeology Centre at IPHAN (CNA/IPHAN), which is officially responsible for preserving
Brazil’s archaeological heritage104. The CNSA registry has a national footprint, and only 3,148 of
the 26,000 sites listed are from the historical period, from 1500 onwards, and only 776 of these are
in coastal municipalities.

The actions designed to ensure the conservation and appreciation of the site will be overseen by a management board to be set up by the Rio de Janeiro city government and to be chaired
by a representative of the Special Department for the Promotion of Racial Equality Policies (Coordenadoria Especial de Promoção das Políticas de Igualdade Racial, CEPPIR). IPHAN and the local
authority, through IRPH and CDURP, have undertaken the long-term commitment to protect and
manage the site through existing legal instruments (cited above) and guidelines set forth in the
management plan.

3.2 Comparative Analysis
In order better to understand the significance and symbolic potential of a site like Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site and its surrounding area, it is essential to think about how places with
similar features – conceptually speaking – have been constituted as archaeological sites and acquired
the status of heritage properties.
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Figure 135. Heat Map: Distribution of Brazilian archaeological sites (December 2016).
Source: CNSA/CNA/IPHAN.
104

This figure and the other data presented in this section are from December 2016.
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Figure 136. Heat Map: Distribution of Brazilian historical archaeological sites (December 2016)
Source: CNSA/CNA/IPHAN

Figure 138. Heat Map: Distribution of 23 Brazilian historical coastal archaeological sites with
reference to wharfs/ports (in bay, maritime and river settings) (December 2016)
Source: CNSA/CNA/IPHAN

However, of these 23 sites, Valongo Wharf is unique in its representativeness: no other site is
made up of a beach paved over with cobblestones (uneven paving slabs) inside a bay. In an excellent
state of preservation, it was strategically located to better fulfil its function of receiving new enslaved
Africans to swell the official slave trade run by the imperial government.

3.2.2 Brazilian slavery-related archaeological sites
In recent years, there has been a considerable upturn in the amount of archaeological research of sites related to the African diaspora in Brazil. The aim of these investigations is to reveal and
comprehend the most varied aspects of these groups of people and their material living conditions,
opening up the scope for further reflections and understanding of the historical process of slavery.

Figure 137. Heat Map: Distribution of Brazilian historical coastal archaeological sites
(December 2016) Source: CNSA/CNA/IPHAN

In view of the fact that the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site could be defined as a “historical wharf/port in a coastal municipality”, it counts amongst a much smaller group of just 23 sites from
the total of over 26,000 across the country (0.09% of all known sites).

Some of these archaeological sites registered in Brazil are presented here and compared to
Valongo Wharf. They include a landing site, farms, slave quarters, maroon communities, a mine and
burial sites.
The archaeological sites for the reception of enslaved Africans selected for comparison belong to the period of clandestine slavery, after the slave trade had been outlawed (i.e. after 1831). The
absence of any registered sites from when the trade was legal is most likely because the landing sites
would not have been paved and would therefore not have been preserved, or else they may have been
built over, hampering their location.
The way these archaeological sites are compared with Valongo Wharf is by comparing the
materials collected at them, which are used as comparison parameters. The comparison with farms
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and slave quarters is justified because these were places where groups of slaves would have carried
out their normal everyday activities, while the maroon communities were where they expressed their
resistance more explicitly. Meanwhile, the mining sites reveal evidence of the transfer of these groups’
technological know-how, showing that many of them had been skilled in metalwork in their homelands. Finally, skeletal remains from burial sites can yield information about burial practices, DNA to
determine and confirm the origins of the individuals, information about possible diseases, their sex,
age, eating habits, materials associated with them and other aspects.

who were landed there was far lower than the number who disembarked at Valongo. Furthermore,
there are no physical remains of a wharf, as there are at Valongo. The architectural structures are still
covered with overgrowth. Essentially, there are ruins with some thick stone walls forming three housing units, one of which was a kind of depot with no internal divisions.

Wharf:
After the slave trade was abolished in 1831, coastal towns far from the cities but near to areas
where African labour was in demand started to make up part of a complex network involved in the
clandestine transatlantic slave trade. The 1835 document partially reproduced below is proof that this
took place, recounting a visit by the juiz de órfãos (civil servant responsible for the welfare of children
with no parents or guardians) to an Argentinean slave ship called Domingos anchored off Ilha da Madeira island in Vila de Itaguay, Rio de Janeiro (Sepetiba Bay).
Dear Sir. I feel obliged to inform you that when I was sailing past this
island, I encountered the schooner named Domingos anchored in the bay
of Ilha da Madeira; upon which schooner was the Frenchman (Poleir);
who it is reported unloaded a group of Africans in this place (...) I urge you
to seek further information on the matter... 29th January, 1835 105

Figure 139. Saí ruins complex.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

According to Boccia and Malerbi (1977, cited in AGOSTINI, 2013, p. 84), the smuggling of
enslaved Africans only ceased in the 1850s. Until then, clandestine landing sites were used up and
down the Brazilian coast and the slaves were then secreted in the forest before later being sold on as
seasoned slaves.

Saí Ruins I, II and III and Saí House
Few archaeological sites in Brazil stand comparison to Valongo in their function as a slave
landing site in a bay in the nineteenth century. In the municipality of Mangaratiba, opposite Restinga
da Marambaia (a protected area), there are four archaeological sites that form a complex for the landing of enslaved Africans called Saí Ruins I, II and III, and Saí House. The property had a clandestine
landing site, which would have been used as of 1831.
The archaeological research in this area, which is still underway, is coordinated by Camila
Agostini, and has unearthed evidence of the illegal landing of Africans. According to the oral history
of local residents, it would appear there was also a graveyard for newly arrived Africans and a small
canal inside it. The archaeological complex stands comparison with Valongo Wharf insofar as there
are strong indications that the site was indeed a place where Africans were disembarked after the
trade in enslaved Africans was outlawed in 1831. The archaeological site contains potential vestiges
from a historical period when it was no longer legal to import slave labour. The number of Africans
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Figure 140. Saí ruins complex – inside the graveyard.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.
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Figure 142. Stone cooking stove.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

Figure 141. Saí ruins complex. Entrance to the graveyard.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

– São Francisco Archaeological Site, São Sebastião, São Paulo
In São Sebastião, a town in the state of São Paulo, is São Francisco archaeological site, registered by a researcher called Wagner Bornal. The site was once the property of a tradesman, Joaquim
José Pedro de Souza, and the remains are of especial interest due to the configuration of the buildings,
which differ from the constructions normally found in farms in the southeast of Brazil in the nineteenth century.
The interpretation of the archaeological remains indicates the presence of a sugar mill and
coffee plantation. At a slight distance from these ruins stand three buildings, each set about 50 to 70
metres from the others. Camila Agostini believes that their distance from the main complex suggests
they were used for the smuggling and quarantine of new arrivals.
The foundations suggest three different uses, one of which being the
most complex, for housing, a smaller square house with no internal walls,
two large courtyards of tamped earth (...) and a single building divided
into three rooms. (...) This is the building that seems most likely to have
housed slaves....” (AGOSTINI, 2013 p.80)
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Figure 143. Altar.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

The analysis of the documents106 contained in the research paper by Camila Agostini presents
some information about the trader’s slaves, who were mostly from Africa. He had a modest number
of slaves for a property with a sugar mill and coffee plantation. The author also suggests that the
owner’s main source of income may not have been the production of commodities, but rather the
reception and sale of slaves.
106
Sources researched by historian Aline Mazza in collaboration with Hebe Mattos, Marcos André
Torres and Luis Claudio Symanski.
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São Francisco Archaeological Site stands comparison with Valongo Wharf insofar as it was
also a landing site, albeit for smuggled slaves, whom it received in far smaller numbers. None of the
excavations at the site has revealed any kind of landing structure, unlike Valongo, whose wharf is intact. The number of materials related to the African diaspora retrieved in the excavations of the site is
far lower than the number retrieved at Valongo Wharf. The objects encountered include some pipes,
crossed fingers, and pan handles with phallic symbols.

Graveyard:
– Praça XV Slaves Graveyard Archaeological Site
The Praça XV Slaves Graveyard Archaeological Site is situated in a public square in the historical centre of Rio de Janeiro, bordering on Nossa Senhora do Carmo church. In the seventeenth
century, this land belonged to the Carmelite order, which, due to a high death rate, possibly because
of a smallpox epidemic, assigned this land for the burial of the poor, including slaves.
The archaeological research and safeguarding of the site took place in two distinct stages
dictated by the urban redevelopments undertaken by the Rio de Janeiro city government. The first
stage took place in 1995 and was coordinated by Eliana Teixeira de Carvalho, followed by a later stage
in 2016, prompted by the urban mobility developments made for the Olympics, coordinated by Maria Dulce Gaspar. In both stages, a considerable number of skeletons of Africans, some constituting
primary burials (in their original resting place, with the skeletons anatomically intact) and others
constituting secondary burials, meaning that they had been disturbed in some way, i.e. removed from
their original resting place, breaking the anatomic connections of the skeletons.
The material culture relating to the site consisted of a high concentration of ceramics, European and India company pottery, pipes, glass, metal and animal bones. However, there were few
finds related directly to the enslaved Africans, which is very different from Valongo Wharf, where a
significant number of artefacts related to the African diaspora were retrieved.

– São Gonçalo Garcia Church Cemetery Archaeological Site,
Rio de Janeiro
Archaeological research was undertaken in 2013 under the coordination of archaeologist
Guadalupe do Nascimento Campos at the grave site connected to São Gonçalo Garcia church, whose
chapel was inaugurated in the eighteenth century. The area is now in the premises of the Biblioteca
Parque Rio de Janeiro state library.

Figure 144. Detail of the Rio de Janeiro city plans, 1803. N.B. 1.
São Gonçalo Garcia and São Jorge church/2.Santana church.
Source: BN-Digital. Ref.cart168854 http://bndigital.bn.br/ <Accessed on 18/03/2013>

The architectural structures revealed in the excavations are possibly the walls of an old house
and a well. They probably indicate the boundary of the graveyard and the original grounds of São
Gonçalo Garcia church. Alongside these structures, six primary burials were also found, and one in
locus with a secondary burial, where at least 27 adults and five children are estimated to have been
buried. Documental research indicates that these burials were related to São Gonçalo Garcia church.
Until 1850, it was common for people to be buried inside and outside churches, because they were
holy sites. Since the two brotherhoods only joined together after church burial was outlawed, the
human remains found at the site are associated with São Jorge Garcia church. So far, the research of
the church’s death registers indicates that over 400 people were buried in that grave site – a mixture
of children and adults, slaves, freed and free men and women.

A short distance from the church, on Rua São Jorge (now Rua Gonçalves Ledo), was São
Jorge chapel, built in 1753 by a brotherhood of metalworkers, blacksmiths and forgers. One hundred
years later, however, the simple São Jorge chapel was already in a rundown state, so in 1854 its congregation was transferred to São Gonçalo Garcia church and the two brotherhoods joined together,
becoming known as the Brotherhood of São Gonçalo Garcia and São Jorge.
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– Manguinhos Beach Graveyard Archaeological Site, Guaxindiba,
Rio de Janeiro state
In 1994, archaeologist Sheila Mendonça de Souza investigated a slave burial ground on Manguinhos beach in land belonging to Salinas Farm107 in the municipality of São João da Barra, Rio de
Janeiro state. The site dates back to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, during the height of
sugar production and the importing of slaves to the region to work on the plantations.
Eleven primary burials were uncovered in the excavations. One of these was identified from
the soundings, while the other ten were uncovered during the excavations done in the second stage of
the fieldwork. According to the lead archaeologist, the individuals in question were from “an underprivileged segment of society, possibly slaves” (MENDONÇA DE SOUZA, et. al., p.52).
Figure 145. Primary burial: collecting samples for analysis.
http://www.bibliotecasparque.rj.gov.br/manguinhos/a-biblioteca/

The collection of artefacts relating to the African diaspora retrieved from the site is
smaller than the Valongo Wharf collection, and there are no archaeological structures worthy of
comparison.

– Sé Church Archaeological Site, Salvador, Bahia
The old Sé church (“Antiga Igreja de Sé”) in Salvador, Bahia state, was built in the sixteenth
century, and served as a burial site – both inside the building and in the graveyard outside – from
its inception until 1856. The archaeological research of the church, led by Carlos Etchevarne, took
place from 1998 to 2001. Its initial objective was to identify the original structures of the building,
but as this was done, a number of skeletons of Africans and people of African descent were also
found together with remains of everyday objects, which prompted further reflections about the
ethnic complexity of the city of Salvador.

Figure 146. Detail of intentionally altered tooth. Cultural marker of an African individual.
Image taken using binocular microscope.
Photo: Guadalupe Campos, 2013.

Some of the people buried in these grounds had intentional alterations made to their teeth.
The practice of filing teeth was particularly widespread amongst groups from the Congo and Mozambique at the time of the slave trade to Brazil. As the slave population in Brazil contained a sizeable
portion of people originally from this large Bantu area, this kind of identity marker can be seen both
on the bodies of the Africans in these graveyards and in the portrayals made by foreign artists in
Brazil in the nineteenth century.
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The collection of archaeological finds from this site constitutes household objects and materials associated with the burials, such as adornments made of different materials and brooches made
of bone and metal. Far less material has been collected here than at Valongo Wharf, and the buildings
serve different purposes, making them unsuitable for comparison.

In her doctoral research, Aurea Conceição Pereira Tavares studied burials containing
beads of an African religious order. Her working hypothesis was that there were certain rituals
associated with them that derived from the coexistence of different religions, as she explains in
her text:
The presence of African necklaces and beads in the burials, in holy
catholic ground, bears meanings that indicate specific behaviours of the
individuals, who recognised them as having spiritual value, which could
be taken as a ritual addition to the official faith. (TAVARES, 2006 p. 94)
In numerical terms, the collection of objects of a religious nature retrieved from Valongo
far exceeds the quantity of beads found at the Sé church site. At Valongo a far more diverse range of
beads made of different materials was found. Finally, as this was a burial site, the physical structures
bear no resemblance to those encountered at Valongo Wharf.
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Sítio Praia de Manguinhos - CNSA: RJ00526
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Maroon Communities:
– Serra da Barriga Archaeological Site, Quilombo dos Palmares,

ture, which was set into the ground and filled with earth. These huts were probably roofed with palm
or coconut palm leaves. They are completely different from the structures found in the excavations
of Valongo Wharf. Furthermore, few artefacts were retrieved and were far less varied than the ones
found at Valongo, with most being made of pottery.

Serra da Barriga, Alagoas
Quilombo dos Palmares, a maroon community that formed in the seventeenth century in
northeastern Brazil in a forest-covered mountainous inland area, has gradually come to epitomise
resistance to slavery in the country’s history. Throughout that whole century, the members of the
community – Africans, people of African descent and a few indigenous people who took refuge there
– fought for decades against the forces of repression bent on wiping out the cluster of villages that
formed the maroon community. They won several of these battles, but eventually their leader, Zumbi
de Palmares, and his soldiers were defeated by a well equipped military expedition. It is told that he
died either in the battle or that he took his own life rather than surrender. The history of Palmares
maroon community is part of the mandatory curriculum at Brazilian schools and the date of Zumbi’s
death has been adopted as Black Awareness Day in many Brazilian cities, where it is a public holiday.
Archaeological research provides an additional source of information upon which more
in-depth analysis and reflection about the memory and trajectory of the groups under study can be
based. In 1992 and 1993, two researchers, Pedro Paulo A. Funari and Charles Orser Jr., did archaeological research at Serra da Barriga in Alagoas state in order better to understand what daily life in
Palmares maroon community was like108 by investigating its material culture. “In both prospection
campaigns, in 1992 and 1993, 14 archaeological sites were identified in Serra da Barriga, just one
of which was from after Quilombo dos Palmares (...) over 90% of the 2,448 artefacts retrieved are
made of pottery” (FUNARI, 1996, p. 9). In the excavations, considerable quantities of European
Majolica pottery were found. Other significant finds were two stone axes (with their blades facing
downwards) leaning against the edge of a pottery vase, encountered in situ, suggesting they were
of a ritualistic nature. However, the archaeological collection relating to the groups of runaway
slaves at the Serra da Barriga site is far smaller and less varied than the collection of objects found
at Valongo Wharf. Finally, no evidence of archaeological structures of a similar nature to Valongo
Wharf was found.

– Ambrósio maroon community, Minas Gerais state
Archaeologist Carlos Magno Guimarães researched the Ambrósio maroon community, believed to be one of the largest communities of its kind in the southeastern Brazilian state of Minas
Gerais. After over 20 years of existence, it was finally destroyed in 1746 by a group of 400 men funded
by the government and slave owners. The maroon community was located in a flat area that is hard to
reach, making it good for growing crops and easier to defend. The archaeological evidence confirms
the community was quite large. One of the chief finds is a trench dug around what appears to have
been the centre of the community, measuring 1.5 hectares. Towers and trenches were often built to
defend maroon communities against attack by the authorities, slave owners and groups of indigenous
people who inhabited the same lands. The field research also revealed housing structures built using
wattle and daub, made by intertwining horizontal and vertical wooden strips to form a lattice struc166
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Slave Quarters:
– São Joaquim Farm Archaeological Site, Pirenópolis, Goiás
São Joaquim Farm, in Pirenópolis, Goiás state, was researched by Luis Claudio Symansky.
Two different areas in the slave quarters were excavated. In both areas a characteristic layer of a
tamped earth floor was found. Below the floors, artefacts of different kinds were encountered, distributed unevenly: food waste, clothing, adornments, objects for the preparation, consumption and
service of food, building materials, tobacco, weapons and multi-purpose and/or recycled tools kept
by the slaves. Although a good variety of objects were retrieved in the excavations, the quantity falls
far short of the finds at Valongo Wharf.

– São Fernando Farm Archaeological Site, Vassouras, Vale do Paraíba,
Rio de Janeiro
The excavations of the slave quarters in the Paraíba Valley, Vassouras, revealed a significant
quantity of materials that provide a better understanding of the daily life of the slaves working on
coffee farms in the nineteenth century. The site was researched by Tânia Andrade Lima and was
geared primarily towards potential refuse dumps. The excavation of the slave quarters revealed just
building materials and fragments of roofing, nails and tacks. At other points in the property, little
was retrieved that could be interpreted as being used by the farm’s slaves. Some pipes and beads were
encountered amongst the waste from the big house. Compared with Valongo Wharf, this site offers
much fewer objects and very little that could be related specifically to the slave labourers.

–Babilônia Farm Archaeological Site, Pirenópolis, Goiás
Marcos André Torres de Souza was responsible for the archaeological research of Babilônia
Farm in Pirenópolis, Goiás, a sugar mill that operated in the nineteenth century, where around 150
slaves lived and worked between 1800 and 1850. The prospections done at the site have focused on
the garden of the former big house and the slave quarters. Some artefacts linked to the daily activities
of the slaves at the farm have been retrieved. Like the abovementioned sites, the collection of artefacts
is not as large or varied as the Valongo Wharf collection. Furthermore, there are no built structures
comparable to those found at Valongo.
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Mining:
– Morro da Santana Archaeological Site, Mariana, Minas Gerais
Morro da Santana Archaeological Site is in the municipality of Mariana, Minas Gerais. During the colonial period, this region was known for its mines, especially for gold, which was mined
largely thanks to African slave labour, especially in the eighteenth century. Some mine structures are
still intact at the site, including a gallery of tunnels, vertical ventilation shafts, an aqueduct, a tank,
pestle, crushers, etc. There are also some domestic and religious buildings, including a chapel, a cemetery, living quarters, stables, a mill, a barn, etc. The artefacts retrieved at the site include pipes, locks,
scales and fragments of domestic utensils made of pottery. Although a large number of objects related
to the slaves’ work in the mine were retrieved in the excavations, as well as some everyday objects,
Valongo Wharf still yielded more varied and numerous objects of this kind.

Figura 147. Morro da Santana Archaeological Site – gallery of tunnels
http://www.portaldopatrimoniocultural.com.br/site/bensinventariados/detalhe_pa.php?id=9

3.2.3. Main slavery-related archaeological sites in the Americas

Pest Houses, Sullivan’s Island
Sullivan’s Island, in Charleston, USA, was a place of quarantine for ships carrying sick crew
or passengers before they alighted at Gadsden’s Wharf. During the transatlantic slave trade, this island was also used for the quarantine of slaves until they were deemed fit for sale. The first lazaretto,
or “pest house”, was built in 1707, and has since been the subject of archaeological research. With the
intense influx of slaves to Sullivan’s Island, four more pest houses were built there between 1700 and
1775, as well as a graveyard for the Africans who perished on the voyage.
Sullivan’s Island does not have a wharf structure like that found at Valongo and the archaeological collection does not surpass it in terms of quantity or variety. While the number of slaves landed at Sullivan’s Island was high, it was far lower than the numbers disembarked at Valongo Wharf.

Figure 148. 1776 map showing the lazaretto, or pest house.
https://www.nps.gov/fosu/planyourvisit/upload/African_Passages.pdf

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site stands out from all the other sites registered and researched in Brazil. It was a wharf and a landing place for the disembarkation of enslaved Africans in a
commercial urban area, where there was a regular influx of Africans enslaved in their homeland and
a constant toing and froing of Africans and people of African descent working at the docks and for
commercial establishments.
To the present day, no other archaeological site in Brazil has been identified that has a paved
wharf destined for the landing of enslaved Africans. It is likely that building this wharf was deemed
necessary because of the sheer numbers entering the city. Another feature that makes Valongo Wharf
outstanding when compared to other sites is the high concentration of archaeological materials collected that can be related to the enslaved Africans. Made of different materials, like shells, corals,
beads, metals and minerals, they bore special religious symbolism and had daily functions as adornments, worn as earrings, pendants and bracelets. Essentially, it is the most representative archaeological collection of African culture in Brazil.
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Figure 149. Information plaque on Sullivan’s Island
http://www.sullivansisland-sc.com/files/Planning%20Commission/Other%20Files/Cultural%20
resources%20element%20draft%20031208.pdf
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Gadsden’s Wharf
This wharf was built by Christopher Gadsden in 1767 in the town of Charleston, South Carolina, USA. It is believed to be the port where the great number of enslaved Africans entered the United States:
around 150,000, representing 40% of all the Africans taken forcibly to the United States between 1783 and
1808. It is calculated that almost 80% of all African Americans have ancestors who disembarked at Gadsden’s
Wharf.

The excavations were hailed as “the most important urban archaeological project of the United States”, involving the exhumation of over 400 enslaved Africans. In 2003, 419 individuals were reinterred. The area has been transformed into a memorial and has been open to the public since 2007.
A triangular structure known as the Ancestral Chamber represents the passage across the Atlantic
Ocean during the period of the slave trade. The site represents a sacred place for African Americans.
As these sites are of different kinds, the main difference in terms of what can be compared is
the more significant quantity and variety of material cultural remains found at Valongo Wharf.

Archaeological research of the Gadsden’s Wharf area has revealed timbers and the brick floor from
an area used as a holding space for as yet unsold slaves. Today, plans are being drawn up for the International
African American Museum to be built at Gadsden’s Wharf, which is due to open in 2019. In the museum, there will be markings on the ground to indicate exactly where the wharf once stood.
The original Gadsden’s Wharf structure does not bear any resemblance to that of Valongo
Wharf, with its paving made of uneven flagstones. The collection of artefacts from Valongo Wharf contains far more items of a greater diversity. Furthermore, the number of enslaved Africans who disembarked at
Gadsden’s Wharf was far lower than the number whose port of entry was Valongo Wharf.

Figure 151. African Burial Ground National Monument
http://ia.org.br/wp-content/gallery/visita-ao-african-burial-ground/03714v.jpg

Figure 150. Gadsden’s Wharf
https://iaamuseum.org/press/charleston-tech-firm-blackbaud-donates-1m-to-african-americanmuseum-effort-post-and-courier/

African Burial Ground National Monument
This archaeological site was formed in 1991 when a new building was being erected in Manhattan, New York. Believed to be the largest burial ground from the colonial period, historians estimate that at least 15,000 enslaved and free Africans were buried there in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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Figure 152. African Burial Ground. Beside the inscription is an Adinkra symbol (from Ghana, Africa)
which means “learn from the past”.
https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/photogallery/ner/park/afbg/19CCF239-155D-451F6710D0B2284A182B/19CCF239-155D-451F-6710D0B2284A182B-large.jpg
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Figure 154. Underwater archaeological research of Port Royal.
http://nautarch.tamu.edu/portroyal/archhist.htm

3.2.4. Main slavery-related sites in Brazil

Recife, Pernambuco state
Figure 153. African Burial Ground National Monument
https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/photogallery/ner/park/afbg/19CEF14C-155D-451F6736630F641DF21E/19CEF14C-155D-451F-6736630F641DF21E-large.jpg

Port Royal, Jamaica
Port Royal is of particular historical and archaeological importance to the African diaspora.
Colonized by the English, it suffered the influence of pirates, plunder and destruction from the 17th
century onwards. As the Jamaican economy grew it became a major trade centre, thriving from the
trade in slave, sugar and other commodities. Six forts were built around the town’s small harbour,
ensuring the defence and fortification of the town.

The former Rua dos Judeus (“Jews Street”), renamed Rua do Bom Jesus (“Good Jesus Street”)
in 1870, had a slave market, as shown in the painting by Zacharias Wagener. Recife was a very important port in the history of Brazil, especially for its location near areas where sugarcane was grown
– the first tropical agricultural experiment by the Portuguese in the land. The plantations were heavily
dependent on slave labour and the harbour itself was a major port of entry for enslaved Africans. The
first official request to the Portuguese Crown to authorize the introduction of enslaved Africans to
Brazil was issued by Duarte Coelho, a Portuguese official established in the town, in 1542. By 1654,
some of the roads near the harbour had names like Rua Senzala Velha (“old slave quarters road”) and
Rua da Senzala Nova (“new slave quarters road”), referring to the places where new arrivals were
held. A whole host of trade and dock activities sprung up around this trade, including the building
of depots to house the new arrivals en masse. As at Valongo, they developed a system of medical care
for the sick and miscellaneous services.

In 1692 an earthquake struck and two thirds of the town was engulfed by the sea. Later, even
more of it was destroyed by a series of hurricanes.
Underwater archaeological research done in 1982 under the coordination of the Nautical Archaeology Program of Texas A&M University in collaboration with the Institute of Nautical Archaeology and the Jamaica National Heritage Trust investigated the submerged remains of Lime Street,
once in the town’s commercial centre. Eight buildings were studied, and a considerable number of artefacts were encountered in situ, such as glass bottles, pipes, pans, weights, etc. However, Port Royal is
essentially an underwater archaeological site, unlike Valongo Wharf, whose structure is on land and
on display to the public in its original location. Notwithstanding the historical importance of Port
Royal, the disembarkation of similar numbers of enslaved Africans occurred in a far shorter period
of time at Valongo, if the relative numbers and time periods are considered.109 Also, the importing
of enslaved Africans to Jamaica was outlawed in 1808, at a time when Rio de Janeiro, a major port of
entry for enslaved Africans in the Americas, became even more active in this trade.
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109
According to the estimates published by the Slave Trade Database, 1,019,596 enslaved Africans entered the ports of Jamaica between 1501 and 1870. See www.slavevoyages.org .

Figure 155. Zacharias_Wagener_(1614-1668) ”Recife Slave Market”
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/
Zacharias_Wagner_-_Mercado_de_escravos_no_Recife.jpg
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After Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, Recife was one of the busiest ports of entry for enslaved
Africans to Brazil, and the second busiest in the northeast of Brazil. Research of the database of the
slave trade to the Americas reveals that Pernambuco state received over 853,900 captives, most of
whom entered the country at Recife harbour. This total corresponds to over twice the total number of
Africans disembarked at all the ports in the United States combined.110 However, there are no physical
remains of the sea port from the slavery years, just the city’s defences around the harbour area, constituting a set of strategically located forts. Published research has focused primarily on underwater
archaeological investigations of the remains of the countless wrecks near the harbour, as well as the
aforementioned forts.

Historical Site of Kalunga Cultural Heritage, Cavalcanti, Goiás
This site is in the municipality of Monte Alegre e Teresina in the state of Goiás and occupies
253,000 hectares of land bordering on Chapada dos Veadeiros national park. It housed the largest
maroon community in Brazil, formed by slaves who fled the region’s mines in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The local population today constitutes around 4,000 descendants of maroon
community residents. The houses are made of mudbricks, bricks and straw. Although the cultural
references at this site are very strong, the diversity and volume of its material culture falls short of that
encountered in the excavations of Valongo Wharf.

São Mateus Harbour, Espírito Santo

Figure 157. House of Dona Lió.
https://odonto.ufg.br/up/133/o/o_territorio_e_a_comunidade_kalunga.pdf

Figure 156. Porto de São Mateus.
http://www.secult.es.gov.br/app/webroot/img/upload/102015/1445016112-sao-mateus.jpg

3.2.5 Main slavery-related sites in the Americas
São Mateus harbour is listed by the Espírito Santo state heritage agency. It is situated in the
town of São Mateus in the state of Espírito Santo, which is sandwiched between the states of Rio de
Janeiro and Bahia, forming a bridge between the southeastern and northeastern coastal parts of Brazil. It is a river harbour which in the nineteenth century was widely used to land enslaved Africans,
especially after the slave trade was prohibited in 1831. According to Aguiar (2005), the last ship from
Africa, carrying around 350 enslaved Africans, was detained in 1856 off the coast of Cricaré. São
Mateus was an important slave trade centre because of its strategic location and the navigability of
the river until the coast. The slave labour was employed in the manioc (cassava) plantations and the
production of cassava flour. As such, the town became an important trading hub for captive Africans.
However, there are no wharf structures at São Mateus similar to those uncovered at Valongo, nor is
there such a large or diverse collection of artefacts related to the African diaspora.
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See http://slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates

Mexico
During colonial times, Mexico received enslaved Africans as early as the sixteenth century.
Many of them were brought from the Caribbean by their owners to be sold on. They worked in the
plantations and the mines alongside enslaved indigenous people. As time went by and the sugar
industry in the Veracruz region grew, the influx of enslaved Africans to work on the plantations
increased. According to Spain’s system for the control of its ports and merchandise, Veracruz harbour, on the Atlantic coast, was used for the unloading of slave ships. In the seventeenth century the
harbours at Pánuco (Veracruz state) and Campeche (Yucatan peninsula) grew and by the end of the
century they were authorized slave ports, the former of which was on a river. Captives from Africa,
especially from the high Guinea region, were taken to these harbours in the sixteenth century, but
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this route changed in the seventeenth century when the trade from Angola, controlled by the Portuguese and Brazilians, gained precedence.111
San Juan de Ulúa fort, across the water from Veracruz, was a major slave trading hub in the eighteenth century. One of the first forts built in the Americas, it was here that newly arrived captives were
held and spent their quarantine before being taken by the local traders.
The material remains encountered at these Mexican sites, today claimed as places that embody the memory of African slavery, are related to the colonial buildings used in the transatlantic
slave trade. However, their representative force lies in the fact that they symbolise the multi-ethnic
origins of the Mexican people, who also have this third ethnic root, from Africa. In both the demographic dimension of the slave trade to the port and in the types of material remains of its history,
they bear little resemblance to Valongo Wharf. However, they do share the common history of having
been ports of entry for enslaved Africans to the Americas.

of the slave trade to the town and because it still bears witness to multiple Afro-Cuban cultural manifestations and activities promoted by professors and students from the nearby University of Matanzas
Camilo Cienfuegos. The vibrant presence and value given to the African legacy bears a resemblance
to Valongo Wharf, despite their differences, archaeologically speaking, both in terms of their original
functions and for the findings of the field research undertaken there.

2. Dominican Republic
The island of Hispaniola, today occupied by Haiti and the Dominican Republic, is the first
place in the Americas to be colonized by Europeans. From the very beginning, as early as 1501, the
colonizers obtained authorization to ship Africans there as slaves. These people were then sent to the
sugarcane plantations; indeed, the continent’s first sugar mill is believed to have been built on this
island. The importing of enslaved people, whose labour sustained the colonization process, continued
apace until the seventeenth century, when the island’s colonies were divided up between Spain and
France and for several reasons the Spanish part entered a period of decadence. However, in the mid
eighteenth century its economy started to pick up, new immigrants from the Canary Islands settled
there, and the influx of slaves to work on the sugarcane plantations resumed apace. With the upsurge
in the number of Africans entering the country and the exploitation of these captives, a number of
slave uprisings took place in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.
Hispaniola Fort was a symbol of colonial power on the island while also being used as a
holding place for newly arrived slaves and a jail for insurgents. It is a place that bears the memory of
African slavery in the diaspora, whose remains bear witness to the slave labour that built it and the
suffering of those who were caged inside its walls. As a site that embodies the memory of African
slavery in the Americas, its meaning is akin to that of Valongo Wharf, despite the differences in their
respective functions.

Figure 158. Town of Veracruz y San Juan de Ulúa, 1615.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/Ciudad_de_Veracruz_y_San_Ju%C3%A1n_
de_Ul%C3%BAa_en_1615_-_Veracruz%2C_Veracruz._M%C3%A9xico.png

Caribbean
1. Cuba
Matanzas
Matanzas, a port on the island of Cuba, is 100 kilometres east of Havana. It was founded in
1693 by families who came from the Canary Islands. Still in the seventeenth century, to protect the
town, work was started to build San Severino fort using African slave labour. The work was completed in 1734 and is an important relic of the military defence architecture characteristic of major port
towns. The fort has been transformed into the Museum of the Slave Route, in Cuba112, in recognition
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111
As set forth in KLEIN, H.S. and VINSON III, Bem. História mínima de la esclavitud em America
Latina y el Caribe. Mexico, DF: El Colegio de Mexico, 2013.
112
See http://www.lacult.unesco.org/sitios_memoria/Sitios.php?pageNum_Recordset1=3&totalRows_
Recordset1=6&nav=idsm&value=3&lan=es

3.2.6 Slavery-related sites in Africa
There are countless sites in Africa that are linked in some way to the history of slavery and the
transatlantic slave trade: forts, storehouses, monuments, buildings, spaces of struggle and resistance
(in countryside and urban settings), landmarks of the slave routes that crossed the continent, as well
as a whole host of places that embody memories linked to intangible aspects of this long and terrible
history.
Some port towns stand out for their importance in the slave trade. European powers that
plundered Africa in search of its natural and human bounty occupied these spaces, building forts and
harbours. They also erected other landmarks to establish their presence, like churches, commercial
establishments and housing. The physical remains that have best withstood the test of time at the
places where slaves were shipped off to new destinations are the forts. These constructions also operated as jails and sometimes as holding places for enslaved people before they were loaded onto the
slave ships. Elmina Castle in Ghana and Ouidah in Benin are two examples of such forts which have
lasted to the current day as places that bear witness to slavery and the slave trade.
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Figure 159. Portuguese fort in Ouidah, Benin, in 1886.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:S%C3%A3o_Jo%C3%A3o_Baptista_de_
Ajud%C3%A1_1886.jpg

In Badagry, Nigeria, as in Benin, landmarks of the slave routes are also represented as points
of no return, places the memory of slavery indicates as marking the beginning of the crossing of the
Great Calunga to another world, which could be slavery or death – states that could often have very
similar meanings.

Figure 161. National Museum of Slavery, Angola.
http://www.angop.ao/angola/en_us/noticias/lazer-e-cultura/2014/8/37/National-Slavery-Museumreopens,e20565d5-5c12-496d-a2a8-5447af31d8c3.html

All these sites have features in common with Valongo Wharf and, indeed, complement it,
because they are all nodes in the web of routes that brought millions of enslaved Africans to the
Americas, of whom many thousands disembarked on Valongo beach in Rio de Janeiro. Many of these
sites, like the port at Badagry and the National Museum of Slavery in Luanda, have a similar significance to Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, considering the long history of the slave trade and its
cross-Atlantic connections.

Bunce Island, Sierra Leone
(submitted to UNESCO on 01/06/2012 - Tentative List)
This uninhabited island started being used for the trade in enslaved Africans in 1670. It was
run by two companies engaged in this activity: Gambia Adventurers and the Royal African Company.
Operating between 1744 and 1807, the slave traders shipped tens of thousands of Africans from here
to the Americas. Declared a national monument in 1948, the island’s operations were ceased in 1840,
34 years after the abolition of the slave trade.

Figure 160. Point of No Return near the slave port of Badagry, Nigeria: a place that
embodies the memory of the trade in enslaved Africans in this continent.
https://face2faceafrica.comarticlebadagry-slave-trade

In Luanda, Angola, which, together with Benguela and several other ports north of the Congo river and along the river itself, including Cabinda bay, constitute the most relevant ports of exit of
enslaved Africans to the New World, the slavery-related sites are scattered around different parts of
the land. In the outskirts of Luanda, a seafront house used as a holding place for captives before they
were shipped off has been transformed into the National Museum of Slavery.
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Cacheu Fort, Guinea-Bissau
One of the sites of importance to the history of the transatlantic slave trade in Africa, even
though it is not on the World Heritage List, is Cacheu Fort in Guinea-Bissau (Figure 117). Founded in
1588, it was one if the first Portuguese outposts in the continent. It stands at the mouth of the river of the
same name and was the site of one of the biggest slave markets along the whole Atlantic coast of Africa.
The region became so important to Portugal’s business interests in the continent that it spurred the creation in the seventeenth century of Companhia de Cacheu, Rios e Comércio da Guiné, an association
of large traders that had a monopoly over Portuguese business dealings with the local African traders.
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Slavery-related sites in Brazil on the UNESCO World Heritage List
Historic Centre of Salvador, Bahia

Figure 162. Praça de Cacheu, Guinea. Print, J. C. Silva, s.d, (19th century).
Collection: Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino, Lisbon.
http://fortalezas.org/?ct=fortaleza&id_fortaleza=564&muda_idioma=PT

3.2.7 Slavery-related sites inscribed on the World Heritage List
In order to gain a better understanding of the significance and symbolic potential of an archaeological site like Valongo Wharf and its surroundings, it is fundamental to think about the ways
in which places with similar characteristics, conceptually speaking, have been constituted as heritage
and become established memory tourism sites.
For the comparative analysis, two major groups of sites inscribed on the UNESCO World
Heritage List are considered: a) ones in some way related to slavery, such as slave entry and exit ports,
trade routes, or places where maroon communities settled; and b) ones recognised as sensitive heritage sites for the fact that their material remains embody the pain and fear of the human beings who
spent time there, as well as their capacity to survive, making humankind heedful of the consequences
of the denial of human dignity inherent to the process of slavery.
In both cases, a comparative analysis must inevitably be based on the historical and symbolic
importance of these sites to the history of humanity. This is because there are almost no other tangible
remains with these characteristics in the Americas. In the case of sites related to the transatlantic slave
trade, nothing remains of the often ephemeral constructions, either because they have weathered
away or because they have been deliberately destroyed in a bid to wipe out the associated memories.
Meanwhile, in the case of sites that bear witness to violence against human beings, as the structures
are constructed in diverse historical circumstances for different purposes, it is not possible to draw
any constructive or morphological analogies with the slave port of Rio de Janeiro.
There are no properties in the Americas on the UNESCO World Heritage List with a similar
significance to Valongo Wharf. There are a number of properties and sets of monuments with features that give them some affinity or identification with Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, but none
of them bears witness so completely to the landing and trade of Africans in this continent.
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Figure 163: Historic Centre of Salvador
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/309

Salvador, the first capital of Brazil when it was still a colony, was the second largest port of entry
for Africans brought to Brazil after Rio de Janeiro. To this day, the streets of this city and nearby towns
contain multiple indications of their African heritage, expressed by traditions that reproduce or recreate
African customs and which constitute one of the most important elements of their identity.
The African legacy in a state of living memory is undoubtedly one of the main points of
convergence between Salvador and Valongo Wharf. However, the property listed as UNESCO world
heritage is the historic centre of Salvador (Figure 83), deemed to be of outstanding universal value
for its blend of European, African and Amerindian culture where a fine colonial town was erected – a
notable example of Renaissance urban design adapted to the colonial setting.113 Although mention is
also made of the city having harboured the first African slave market in the Americas114 and African
culture and multiculturality as constituting intangible heritage,115 the key argument for its inscription
on the World Heritage List is the meeting of peoples and the architecture of its buildings, forming a
dense complex of terraced houses, churches and public monuments typical of the time. Its history has
much in common with that of Valongo Wharf, but the claim of its outstanding universal value does
not highlight the elements they both have in common.
113
See the justification for the outstanding universal value of the historic centre of Salvador at http://
whc.unesco.org/en/list/309
114
See http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/309. Accessed 16 November 2014.
115
Ibid.
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Ouro Preto
The historic centre of Salvador could therefore be compared to the historic centre of Ouro
Preto (world heritage since 1980), another fine example of colonial architecture in a town that was
equally marked by the presence of African people.

São Luis, Maranhão

Generally speaking, Brazil is rich in places that harbour the memory of its African heritage,
as demonstrated in a recent survey of places of memory of the transatlantic slave trade and history of
enslaved Africans in Brazil117, which lists dozens of other sites with tangible and intangible features
that could be compared to Valongo Wharf ’s. However, as with the similar sites in the rest of the
Americas, none of them combines so many or such significant features as Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.
To sum up: enslaved African people disembarked at a number of ports in the Americas.
However, none of them received as many captives as Rio de Janeiro, nor have they preserved the tangible and identifiable remnants of the place of arrival of African slaves as those that are contained in
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.
Finally, what sets Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site apart from the other monuments mentioned is the fact that it was the port of entry of such a great number of people who came to Rio de
Janeiro port – which received, it should be recalled, around 60% of all the Africans shipped to Brazil.
It is a tangible remnant with unique characteristics and an unmatched landmark in the Americas
representing the largest enforced diaspora in the history of humankind. At this wharf, peoples and
groups from different continents coexisted, but with a strong prevalence of Africans involved in the
great many interactions and exchanges that the inhumane trade in human beings created in almost
four centuries across the world’s seas and ports.

Slavery-related sites in Africa on the UNESCO World Heritage List
We analyse Cidade Velha, Historic Centre of Ribeira Grande (Cape Verde), Kunta Kinteh
Island and Related Sites (Gambia), Forts and Castles (Ghana), Stone Town of Zanzibar (Tanzania),
Aapravasi Ghat (Mauritius), Le Morne Cultural Landscape (Mauritius), Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) and Island of Gorée (Senegal).

Figure 164: Cafua das Mercês, São Luís,
http:// gazetacrateus.com.brv2010sem-categoriaum-passeio-pela-historia-iv.

The historic centre of São Luís on the coast of the northeastern state of Maranhão has also
been listed as world heritage since 1997. The justification for its inscription includes the fact that this
city dates back to the late 17th century, and was founded by the French and occupied by the Dutch
before being taken over by the Portuguese. The most striking element in its description is the set of
buildings that make it such a typical Iberian colonial town.116 However, as in Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, albeit less markedly, São Luís do Maranhão was a major port of entry for African slaves to be
sent on to other parts of the northeast and north of Brazil. The only tangible remnant of this activity
in São Luís is the mid-18th century house called Cafua das Mercês. What was once a slave market
is today home to Museu do Negro. This city has strong historical and cultural African traits and it
has a significant black population to this day. However, no mention of these features appears in the
description of the town that justifies its outstanding universal value.
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116
See the justification for the outstanding universal value of the historic centre of São Luís at http://
whc.unesco.org/en/list/821

Cidade Velha in Ribeira Grande, the forts in Ghana and the Island of Mozambique symbolise the European presence in these African countries and reveal, in the magnitude and style of their
constructions, the power and cultural hallmarks of the foreigners.

Cidade Velha, Historic Centre of Ribeira Grande
In the case of the historic centre of Ribeira Grande (Cidade Velha), what confers it outstanding universal value is the fact that it was the first European outpost in the tropics during
the expansion of trade and maritime routes in the modern period (Figure 112). As it was the first
European town built in the tropics, Ribeira Grande was a landmark in this process, becoming the
setting for the development of the first Creole society, stemming from the encounter between different peoples. Its geographical position made it strategic for shipping in the South Atlantic and
home to an important port in the transatlantic trade in enslaved African people. This last feature is
what makes it most similar to Valongo Wharf, even if the reasons that lend it outstanding universal
value are of a different nature.
117
MATTOS, Hebe, ABREU, Martha & GURAN, Milton (eds.). Inventário dos lugares de memória do
tráfico atlântico de escravos e da história dos africanos escravizados no Brasil. Niterói: PPGH/UFF, 2014.
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Figure 166. St. George’s d’Elmina Castle in Ghana. Photo: J. Nyangila.
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/34/gallery/
Figure 165. Cidade Velha in Ribeira Grande.
Photo: Sébastien Moriset. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1310/gallery/

Forts and Castles of Ghana
Built along the coast of Ghana between the 15th and 18th centuries, the property consists of
three castles and 15 forts that symbolise and express European presence along the west coast of Africa. St. George’s d’Elmina, one of these trading/military posts, is believed to be the oldest European
construction outside Europe and the first permanent point of contact between Portuguese mariners
and sub-Saharan African societies (Figure 74). Enslaved Africans exported from this site often went
by the name of “mina” in the slave trade, designating their region of origin. However, the “mina”
identity, forged in transatlantic relations and especially in the shared experiences and interactions of
groups of captive Africans in Rio de Janeiro, resulted from other factors.118

Kunta Kintée Island, Gambia
Kunta Kinteh Island and related sites, in the Republic of Gambia, contain vestiges of trade
with the interior of Africa in the first contacts between Europeans and Africans on the sub-Saharan
Atlantic coast (Figure 72). Situated at the mouth of the Gambia River, these sites form a property that
indicates how trade in different kinds of merchandise and people were linked to the interior of the
African continent as the groups who lived on the coast interacted with those who lived inland. The
outstanding universal value attributed to this property hinges on the fact that it bears witness to the
different facets and phases of the African-European encounter from the 15th to the 19th century.

This fortress also represents an important embarkation point for captives in the transatlantic
slave trade, and also a trading post for various kinds of merchandise. Chief amongst these was gold,
since from this point of the coast it was possible to reach mining areas containing seams of this metal
along routes only known by the local people. This metal was an important element of the commercial
exchanges set up with the Europeans, especially in the 15th century. We could say that the nomination of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site has similarities with and differences from the Ghana
forts, especially St. George’s d’Elmina. The similarity has to do with the link with the transatlantic
slave trade and the historic constitution of African identities in the diaspora. However, the basis for
the outstanding universal value of these properties along the coast of Ghana is the importance of the
built heritage, while what makes Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site special is precisely the opposite
– meaning the great symbolic value of the remaining built heritage.
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For more on the “mina” identity amongst enslaved Africans in Rio de Janeiro, see SOARES, Mariza
de Carvalho. “Mina, Angola e Guiné: nomes d’África setecentista no Rio de Janeiro”. Tempo, Revista de
História da UFF. Vol. 3, n° 6, dezembro de 1998.

Figure 167. Ruins of Fort Gambia on Kunta Kinteh Island, Gambia | © Martijn Russchen/
WikiCommons <commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gambia_2010_-_St._James_island_0003.jpg>.
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The Stone Town of Zanzibar and Aapravasi Ghat in Mauritius (Figure 168), on the east coast
of Africa, are examples of sites that record the memory of the slavery of Africans that are particularly
related to the abolition movement.

Stone Town of Zanzibar
The former served as the base from which the famed Scottish explorer David Livingstone
launched his campaign, while the latter hosted the first experiment in the large-scale use of free labour, although by contemporary standards this “free” labour might be considered something akin to
slavery. Different again from these properties is the cultural landscape of Le Morne, also in Mauritius,
as it constitutes a place that harbours the memory of resistance against captivity in the form of maroon communities in different parts of the extensive mountainous area, which served as their shelter.

Figure 169. Le Morne Cultural Landscape
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1259

Island of Mozambique, Mozambique

Figure 168. Waterfront of the Stone Town of Zanzibar | © Rod Waddington/
WikiCommons.<commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stone_Town_Waterfront,_Zanzibar_
(10163203685).jpg>.
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Also on the east coast of Africa is the fortified town of the Island of Mozambique, whose solid
16th century constructions form an architectural heritage site that symbolises the establishments of
trade relations between western Europe and the Indian Ocean region thanks to the naval conquests of
the Portuguese. What stands out at this site is its architectural unity, as the constructions are all built
using almost the same techniques, materials and decorative principles. For centuries, this island was
also involved in the slave trade, both transatlantic and in the Indian Ocean. The ramp at Mossuril,
part of the property, bears witness to the long-distance trade and maritime relations, and it was where
many slaves were taken from Africa, many ending up in Brazil, of whom a high proportion disembarked at Valongo Wharf. Mossuril therefore bears some resemblance to Valongo Wharf as it bears
testament to the African side of the trans-continental slave trade.

Le Morne Cultural Landscape, Mauritius

Island of Gorée, Senegal

Different again from these properties is the cultural landscape of Le Morne, also in Mauritius, as it constitutes a place that harbours the memory of resistance against captivity in the form
of maroon communities in different parts of the extensive mountainous area, which served as their
shelter throughout the 1700s and into the early 1800s.

One of the most important world heritage sites in Africa that has to do with the transatlantic
slave trade is the island of Gorée in Senegal (Figure 77), which of all the sites already described is
most similar in terms of its historical significance to Valongo Wharf and its surrounding area. With
its squares, roads, forts and buildings, Gorée was the setting of the great tragedy that was the enslavement of African people and their trade across the Atlantic between the 15th and 19th centuries.
Different spaces, monuments and constructions on this island have to do with their imprisonment at
the slave trading posts and their crossing in the tumbeiros119 that left there for the Americas.
119

Tumbeiro is the Portuguese word coined to refer to the ships that took African slaves across the
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Despite their historical and symbolic similarities, Gorée and Valongo differ significantly when
it comes to the quantity of victims. Some 756,000 people from the whole Senegambia region, where
most of the captives shipped out of the island of Gorée were captured, were trafficked across the Atlantic120 throughout the slave trade, while it is estimated that over a million Africans disembarked in Rio de
Janeiro, whose port of entry was Valongo Wharf, in the 19th century alone.121 Their functions also differ
because of their location: Gorée was a place where enslaved Africans have to wait to be shipped across
the Atlantic, while Valongo was the place where many of these Africans were received.

Figure 171. Gateway of No Return. Ouidah, Republic of Benin.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2010.

Figure 170. Island of Gorée, Senegal | © DelphineBruyère/
WikiCommons <commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2007-02-13_Ile_de_Goree_D_Bruyere.JPG>.

Gateway of No Return – Republic of Benin
Another site of great symbolic value to the transatlantic trade that is also not a UNESCO
world heritage site but which deserves mention for parallels with the Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site is the Gateway of No Return in the town of Ouidah in the Republic of Benin (Figure 79), the main
slave port in the region. As the name indicates, this is a monument to those who were taken from
that part of Africa as captives without the slightest chance of return. The ocean was also known as the
Great Calunga, which in the Bantu languages of central Africa equally meant sea and cemetery – the
meaning it was attributed by Africans in the diaspora.
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Atlantic. Its root is the word “tumba” (tomb), because the slaves were kept in dark, closed holds and the
mortality rate during the voyages was very high. In a similar vein, US historian Joseph Miller named a book
of his, the result of lengthy study into the history of the slave trade, the “Way of Death”. See: MILLER, Joseph.
Way of Death: Merchant Capitalism and the Angolan Slave Trade 1730-1830. Madison: The University of
Wisconsin Press, 1988.
120
According to the Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, p.18 and 19.
121
Idem, p.83.

Valongo Wharf, for its part, was a gateway of entry for slaves. While many did not survive
the crossing, many others did and in fact had to adapt to a whole new world. When they set foot on
the new land, these African people’s lives as slaves in the Americas really began – an experience that
took the form of the dreadful experiences around Valong Wharf, where the commercial buildings
were situated in what was then the most African of cities in 19th century Americas: Rio de Janeiro.
In the new continent, being captive did not mean being locked up: being stripped of freedom
was the way those people were presented in that society, even if no bars or cells were involved. The
warehouses were not prisons, even if they were gaol-like. And the slaves were not charged with any
crimes that might justify the situation in which they found themselves. The wharf, as a gateway of
entry to this great slave market, was much more a place of passage, a new kind of crossing to a life
enslaved. It can also be seen as a doorway in its broadest sense, giving way to the world of slavery in
the Americas. For all practical effects, that was the definitive moment of enslavement for these people
who had been free in their homeland, captured, and forcibly shipped overseas to another continent.
By claiming its status as an essential symbol of this tragedy and for representing the main
port of entry of slaves to this country, which itself received more African slaves than anywhere else
in the world, the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site also marks the cultural and material survival of
the African legacy in the Americas.
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Slavery-related sites in the Americas on the
UNESCO World Heritage List
Old Havana, Cuba
Also in the Caribbean – of such importance to the history of European, American and African relations – is Old Havana and its Fortification System (Figure 120), another world heritage site in
the capital of Cuba. The key features here are the originality of the urban layout and the preservation
of structures dated from the time when the city was one of the busiest slave ports in the continent.
The fortresses that are part of this property were built to defend this port of entry to the Caribbean,
and constitute one of the oldest and best preserved military defence networks in the Americas. The
squares and buildings erected according to the architectural styles of the time form a fine representative example of colonial cities in the continent.

Citadel, Haiti
Also in the Caribbean, the Palace of Sans Souci and its Citadel in Haiti, dating back to the
time when the country gained independence, are universal symbols of freedom because they are
some of the first monuments erected by freed Africans in the Americas. The example of the enslaved
and freedpersons from this former French colony who defeated Napoleon Bonaparte’s naval forces
and created the first black republic in the west has in these constructions the tangible expression of a
history of struggle against slavery.

In fact, Havana was an active slave port, but it is not this that underpins its inscription on the
world heritage list, since at no point is this cited as having any bearing on its outstanding universal
value, although the African legacy is alive and well in the Cuban capital.

Figure 173: Citadel of Sans Souci, Ramiers, Haiti.
Photo: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/180

Figure 172: Old Havana, Cuba.
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/204/
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Bridgetown, Barbados
Bridgetown in Barbados (Figure 119) bears the most resemblance to Valongo, in that it includes a port which was once the port of entry for enslaved African people, albeit on an infinitely
smaller scale than the port in Rio de Janeiro. But in this case there are no material remains of the port,
such that the outstanding universal value of the site is related to the expression of British power and
its interests in the Caribbean, expressed in the very designation of the heritage site: Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison. 122

According to historian Gutiérrez Azopardo, hundreds of Africans destined for inland parts would
be kept in the depots near the wharf. By the mid seventeenth century, slaves started to break away
in ever greater numbers, fleeing to the hills around the town, while the military started taking more
concerted action against the runaway slaves, and fears abounded about potential slave uprisings.123
In the second half of the seventeenth century, 12 to 14 slave ships arrived every year, according to
reports written by the Jesuits. At the same time, new depots and storehouses started being erected,
run by traders and their assistants – many of whom were slaves or freedmen. A complex web of trade
and dock activities grew up around the unloading sites.124
Despite the huge number of enslaved Africans who landed at Cartagena, at Valongo Wharf
there were still more. Furthermore, there are no archaeological remains of a wharf at Cartagena similar to the one found at Valongo, making comparisons in this respect impossible. Nonetheless, its
significance as a slave port resembles that of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, alongside the host
of other ports of entry of enslaved Africans in the Americas.

Figure 174: Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison.
Photo: Barbados government. Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1376/

Cartagena de Indias, Colombia
Cartagena de Indias, in Colombia, is of historical importance because it was a major West
Indies port and one of the main transatlantic slave trade ports. Founded in 1533, it has fortifications
originally built by the Spanish in 1586 and expanded in the eighteenth century. The Slave Trade Database estimates that between 1501 and 1641 more than 100.000 enslaved Africans entered through
Cartagena port.
The slave trade in Cartagena de Indias went through three different stages: the period of
licenses (1533-1595), the period of asientos (1595-1791) and the period of free trade (1791-1812).
There is evidence that the smuggling of slaves continued even after 1812, when the slave trade was
prohibited, until 1851, when slavery was abolished, but this took place outside the city. In the period
of the asientos, Cartagena de Indias became the main official port of entry for enslaved Africans.
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Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison, World Heritage properties inscribed for the criteria directly
linked to slavery and the slave routes. http://unesco.org

Figure 175. Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena.
The World Heritage Collection. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/285

123
GUTIÉRREZ AZOPARDO, I.. El comercio y mercado de negros esclavos en Cartagena de Indias
(1533 - 1850). Quinto Centenario, Norteamérica, 12, ene. 1987, p. 4. Available at: <http://revistas.ucm.es/
index.php/QUCE/article/view/QUCE8787120187A/1778>. Accessed in February 2017.
124
Idem
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Sensitive Heritage Sites
What makes Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site so compelling is not its historical value as
tangible heritage, despite the extant stone steps preserved over the years. Rather, its main dimension
as world heritage is its symbolic value and power to encapsulate the tragedy that was the trade that
brought captive African people to the Americas. For this reason, in this comparative analysis, it is
also worth analysing sites that harbour sensitive memories inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List, as is the case of Auschwitz-Birkenau German Nazi concentration and extermination camp
(1940-1945) in Poland and Robben Island prison in South Africa.
Auschwitz-Birkenau (Figure 176) stands out for being the “largest of the concentration camp
complexes created by the Nazi German regime”. For its part, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site constitutes the central core of the biggest slave hub of the Americas, synthesising a practice that represented almost four centuries of oppression and exploitation of millions of people. Add to this the fact
that the history of the resistance of Africans and their descendants that has grown over the last two
centuries in the Valongo Wharf region, like in Auschwitz-Birkenau, still bears witness to the “strength
of the human spirit” to resist in “appalling conditions of adversity”.125

Notwithstanding these similarities, there are many factors that set these two sites apart which
go beyond the historical contexts in which they emerged. Basically, they have to do with the meaning
they have acquired since the tragic episodes they were created for, by the action of the people most
directly involved. In the case of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, a significant contingent of people
descended from African slaves live in that part of the city and have made it a constitutive element of
their identity. Valongo Wharf, symbolising the entrance of African slaves, has been reclaimed by their
descendants, who have reinvented their forms of belongings and made it their home, meeting place,
and a place where they create new forms of identity and social expression.
The tragedy that was the enslavement of millions of Africans and their forced passage to the
Americas is symbolised in the vestiges of the mooring place of Valongo Wharf, with its stone paving,
in much the same way that the buildings at Auschwitz-Birkenau symbolise the horror of the extermination of Jews by the Nazi regime.
Slavery is defined above all by depriving a person of their liberty, their sovereignty over their
own body and their status as a citizen. Slavery is above all the refusal to recognise a person as a human
being, since slaves are treated merely as goods. Its ethos is based on violence and inhumanity. It is
therefore the most absolute form of prison.

Figure 177. Prison on Robben Island, South Africa Sul | © April Killingsworth/Flickr
<www.flickr.com/photos/aprillynn77/406460697>.

Figure 176. Auschwitz-Birkenau.
Photo: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/31/gallery/

Both constitute sensitive heritage sites whose tangible remains retain the fear and pain of the
human beings who spent time there as well as their capacity for survival. They remind humankind of
the “consequences of (...) denial of human dignity”.126
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UNESCO World Heritage List. Poland: Auschwitz-Birkenau.
Ibid.

Robben Island in South Africa was a hospital and prison for those who rebelled and those
who the dominant forces wished to keep in confinement far from society. Nelson Mandela was imprisoned there for over two decades together with other political prisoners in the struggle against the
apartheid regime. What makes its symbolic value similar to that of Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site is the fact that it is a site of memory that bears “eloquent witness to its sombre history”.127
Both are places that have become symbols of the privation of liberty, where people would be
taken with iron chains on their wrists or ankles to live under constant surveillance. Whether observ127

UNESCO World Heritage List. South Africa: Robben Island.
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ing the stones of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, where so many chained Africans landed, fearful
and exhausted after the long journey shut in the holds of the slave ships, or walking around the cells
and corridors of the South African prison, what comes to light is a long history of oppression of people from the continent, albeit in different forms and at different times.
Yet these places also epitomise the resistance and strength of those people who, despite being
prisoners and victims of every manner of injustice and abuse, proved capable of surviving in the face
of adversity and paved the way to freedom. The vitality of the African heritage in the area around
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and the history of the former prisoners of Robben Island in their
struggle and victory against apartheid in South Africa have made both these historic sites places that
symbolise the “triumph of the human spirit, of freedom and of democracy over oppression”.128

3.3 Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

Brief Synthesis
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is an architectural structure and an archaeological site
situated in the dock area of Rio de Janeiro city, capital of the state of the same name. The wharf started being built by the government in 1811 as part of the slavocracy in force since the colonial era in
Brazil. The property was situated in Valonguinho Cove on Valongo Beach, a region known for the
landing of Africans and the slave trade in the late 18th century and the first three decades of the 19th
century. It was designed and built to function better as the landing area for the newly arrived captives
when they were brought onto land in small boats after having passed through customs. According to
Slave Trade Database estimates, around 900,000 African captives entered via Valongo.
The property’s principal, singular characteristic is that it is a beach that was covered with
extensive paving made of hewn stones of different sizes, forms and functions, (“pé de moleque”
paving) with a ramp and steps leading down to the sea. It was built in an apparently simple process,
not on a landfill, as was customary, but directly on the sand of the beach, following its natural contours. Mastery of the techniques of laying the paving was necessary, especially to keep the structure
well drained, as the beach was at the mouth of a valley. The techniques and materials used to build the
wharf proved suitable, the drainage system was effective, and the wharf withstood the effects of both
the rainwater and the sea; otherwise, its remains would not be so well conserved. The Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site is the only known example that expresses, by means of its outstanding tangible
and intangible context, the history of the African diaspora in Brazil and the Americas.

Justification
•• Criterion III: to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to
a civilization which has disappeared. Besides its unique and unusual materiality – a beach
covered with extensive paving made of hewn stone used to receive thousands of enslaved
Africans during the diaspora –, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site contains the remains
of a wharf built by the authorities, bearing witness to the slave-based policy of the state at
the time. The site represents an exceptional and unequalled moment in the formation of
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Afro-Brazilian and African American culture through the African diaspora. In the vicinity
of the wharf, either because of their occupation or because of the contact it gave them with
Africa and the Atlantic world, Africans and their descendants initiated cultural practices
which have gradually been incorporated into the world of black culture in the Americas
as markers of their origins. Samba, African-based religions and capoeira groups are among
these elements.
•• Criterion VI: to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or
with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance. The Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site is intrinsically linked to traditions, ideas and beliefs which were
born, flourished, resisted and remain to this day. It thus constitutes a fundamental reference
for understanding the history of the African diaspora in the world and its expressions of
identity, which have now become part of the black cultural heritage of the Americas. Recognizing the wharf as a space of long, intense, pervading contact with the Atlantic world, the
people who spent time in the wharf area became active subjects in the interchange of ideas
and world views which circulated there. Today, Valongo Wharf is recognised as a place of
memory and its vicinity has become the arena for various manifestations celebrating African
heritage on a regular, ongoing basis.

Statement of Integrity
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is the result of archaeological research carried out in
2011, with the authorisation of IPHAN, in line with national legislation with the aim of conciliating
the preservation of the property with the urban development of Rio de Janeiro port area. As a result
of the work carried out, a viewing area was created in 2012, exhibiting its principal, most representative section, including the elements which denote the asset’s outstanding relevance, such as the stone
slipway of pé de moleque type paving and the long main drainage channel in the residual water runoff
system. The archaeological site’s viewing area allows us to observe the way the paving stones accompanied the area’s natural contours, built using stones of different sizes and forms to create a paving design and local drainage system that permitted the efficient embarking and disembarking of the boats.
The completed research, in line with Brazil’s current legislation, has found that the site suffers no risks
or negative impacts. Seen from the archaeological site’s viewing area, the site offers an important indication of the value of archaeological remains for processes of urban renovation in Brazilian cities.

Statement of Authenticity
The results of the archaeological and historical research carried out on Valongo Wharf confer
veracity and credibility to the attributes that transmit its outstanding universal value. The discovery of the slipway and remains of the drainage system and the design of the irregular stone paving
characteristic of the era in which Valongo Wharf was operational, as well as elements of the material
culture of that time, consistent with its setting as a landing place for enslaved Africans, were found
in the excavations, registered in technical scientific reports and exhibited for visiting specialists. The
archaeological studies prove that by grace of having been covered over for more than a century, not
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only has the wharf ’s design been preserved, but also the original material from which it was built has
been kept almost intact.

4. State of conservation and

Historical sources in public archives help to place the archaeological remains, giving credibility to the scientific conclusions and contributing to the understanding of the wharf ’s significance and
importance during its operational period. Research into contemporary authorities’ official registers
and reading travellers’ accounts, together with an enquiry into the local oral tradition, proves the
veracity of the discoveries at Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.

4.a State of conservation

Requirements for Protection and Management
The outstanding universal value is protected by federal Law number 3924, of 26 July 1961,
a legal measure passed by the Brazilian government for the preservation and management of its archaeological heritage, consisting of archaeological sites as well as related tangible assets. In Brazil, the
Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN) is responsible for enforcing the archaeological legislation. The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site was officially registered on 25 April
2012 in the National Registry of Archaeological Sites. By law, IPHAN guarantees the integrity of the
archaeological site and oversees its conservation.
Conservation of the site is the responsibility of Companhia de Desenvolvimento do Porto
of Rio de Janeiro (CDURP), which has the necessary financial resources to guarantee its integrity.
A management plan was elaborated in the context of the Brazilian government’s commitment to its
preservation and valorisation, with an archaeological promotion project, involving consolidation and
conservation activities to be implemented over the next three years.
The management plan recognises the site and its buffer zone as references to the identity
of the diaspora of enslaved Africans in the Americas. The management of the site implies involving
the local population and the city as a whole, with value-enhancing activities that have prompted
new local initiatives. The actions that are being implanted to guarantee the attributes of outstanding
universal value involve archaeological maintenance, urban intermediation and involving the local
population and tourism in the values that reinforce the identity and memory of the property. Special
attention is given to signage in the urban redevelopments in order to re-establish, through information, the relationship between the property and Guanabara Bay.
The conservation and valorisation actions for the site will be overseen by a management
council to be instituted by IPHAN, chaired by a representative of this organ, and involving representatives of civil society and federal, state and municipal institutions committed to the preservation of
cultural heritage and/or linked to questions of interest to the black population.

factors affecting the property

The integrity and authenticity of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site are both of a high level,
and its state of conservation is fair. The main problems relating to the consolidation and conservation
of the structures in the archaeological site as a whole mainly affect what remains of the Empress’s
Wharf, which was built over Valongo Wharf in 1843. There is some subsidence on the right-hand
side of the wall near Hospital dos Servidores, probably resulting from the construction work for the
hospital. A number of the stones from the Empress’s Wharf are out of place or misaligned after initial
attempts were made to reuse the paving slabs there for the new port built in the early 1900s. Furthermore, some areas paved with parallel granite paving stones, left as a record of the Empress’s Wharf
by the archaeological researchers, have suffered from erosion in parts where the reclaimed land was
cut at 90 degrees.
The wall structure has been stabilised and there is no indication that the structure will subside again or start to collapse. The permanent exhibition of the archaeological site is possible thanks
to the control of the groundwater level and the draining of rainwater to the drainage network through
a system of pumps installed in the grassed-over area of the site. This system requires constant monitoring to keep track of possible settling of the soil on the archaeological structures, which is contained
in the consolidation and conservation plan.
Some sections of the cobblestone paving are incomplete because of two factors: the uneven
cobbles were altered because of the excavations done for the new infrastructure built in the 19th and
20th centuries, while some of the geometric cobble stones have been removed, probably to be used to
build the new port in the twentieth century.
The main material problems identified are:
•• LOOSE PAVING AND PAVING SLABS – This directly affects the visual integrity of the site
and exposes the inner part of the structure to physical, chemical and biological weathering.
•• RUST STAINS – This is directly related to the remains of iron objects, foundry slag, remains
of metal objects used as “filling” for the masonry.
•• PRESENCE OF BARNACLES – At the base of the wall of Valongo Wharf there are some
marine organisms still attached to the rock.
•• BACTERIAL AND FUNGAL COLONIES – On the stones that make up the Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site, we found lichen, fungal growths and bacterial colonies. The worst affected areas are the ones that do not get any direct sunlight on the underside of the rocks near
the ground.
•• PRESENCE OF WEEDS – An abundance of grasses and ferns grow in the site.
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•• DETERIORATION CAUSED BY WEATHERING – The less resistant rocks are crumbling
because of their exposure to the elements, resulting in physical, chemical and biological
weathering.
•• ABSENCE OF / GAPS IN PAVING SLABS – The removal of paving slabs has left gaps in the
design of the paving structure; the structure is therefore affected by weathering, causing the
material to dissolve and leach through erosion processes.

4.b Factors affecting the property
4.b.1 Development

pressures

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is situated in the ancient harbour region of Rio de Janeiro
city, which has been considered an Area of Special Interest for Urban Planning since 2009. The urban
renovation process is managed through the so-called Operação Porto Maravilha. The parameters for
urban planning and land use have been redefined in the region, promoting a densification of the areas
near the waterline, with the raising of the template to a maximum height of 90 metres. This whole
area, which is the target of intense property development, is actually an area of reclaimed land dating
back to the expansion of the Rio docks in the early twentieth century, which moved the waterline
away from the area occupied by Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site. In the areas occupied in the 18th
and 19th centuries – the Conceição, Livramento, Providência, Saúde hills and the valleys between
them – the maximum height varied between 5.5 and 11 metres, conserving the l traditional profile
of this region. Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is situated in the zone of traditional occupation,
however it is next to the limit of the zone of property expansion. The new occupation will generate
impact both from the point of view of the landscape ambience of the archaeological Site, and from
the point of view of the social and functional changes which may affect the area in which the site is
included.
As regards the visual and landscape aspects which affect the property in relation to the conservation of the visual environment of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, we can identify a point of
conflict in the Hospital dos Servidores do Estado wall, which is invading the immediate surroundings
of the site.
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Figure 178. Representation of the maximum height permitted for buildings in the buffer zone and the area around Valongo Wharf

•• CEMENT MORTAR RESIDUE – In the paving, a few parts with mortar were encountered in
the site. No historical sources indicate its use in the construction of the wharf. We are therefore led to believe that it was used to make simple repairs.

Another aspect which should be considered is the impact of the intensification of real estate
development envisioned for the areas between the buffer zone and the sea, transforming the construction profile and the characteristic traditional occupation of the buffer zone of the archaeological
site. Effectively the new building complex of 90 metre high tower blocks will have an enormous
impact on the regional landscape profile, even being outside the buffer zone. In this sense Operação
Porto Maravilha together with IRPH and IPHAN are proposing an ensemble of actions to alleviate
the visual and social impact of the new complex which is being built in the area.
As far as the building profile is concerned, all new buildings must comply with the municipal
legislation for the SAGAS Cultural Protected Area. As for the traditional occupation of the area, there
are certain measures, like an agreement between Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (IRPH)
and SEBRAE/RJ, which are designed to alleviate the pressure on local traditional tradespersons by
providing training opportunities and incentives for them to remain in the area. The aim is to help
small local businesses to remain and grow stronger in the area where they already do business, allowing them to overcome the difficulties and challenges they face in dealing with the changing urban
and property landscape. The services provided for these businesses takes into account socioeconomic

site and throughout the whole Historical and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African Heritage.
Avenida Barão de Tefé, the road the site is on, will be linked directly to a wide pedestrianised boulevard to be built as part of the redevelopment of the port area designed to enhance the profile of the
site. Urban mobility is being reviewed, and the new plans aim to prioritise alternative means of transport, like cycle paths and light railway.
Another great risk proceeding from the urban expansion envisaged in Operation Porto Maravilha is the substitution of the traditional population of the region for a higher income population.
To minimise this effect the IRPH and the CDURP are implanting the Dock Area Social Interest Housing Plan/ Plano de Habitação de Interesse Social do Porto, PHIS-Porto. The proposal is to guarantee
the social diversity of the region through the recuperation of low-income owners’ houses and the
creation of at least five thousand social interest housing units. This plan is being elaborated through
popular consultations, organised by means of public assemblies convened by the Municipal Authorities of Rio de Janeiro.

issues and the development dynamics of the areas where they are settled. They will cover all the sectors of the economy in question and include a whole range of measures covering subjects like management, marketing, visual merchandising, innovation and branding.

Figura 180: Public meeting held on 9 July 2015 to discuss the PHIS-Porto social housing plan.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

4.b.2 Environment pressures and natural disasters
The main environmental deterioration problem faced by Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site
has to do with the water table and drainage of rainwater. The drainage system installed by the local
authority has so far proved effective. The site’s conservation managers nonetheless understand that in
the long run monitoring will be necessary to evaluate potential changes in the groundwater levels as
the new housing is built in the vicinity and tunnels are built for the auto expressway.

Figure 179. Property development potential of the Porto Maravilha area
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The urban redevelopments planned for Porto Maravilha (see 5.d) will integrate the region
that houses the archaeological site more effectively with the rest of the city. The risk of a negative
visual impact caused by the new property developments , planned to include 90-metre-tall tower
blocks in areas near the site, must be minimised by investing in the revitalisation of public spaces. This is already being done, mainly through the landscape design planned for the archaeological

4.b.3 Natural catastrophes and advance planning
The problem of draining rainwater from particularly heavy rains has been resolved by a system of pumps installed in the property. So far no other risk of a natural origin has been identified.
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4.b.4 Responsible tourism to World Heritage properties
Since it has been open to visitors, Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site has received groups of
school children, tourists and cultural visitors, especially people more involved in issues related to the
memory of the African diaspora in the Americas. The site is part of the Historical and Archaeological
Circuit Celebrating African Heritage, created by the city hall in 2011 in response to the discovery of
Valongo Wharf. Alongside ad hoc visits and school trips, there are also regular guided tours starting
at Museu de Arte do Rio de Janeiro (MAR) which visit the landmarks of African presence in this part
of the centre of Rio, amongst which Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site features as a key reference.
In 2014, 11,200 people took part in organised visits to the site: 1,194 in the guided visits from MAR,
2,802 in groups with their own guides, and the remaining visitors in groups without guides.
In parallel, from 2015 SEBRAE/RJ has been implanting a training project for local entrepreneurs for total experience tourism. The proposal is that these entrepreneurs gain familiarity with
the historical values of the Region and engage the tourist in a total experience of the territory. This
process leads the tourist to experience the city as a whole instead of perceiving the tourist region as
merely the sum of the traditional touristic equipment existing there. Part of the experience is to visit
tourist sites and then have lunch in a restaurant with an Afro-brazilian menu or dish, or visit a business which has this identity and maintains this tradition.
With its inscription on the UNESCO World Heritage List, the number of visitors to the site
will increase, including tourists from the cruise liners that moor in the docks during the high season.
In the 2013-14 season, 305,231 visitors129 came to Rio through its port. It is expected that a good
many of these visitors will visit the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.

4.b.5 Number of inhabitants within the property and buffer zone
Population estimate:
•• In the area nominated for inscription there are no residents in the archaeological site.
•• In the buffer zone, the population is estimated to be 15% of the total population of Saúde and
Gamboa districts (covered by the zone), which jointly have a population of 15,957 people
according to the 2010 census. Another interesting fact is that 48% of the local residents own
their own homes.

5. Protection and management of
the property

5.a Ownership
The Brazilian constitution states that archaeological sites are owned by the Brazilian state
(Art.20, item X), while their protection and management are shared by the union, the states and the
municipalities (Art. 23, item III).
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is situated on Praça Jornal do Comércio, a public space.
The Rio de Janeiro municipal authority is therefore responsible for its management, in conjunction
with the national heritage protection agency, Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional
(IPHAN).

5.b

designation of protection

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is protected on a federal level by the national heritage
protection agency, Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN), through federal
law 3924 of 26 July 1961, known as the Archaeology Law, which covers archaeological and pre-historic monuments. This law is the legal instrument that governs the preservation and management of
all archaeological heritage in the country, namely archaeological sites and artefacts from said sites.
Articles 7 and 27 of this law require archaeological sites in Brazil to be registered. This registration is
required by IPHAN directive no. 241 of 19 November 1998, which created the Registration Form for
Archaeological Sites. A form is first submitted to IPHAN for approval, after which it is inputted into
the National Register of Archaeological Sites (Cadastro Nacional dos Sítios Arqueológicos, CNSA).
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site was duly registered on 25 April 2012. (See Annex 9)
The buffer zone is protected by IPHAN directive 135 of 13 March 2013, which delimits and
sets guidelines for the area around the federal listed heritage in the region. It is also protected on the
municipal level because it is inside a Cultural Protected Area. Provided by the municipal master plan,
these protected areas are designed to protect built areas of the city. This particular Cultural Protected
Area for the SAGAS area (Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo), where Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and its buffer zone are situated, was established in 1988 through municipal decree 7351/88.
Alongside this Cultural Protected Area, the local authority also passed statutory law 101 on 23 November 2009 for the Area of Special Urban Interest in the port region of Rio (Área de Especial Interesse Urbanístico da Região do Porto do Rio). The operations in this area aim, amongst other things,
to recover buildings of importance to protect their cultural heritage, to duly identify the tangible and
intangible heritage in the area, both past and present, to enable the creation of historical and cultural
itineraries and to provide vocational training for local residents in the tourism and hospitality industries.
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2014

Source: Anuário Estatístico do Turismo [Tourism Statistics Yearbook] for the state of Rio de Janeiro,
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In the buffer zone there are a number of buildings that have been listed by the federal, state
and municipal authorities (see Annex 10).

Legal instruments that protect the

Figure 181. Urban development and heritage protection legislation pertaining to the buffer zone

archaeological site and its buffer zone
Level of
Government

Institution

Federal

IPHAN

2012: registration of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site

Federal

IPHAN

1938: listing of the architecture and landscape of Valongo hill and garden

Federal

IPHAN

1938: listing of São Francisco da Prainha church

Federal

IPHAN

1938: listing of Nossa Senhora da Saúde church

Federal

IPHAN

2014: provisional listing of the Docas Pedro II building

Federal

IPHAN

2013: ordinance 135 delimiting the areas around the listed properties in the
region

State

INEPAC

1987: listing of Pedra do Sal

Municipal

IRPH

1986: listing of Fundição Manoel Lino Costa

Municipal

IRPH

1986: listing of the building on Rua Sacadura Cabral, 145

Municipal

IRPH

1986: listing of the stairway on Rua Costa Barros

Municipal

IRPH

1983: listing of Centro Cultural Municipal José Bonifácio

Municipal

IRPH

1988: municipal decree that establishes the Cultural Protected Area for Saúde,
Gamboa and Santo Cristo (APAC SAGAS)

Municipal

IRPH

1998: listing of the former headquarters of O Cruzeiro magazine

Year and Type of Protection

5.c Enforcement of protection measures
The federal Archaeology Law (no. 3924 of 1961) is the main legal instrument that confers
protection on Brazilian archaeological heritage, and is supported by the Brazilian constitution. The
federal heritage protection agency, Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN),
is responsible for enforcing this law, managing the archaeological sites and collections in the country.
As mentioned earlier, archaeological sites are granted legal protection upon the submission
of a registration form to IPHAN, which, after approval, is included in the National Register of Archaeological Sites (Cadastro Nacional dos Sítios Arqueológicos, CNSA) by IPHAN. Any and all actions involving archaeological heritage must receive prior authorisation from IPHAN.
The archaeological research at Valongo Wharf was conducted not only in observance of this
federal law but also in compliance with Municipal Decree 22872 of 7 May 2003, by which any urban
interventions must be accompanied by archaeological research. In article 1, it establishes that:
“Any works that involve urbanistic and/or topographical interventions by
the municipal authority – directly or indirectly, in areas of historical interest,
must include studies and oversight with a view to archaeological research.”
The plans for the protection and conservation of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and
its buffer zone are jointly produced and executed by IPHAN and the local authority, with IPHAN being responsible for their supervision. The conservation plan recently written and approved by IPHAN
is being rolled out throughout 2015.
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The work of IPHAN in the state of Rio de Janeiro is coordinated from its Rio office, while
the protection, registration, inspection and conservation of archaeological and cultural heritage is
provided on a municipal level by Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade (IRPH). Cultural heritage
has been protected on a municipal level in Rio de Janeiro since 1980.
As well as the municipal legislation already mentioned, the buffer zone is already protected
by IPHAN through its directive no. 135 of 2013 and by IRPH through the Cultural Protected Area
for Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo (APAC SAGAS). Any civil works in these areas must first be
authorised by both these entities.
In the specific case of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, consolidation and maintenance
activities, once approved by IPHAN, are conducted by Companhia de Desenvolvimento Urbano da
Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro (CDURP), an entity under the auspices of the Rio de Janeiro municipal authority.
Level of Govt. /
Civil Society
Federal
Government

State
Government

Municipal
Government

Municipal
Government

Municipal
Government

State
Government
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Institution

Responsibilities

Scope of activities involving the site and the
buffer zone

IPHAN

Responsible for protecting
and conserving Brazilian
cultural and archaeological
heritage.

Analyses, approves and inspects interventions in
the site and in part of its buffer zone, which is also
the area surrounding listed properties.

INEPAC

Under the auspices of the Rio Analyses, approves and inspects interventions at
de Janeiro State Secretariat
Pedra do Sal, state listed heritage and part of the
buffer zone.
for Culture, INEPAC is
responsible for protecting
and conserving the cultural
heritage in the state.

IRPH

CDURP

Institute responsible for
protecting and conserving
the cultural heritage in the
city of Rio de Janeiro.

Analyses, approves and inspects interventions
in municipal listed heritage and in Cultural
Protected Areas

Government agency
responsible for
implementing and
managing the revitalisation
of the dock area.

Local government entity responsible for managing
the Porto Maravilha consortium. Responsible
for the consolidation and conservation of the
archaeological site. Articulates the work of
public and private entities for the execution of
the redevelopment works in the dock area. Also
involved in approving property developments in
the region.

LIGHT

Electricity utility in the
municipality of Rio de
Janeiro.

Responsible for undergrounding the electricity
cables and removing the posts in the buffer zone.

Porto Novo SA

Concessionaire resulting
from a public-private
partnership responsible
for undertaking the
construction work and
providing the services for
the Porto Maravilha urban
revitalisation project.

Responsible for the urban development of public
spaces and introducing the new road network
in the Area of Special Urban Interest in the port
region of Rio de Janeiro

Responsible for affirmative
actions in racial equality
policies

Involved in promoting the archaeological site as
a symbol for the celebration of African heritage.
Will chair the site’s management committee.

Private non-profit
entity that fosters
entrepreneurialism and
supports small businesses

Partner of CDURP and IRPH for the SEBRAE at
the Port project, aiming to retain pre-established
businesses in the Dock area, training traditional
local businesses and creating an impulse for total
experience tourism.

CEPPIR

SEBRAE-RJ

Riotur

Municipal tourism
company responsible for
the policies designed to
promote tourism in the
city

Involved in organising tourist itineraries in the
dock area. Working with SEBRAE-RJ on an
experiential tourism project for the area.

Instituto dos
Pretos Novos

Non-governmental
organisation created to
divulge and conserve the
New Blacks’ Cemetery
archaeological site

Maintains a museum at the New Blacks’ Cemetery
archaeological site. Takes part actively in activities
involving the Historical and Archaeological
Circuit Celebrating African Heritage.
Claims a set of unoccupied buildings in the buffer
zone. The claim was recognised by the municipal
authority in law 5781 of 22 July 2014.

Civil Society

Pedra do Sal
Quilombo

Civil society organisation
that works for the
recognition by the state
government of a quilombo
(maroon community)
in the Pedra do Sal area.
Civil society community
organised around the preestablished state listing of
the Quilombo of the Pedra
do Sal area.

Civil Society

Afoxe Filhos de
Gandhi

Afro-Brazilian civil
organisation

Local carnival group actively involved in cultural
activities in the region.

COMDEDINE

Municipal Board for the
Defence of the Rights of
Black People

Consults and liaises between the community of
people of African descent and the local authority.
Participates actively in promoting the Historical
and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African
Heritage.

Non-governmental
organisation that provides
vocational training for the
black people from Rio de
Janeiro.

Has a vocational training project for people of
African descent in the region to train them as
future businesspeople.

Network for the
representation of artists,
producers and cultural
institutions in the Rio de
Janeiro Dock area

Created in 2015 with the aim of assessing and
articulating the cultural activities of the Region.

Municipal
Government

Civil Society

Municipal
Government /
Civil Society

Civil Society

Incubadora Afro
Brasileira

Civil Society

Conselho
Cultural do
Porto (Cultural
Council of the
Dock Area).

5.d Existing plans covering the municipality and the region where the proposed
site is situated

The current master plan for Rio de Janeiro splits the municipality into four distinct macro-zones:
assisted occupation, restricted occupation, incentivised occupation and controlled occupation. The
region where the proposed property and its buffer zone are located has been classified as incentivised
occupation. In 1988 a conservation plan was devised for the area that resulted in the creation of the
Cultural Protected Area of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo (APAC SAGAS). Since 2009, the Porto
Maravilha operation, together with different programmes and plans, has sought to bring about the
sustainable revitalisation of the APAC SAGAS area.
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Plan

Date

Scope

Responsible
Entity

Area
Covered

Status

Targets and actions
for the zone where the
property is situated

Municipal
Master Plan of
Rio de Janeiro

2011

To organise the
city’s development
based on sustainable
development and the
social function of
the city and of urban
property. Defines
Areas of Special Urban
Interest.

Municipal
Urban
Planning
Department

Municipality
of Rio de
Janeiro

underway

To encourage the urban
occupation of the area.
Area of Special Urban
Interest in the port
region of Rio.

Porto
Maravilha
Urban
Operation

2009

To revitalise the
region, increasing its
population density and
enhancing the value
of its tangible and
intangible historical
heritage.

CDURP

Dock area,
including
the site and
its buffer
zone

underway

To foster the occupation of
the zone between APAC
SAGAS and the sea.
Restoration of listed
properties in the buffer
zone. Consolidation and
conservation of the site.

1988
Cultural
Protected
Area of Saúde,
Gamboa and
Santo Cristo
(APAC SAGAS)

To protect the urban
cultural environment of
areas of significance to
the city.

IRPH

Dock area,
including
the site and
its buffer
zone

concluded,
with
approval of
the law

To ensure the
preservation of the
historical buildings in
the dock area and their
environment

New
Alternatives
programme

To promote housing
projects in consolidated
areas of the city.

Municipal
Department
of Housing

Municipality
of Rio de
Janeiro

underway

To promote actions to
help the renovation of
degraded buildings in the
buffer zone in order to
turn them into low-cost
housing.

PHIS-PORTO

1998

2015

the creation of at least
five thousand social
interest housing units
in the Área of Special
Urban Interest of the
Dock area.

IRPH/
CDURP

Dock area,
including
the site and
its buffer
zone

being
implanted

Guarantee social interest
housing in the Dock
area giving priority to
the resident low income
population.

PRO-APAC
Porto

2014

To recuperate the
architecture of
historical value in
the districts of Saúde,
Gamboa and Santo
Cristo

IRPH/
CDURP

Dock area,
including
the site and
its buffer
zone

underway

To promote the
restoration of listed and
preserved sites in the area
through calls for funding.

Sustainable
Urban Mobility
Plan

2015

To devise proposals
to make the road and
transport network
in the city more
sustainable.

Municipal
Department
of Transport

Municipality
of Rio de
Janeiro

underway

To support the
implementation of a
sustainable road and
transport network for the
area by introducing cycle
paths and light railway.

SEBRAE in the
Docks

2011

To train small business
owners and potential
entrepreneurs in
the dock area of
Rio de Janeiro,
contributing to the
productive inclusion
and socioeconomic
integration of small
businesses in the
process of urban
development and
transformation.

SEBRAE RJ

Dock area,
including
the site and
its buffer
zone

underway

To train established small
business owners and
entrepreneurs keen to set
up businesses in the area.

SMU – Municipal Building Authority ; SMH – Municipal Housing Authority; SEBRAE/RJ – service that provides support for small businesses; CDURP – Companhia de Desenvolvimento Urbano da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro; IRPH – Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade; APAC SAGAS – Cultural Protected Area of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo
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5.e Management plan for the property
The management plan recognises Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and its buffer zone
as representing the large-scale enforced diaspora of Africans to the Americas as slaves. As such, the
city plans covering the Area of Special Urban Interest in the port region of Rio aim to safeguard the
attributes that lend the site outstanding universal value from a perspective of sustainability that takes
into account the impacts of the population increase planned for the areas near the buffer zone.
The management plan covers three levels of action: normative, operational and monitoring.
These impact the three dimensions of the site and its buffer zone in equal measure:
•• the archaeological dimension, which involves actions related to the site per se and its maintenance;
•• the urbanistic dimension, which has to do with the treatment and valuing of the urban setting of the archaeological site and its articulation with the rest of the city;
•• the social, economic and cultural dimension, which has to do with actions to raise the profile
of the site both socially and culturally, especially in its interaction with the local population
and tourism.

Normative action has to do with the legislation and its respective administrative procedures,
which are necessary to safeguard the attributes that lend the site outstanding universal value. The
existing instruments for heritage and urbanism are enough to support the good management of the
site and its buffer zone.
Operational actions have to do with the conservation of the archaeological site and properties of historical cultural value in the buffer zone. They also involve requalifying and promoting the
site and buffer zone so as to raise awareness of its outstanding universal value to the general public.
Below are the actions already taken, actions underway, and actions that should be planned to ensure
the continued conservation and promotion of the site into the future.
One particularly sensitive point when it comes to these actions concerns the need to re-establish the relationship the wharf originally had with Guanabara Bay. The major land reclamation in
the early twentieth century left Valongo Wharf 344 metres inland. A new dock was built and a row of
warehouses were erected along the new quayside. These depots, conserved to this day, constitute architectural remains that bear witness to the transformations Rio de Janeiro went through in the early
1900s. As such, they have also been listed. With the rediscovery of Valongo Wharf, the challenge is
how to bring back the connection between it and Guanabara Bay. The Brazilian government understands that the warehouses linked to the current-day port are architectural heritage of the city of Rio
de Janeiro and are therefore the target of public policies for their preservation and the enhancement
of their value. Their position is that the relationship between Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site
and the waterline of Guanabara Bay could be re-established using signage and tourist information
plaques, enabling visitors to the area to understand the connection between the property and the sea,
the relationship between the wharf and Guanabara Bay, which can now be seen since new squares
have been opened up alongside the warehouse that blocks the view of Avenida Barão de Tefé.
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Figure 182 – Boulevand Olímpico and Rua Barão de Teffé
Photo: Milton Guran, 2017

Figure 183. One of the new squares have been opened up alongside the warehouse
that blocks the view of Avenida Barão de Tefé.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2017
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Dimension

Action

Responsible
Party

Status

Start
Date

End Date

Targets

Archaeology

Water drainage and
control of the water
table

Porto Novo
concessionaire

complete

2013

2013

Prevent the site from
flooding by installing
a system of pumps and
controlling groundwater
levels.

Archaeology

Waste management
and conservation of
green areas

Porto Novo
concessionaire

underway

2013

ongoing
action

Keep the archaeological site
clean and free of weeds.

Archaeology

Consolidation and
conservation of
archaeological site

CDURP

Consolidation
plans approved and
conservation plans
under analysis by
IPHAN

2015

2016
forecast
for
consolidation

Assure the conservation
of the site and thereby
the attributes that grant it
outstanding universal value.

Archaeology

Plans for the archaeological promotion of the
property

SMC/IRPH/
IPHAN

underway

2017

2019

Reinforce the property’s
outstanding universal value by
treating the site and continuing
the research.

Urbanism

Undergrounding the
electricity cables and
removing the posts in
the buffer zone

Light

underway

2013

2016
(forecast)

Improve the appearance of
the whole buffer zone.

Urbanism

Introduction of light
railway

Public-private
partnership

underway

2014

2016

Create sustainable mobility
through 28 km of light
railway and a station next to
the archaeological site.

Urbanism

Introduction of cycle
routes throughout the
dock area

Porto Novo
concessionaire

underway

2015

2016

Create sustainable alternative
mobility with 17 km of
cycleways.

Urbanism

Construction of
8.4 km of tunnels

Porto Novo
concessionaire

concluded

2014

2016

Divert through-traffic from
the region

Urbanism

Reurbanisation
of 70 km of roads
and 650,000 m² of
pavements

Porto Novo
concessionaire

underway

2012

2016

Redevelopment of the urban
space

Urbanism

Introduction of
around 4 km of
pedestrianised zones

Porto Novo
concessionaire

underway

2016

2016

Change the pattern of
occupation in the area with
the creation of promenades

Urbanism

Reconstruction of
700 km of urban
infrastructure
networks (water,
sewage, drainage,
electricity, natural gas,
telecommunications
and street lighting)

Light / CEG
/ CEDAE
(electricity,
gas and water
& sewage
utilities)

underway

2012

2016

Urban redevelopment of the
area

Urbanism

Plans for the signage
of Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site
and its buffer zone

IRPH/SMC

underway

2017

2019
(estimated)

Resignify the physical relationship of the wharf with the
dock area through the introduction of new interpretative
and indicative signage of the
archaeological site, including
the different elements in the
buffer zone, especially its relationship with Guanabara Bay

Urbanism

Landscaping plans
for Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site
and the Historical
and Archaeological
Circuit Celebrating
African Heritage

IRPH

Plans complete and
under analysis by
IPHAN

2014

2017
(estimated)

Enhance the landscape in
the area, creating a space for
memory.
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Dimension

Action

Responsible
Party

Status

Start
Date

End Date

Targets

Urbanism

PRO APAC PORTO

IRPH /
CDURP

underway

2014

ongoing
action

Restore the historical
buildings in the area

Urbanism

Porto Maravilha
Social Housing Plan

CDURP /
Municipal
Department of
Housing

underway

2014

Social and
Cultural

Historical and
Archaeological
Circuit Celebrating
African Heritage

PCRJ / civil
society /
IPHAN /
INEPAC

complete

2011

Social and
Cultural

Pedra do Sal
Quilombo

PCRJ / civil
society

complete

Social and
Cultural

Washing of Valongo
Wharf

PCRJ / civil
society

underway

Social and
Cultural

Rio Walking Tours Little Africa

Riotur

underway

Social and
Cultural

Valongo Wharf Public PCRJ / federal
Memorial
government /
MAR

not yet begun

Social and
Economic

SEBRAE at the Port

SEBRAE RJ /
CDURP

underway

2013

Social and
Cultural

New Blacks Institute

Civil Society

underway

2005

Social and
Cultural

Sal do Samba Project

Quilombo da
Pedra do Sal

underway

Social and
Economic

Creative District

Civil Society CDURP

Being implanted
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2012

To create a circuit of sites
in recognition of and the
African cultural legacy in
Brazil

2014

Recognition of the
community of people of
African descent in the
region

2012

ongoing
action

Annual ritual cultural
re-appropriation of the
archaeological site

2013

ongoing
action

Tourist itinerary including
the archaeological site
Creation of a Memorial
Celebrating African
Heritage at the Docas
Pedro II building.
Train small business
owners in the region;
support potential new
businesses for the Dock
area.
Dynamise touristic
activity of the region
through total experience
tourism

Continuous
action.

Develop activities related
to afrodescendent history,
memory and culture in
the the dock area, through
history workshops, art
exhibitions, samba rings,
jongo and capoeira and
other cultural activities.

Continuous
action

Holding a series of events:
Gastronomical Market;
Festivals of São Jorge,
Irês, Iabás; Celebration of
the listing of Pedra do Sal
Creation of Digital Portal
to amass and publicise
the activities of small
entrepreneurs of the
region with companies
involved in sustainable
activities.
To attract the installation
of creative and
sustainable businesses in
the dock area

Figure 184: Area covered by the Cultural Protected Area of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo (APAC SAGAS)

Retain the local
population and quantify
housing needs. Produce
new social interest
housing in the area.

Figure 186: Redevelopment of public rights of way

Figure 185. Historical and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African Heritage

Figure 188. Social housing projects

Figure 187: Mobility in the dock area

Plan for the archaeological promotion of the Valongo Wharf
Archaeological site
The Brazilian Government, through the federal heritage protection agency, Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN), and the Municipal Secretariat for Culture - SMC,
the Municipal Secretariat for Education - SME, and Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade - IRPH,
is committed to elaborate and carry out a plan aimed at reinforcing the outstanding universal value
of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and its incorporation into the city’s urban fabric over the next
three years. The basis for the Plan is the work developed up to now by the aforementioned public
bodies, responsible for the preservation and management of the archaeological site.
The general purpose is to reinforce the outstanding universal value of the property by carrying out research, promotion and socialisation activities which, besides intervention in the buffer zone
intending to renew the links between the property and its urban landscape.

Figure 189. Pedra do Sal Quilombo

Specific aims
•• To enable continuity of the site’s archaeological research, for its scientific and historical value,
to develop aspects already broached, respond to new enquiries raising the possibility of amplifying the property’s archaeological viewing area
•• Promote dissemination of information about the archaeological collection, once identification and cataloguing activities are completed;
•• Create a tourist information centre and a memorial celebrating African heritage, to be installed in the Docas Pedro II building;
•• Design and renew signposting to enable visitors and residents’ understanding of the archaeological sites link to Guanabara Bay and other components of the African slave trade context
in the Valongo region.

Justification
The Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and its buffer zone are included in a context of great
urban complexity. The need to establish integrated measures for promotion of the archaeological site,
seeking the coordination of various organs with jurisdiction over the nominated property through
articulation strategies and shared management of proposed activities, with an ongoing evaluation of
the results achieved, justifies this Plan.
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Actions, responsibility matrix and deadlines
Action
Continuance of
archaeological
research. Landscaping
of Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site –
Stage 1

Landscaping and
signposting in
the vicinity of
archaeological site

Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site
Educational Project

Centre of Reference
and Celebration of
African Heritage
(Docas Pedro II
building)

Goal
Undertake studies aimed at the
visibility and amplification of
Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site area by removing witness
blocks (stretches of parallel
cobblestones) from Empress’s
Wharf. Replacement of grass in
the sea area with sand.
Undertake studies aiming at
recovery of the links between the
archaeological site, Guanabara
Bay, New Blacks’ Cemetery
and other components of the
African slave trade context in
the Valongo region through
interpretative and informative
signposts
Diffuse archaeological site’s
outstanding universal value,
through Educational activities
with public and private schools at
primary and middle school level.
Undertake studies aiming at
creating a tourist reception
centre and space for reflection
of the importance of the
Afrodescendants legacy in the
culture of the Americas, beside
the Archaeological Site.

Responsible Organ
CDURP/IPHAN

Deadline
2018

grammes, and educational, cultural, tourism, economic or social projects designed for the conservation, promotion and valuing of the tangible or intangible cultural heritage related to Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site and its buffer zone.
The steering committee will be chaired by a representative of IPHAN, and will be composed
of a Curatorial Advisory Body and an Executive Committee.
The Curatorial Advisory Body will be responsible for making proposals to the Executive Committee for deliberation and appraisal of tecnical and economic viability; analysing, debating and approving proposals and demands presented by the Executive Committee; supervise and charge the Executive
Committee to fulfil its attributions; and establish a dialogue with local residents, civil society, businesses
and public or private institutions regarding questions which involve Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.

IRPH/SMC/
CDURP

2019

The Curatorial Advisory Body will be composed of 13 (thirteen) representatives:; 1 (one) seat
for the presidency of the Steering Committee; 1 (one) seat a representative of COMDEDINE (Conselho Municipal de Defesa dos Direitos do Negro/Local Advisory Body for the Defence of Black Rights);
2 (two) seats for governamental organisations which act in the promotion and defence of the interests of the black population; 9 (nine) seats occupied by representatives of civil society, demonstrably
linked to questions of interest of the black population. The presidency of the Steering Committee will
be responsible for selecting representatives of governamental organisations. The representatives of
civil society will be elected in public assembly.

SMC/SME/ IPHAN

2019

IPHAN/SMC

2019

The Executive Committee will be responsible for making proposals and demands to the
Curatorial Advisory Body for deliberation and approval; analysing and assessing proposals elaborated by the Curatorial Advisory Body with regard to their technical and economic viability; executive
action in the implementation of programmes, actions and projects presented by the Curatorial Advisory Body, when they have been approved by the Executive Committee; represent itself before other
public organs and institutions, the private enterprise sector and civil society organizations for the
defence of policies established by the Curatorial Advisory Body; and act as interlocutor for UNESCO
regarding questions related to Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site. The Executive Committee will be
chaired by a representative of IPHAN

5.f Sources
Municipal – Resources from the Porto Maravilha Urban Operation

The steering committee
Considering that the regulatory actions regarding the site and its buffer zone involve all three
spheres of government and the operational actions involve these as well as the civil the proposed
steering committee reflects this diversity of institutions and representatives of society in its structure.
The steering committee to be set up through a directive issued by the Instituto do Patrimônio
Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN) president’s office will be responsible for coordinating the
management of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and its buffer zone. It will be managed by taking
consultative and deliberative actions concerning questions that affect the managed area; collaborative
participation in any measures that interfere in the managed area; and the proposal of policies, pro222

“AEIU do Porto do Rio” is an Area of Special Urban Interest in the port region of Rio de
Janeiro. It constitutes an urban policy instrument instituted by the Statute of the City, federal law
10257/2001. The law that created the Area of Special Urban Interest in the port region of Rio de
Janeiro redefined the urban development and land use parameters for the area, allowing exceptions
to be made in certain aspects of the building code. To take advantage of the special conditions, interested parties may acquire Additional Building Certificates (Certificados de Potencial Adicional de
Construção, CEPACs) from the local authority, which in turn must then invest the funds received in
a redevelopment plan for the area, which is approved by the same law.
As it is inside this Area of Special Urban Interest, the conservation of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and the urban development of the surrounding areas is part of a public-private
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redevelopment agreement whose public funds come from CEPACs. The public-private partnership
agreement signed with Porto Novo concessionaire has a duration of 15 years, from June 2011 to
June 2026.
Three percent of the funds raised from the sale of CEPACS goes exclusively to cultural and
historical heritage recovery and recuperation projects and cultural activities. When the auction for
the sale of CEPACs was held in June 2011, this 3% represented 105 million reais (around 35 million
dollars).
As part of the urban operation, some of this money is being invested directly in Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site through the Porto Maravilha Cultural Programme as part of the consolidation of the site, for researching and cataloguing its archaeological archive, for setting up an
archaeological exhibition at Centro Cultural José Bonifácio and for supporting events and cultural
manifestations to promote Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site and the Historical and Archaeological
Circuit Celebrating African Heritage.

5.g Training and development
Both the heritage protection agencies involved in the conservation and management of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, IPHAN and IRPH, have architects, archaeologists and other professionals qualified to work at the site in their staff.
As mentioned earlier, the local authority is implementing the Open Laboratory for Urban
Archaeology in a restored building near the archaeological site to serve as a reference centre and to
divulge the archaeological work.
One of the entities that make up IPHAN is Centro Lucio Costa, a regional centre that provides training in heritage management. Headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, it has been designated by
UNESCO as a category 2 centre. It was created through an agreement signed by the Brazilian government and UNESCO in July 2010 called the “Agreement referring to the creation and operation of the
Regional Heritage Management Training Centre in Rio de Janeiro – Category 2”. It aims to promote
regional cooperation between the 17 countries whose official language is Portuguese and Spanish in
Africa (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Mozambique, São Tomé and Príncipe), South America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay,
Venezuela) and Asia (East Timor) in order to improve the management skills of the institutions involved in preserving cultural and natural heritage.
Situated in the centre of Rio de Janeiro, Centro Lucio Costa runs a number of training, research and documentation activities, most of which are linked to the Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site and surrounding area. It aims to improve integration to foster better management of heritage in
the countries inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List, including the training, exchange and
production of knowledge, focusing on the implementation of the Convention concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972), the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003) and the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity
of Cultural Expressions (2005).
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5.h Tourist infrastructure - visits by the public
The Rio de Janeiro municipal authority and IPHAN have undertaken to build a Public Memorial as set forth in the Letter of Recommendations for Valongo.130 This memorial would provide
visitor information and be responsible for exhibiting some of the archaeological artefacts found during the excavation work. The Letter of Recommendations for Valongo suggests using the former
Docas Dom Pedro II building, owned by the Brazilian state and listed by IPHAN, with around 14,000
m² floor space. The public entities involved undertake to make the Docas Dom Pedro II building
the definitive site for the Memorial Celebrating African Heritage, as well as a visitor centre and space
for a permanent exhibition of the archaeological finds and a exhibition about Valongo Wharf and the
history of the African Diaspora.
The public entities have also undertaken to introduce signage, including signs to identify
places linked to African heritage. There are also plans to lay different paving to indicate the different
sites.
As set forth in the Letter of Recommendations for Valongo, a common visual language must
be adopted throughout to give the whole area a common identity and facilitate its interpretation by
visitors. This resulted in the preparation of a specific symbol to serve as a central element for a logo.
It was selected after meticulous spiritual work by the religious authorities that are members of the
working group for the circuit.

5.i Policy and programmes for the presentation and promotion of the property
The Historical and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African Heritage, established collaboratively by the local authority, representatives of social movements and the local population, has
helped organise the flow of visitors to the region and enhanced the value of the indications of Afro-Brazilian presence at Valongo.
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is steadily gaining recognition as a memorial to the African diaspora amongst the Afro-Brazilian community, with strong participation of organised civil
society. A variety of activities designed to raise the profile of the site are being incorporated into the
city’s official event calendar. The symbolic washing of Valongo Wharf is one such event. Held every
first Saturday of July, it is a ritual of washing and spiritual cleansing of the wharf and pays homage to
the ancestral spirits that crossed this port of entry to the Americas as captives.
Another important event is Sunday at the Wharf for Racial Equality, held at the end of November, the month of Black Awareness. This is held in partnership by CDURP and the community
from the dock area.
130
The Letter of Recommendations for Valongo was one of the outcomes of the work done by
the curatorial working group of the Historical and Archaeological Circuit Celebrating African Heritage
in the dock area of Rio de Janeiro, in compliance with the provisions of Municipal decree 34803 of 29
November 2011. This group met over a seven-month period to discuss the creation of a circuit that
included archaeological sites, historical sites and living sites in the dock area of Rio de Janeiro, with
Valongo Wharf at its centre, in order to preserve the memory of the African legacy there. This letter was
presented at a public meeting on 26 June 2012.
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This letter makes the first reference to the need to build a cultural institution at this site, proposing
that a commemorative stone should be laid – a “Memorial to the African Diaspora” – on 21 March
2011, International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.

5.j Staff level
IRPH and IPHAN are jointly responsible for the conservation and protection of the archaeological site and its buffer zone. Both have a variety of skilled staff.
IRPH has 82 employees, 64 of whom have a degree. 53 are architects, six are civil engineers,
four are historians, and there is one museologist and one archaeologist. At least 20 of them have master’s or doctoral degrees.
Figure 190. Theatre production on Black Awareness Day at Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site,
20 November 2014
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Meanwhile, Museu de Arte do Rio (MAR) has a programme called Escola do Olhar (“Teaching how to Look”), which has been developed over the last two years to draw links with the dock area,
especially the part called Little Africa and its historical and cultural influence on the region in actions
designed to raise the profile of the cultural production from Little Africa, called Workshops and
Knowledge from the Region. Some examples of this outreach programme are an exhibition, “From
Valongo to the Favela”, held from 27 May 2014 to 8 February 2015 and run in partnership with teachers and students from local schools, and teacher training activities called “Images from the Periphery” and “Games of Alterity”, which use racial and social equality in Brazilian society as the lynchpins
for discussions of the history, subjects and places of speech and affirmation in contemporary times.
Since 2013, MAR has held Racial and Ethnic Relations and Education Day, where teachers
from throughout the state were invited to submit papers and experience reports about the development of this subject in their lessons and activities at school. The idea was to provide a forum for
discussion, exchanges of experience and reflections about how art and culture can contribute towards
the construction of inclusive, plural education. MAR is working systematically for the recognition
and valuation of this gateway of entry for African culture and to get the subject included in cultural
and educational practices. All this work will serve as a basis for similar initiatives to be run at the
Memorial Celebrating African Heritage.
The creation of a memorial inside the Docas Pedro II building and associated with Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site was one of the first demands made by the managers of public and civil
society institutions involved in African heritage issues, as expressed in the “Letter from Valongo,
RJ” dated 17 March 2011, when, still reeling from the impact of the recent discovery of the wharf,
representatives from Fundação Palmares, Conselho Estadual dos Direitos do Negro (CEDINE), the
local government’s Special Department for the Promotion of Racial Equality Policies (CEPPIR),
Instituto dos Pretos Novos, Dr. Adair Rocha (PUC-Rio and UERJ) and archaeologist Reinaldo Tavares (master’s student at Museu Nacional) met under the coordination of Dr. Tania Andrade Lima.
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IPHAN’s Rio de Janeiro branch has 105 employees, 81 of whom have a degree. Thirty are
architects, four are archaeologists, eight are engineers, nine are historians and four are museologists.
IRPH covers the whole of the municipality, while the IPHAN Rio office covers the whole
state. An architect and an archaeologist from each institution is involved in approving plans and inspecting their execution at the archaeological site.

6. Monitoring
6.a Key indicators for meaning the state of conservation
The proposed oversight procedure is based on a monitoring method called the indicator
of the state of conservation (ISC).131 In view of the multiple values that compose the statement of
universal value for the heritage in question and the variety of stakeholders involved in managing the
conservation of its values and attributes, it seems clear to us that for managers to interpret its state of
conservation they must be attentive to all these variants and also act in the light of concepts set forth
by UNESCO for the different aspects of conservation that constitute its value, which are: integrity,
authenticity and significance.
1. Defining the attributes to be evaluated and their respective weights
Based on the statement of universal value and the identification of explicit values in the
nomination document, the 20 most important attributes of the cultural heritage site to be evaluated are identified. These attributes are concrete features that are precisely identified and listed at
this stage and as such should be directly related to the values inherent to the site to be monitored
131
This method is the result of a doctoral thesis by Lúcia Tone Ferreira Hidaka (2011) called “Indicador
de Avaliação do Estado de Conservação Sustentável de Cidades – Patrimônio Cultural da Humanidade:
teoria, metodologia e aplicação” presented at the Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, as part of the
postgraduate programme in urban development. It is also based on the study entitled “Indicadores de
Autenticidade e Integridade das Cidades Patrimônio Cultural da Humanidade”, (Hidaka, 2011; Zancheti
& Hidaka, 2011; Zancheti & Hidaka, 2012). Both were funded by Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento
Científico e Tecnológico (CNPq) and the latter also received funding from the Getty Conservation Institute,
Los Angeles, USA.
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and the criteria based on which it is inscribed on the World Heritage List, constituting a direct
conservation list. The conservation of the set of attribtues – historical, artistic, symbolic or other
values attributed to the site – must be capable of sustaining the maintenance and continuation of
the values attributed to it.
2. Data gathering from all groups of stakeholders for the evaluation of attributes
Once the attributes that sustain the outstanding universal value of the site have been defined,
they are organised into a single evaluation questionnaire that is administered in interviews with the
different stakeholder groups involved. Two considerations are important for understanding the proposed method. The first is that this questionnaire is administered to six main groups of stakeholders:
(1) local specialists, (2) external specialists, (3) old residents, (4) new residents, (5) visitors and (6)
cultural reference groups.
Each group of stakeholders answers the questionnaire designed to evaluate the attributes of
the site in the light of three distinct questions:
a. Has its significance been maintained?
b. Has its integrity been maintained?
c. Is its authenticity true or false?
The answers are recorded according to a set of pre-established variables, with scores ranging
from 0 to 1 being attributed to the subjective interpretation of each respondent based on the judgement of the team responsible for using the method. For instance, 1.0 means completely maintained,
0.65 means mostly maintained, 0.35 means partially maintained and 0 means totally lost.
3. Interpretation of the data obtained from each group of stakeholders about the variables
The ISC is calculated from the sub-indicators of significance, integrity and authenticity of
the tangible and intangible attributes of the site. First, each of the sub-indicators is obtained by the
weighted sum of the values resulting from the responses per group in the light of each of the concepts.
Each group’s responses are weighted for each of the aspects by the local managers based on what role
they play in the management process.
Finally, after calculating the authenticity, integrity and significance sub-indicators, the ISC is
obtained by a simple formula:
Isc = Isig. Iint. Iaut
where:
Isig is the performance sub-indicator for significance (or values);
Iint is the performance sub-indicator for integrity; and
Iaut is the performance sub-indicator for authenticity.
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Should any of the sub-indicators be zero, the whole ISC will be zero. This is designed to reflect the equal importance of the indicators, so that one does not outweigh the others. Furthermore,
the number of respondents is defined by the management team responsible for the monitoring activities, in the understanding that the more people are interviewed the more accurate the ISC will be.

Stages of implementation
The monitoring system for Valongo Wharf should be implemented in the following steps:
Activity

Period

Responsible Party

Prepare a customised online system
to post and process the data from the
interviews
List the attributes to be evaluated
in light of the UNESCO values and
criteria mentioned in the nomination,
involving discussions between
local and external specialists and
the consequent formulation of the
questionnaire to be used
Identify groups of stakeholders to be
approached for the study, based on the
urban and social setting of Valongo
Wharf Archaeological Site, together
with the Management Committee of
the site
Gather data from stakeholders

IPHAN
2nd half of 2017
IPHAN, IRPH and Steering
Committee

1st half of 2018
IPHAN, IRPH and Steering
Committee
2nd half of 2018

Collate findings
Publish findings

IPHAN
IPHAN

1st half of 2019

IPHAN

After the monitoring and data gathering process have been put in place, they will be done
on a regular basis, probably every two years, so that the conservation of every aspect of the site over
time can be evaluated, without this being seen as a replacement for more in-depth evaluations and
diagnostic studies when deemed necessary.

6.b Administrative arrangements for monitoring the property
IPHAN, IRPH and CDURP have acted in consortium to protect and preserve Valongo Wharf
Archaeological Site. The results of this supervision will be communicated by IPHAN in two-yearly reports to orient the administrative and supervisory actions of the Regional IPHAN, IRPH and
CDURP offices, always informando the Steering Committee of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.
The Steering Committee will be created through a directive issued by the Instituto do
Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (IPHAN) president’s office. It will be responsible for
the management of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, its Buffer Zone, as outlined in the nomination dossier.
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6.c Results of

previous reporting exercises

In previous monitoring activities of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, we found that it is
in a fair state of conservation, as attested by the diagnostic study undertaken as part of the Consolidation and Conservation Plan (annex). The site was fully inspected, measured and photographed in
the first half of 2014. The portion of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site that has been kept exposed
as a representative of the whole area researched archaeologically has also been the subject of a visual
description using 3D laser scanning, a high precision remote measurement and imaging technology,
to provide an accurate record of the area for its future characterisation and the consolidation of the
exposed archaeological structures. In the second half of 2014, the wharf was scanned in detail using
two- and three-dimensional imaging technologies to create a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the
site. This technology is essential for keeping track of the pace of deterioration of the structures, and is
a reliable indicator of the current state of conservation of the physical remains.

Figures 191, 192 and 193. Laser scans kindly ceded by archaeologist Erica Gonzáles.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2017.
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7.Documentation
7.a Inventory of photographs and audio-visual material and authorisation forms

Photographs:
Photo 3. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, December 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 1. Aerial view of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 2. Front view of Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site. In the foreground, t
he remains of the Empress’s Wharf, followed by the paving stones of Valongo Wharf.
In the background, at the centre, a column erected as a memorial of the Empress’s Wharf.
Photo: Milton Guran.
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Photo 4. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, December 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 5. View of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, December 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.
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Photo 6. The occupation of the buffer zone dates from the second half of the 18th century and the first
half of the 19th century. Most of the buildings suffered great changes in the early 20th century. Some
buildings in the vicinity of the archaeological site still maintain the appearance that the region had at
the early 19th century, with arched windows on the first floor, characteristic of Brazilian architecture
of the era of the Valongo Market of enslaved Africans.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 9. Paving of Valongo Wharf. Note at the centre of the photo the alignment of the cobblestones
which function as the gutter for the drainage of rain water and, on the left, the lateral border of the
wharf’s pavement, with flagstones carefully aligned. In the centre and to the left there are blocks
pertaining to the paving of the Empress’s Wharf.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 7. UNESCO plaque alongside the plaque declaring Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site cultural
heritage of the city of Rio de Janeiro.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2014.
Photos 10 and 11.

Photo 8. Archaeological excavations at the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, in 2011.
Photo: Tania Andrade Lima.
Photo 12. ANDRADE LIMA, T. Archaeological Monitoring and Excavation of Valongo Wharf/
Empress’s Wharf Project. Partial Report. Rio de Janeiro: Jan/2013, p.52.
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Photo 13.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, December 2014.

Photo 14. Empress’s Wharf. The flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, December 2015.

Photo 15. Empress’s Wharf. Cavities for clamps to attach the flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 16. Empress’s Wharf. Detail of remnants of clamps to attach the flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, December 2015.

Photo 17. Empress’s Wharf. Detail of remnants of clamps to attach the flagstones.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 18.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 19. – Empress’s Wharf. Spout for draining off rain water.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 20. Praça Municipal, now Praça Jornal do Comércio, in 1906. The sea can be seen in the
background, and on the far right the Companhia das Docas Pedro II building.
Photo: Augusto Malta (public domain),
Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro (Municipal Archives).

Photo 22. Blocks of flagstones revealed in Front 1/Stretch 1.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p.15.

Photo 23. Iron drainpipe under the structure.
Source: Ibid., p.35.

Photo 24. Drain spout set in (hewn) flagstones of Empress’s Wharf.
Source: Ibid., p. 36.
Photo 21. Aerial view of the archaeological site – Aero-photometry 2013.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.
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Photo 28. Parallel paving associated with the Empress’s Wharf, West Section.
Source: Ibid., p. 46.

Photo 25. Flagstones, steps and parallel cobblestone paving revealed in front 2.

Photo 29. Clamps or anchors used to fix the stones.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA.

Photo 26.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, ibid.

Photo 30. Stain around the remains of an iron clamp.
Retrô archive. September 2014 – p.16.

Photo 27. South Section (left) and part of the West Section (right),
divided by the Valongo Wharf gutter.
Source: Ibid., p. 44.
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Photo 31. Mooring ring embedded in the stone.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p. 55.

Photo 32. Ferrous metal mooring ring exposed to weathering attached near the edge of the stonework.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013.
Photo 33. Ferrous metal mooring ring displaying the way it was attached to the rock using lead.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013.

Photo 34.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, idem.
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Photo 35.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, idem.

Photo 36. Section of paving stones from the Empress’s Wharf overlying
the long section of slabs from Valongo Wharf.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p. 55.

Photo 37. Continuation of the above photo to the right.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, 2013, p. 55.
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Photo 38. Detail of the above photo.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, October 2014.

Photo 39. Trench 17: section of parallel paving stones removed
to make way for infrastructure developments in the area.
Source: ANDRADE LIMA, Ibid., p.25.

Photo 41. Cornerstone of Cia Docas D. Pedro II.
Source: Ibid.

Photo 42. Front 4 – paving stones indicating the existence of a gutter.
Source: Ibid., p. 69.

Photo 43. Kerbstones and gutter described above.
Source: Idem, p. 70.

Photo 40. Intervention made after the Empress’s Wharf was built.
Source: Ibid
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Photo 44. Water drainage network for Valongo Wharf.
Source: Ibid., p.84.

Photo 47. Rounded beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 45. Length of wood.
Source: Ibid., p.85.
Photo 48. Cylindrical bead – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 46. Fountain in the former Praça Municipal.
Source: Ibid., p.79.
Photo 49. Faceted blue beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 50. Tubular beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 53. Glass bead. Wharf 1 Trench 11 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 51. Blue tubular beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 54. Fragments and beads of red coral of the Corallium and Paracorallium genera,
known as precious coral.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 52. Bead made from a seed - Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 55. Coral beads – Wharf 1 Trench 12 2/3.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 56. Malacological material: shells collected from the site.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 59. Pre-forms of rings made from plant fibre – Valongo Wharf.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 57 . Malacological material: shells collected from the site.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 60. Wooden pendent of crossed-fingers.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 58. Crystal used as a pendant – Wharf 1 L98.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 61. Ceramic pipe. Gamboa Warehouse.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 62. Ceramic pipe.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 63. Ceramic pipe.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 64. Wood and non-ferrous metal Pipe.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 65. Ceramic pipe.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 66. Canine teeth.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 67. Crab claws.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
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Photo 68. Metal bracelets.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 69. Earring metal crossed-fingers.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.

Photo 71. Cida Gomes, archaeologist from the Brazilian Institute of Archaeology
(Instituto Brasileiro de Arqueologia) who works on the Valongo Wharf archaeological collection.

Photo 72. 2nd Washing of the Wharf, 2 July 2013.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 70. Pendant in the form of a crown.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2014.
Photo 73. 4th Washing of the Wharf, 12 July 2015.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.
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Photo 74. 5th Washing of the Wharf, July 2016.
Photo: Milton Guran.

Photo 75. 5th Washing Of the Wharf, July 2016.
Photo: Milton Guran.

Photo 77. Dona Florinda’s mansion on Rua Barão de São Felix, formerly Rua da Princesa, at the
corner of Rua Visconde da Gávea.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 78. The houses that belonged to Dona Florinda on Rua Barão de São Felix, between Rua
Visconde da Gávea and Rua Costa Ferreira, still bear many of their original features, such as the
masonry arches, the balcony with iron railings and the decorations on the facades of the houses.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 79. Houses that belonged to Dona Florinda at the corner of Rua Costa Ferreira.
Photo: Milton Guran.

Photo 76. Detail of Dona Florinda’s mansion, built in 1837.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.
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Photo 80. Dona Nzuzi. Bonana.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 83. Tonilson, Dona Nzuzi’s youngest grandchild.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 81. Dona Nzuzi and her grandchildren.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 84. Valongo Wharf Capoeira Circle.
Photo: Maria Buzanovsky, 2013.

Photo 82. Interior of Dona Nzuzi’s home.
Photo: Milton Guran, January 2017.

Photo 85. View of the seafront facade of Docas D. Pedro II. Photo taken from the book: TURAZZI,
Maria Inês. Um porto para o Rio: images and memories de um album centenarian. Rio de Janeiro: Casa
da Palavra, 2012.p.97. (Photo without date/author – Public Property).
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Photo 86. View of the main facade of the Docas D. Pedro II building. In the foreground, remains of
Valongo and Empress Wharves.
Photo: João Mauríco Bragança, December 2015.
Photo 89. The Guardhouse of Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 87. Valongo Hanging Gardens.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

Photo 90. Yasmin Freitas – Valongo Hill, 2010.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 88. Mr. Odilon, his daughter Thainá and Jéssica, Renildo’s daughter – Valongo Hill, 2009.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

Photo 91. Mr. Renildo, last inhabitant of the Guardhouse of Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.
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Photo 92. Mr. Nato, of Afoxé Filhos de Gandhi, in the Valongo Hanging Gardens, 2008.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 93. Second-hand bookshop, in Dockers’ Square, 2009.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 94. Samba Day at Pedra do Sal.
Photo: João Mauricio Bragança, 2nd December 2014.
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Photo 95. Drama production on Pedra do Sal, Black Awareness Day, 20th November 2014.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 96. Symbolic washing of the wharf 9, 04 July 2015.
Photo: Milton Guran.

Photo 97 - Saí ruins complex.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013
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Photo 98 - Saí ruins complex – inside the graveyard.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013

Photo 99. Entrance to the graveyard.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

Photo 100. Stone cooking stove.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.
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Photo 101. Altar.
Photo: Camila Agostini, 2013.

Photo 102. Primary burial: collecting samples for analysis.
Source: http://www.bibliotecasparque.rj.gov.br/manguinhos/a-biblioteca/

Photo 103. Detail of intentionally altered tooth. Cultural marker of an African individual.
Image taken using binocular microscope.
Photo: Guadalupe Campos, 2013.
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Photo 104. Morro da Santana Archaeological Site – gallery of tunnels.
Source: http://www.portaldopatrimoniocultural.com.br/site/bensinventariados/detalhe_pa.php?id=9
Photo 107. African Burial Ground National Monument.
Source: http://ia.org.br/wp-content/gallery/visita-ao-african-burial-ground/03714v.jpg

Photo 105. Information plaque on Sullivan’s Island.
Source: http://www.sullivansisland-sc.com/files/Planning%20Commission/Other%20Files/
Cultural%20
resources%20element%20draft%20031208.pdf

Photo 106. Gadsden’s Wharf.
Source: https://iaamuseum.org/press/charleston-tech-firm-blackbaud-donates-1m-to-africanamericanmuseum-effort-post-and-courier/
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Photo 108. African Burial Ground. Beside the inscription is an Adinkra symbol (from Ghana, Africa)
which means “learn from the past”.
Source: https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/photogallery/ner/park/afbg/19CCF239-155D-451F6710D0B2284A182B/19CCF239-155D-451F-6710D0B2284A182B-large.jpg

Photo 109. African Burial Ground National Monument.
Source: https://www.nps.gov/common/uploads/photogallery/ner/park/afbg/19CEF14C-155D-451F6736630F641DF21E/19CEF14C-155D-451F-6736630F641DF21E-large.jpg
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Photo 110. Underwater archaeological research of Port Royal.
Source: http://nautarch.tamu.edu/portroyal/archhist.htm

Photo 111. Porto de São Mateus.
Source: http://www.secult.es.gov.br/app/webroot/img/upload/102015/1445016112-sao-mateus.jpg

Photo 112. House of Dona Lió.
Source: https://odonto.ufg.br/up/133/o/o_territorio_e_a_comunidade_kalunga.pdf
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Photo 113. Point of No Return near the slave port of Badagry, Nigeria: a place that
embodies the memory of the trade in enslaved Africans in this continent.
Source: https://face2faceafrica.comarticlebadagry-slave-trade

Photo 114. National Museum of Slavery, Angola.
Source: http://www.angop.ao/angola/en_us/noticias/lazer-e-cultura/2014/8/37/National-SlaveryMuseumreopens,e20565d5-5c12-496d-a2a8-5447af31d8c3.html

Photo 115. Historic Centre of Salvador.
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/309
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Photo 118. St. George’s d’Elmina Castle in Ghana.
Photo: J. Nyangila..
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/34/gallery/
Photo 116. Cafuá das Mercês, São Luís.
Source: http:// gazetacrateus.com.brv2010sem-categoriaum-passeio-pela-historia-iv.

Photo 119. Ruins of Fort Gambia on Kunta Kinteh Island, Gambia.
Source:https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gambia_2010_-_St._James_island_0003.jpg

Photo 117. Cidade Velha in Ribeira Grande.
Photo: Sébastien Moriset..
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1310/gallery/

Photo 120. Waterfront of the Stone Town of Zanzibar..
Source: <commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stone_Town_Waterfront,_Zanzibar_(10163203685).jpg>
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Photo 124. Old Havana, Cuba..
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/204/

Photo 121. Le Morne Cultural Landscape.
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1259

Photo 122. Island of Gorée, Senegal..
Source: © Delphine Bruyère/WikiCommons <commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2007-02-13_Ile_de_
Goree_D_Bruyere.JPG>.

Photo 125. Citadel of Sans Souci, Ramiers, Haiti.
Source:http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/180 Slavery-related sites in Brazil

Photo 123. Gateway of No Return. Ouidah, Republic of Benin.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2010.
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Photo 126. Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison.
Photo: Barbados government.
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1376/

Photo 129. Prison on Robben Island, South Africa..
Source: © April Killingsworth/Flickr <www.flickr.com/photos/aprillynn77/406460697>.

Photo 130. Public assembly held on 9th July 2015 to discuss PHIS-Porto.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photo 127. Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena. The World Heritage Collection..
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/285

Figure 131. Boulevand Olímpico and Rua Barão de Teffé.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2017.

Photo 128. Auschwitz-Birkenau..
Source: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/31/gallery/
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Figure 132. One of the new squares have been opened up alongside the warehouse
that blocks the view of Avenida Barão de Tefé.
Photo: Milton Guran, 2017.

Photo 137. Back cover: Thiago Freitas and his daughter Yasmim in Ladeira do Valongo, 2009.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança

Photo 133. Theatre production on Black Awareness Day at
Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site, 20th November 2014.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança.

Photos 134, 135 and 136. Laser scans kindly ceded by archaeologist Erica Gonzáles.
Photo: João Maurício Bragança, 2017.
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Audio-visual material
Vídeo: “Memórias do Cais do Valongo”/ “Memories of Valongo Wharf ”
– 2014, 28:26 minutos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAQranIgycA
Directors: Antonio Carlos Muricy e Carlo Alexandre Teixeira
Producer: Ana Carolina Oliveira
Director of Photography: Tuna Meyer
Sound and editing: Antônio Carlos Muricy
Produced by Kabula Artes e Projetos & ACIMBA
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7.b Texts related to the designation of protection, copies of management plans
for the site or of documented management systems and summaries of other

		

plans relating to the site.

Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site is protected by Federal Law 3924 of 26 July 1961 (Archaeology Law), which covers archaeological and pre-historic monuments. To provide legal protection, a site must be registered with IPHAN by means of a registration form, as set forth in article 27
of said law. (See Annex 6)
Art 27. Diretoria do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional shall maintain a register of
the archaeological monuments in Brazil, in which shall be registered all the sites discovered, according to the terms of this law, as well as those that are discovered in the future by whatever means.
Below is a summary of the main points on the Valongo Wharf registration form:
The area where the site is situated is also protected by IPHAN through directive 135 of 2013.
On a municipal level, the site area is part of the Cultural Protected Area of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo
Cristo (APAC SAGAS) 394/1987 and is an Area of Special Urban Interest.
The annexes contain:
Annex 1 - Meeting of the International Scientific Committee of the Slave Route Project:
Resistance, Liberty, Heritage - Cidade Velha, October 26 – 27, 2015
Annex 2 - Texts by Tania Andrade Lima

7.d Address of the inventory, registration forms and archives
The registration form for the archaeological site is kept in the IPHAN/Rio de Janeiro archives, as is all the information about federal listed heritage and the inventories and directives for the
area around Valongo. The mock-up is also at IPHAN/RJ.
The documentation relating to the municipal protection of APAC SAGAS is in the IRPH
archives.
Copies of the process of inscription on the UNESCO World Heritage List will be kept in the
IPHAN archives in Brasília and Rio de Janeiro and the IRPH archives in Rio de Janeiro.
Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional – IPHAN Brasília
Address:
SEPS Quadra 713/913 Sul, Bloco D,
Edifício IPHAN, 5º andar – Asa Sul
Brasília/DF
70390-135
Brazil
Tel: 55 61 2024-5500/2024-5502
Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional – IPHAN Rio de Janeiro

Annex 3 - Historical and Archaeological Circuit for the Celebration of African Heritage

IPHAN Rio de Janeiro office

Annex 4 - New Black Institute for Research and Memory informations

Address:

Annex 5 - Pedra do Sal Quilombo
Annex 6 - Law for the preservation of archaeological heritage

Avenida Rio Branco, 46
Rio de Janeiro/RJ
20090-002

Annex 7 - Cultural Protected Area, APAC/SAGAS (Only in eletronic format)

Brazil

Annex 8 - Statutory Law designating the Area of Special Urban Interest / AEIU do Porto do
Rio (Only in eletronic format)

Tel: 55 21 2233-7993/2233-6253

Annex 9. Registration Form for Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site (Only in eletronic format)
Annex 10. Inventory of heritage assets within the Valongo Wharf Archaelogical Site buffer 		
zone (Only in eletronic format)

7.c Form and date of the most recent registrations or inventory of the site
The most recent inventory of the archaeological site was conducted using laser scanning, a
high precision remote measurement and imaging technology, to provide an accurate record of the
area for its future characterisation and the consolidation of the exposed archaeological structures.

Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade
Address:
Rua Gago Coutinho, 52, 3º andar
Rio de Janeiro/RJ
22221-070
Brazil
Tel: 55 21 2976-6626/2976-6615

All the properties preserved by the Cultural Protected Area in the buffer zone were inventoried in 2014.
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Type of Registration

Entity

Address

Inclusion of Valongo Wharf
IPHAN Rio de Janeiro
Archaeological Site on national
registry of archaeological sites

Superintendência Estadual do IPHAN no Rio de Janeiro
Avenida Rio Branco, 46
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20090-002
Brazil

Laser scanning of the
archaeological site

Superintendência Estadual do IPHAN no Rio de Janeiro
Avenida Rio Branco, 46
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20090-002
Brazil

IPHAN Rio de Janeiro

Listing of buildings (at federal
level) in the buffer zone

Central archive of IPHAN
Rio de Janeiro

Rua da Imprensa, 16/8º andar
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20030-120
Brazil

Inventories and ordinances
pertaining to the federal
properties in the Valongo area

IPHAN Rio de Janeiro

Superintendência Estadual do IPHAN no Rio de Janeiro
Avenida Rio Branco, 46
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20090-002
Brazil

Listing (at state level) of Pedra
do Sal

INEPAC

Inventory and documentation
of the Cultural Protected Area
of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo
Cristo (APAC SAGAS)

IRPH

Inventory of preserved
buildings in the buffer zone

IRPH

Archaeological finds from the
site

IRPH – Archaeology
Department

Instituto Estadual do Patrimônio Artístico e Cultural
Rua da Quitanda, 86, 8º andar,
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20091-902
Brazil
Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade
Rua Gago Coutinho, 52, 3º andar
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
22221-070
Brazil
Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade
Rua Gago Coutinho, 52, 3º andar
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
22221-070
Brazil
Galpão B - Gamboa
Rua da Gamboa, s/n.
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20220-322
Brazil

Inventory of photographs for
the proposal dossier
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Proposal for the inscription of IPHAN Brasilia
Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site on the World Heritage List

Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional –
IPHAN Brasília
SEPS Quadra 713/913 Sul, Bloco D,
Edifício IPHAN, 5º andar – Asa Sul
Brasília - DF
70390-135
Brazil

Proposal for the inscription of IPHAN Rio de Janeiro
Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site on the World Heritage List

Superintendência Estadual do IPHAN no Rio de Janeiro
Avenida Rio Branco, 46
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
20090-002
Brazil

Proposal for the inscription of IRPH
Valongo Wharf Archaeological
Site on the World Heritage List

Instituto Rio Patrimônio da Humanidade
Rua Gago Coutinho, 52, 3º andar
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
22221-070
Brazil
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Meeting of the International Scientific Committee
of the Slave Route Project: Resistance, Liberty, Heritage
Cidade Velha, October 26 – 27, 2015
We, the members of the International Scientific Committee of the UNESCO Slave Route Project, who participated in the
statutory meeting of the Committee in Cidade Velha, Cabo Verde, wish to express the following:
Our deep gratitude to the Government of Cabo Verde – especially the Minister of Higher Education, Science and
Innovation and President of the Cabo Verde National Commission for UNESCO, the United Nations Resident Coordinator
of Cabo Verde, and the University of Cabo Verde – for the generous hospitality and expertise provided to the
Committee’s  meeting,  the  first  to  take  place  during  the  International  Decade for People of African Descent (2015-‐2024)  
proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly;
Our thanks to, and continuing support for, the Organization of the United Nations, its Member States, and members of
global civil society who remain committed to the goals of the International Decade for People of African Descent, which
are to make recognition, respect, justice and development a practical reality for all Africans and Peoples of African
Descent;
Our acknowledgment of the foundational position of the nation of Cabo Verde, which can be credibly described as
‘ground  zero’  for  the  historical  origin  and  evolution  of  the  transatlantic  systems  of  enslavement  that  integrated in a
global and organized system of domination and exploitation, Africa, Europe, the Americas, the Caribbean and Indian
Ocean;
Our strong support to the ongoing efforts by the government of Cabo Verde to both document and preserve the
tangible and intangible heritage of slavery and related practices, to commemorate and publicise this history via
museums and education projects, and to conduct new research to better understand its dimensions and effects;
Our strong support to the proposals of inscription of sites related to the slave trade and slavery on the UNESCO World
Heritage List. Special mention needs to be made of:
 the initiative of the city of Rio de Janeiro and the Federal Government of Brazil of proposing the archaeological
site of the wharf of Valongo to be inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List, recognizing that it is a central
site relating to the history of slavery and its legacies in the Americas;
 the initiative of the government of Angola, which has proposed the inscription of M'banza Kongo as a UNESCO
World Heritage site, recognizing that it is one of the most significant historical sites relating to the Atlantic slave
trade in Africa.
Our support, in the strongest terms, for the efforts of peoples of African descent to secure further recognition of their
status, heritage, history and contemporary experiences.
We commit ourselves to support UNESCO and its Slave Route project to translate into operational actions the objectives
of the International Decade for People of African Descent and to respond to its core themes of recognition, justice and
development.

Recommendations
The members of the International Scientific Committee wish to submit to the Director General of
UNESCO the following recommendations:
1. To call on UNESCO Member States to provide resources in order to undertake concrete actions
towards the implementation of the programme of activities defined for the International
Decade for People of African Descent (2015-‐2024)  at  national,  regional  and  international  
levels.
2. To strengthen the links and coordination between UNESCO and other UN Agencies, academic
institutions, organizations of the civil society and the private sector to coordinate efforts
towards the achievement  of  the  Decade’s  objectives.
3. To encourage governments to adopt national legislation recognizing the slave trade and
slavery  as  “crimes  against  humanity”,  building  upon  the  foundation  of  the  Durban  Declaration  
and Programme of Action.
4. To commit UNESCO and convince its partners to comprehensively support new approaches
and methodologies to a better understanding of the processes of African enslavement, to
develop pedagogical materials improving the teaching of the history, heritage and living
culture of Africa and its diasporas, resistance and the struggle for freedom and recognition,
and the contributions of Africans and people of African descent to the modern world.
5. To commit UNESCO and its partners to promote further actions to combat racial discrimination
and to repair the historical and contemporary effects of slavery and the slave trade upon
Africans and people of African descent.
6. To explore all the possibilities and modalities to mobilise additional extra budgetary funding
and partnerships, including innovative actions, to support the development of a programme
of research, outreach and public events in accordance with the goals of the Decade.
7. To provide necessary human and financial resources to the Slave Route Project in order for the
Project to play a leading role in the implementation of the programme of activities of the
Decade.
8. To commit UNESCO and its partners to build global and interregional itineraries of memory,
which systematically link together numerous sites that are foundational to the global history
and legacies of enslavement and the slave trade.
9. To commit UNESCO and convince its partners to recognising, researching and publically
disseminating insights and information which can be found within oral narratives and everyday
knowledge systems which have long been central to the lived experiences of enslaved peoples
and their descendants.
10. To  put  in  place  a  group  of  “Friends  of  the  Project”  to  support  the  Project's  activities  during  the  
Decade.
11. As the question of reparations will be central to the Decade, the International Scientific
Committee has debated this important question at length, and on the basis of these
deliberations has agreed upon the following statement:
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Cabo Verde Statement on Reparations for the History and Legacies of Slavery
We support recent calls by governments and civil society groups to make reparations a core
component of the International Decade for People of African Descent. These calls both build
upon, further extend and implement the Declaration and Plan of Action arising from the 2001
World Conference Against Racism held in Durban South Africa.
We also support the  “Programme  of  activities  for  the  implementation  of  the  International  
Decade  for  People  of  African  Descent”  (UN  resolution  A/RES/69/16), as adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations in  November  2014.    This  programme  speaks  of  “the  
untold  suffering  and  evils  inflicted  on  millions  of  men,  women  and  children”;  calls  on  States  
“that  have  not  yet  expressed  remorse  or  presented  apologies to find some way to contribute
to  the  restoration    of  the  dignity  of  its  victims”;  invites  “the  international  community  and  its  
members to honour the memory of the victims of these tragedies with a view to closing those
dark chapters in history and  as  a  means  of  reconciliation  and  healing”;  and  calls  upon  “all  
States concerned to take appropriate and effective measures to halt and reverse the lasting
consequences  of  those  practices,  bearing  in  mind  their  moral  obligations.”
It should be evident from these statements and programmes, along with a now extensive
body of research into slavery and its legacies, that the wounds inflicted by enslavement and
the slave trades have not yet been fully recognized or repaired.
We therefore call upon governments and institutions responsible for historical patterns of
enslavement to take immediate and comprehensive measures to repair these crimes, which
are reflected in global patterns of poverty, inequality and racism.
This comprehensive action should include, at a minimum, the following measures:






Ethical reparations: adopting additional legal measures that formally recognise
enslavement and the slave trade as crimes against humanity at the national level.
Historical reparations: investing resources and expertise into systematically
documenting and publicising the local and international dimensions and various effects
of these crimes against humanity.
Educational reparations: taking effective steps to ensure that the history of
enslavement and related practices be incorporated into teaching and pedagogy, so
that future generations can both learn about and learn from these crimes against
humanity and their continuing contemporary legacies.
Socio-‐economic  reparations:  implementing  a  long-‐term  programme  of  collective  action  
to redress global patterns of discrimination, racism, unjust enrichment, vulnerability
and marginalization which continue to mark the contemporary experiences of Africans
and peoples of African descent.

Annex 2

Finally, we commit ourselves to promote scientific and legal research into enslavement and its
legacies, to contribute to ongoing global efforts and debates, to examine the theory and
practice of reparations, to marshal and apply the best available evidence, and to contribute to
proposals for political, socio-economic and legal action.
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This article presents some of the archaeological finds made at the Valongo
Wharf in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Hundreds of thousands of enslaved Africans
arrived at Valongo, in the first half of the nineteenth century, to be sold in Brazil’s
largest slave market next to the wharf. We analyze artifacts that were intended to
protect their bodies against all kinds of misfortunes. Combined with
scarifications and tattoos, these objects produced a second skin, highly social
in nature, as shown by the abundant iconography depicting Rio’s urban slaves
during this period. We argue that such artifacts configured both resistance to
domination and negotiation of less-disadvantageous positions in the slaves’
harsh daily lives. Through the materiality of these objects—lost, forgotten,
discarded, or hidden—we can glimpse the beliefs and strategies of Valongo
slaves to cope with oppression, as well as their despair and their hopes.
keywords Valongo Wharf, Rio de Janeiro, Brazilian slavery, protective amulets

‘‘In its natural state human skin is too thin for this world.
So men take care to see it grows thicker.’’

Bertold Brecht, In the Jungle of Cities, 1988

 W. S. Maney & Son Ltd 2014
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figure 1 An access ramp and platform at the Valongo Wharf and Empress Wharf site, Rio de
Janeiro, exposed by archaeological excavations. Photograph by authors.

This article presents some of the archaeological finds discovered at the Valongo
Wharf, which was constructed in 1811 adjacent to the biggest slave market in
Brazil, in what is today’s port zone of Rio de Janeiro. This market operated from
1779 until 1831—the year in which the trans-Atlantic slave trade was banned—
and was one of the largest that existed in the Americas (Karasch 2000: 67).
Hundreds of thousands of enslaved Africans passed through this wharf until the
market ended its activities. However, clandestine trade may have continued at least
until 1843, when the old wharf was buried under a landfill and a new and majestic
wharf was built over it to welcome Princess Teresa Cristina de Bourbon, due to
arrive from Italy to marry the Brazilian Emperor Pedro II.
Material culture recovered at the site originated from two major dumping areas
containing a significant number of artifacts: (i) the lateral edge of the wharf, in
which a sealed archaeological layer dated between 1811 and 1843 was found; (ii)
the front of the wharf, in which a deep layer, dated from both the first and second
halves of the nineteenth century, was identified. The first area was completely
sealed by the landfill made in 1843 and was located 2-3 m below the surface. The
second area was located 2-6 m beneath the surface, at levels corresponding to the
seabed at the time (Figures 1 and 2). In its depositional history, the Valongo Wharf
was subsequently landfilled in the early twentieth century for the construction of
the port of Rio de Janeiro. This new landfill covered over all of the nineteenthcentury evidence, which was revealed during the archaeological investigation.
9
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figure 2 Pavement of the Valongo Wharf, made from uneven stones, deeper and better
preserved. A few higher sections of pavement from the Empress Wharf survive, showing
cobblestone bricks. Later trenches dug for the installation of underground utility networks
are clearly visible. Photograph by authors.

In this article we only discuss the artifacts that were interpreted as amulets,
which were used by the enslaved individuals for their own physical and spiritual
protection. Arriving mostly from Central Africa, with smaller contingents from
West Africa and the East-African coast, the slaves brought with them cultural
baggage that included an impressive repertory of spiritual practices, disseminated
across the whole of sub-Saharan Africa. These traditional practices undoubtedly
were adapted to new conditions and necessities when transplanted to the
Americas, sometimes taking on different guises. However, the fact that very
similar material culture is being encountered in archaeological sites in the USA, the
Caribbean, and Brazil, and also reported in ethnographic accounts, suggests a
deeper substrate that was maintained by these different groups even during their
dispersal throughout the Americas.
In Rio de Janeiro, the use of amulets seems to have been intensified, judging by
the large number of finds and also by the abundant iconography of urban slaves
left by artists such as Debret, Rugendas, and others (Bandeira and Lago 2009;
Diener and Costa 2002; Figure 3). Considering that amulets were designed to
protect against all kinds of misfortune (as well as being used for aesthetic, social,
and cultural purposes), this intensification appears to have been a response to the
new and powerful enemy shared by these different groups: the white masters, who
had torn them from their homeland and enslaved them.
10

figure 3 Enslaved persons from different ethnic groups living in Rio de Janeiro. JeanBaptiste Debret, 1829.

At the Valongo Wharf, Africa was still very much alive. Slaves were separated
from their homeland by brutal journeys lasting one or two months. On arrival, their
hearts, minds, beliefs, and practices were still deeply rooted in Africa, despite being
now physically present in Brazil. The nonstop movement of ships arriving from and
returning to the African continent, bringing a constant influx of new contingents of
enslaved Africans over a period of at least 20 years, meant that this area always
remained very closely tied to Africa, until it vanished under the landfill in 1843.

The people arriving at Valongo
Estimates indicate that approximately 4.8 million Africans arrived in Brazil during
the period of the Atlantic slave trade, making the country the largest importer of
11
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slaves in the Americas, according to the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database,
organized by David Eltis, Martin Halbert, David Richardson, and their colleagues
(Eltis and Halbert 2008). The export economy—based on sugarcane, cotton,
mining, and, later, coffee—generated a growing demand for slave labor, which
reached its peak in the first half of the nineteenth century (Klein and Luna 2010:
74). The volume of disembarked slaves increased at a dizzying rate during this
period, culminating in the record number of around 55,000 slaves per year
between 1821 and 1830.
With the expansion of coffee cultivation, the nineteenth-century plantations in
Rio de Janeiro began to play an increasingly important role in the slave market,
especially in the first half of the century when figures reached previously
unrecorded levels. Throughout the entire period of the slave trade, Rio was the
largest port of arrival for Africans in the Americas, accounting for 48.5 per cent of
the total importation of slaves for the Brazilian southeast as a whole—including
Minas Gerais, Espı́rito Santo, Rio de Janeiro, and São Paulo (Florentino et al.
2004: 97–99). The numbers of slaves arriving in the port were unprecedented in
the Atlantic context, being perhaps two to four times larger than all the slaves that
disembarked in Cuba, for example, which was one of the most important slave
areas in the Americas in the first half of the nineteenth century (Florentino 1995:
76). For the period spanning 1811-1842, the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database
allows us to estimate that at least 620,000 people disembarked in Rio de Janeiro
(Eltis and Halbert 2008). Given that this was the period when the Valongo Wharf
was operating as the point of arrival for slaves (officially between 1811 and 1831,
and perhaps unofficially until 1843), approximately half a million Africans, at
least, can be estimated to have arrived there.
Although the port of Rio de Janeiro received slaves from many different origins,
traders always showed a clear preference for concentrating their transactions on
Central Africa. (We use the term ‘‘Central Africa’’ to describe a region which some
other scholars have referred to as ‘‘West Central Africa.’’) This was due to the
favorable currents and winds on the route between the two regions—which
considerably reduced the journey time and, consequently, the human losses—and
to the existence of strong commercial trade systems between Rio de Janeiro and
specific ports like Luanda, Benguela, Loango, and Cabinda (Klein 1972: 909;
Miller 1988: 468; Slenes 1983: 570, 576). The slave ships sailing from Central
Africa corresponded to 79 per cent of all those docking in the city between the late
eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth century (Florentino et al.
2004: 94–102).
The mass presence of enslaved Africans living in Rio de Janeiro in the first half
of the nineteenth century is incontestable. In demographic terms, Florentino
(1995: 289) suggests that the African-born slave population in the period 18221835 was 75 per cent bigger than the Brazilian-born slave population. A similar
figure was obtained by Karasch (2000: 42), who concluded that 73.3 per cent of
the slave population was African-born in 1832, compared to 9.8 per cent
Brazilian-born, with 16.9 per cent being of unknown origin. In specific terms of the
number of slaves originating from Central Africa, the figures are equally high: for
12
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1832, for example, it is estimated that they accounted for around two-thirds of the
captives living in the city.
Accompanying the various groups from Central Africa living in Rio de Janeiro
during the first half of the nineteenth century were those from other slave-trading
regions. Although less numerous, they contributed to the city’s transformation into
a mosaic of different ethnic, linguistic, cultural, and religious groups. It is worth
noting that the prominence of Central Africa in the Rio slave trade meant that
those coming from West Africa, mainly the Bight of Benin and the Bight of Biafra
littoral—one of the most important in the Atlantic slave trade overall—amounted
to no more than 7 per cent of the slave population, according to Karasch (2000:
53), or 11 per cent, according to more recent estimates made by Gomes (2011:
218). Among them were various distinct groups (Curtin 1969: 291–298), including
Islamized slaves, considered by the whites as literate, skilled, and proud (Karasch
2000: 64).
To all this cultural diversity we should also add the slaves who embarked from
the east coast of Africa, who were generally known as Moçambiques, a
designation that homogenized a considerable ethnic diversity. Because of the
blockade imposed by Britain on the west coast of Africa with the intention of
preventing slave trafficking, the slave traders resorted to the east-coast route as a
strategy for circumventing this impediment. As a result, the proportion represented
by these groups living in Rio de Janeiro leapt from a modest 2.3 per cent in the
period 1795-1811 to around 20 per cent in the period 1811-1830 (Alpers 1999).
An unequivocal fact, therefore, is that the slaves who arrived in Rio de Janeiro in
the first half of the nineteenth century had very diverse origins, although they
predominantly came from Central Africa.

The second skin of enslaved people at Valongo
The exquisite and richly-detailed iconographic record left by Debret, Rugendas,
and others, focusing on slaves living in nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, attests
to the intensity of their strategies for covering the skin—their most exposed organ
and thus directly responsible for absorbing the brutalities inflicted upon them (see
Bandeira and Lago 2009; Diener and Costa 2002; Figure 3). Karasch (2000: 188–
189) refers to the idea, mentioned by a traveler and perhaps common among some
sectors of the population, that the slaves had ‘‘thin skin,’’ an allusion to their low
resistance to the harsh living conditions in the urban environment.
Along with clothing, direct interventions such as scarifications and tattoos
produced a second skin, which was highly social in nature (Knappett 2006). This
second skin was combined with an impressive variety of objects covering their
ears, neck, chest, back, arms, hands, and ankles—wherever the skin was fully or
partially exposed. Among these objects were strings of different beads, earrings,
bracelets, armbands, anklets, rings, and a vast range of pendants such as figas
(hand charms), crystals, corals, animal teeth, shells, crucifixes, medals of Catholic
saints, coins, and so on, usually conceived and used as powerful amulets. All this
paraphernalia used in conjunction formed a protective layer for the user, which
was not just aesthetic but also protective of the body against all kinds of ills.
13
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Serving as an effective medium of social communication for the world’s different
cultures since the dawn of humanity, sending messages concerning what could or
should not be said verbally, skin has always been a primary surface for imprinting
and transmitting social codes. Consequently, everything placed on the skin is
imbued with culturally attributed and symbolically expressed meanings. As a
social construct, the body is a symbolic structure (Le Breton 2003), whose
symbolism is constructed not only for its totality but also for each of its singular
organs. In the case in question, skin comprises the body’s principal organ that is
exposed and visible. As Terence Turner observed (1980), the surface of the body is
more than just the boundary of the individual as a biological and psychological
entity, it is the boundary of the social self. While the epidermal surface of the
human body functions as the limit between interior and exterior—the boundary
between the individual and society—this social skin, in the sense given by Turner
(1971), acts above all as a barrier and as ‘‘a narcissistic envelope protecting the
individual from the chaos of the world,’’ as Le Breton puts it (2003: 25).
Knappett (2006: 239), exploring the ways in which mind, agency, and object are
interconnected and become codependent, has developed the concepts of layering and
networking as two types of interface between subject and object, that is, between the
organism-agent-person and the world. The first concept—layering—is what most
interests us here since it concerns the practices through which identity is
‘‘accumulated’’ in determined locations through the concentration of artifacts.
Accumulation and layering, therefore, in a sense, are equivalent. The author
problematizes the distinction between physical and metaphysical, bodily and spiritual,
arguing that the skin of the body holds no more than the potential for being a
metaphysical boundary. While, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as
Benthien tells us (2002, cited in Knappett 2006: 241), skin was perceived to be porous,
‘‘interwoven with the world,’’ in the following centuries the image of the body
changed as it became seen as closed and delimited by the skin as its ultimate frontier.
Nonetheless, Knappett explores the idea that the notion of the person extends beyond
the skin to incorporate artifacts, thereby surpassing this limit. This is the case of the
blind and their walking sticks, potters and their wheels, or patients connected to
hospital equipment that ensures their survival—situations in which the body extends
beyond itself, making it difficult to delineate the contours of its surface. The body
enables the interface between mind and matter, and, for this to occur, its margins
amount to a permeable border zone, a process, much more than a rigid boundary.
Cosmetics and items of clothing—including the amulets mentioned above—are
in direct contact with the epidermis and, as Knappett (2006) argues, comprise
another layer or second skin, which is effectively a process of self-extension. Just as
tattoos, for example, can be understood as ‘‘a kind of apotropaic practice, a means
of strengthening the skin as a metaphysical boundary’’ (Knappett 2006: 240), so
too the abundant material culture accumulated on the body by slaves in
nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro.
It was precisely the high visibility of skin that enabled the projection of
strong symbolic meanings onto its different gradations of complexion. In the
Euro-American universe, pale skin was fixed as a standard of beauty, evoking
purity, morality, cultural refinement, and intellectual and social superiority. Dark
14
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skin, in contrast, was transformed into its antithesis, associated with animality,
filth, sensuality, and a low intellectual and social status. Recognizable at first
glance, skin became an index of class and a primordial criterion for social
exclusion as different colors were attributed with superior and inferior qualities.
Clearly it was no coincidence that the slaves worked so intensely to cover their
skin, which was precisely the most pregnable and vulnerable part of their body and
the main target not only of racial hatred and discrimination, but also the constant
and vicious floggings that lacerated their bodies. The need to thicken the skin to be
able to withstand such torments led them to place a new layer over it, an
additional envelope to protect their bodies. At the same time, this social skin sent
out messages concerning ethnic and cultural identities, positions in the social and
religious hierarchy, the belonging to particular groups, and other meanings shaped
by the sociocultural context, as well as displaying their resilience against any harm
that others might wish to inflict upon them.
Almost always on show, the talismans mentioned above were only hidden under a
few circumstances, such as the case of the bolsas de mandinga, which were small bags
used as amulets. Although kept in sight, generally hung from the neck, their contents
were carefully hidden inside (e.g., pebbles, seeds, hair, roots, crystals, bones, among
others), protected from view, leaving the observer to imagine what they might contain.
Generally speaking, the amulets were visible and readily identifiable.
One aspect little explored by those authors who have depicted, described, and
analyzed the amulets used by Africans and their descendants is their active quality.
Rather than imagining them as merely passive objects that provide a protective
envelope against misfortunes, we should also see them from another perspective.
Not only did the social skin woven by symbolic compositions tell everyone that
here was a body protected against evil in all its manifestations, it often also
ensured that any harm aimed towards it, especially sorcery, would be blocked and
returned to their point of origin. In other words, the amulets often may have acted
as shields and weapons simultaneously as part of an effective system of symbolic
communication. This possibility would imply danger and risk to all those who
tried to attack the integrity of a body that was ‘‘closed’’ or at least protected—
whether slave owners against their slaves, sorcerers against their intended victims,
or individuals simply desiring the unhappiness, misfortune, or death of those they
disliked. Persisting with the attack would mean coming up against someone under
protection, a fact that, at the very least, would demand caution.
The various categories of objects found at Valongo, employed in the fabrication of
this second skin by enslaved persons to protect their bodies and spirits and interpreted
as amulets, included: beads, sea shells, crystals, plant fiber and metal rings, figas (hand
charms), copper objects, perforated coins, amber and fossil resins, corals, crucifixes
and medals, animal horns, teeth and claws, rattles, and (probably) keys.

Beads
Encountered in their hundreds at the Valongo site, beads were one of the most
common and well-documented items brought to Brazil as a result of the diaspora,
used as much in West Africa as on the east coast and in Central Africa. Depicted by
Debret and Rugendas in their watercolors, they were also mentioned by travelers
15
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who passed through Brazil. For example, Koster (1942: 326–327) referred to the
use of green beads by old sorcerers, imported from Africa as protection against gun
shot. The beads were used around the neck, hips, wrists, and ankles, commonly
interspersed with numerous other kinds of amulets, such as shells, figas, animal
teeth, crucifixes, copper coins, and so on, which further increased the protective
potential of the cords. Carvalho (1892: 211), on a voyage through the Lunda
region of Angola, states that its inhabitants also used cords around their necks,
with or without beads, sticks, fruit, dolls, small horns, animal teeth, metal tubes,
and so on, as amulets to protect themselves against evil. In Rio de Janeiro, Debret
showed the intense use of cords of beads mixed with other objects by enslaved
persons in the first decades of the nineteenth century.1
Around 2,000 beads were recovered from the Valongo site, fabricated from a
variety of raw materials using distinct techniques, forms, and colors (Figure 4).
Although most were made from glass of European origin (in monochrome,
bichrome, and trichrome), some were made from shells, coral, amber, seeds,
ceramics, minerals, and wood.
One unusual finding was a small, round, metal box with a hinged lid, decorated
with engraved motifs depicting a scene with a sailing boat, surrounded by
vegetation and geometrical patterns (Figure 5). This box was preserved just as it
had been left at the moment of being lost, abandoned, or discarded. Inside were
found around 1,200 beads, the more numerous being around 1 mm in diameter.
The African-American archaeological literature contains various references to
the discovery of bead necklaces in slave contexts (e.g., Deagan and MacMahon
1995; Handler and Lange 1978; Yentsch 1994). In an article published in 1996,
Stine et al. recorded the predominance of blue beads in a sample of 1,676 coming
from 26 historical sites, making up 26.7 per cent of the sample. The authors
argued that, given the absence of African parallels, the symbolism of this particular
color must be an exclusively African-American phenomenon. However, this
interpretation is debatable, and already questioned in fact by DeCorse (1999), who
suggests that the prevalence of blue beads may arise from a range of different
factors, including socioeconomic status, specific religious beliefs, or cultural
affiliation. Moreover it is found in some sites (see Russell 1997) but not all. In a
slave cabin located in Virginia, for instance, Lee (2010) describes a predominance
of white beads. Among the 165 items discovered, 65 per cent were white and just
20 per cent were blue.
In Brazilian archaeology there are various accounts of beads at historical sites
linked to slaves (Lima et al. 1993; Souza 2010: 219–221; Symanski and Souza
2001). However, the largest sample found so far was recovered during excavations
of the ‘‘Ancient See of Salvador’’ carried out in the present-day Praça da Sé (See
Square) location in Salvador, Bahia. This assemblage of beads consisted of a total
of 2,621 beads directly associated with the skeletons of slaves buried at the site. A
study carried out by Tavares (2006) indicates that 37 per cent of this total
consisted of white beads with just 19 per cent being blue. The stratigraphic
position of the finds at the Ancient See site enables them to be chronologically
linked to a period spanning from the second half of the eighteenth century to the
start of the nineteenth, when there was a considerable influx of West-African
16
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figure 4 Beads and adornments
in different materials, forms, and
colors, recovered at the Valongo
Wharf site. Photographs by
authors.
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Shells
More than 200 shells of marine gastropods from the Cypraeidae family have been
found either on or close to the Valongo site. Known in Portuguese as búzios and in
English as ‘‘cowry shells,’’ the majority of those discovered belong to the species
Monetaria moneta (Linnaeus 1758) and Monetaria annulus (Linnaeus 1758).
These species occur only in tropical waters in the Indo-Pacific region, including
the southern and eastern coasts of Africa. They do not occur in West Africa or the
Central African region, and are non-existent in South America. The fact that the
shells of these mollusks were intensely used as a medium of exchange in different
parts of Africa, Asia, and the Pacific Islands led to their scientific name, which

figure 5 Metal box with hinged lid, decorated with geometric designs and a scene with a
sailing boat, containing 1,200 mm-sized beads, recovered at the Valongo Wharf site.
Photographs and image by authors.

groups to Salvador. In Rio de Janeiro, during the first half of the nineteenth
century, the largest number of arrivals comprised slaves coming from Angola and
the Congo. At Valongo, blue beads clearly outnumber the others, comprising
almost half the sample, followed by white beads, which is the opposite of what
was observed in the Ancient See of Salvador. The high popularity of blue beads in
the Brazilian samples undermines the hypothesis of Stine et al. (1996) that these
are an exclusively African-American phenomenon. Other factors need to be
considered here which may have had a marked influence on the frequency of
particular colors in the New World samples. These factors include the beliefs and
magical practices of ethnic groups most prevalent during the period and regions
under study—West Africans in Salvador and Central Africans in Rio— and the
market availability of bead types within the trade networks uniting Europe, Africa,
and the Americas. Such multiple factors make the attribution of meanings a highly
complex issue in this case.
18

figure 6 Cypraea sp. shells, perforated for use as pendants (top left and right); the example
on the top right still has the copper ring used to suspend it. A Monetaria annulus shell with
incision and perforation (bottom). Artifacts recovered at the Valongo Wharf site. Photographs
by authors.
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alludes to their monetary function. Oval-shaped with a coloring between white
and yellow, the shells of Monetaria moneta and Monetaria annulus are polished
and shiny like porcelain, with a toothed opening down the middle of their flat
under-surface, as well as a golden ring surrounding the most protuberant section of
their dorsal region. Their hardness and resistance give them considerable
durability.
Also recovered was a single shell of Cypraea zebra (Linnaeus 1758), a species
that occurs along the entire Atlantic coast of the Americas, including Brazil, where
it can be found from Maranhão to Santa Catarina. Another two shells of the
Cypraea sp. were also discovered, perforated for use as pendants: one has a
circular perforation, while the other still has the copper ring used to suspend it
(Figure 6). Both are very difficult to identify at a species level due to the close
similarity among some of the more than 100 species of this genus.2
Imbued with beliefs and symbolic properties, the cowries became so popular
that they are omnipresent in the material culture of many African groups. They
decorate clothing or are attached to adornments, masks, musical instruments, and
ceremonial objects, providing protection to those wearing or carrying them (Lody
2010). The North-American archaeological literature has records of cowry shells
at sites connected to slaves, sometimes as isolated finds (Wilkie 1995), sometimes
in funerary contexts (Bianco et al. 2006: 387; see Armstrong, 1999: 180 on shells
from the Indo-Pacific region) or forming necklaces (Handler and Lange 1978),
among other examples.

Crystals
One of the groups that made intense use of crystals and stones, which they
considered sacred, were the BaKongo. Their original territory, Watu Wakele,
where all cultures and religions are held to have been born, is home to the Crystal
Mountains, a mountainous region extending across Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Republic of Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Angola, parallel to the
Atlantic Ocean. Difficult to access, the range’s name comes from the quartz rock
covering its surface. These mountains are sacred to some of the Bantu speakers,
who considered it to be the place where all cultures and religions were born and
the source of all knowledge (Mutwa 1964).
The value attributed to the transparency and brilliance of the crystals, and, by
extension, mirrors and glasses, derives from the belief that they attract and capture
benevolent spirits. Reflective objects have the property of allowing one to ‘‘see the
other world’’ or to ‘‘see beyond,’’ associated with the idea of a spiritual
consciousness mediated by their brilliance and luminosity (Thompson and Cornet
1981: 198–199). Thompson (1984: 118) observes the large quantity of rock
crystals in minkisi from the Congo region. MacGaffey (1988: 196) similarly finds
that, like fossilized resins, quartzes were also included in many minkisi—a
constant presence in magical practices of groups from Central Africa.
The archaeological literature abounds in references to crystals found at AfricanAmerican historical sites. Among many others, Leone and Fry (2001: 152),
conducting a survey of artifacts related to spiritual practices among the slaves of
Annapolis, Maryland, encountered a significant quantity of crystals. In this same
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publication (Leone and Fry 2001: 144), the authors describe another find made in
the same region, at the Charles Carroll House: a group of artifacts discovered in
the corner of a room in an eighteenth-century house. These comprised a set of a
dozen quartz crystals, perforated bone discs, a dark pebble from a river, the base of
a pearlware bowl with a blue asterisk, and two dated coins. In an area occupied by
slaves at Monticello—the plantation owned by Thomas Jefferson in Virginia—
Klingelhofer (1987: 116) describes the discovery of a large natural crystal, along
with the lid of a pressed and faceted crystal decanter, the base of which was broken
to make the object more functional. Armstrong and Fleischman (2003: 47)
describe the grave of a young woman in a Jamaican plantation dating from the
eighteenth century, in which a pecked crystal stopper was placed immediately
above the coffin.
Dozens of crystals were recovered at the Valongo Wharf and from the
immediate surrounding area, both clear and colored, in hues like violet (amethyst),
yellow (citrine), and gray (smoky) (Figure 7). These crystals included columnar
prisms of quartz and dozens of flakes of hyaline quartz (rock crystal). In addition,
objects such as crystal chandelier drops and perfume bottle lids, apparently used as
pendants or as elements of earrings and necklaces, were uncovered (Figure 8).
Very similar chandelier drops were found, as at Valongo, in a dwelling occupied by
African descendants in a plantation in Kentucky, in the southern USA, which were
interpreted as amulets by Young (1996: 144). The faceted and pointed form of
these drops mimics the shape of the quartz prisms, difficult to obtain in Rio de
Janeiro. Probably originating from Minas Gerais, these clear and colored crystals
would have been brought to the city by slaves, who greatly admired them, as they
worked as muleteers along the Caminho Novo (New Road) linking the two
regions. Microflakings were found at one end of some of the quartz prisms at
Valongo, suggesting their use as tools. The primary characteristics sought in these
crystal prisms seem to have been their faceted, pointed, and reflective qualities. So
much so that, in their absence, substitutes were sought in items of material culture
thrown away by the dominant sectors—in this case, crystal chandelier drops and
perfume bottle lids. Nowadays, crystals are imbued with symbolic properties by a
number of African-origin religions. They provide strong protection against
negative forces, since it is supposed that their reflective quality, especially in the
case of the pointed crystals, can repel evil. In principle, the negativity may be
believed to rebound off the crystal and return without being absorbed, thereby
protecting the body.

Plant fiber and metal rings
Also recovered from the Valongo site were dozens of rings made from the fiber of
the Attalea funifera palm,3 commonly known as piassava (Figure 9). These were
found at different stages of fabrication, either plaited or twisted, along with a
smaller number in plaited metal. The piassava fibers appear in impressive amounts
in the lateral area of the wharf 2-3 m down, and in the nearby area at slightly
varying depths. Being fairly hard, the piassava fibers were, and still are, used to
make coverings and roofs, bindings, nautical ropes, brooms, brushes, baskets, and
so forth. Despite the hardness of the fibers, they are flexible, an attribute that
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figure 7 Prisms, flakes, and cores of quartz crystal, both translucent and with examples of
colored amethyst, smoky, and citrine, recovered at the Valongo Wharf site. Photographs by
authors.

figure 8 Pieces of crystal chandelier and perfume lids recovered at the Valongo Wharf site
including a natural faceted and pointed quartz prism (bottom left) and a chandelier drop, also
faceted and pointed (bottom right). Photographs by authors.

enabled the manufacture of the delicate rings discovered at the site. The presence
of these plaited and twisted objects made from piassava and, to a lesser extent,
from metal, indicates the emergence of new practices connected with the physical
world of enslaved persons in Brazil. Clearly hybrid in form, these artifacts were a
product of the cultural traditions brought from Africa, but also of the new context

into which the slaves had been introduced. Although the material chosen to make
them was native to Brazil, the logic associated with the production of these rings
seems to have much more ancient roots.
According to MacGaffey (1988: 191–192, 195–196), the use of plaited roots
and stalks as amulets was common throughout Central Africa, along with the
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figure 9 Woven and
twisted rings of
Attalea funifera
(piassava), recovered
at the Valongo Wharf
site. Photographs by
authors.

placement of knots in minkisi. He observed that these objects visually represented
powers that could be captured and kept under control. As Thompson contends
(1984: 127–131), such principles arrived in the New World via the diaspora. In
Cuba and Haiti, for example, amulets were very often strongly bound in order to
ensure capture of the forces contained within. Among African-American communities in the USA, folded, tied, and knotted amulets also were used, as well as a type
of root called ‘‘John, the Conqueror’’ as an element used as a love charm. In Brazil,
the ponto de segurar used in umbanda reflects the same principle. This type of
amulet is covered with fabric and tied very securely with string, indicating the
ensnarement of the spirit contained inside. According to Congo mythology, the first
nkisi was given to human beings by the divinity Funza, which was incarnated in a
twisted root. As Fu-Kiau tells us (in Thompson 1984: 131), every time one sees a
twisted root in a nkisi it is a sure sign that it possesses considerable force.
It is possible, therefore, that the woven and twisted piassava found in such
profusion in the rings recovered from the Valongo site also served as a visual
metaphor for the capture and control of supernatural powers, following the
principles adopted by groups from Central Africa. In discussing this question, we
cannot ignore the fact that the piassava proved to be appropriate for this purpose,
since, as well as being widely available at the time, as demonstrated by its
abundance in the archaeological layer, the plant is recognized for its resilience,
allowing it to symbolize strength and control. At the same time, we can note the
observation made by Professor Elisee Soumonni, an African researcher from
Benin, during his field visit to the Valongo site, that the rings and bracelets made
from plant fibers in West Africa are amulets intended to protect the body. Other
fibers are used, but, for him, there was no doubt concerning the protective function
of this kind of ring.
There are no reports of similar archaeological findings at sites associated with
slaves, whether in Brazil, Central America, or the USA. Based on the present evidence,
we may be finding a type of manifestation that emerged in Rio de Janeiro alone.
Alternatively, we may be encountering a problem involving differences in preservation
conditions and a plant fiber that degrades fairly easily and thus may not have been
preserved at other sites associated with slaves which have been investigated to date.

Figas (hand charms)
According to Ewbank (1976), figas were the most widespread amulet in
nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, used by people across all sectors of society.
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Although frequently associated with African cultural traditions, figa compositions
were popular in ancient Rome, with origins traceable back to the Middle East.
Over time this symbolic element spread throughout Europe and subsequently to
the Americas. A wide variety of materials were used in fabricating figas, including
bone, wood, and coral, as well as other more-refined raw materials. For example,
in Portugal at the start of the eighteenth century, Brás Luı́s D’Abreu described a
figa as an item ‘‘customarily fashioned from gold, silver, ivory, or jet.’’ It could be
worn on different parts of the body, on earrings, bracelets, and necklaces as
charms, in bunches hung from the waist, on watches, tie pins, or even kept in
wardrobes in the belief that it would bring money (Cascudo 1999: 392–393).
Figas were polysemic symbols in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, their
meanings varying according to the user and context. They retain a little-known
meaning from their European origin: a representation of coitus in which the thumb
corresponds to the male organ and the index and middle fingers to the female
organ (Cascudo 1999: 292). They appear in left-handed and right-handed
versions. According to practitioners of some African-origin religions, left-handed
figas are always used as protection against the evil eye. This was the meaning
among many enslaved persons, and figas could be used either in isolation or in
bunches of balangandãs to protect the user, give luck, stimulate good luck, or
dispel evil, setbacks, and envy (Cascudo 1999: 392–393).4 Nowadays, figas are
commonly used in a number of African-origin practices, carved from wood.
Traditionally, preference has always been for the wood of rue (Ruta graveolens)
and guiné (Petiveria alliacea) to repel an evil eye or neutralize harmful forces.
Although one of the best-known and popular amulets in Brazil, there are few
records of figas found at archaeological sites, such as the Gongo Soco Mines in
Minas Gerais (Junqueira 2002: 118–119). There are a few records of figas found at
North-American archaeological sites, under Spanish occupation, dating from the
sixteenth century. At an outpost in St. Augustine, Florida, dating from around
1565-1570, two bone figas were found, which were attributed to the Spanish.5
Others were also uncovered during excavations of a Spanish trading post in South
Carolina, occupied between 1566 and 1587 (Orser 1994: 39). At Valongo, figas
were recovered that were made from bone, wood, and copper, and were all lefthanded, suggesting that they were intended to protect against negative influences
and physical afflictions (Figure 10).

Copper objects
Copper has been intensely exploited and utilized in sub-Saharan Africa since
prehistoric times, in particular in West and Central Africa, where some of the
world’s most important deposits are found. In some contexts viewed as more
useful than gold and silver, copper was considered to be an element of strength and
protection (Bisson et al. 2000; Herbert 1984). Many African groups were skilled
metallurgists, and turned copper into bracelets, anklets, ear decorations, rings, and
neck rings used to protect the person against disease and sorcery, according to
nineteenth-century accounts (Davidson 2004: 33). There are records of finds of
copper objects in African-American archaeology (e.g., Armstrong 1999: 180). At
the Valongo site, various copper amulets were recovered, including perforated
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figure 11 Copper bracelets and rings (left) and an earring with a copper figa (right)
recovered at the Valongo Wharf site. Photographs by authors.

figure 10 Figas made from bone
and wood, with left-handed
configurations, recovered at the
Valongo Wharf site. Photographs
by authors.

coins, bracelets, earrings, and pendants, providing possible evidence of the
continuation of a multi-secular African tradition of using copper to protect the
body (Figures 11 and 12).

Perforated coins
The use of coins as amulets is ancient and, at least in Western Europe, dates back
to the pre-Christian era, as pointed out by Davidson (2004: 26–31) in his attempt
to show that the practice was not derived exclusively from enslaved Africans in the
26

New World, as some North-American authors have argued. In fact, it was a type
of amulet widely found in England from the Bronze Age onwards, used to protect
against illness and witchcraft. The practice was probably incorporated by Africans
following extensive contact with Europeans and became fairly widespread in the
nineteenth century, especially in the Americas, where it retained the same meaning
of protection against malevolent spirits, spells, and diseases.
In African-American sites, coins appear with and without alterations, and
modifications include holes for suspension. At the New York African Burial
Ground, whole coins covered the eye cavities in some graves (Perry and Woodruff
2006: 420–425), while perforated coins were recovered from the North Dallas
Freedman’s Cemetery in the neck and ankle regions of some skeletons. The two
types also appear outside of funerary contexts at sites related to African
Americans, as reported by various authors (Orser 1994: 41; Patten 1992: 6;
Singleton and Bograd 1995: 131; Young 1996: 142), and also in Cuba (Dominguez
1986).
Young (1996: 148, citing Rawick 1977: 35) recounts that the children of a slave
living in Wayne County, Kentucky, used a silver coin on a cord tied around the leg
to ward away evil spells. One day, however, the slave’s daughter left home without
putting on the amulet and on the path close to the house her leg collapsed, leaving
her unable to walk. He had no doubt that the absence of the protective coin had
caused the problem. Similarly, in an 1881 historical novel called O Mulato, author
Aluı́sio de Azevedo describes: ‘‘Mônica, a cafuza [a person of black and indigenous
origin], a former wet nurse and slave, who was around fifty years old … Around
her neck she wore a string with a metal crucifix, a 200 réis coin, a cumaru bean, a
dog tooth and a piece of resin set in gold’’ (Azevedo 1881; da Silva 2005).
Dozens of coins of different denominations were recovered at the Valongo site,
most of them copper, several with perforations, and the majority dating from the
27
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figure 12 A half-moon copper earring recovered at the Valongo Wharf site (left). Photograph
by authors. Excerpt of an engraving by Jean-Baptiste Debret, dated between 1817 and 1829,
showing an enslaved Moçambique woman wearing an identical earring (right).

first half of the nineteenth century (Figure 13). Those with holes for suspension
were very likely worn as amulets. The same use may have been made by the
unaltered coins, judging by the occurrences already documented at other
archaeological sites, in the specialized literature and in museum collections, by
virtue of the strong symbolism associated with copper as a protective element.

Amber and other fossil resins
Amber is a fossilized or semi-fossilized resin which, in tropical areas, is produced
by some plant species of the Hymenaea family, with the function of defending
them from insects and microorganisms. Acting as an antiseptic and cicatrizant, the
resin protects the tree against disease.6 This mineral of organic origin appears in a
wide range of colors from white, pale yellow, and dark red to almost black, the
most common being an orange-yellow. In some cases it may preserve its original
form in the shape of a droplet. Amber was an important exchange item in Africa
where it sometimes functioned as a currency, circulating across large trade
networks via the hands of merchants, and thus reaching Brazil during the diaspora.
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figure 13 A 20 réis coin, dating from 1803, issued by the Lisbon Mint, with a square
perforation close to the center (top right); an undated coin of unknown origin with an oval
perforation towards the edge (bottom left); a 10 réis coin, dating from 1818, issued by the Rio
de Janeiro Mint (bottom center); a 10 or 20 réis coin, dated between 1818 and 1823, of
unknown mintage, with a hole in the center (bottom right). Artifacts uncovered at the
Valongo Wharf site. Photograph by authors.

MacGaffey (1988: 196) records its use in minkisi, emphasizing the importance of
this resin in the magical practices of Central Africa. Beads were made from amber
and were traded in both Africa and Europe, being subsequently brought to the
Americas. The grave of a woman excavated at the New York African Burial
Ground contained a cord of beads around her waist. As well as glass beads, the
cord included a single faceted amber bead, along with some shells (Bianco et al.
2006: 387). The natural protective function of the resin seems to have been
symbolically appropriated and, in the form of an amulet, projected onto the
human body for defense.
Paiva (1999) cites the legacy bequeathed by a woman called Barbara Gomes de
Abreu e Lima, originally a slave from Sergipe d’El Rei and later freed in Minas
Gerais. Declared in 1735, among the many items included in the estate were ‘‘a
few gold rings weighing four eighths [of an ounce], a figure resembling Our Lady
of the Conception weighing three and a half eighths … a ball of amber, a string of
corals threaded with gold, and a large coral with a suspended figa.’’ The inclusion
of this resin among a list of gold and coral jewels attests to its high value, this
29
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formerly enslaved individual being described as a ‘‘guardian of ancestral
traditions, a priestess and an unequivocal example of feminine autonomy, mobility
and power’’ (Paiva 1999: 58).
Beads and various forms of orange-colored amber were recovered from the
Valongo site, in half-moon and drop forms, the rarity of the material indicating
that these objects were invested with highly symbolic and hierarchical value
(Figure 14). As well as these pieces, shapeless lumps of in natura yellow fossil resin
were recovered, probably intended for the same purpose of protecting the body.

Corals
Corals are marine invertebrates of the Cnidaria phylum, which can be found in all
oceans, either in isolation or in colonies made up of polyps that form calcareous
skeletons underneath the tissue, serving as protection while simultaneously enabling
them to anchor on the sea floor. After they die, new polyps grow on top of the
skeletons, accumulating over many generations and forming large calcareous
structures. Their colors vary from pure white to gradations of pink, salmon, blood
red, and orange. The sample recovered from the Valongo site included fragments from
two distinct genera of Octocorallia from the Coralliidae family: Corallium (Cuvier
1798) and Paracorallium (Bayer and Cairns 2003) (Figure 15). These included the socalled red corals or precious corals, which were used as adornments.7 While
Paracorallium occurs in the Indo-Pacific region only, Corallium is more widely
distributed throughout the Mediterranean and both shores of the Atlantic.8 This genre
also occurs in Brazil, although only in species with white skeletons.
In addition to these corals, the excavations at Valongo unearthed fragments of
bryozoans, invertebrate, aquatic (predominantly marine), sessile, and colonyforming animals that participate in the construction of reefs (Figure 15). They can
be encountered at all depths, although they are more common in shallow and clear
waters in the tropical seas. They are very similar to corals, being often mistaken for
them, and it is this similarity that probably explains their presence in the
archaeological record.
The corals are attributed with magical properties for curing and preventing a
vast range of diseases, evil eye, spells, malevolent spirits, and misfortunes in
general, having been appropriated over the course of time by different cultures and
used as powerful amulets. Paiva (1999) cites the recurrent use of corals by enslaved
and free sectors of the population in eighteenth-century Minas Gerais as proof of
the integration of global markets taking place during the century and the role
played by Africa in the trade between east and west. Identifying corals as items of
great value, Paiva (1999) examines their harvesting in the Mediterranean and
Indian Oceans and their use as amulets in European countries like Italy, Flanders,
Holland, and France. Corals were distributed in regions of Africa from the
fifteenth century onwards by Venetian traders and Portuguese navigators who
brought large quantities from the Middle East, Asia, and the Mediterranean in
exchange for gold. Corals were used exclusively by kings in the Bight of Benin
region, in the former Kingdom of Benin (part of present-day Nigeria). Corals were
also popular among the Ashanti or the Gold Coast (present-day Ghana), in
Dahomey (present-day Republic of Benin), among the Yoruba (mainly present-day
30

figure 14 Different amber forms and beads recovered at the Valongo Wharf site.
Photograph by authors.

Nigeria), and in different regions of Central Africa, all areas that provided large
numbers of enslaved laborers to Brazil.
Archaeological work at the Valongo site uncovered tubular and spherical coral
beads used on cords of beads and bracelets, as well as fragments of red coral skeletons
and also sections of bryozoans, which very probably served as amulets (Figure 15).

Crucifixes and medals
The archaeological assemblage from the Valongo Wharf contained a very
substantial number of objects related to spiritual and magical practices with roots
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figure 15 Fragments and beads of red coral from the Corallium and Paracorallium genera,
known as precious corals (top left and right); the yellow tube among the fragments on the top
left is from a polychaete. Fragments of bryozoans, easily mistaken for coral due to the
similarity of form and calcareous structure (bottom). Artifacts recovered from the Valongo
Wharf site. Photographs by authors.

in African cultures. These artifacts also included pendants of non-equilateral Latin
or Christian crosses, showing a longer vertical axis, making them metaphors for
Christ’s crucifixion. In addition to these items, there were medals of saints
worshipped by Catholicism, such as Our Lady of the Conception, Our Lady of the
Graces and Saint Anthony, and others impossible to identify due to the heavy
alteration of their surface features. Considering the context of Valongo and the
mass presence of enslaved Africans at the location, the possibility should be
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considered that these objects were related to them. This hypothesis is supported by
numerous records by European artists who visited Rio de Janeiro in the nineteenth
century, especially Debret, and depicted a large number of slaves wearing crossshaped pendants.9
It is a far from simple task to uncover the meanings attributed to crucifixes and
medals of saints by enslaved Africans. Part of the problem is the complexity of contact
between Europeans and Africans, which preceded the advent of the slave trade. For
Central Africa, the work of Jesuit missionaries began at the end of the fifteenth
century. Their influence gave rise to what Thornton (1984) calls ‘‘African
Christianism,’’ which was inspired by Catholicism but had Bantu overtones (Souza
2005; Thornton 2002: 83–85; Thompson and Cornet 1981: 44; Vainfas and Souza
1998). The influence of Catholicism was undoubtedly intensified by the contact of
slaves with European descendants in Rio de Janeiro, and, above all, by the pressure
exerted by the Church and free society for African slaves to adopt the Christian faith.
Karasch (2000: 342–375) examined crucifixes used by slaves and contended that
the Christian cross had been adopted by captive Africans due to its correspondence
with the BaKongo cosmogram. More recent studies of the use of crucifixes by
Central Africans allow us to further the repertory of possible meanings attached to
them. According to Souza (2005), people in Angola and the Congo adopted
crucifixes based on their own cultural codes, reinforcing the interpretation made
by Karasch (2000). According to Souza (2005), crucifixes were used in Central
Africa by political leaders as a symbol of power, as well as a device for having
contact with ancestral spirits, who could guide them in future actions or public
discourses. These items also were used by ordinary people as talismans, for
spiritual protection against misfortune, and for their healing properties. It is
legitimate to assume that some of these meanings were previously known by
Central Africans and were attached to crucifixes by slaves in the context of
captivity. Such meanings also could be attached to medals. These pendants were
likely used as protective elements, perhaps as powerful amulets used to protect the
body. Saints such as Saint Anthony had great significance in some Central-African
regions (Vainfas and Souza 1998), which could have influenced the choice made by
some slaves to pick such a medal as an amulet. In Brazil, in the religious syncretism
resulting from the mixture of African cosmologies with Catholicism, Our Lady
corresponds in Central Africa to the first ancestor, the mother goddess.
Among the objects worn on the body by slaves, Karasch (2000: 361) emphasizes
those related to Catholicism. These allowed their own beliefs and practices to be
developed without persecution, punishment, or reprisal, so long as they remained
concealed by Christian symbols. In addition to these meanings, some of the
enslaved individuals may have genuinely adopted the Christian faith in all its
attributes and practices.

Animal horns, teeth, and claws
According to Father Godefroy Loyer, who in 1714 published an account of the
Kingdom of Issiny in West Africa, on the Coast of Guinea:
[T]hese fetishes express the different fantasies of each person … The fetish of one may
be a small piece of yellow or red wood; the other’s might have some teeth from a dog,
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or a musk tiger … another’s, a piece of filthy sheep horn, some spiny branches or
perhaps some small cords made from tree bark (Carvalho 1892: 392).

Loyer (1714), while travelling through the Lunda region of Angola, tells of an
encounter with a hunter who used the following amulets hanging from his neck:
dried fruits, two beads, a wax-tipped deer horn, and a half-moon of ivory, which
protected against all the different kinds of ills that could harm him.
At the start of the twentieth century, Ortiz (1906) reported that it was common
for Afro-Cuban sorcerers to use horns as talismans, the practice probably having
been introduced to Cuba in the form of amulets by captives coming from the
Congo. Therefore, horns were used as protection against misfortunes in West
Africa as well as in Central Africa. In 1826, Debret described the use of horns as
talismans in Brazil, carried in the hands of enslaved Africans responsible for
driving animal troops, offering protection against any evil that might assail them
(Bandeira and Lago 2009: 245). Bovine horns with evidence of cuts were recovered
from the Valongo site, which may have served as similar talismans (Figure 16).
Mammal teeth, especially those from swine, canines, and felines, are frequently
described in the archaeological literature at sites linked to slavery, having been utilized
as pendants by slaves, including in Cuba (Dominguez 1986: 18–19). Inlaid in metal,
they were incorporated with threads of beads or used in isolation by Rio de Janeiro’s
slaves, as shown in nineteenth-century iconography, a practice maintained even today
among practitioners of some African-based religions (Lody 2010; Paiva 2004).
Among the BaKongo, leopard teeth served as symbols of power (Thompson and
Cornet 1981: 34), while wild boar teeth were used in symbolic compositions, such
as Vititi Mpaka Menso, made with ox horn, or Ngombo, where boar teeth painted
red and covered with wax signified a treatment to be followed by the person
seeking advice. Some of these compositions were believed to protect against
poisoning, a common practice in some regions of Africa and Brazil during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Dozens of canine teeth from Sus scrofus, the domestic pig, were found at the
Valongo site (Figure 16).10 In Angola these animals are wrongly designated as wild
boars,11 and the same designation occurs in Brazil. According to some Africanbased religions, wild boar teeth could be used as amulets to protect the body, the
animal’s strength being transmitted to the wearer. Judging by the quantity in which
they appear at the Valongo site, they were certainly highly revered amulets. None
of the teeth recovered featured inlays.
As well as mammal teeth, the excavations also uncovered a dactyl from the
pereiopod (or moveable finger) of the leg of a Brachyura decapod from the Xanthidae
family (mud crab).12 The condylar region of this black-colored crab claw had been
filed and prepared to receive an inlay for future use as a pendant (Figure 16). The
object has a shiny and satiny patina that seems to have resulted from intense use in
direct contact with body sweat and fat. This evidence allows us to suppose that the
amulet was well used, but eventually lost when it inadvertently fell out of the inlay.

Rattles
Small metal rattles were found at the Valongo site. These objects were designed to
produce sensory stimuli through the emission of sounds and could be used to
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figure 16 Pig teeth, a cut horn, and a crab claw prepared for use as a pendant, recovered at
the Valongo Wharf site. Photographs by authors.

perform a protective function in some West-African and Central-African cultures
by pleasing the good spirits and frightening off the bad ones. The ethnographic and
archaeological literature contain references to rattles from the Ivory Coast, which
were suspended from rings and bracelets (Carise 1992: 121–123), used in women’s
braided hair (Yentsch 1994: 194), found in anklets, and on small children, who are
always vulnerable to harmful and invisible forces (Carise 1992: 121–123). In
Central Africa they were placed on some minkisi and used in public performances,
destined not only to be seen, but also heard (MacGaffey 1988: 197). Yentsch
(1994: 194) describes the discovery of rattles at an urban site from the eighteenth
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century in Annapolis, Maryland, with the presence of slaves, in association with
glass beads. In Brazil so far we have not identified any other record of rattles being
found at historical sites related to enslaved or free Africans.

Keys
Keys serve to open or close, provide or prevent access, properties which can make
them symbolically appropriate as protective amulets designed to ‘‘close the body’’
against evil. Worn ostentatiously at the waist by female slaves, as prints by Debret
depict,13 keys also appeared recurrently in the bunches of balangandãs found in
Bahia (da Silva 2005: 66), just as they were found at the Valongo site. It is
impossible to establish for certain that those recovered at the archaeological site
had been used as amulets, since they comprise objects of everyday use, but
the possibility has to be mentioned given the significance of such symbolic
meanings.

Conclusion
The Valongo Wharf received a heterogeneous group of people, coming from
different parts of West, Central, and East Africa. As archaeological evidence
suggests, spiritual and magical practices influenced by individuals from these
regions are represented at this site. Although having their own specificities, these
practices intersect in a number of ways. It is our understanding that a belief in a
continuous, flowing dialogue between the world of the living and the spiritual
world (Sweet 2007: 21)—considered here as a pan-African cosmovision—was an
important platform for the Africans who disembarked at the Valongo Wharf.
Originating from different regions of their home continent and, in principle,
without any mutual affinities, this shared platform allowed them to reinvent
themselves and survive under the new conditions imposed upon them, coming
together now in compliance with a new logic of ethnic awareness.
It was through this cosmovision that they constructed new collective identities
and new belief systems, allowing them to deal with the anguishes, uncertainties,
and hostilities resulting from their enslavement, as well as any sort of adversity
related to their daily lives. From this worldview emanated explanations for the
misfortunes that befell them and ways in which they should respond to such
adversities. It also enabled them to create a variety of modalities of spiritual
resistance, which provided them with the strength needed to create new forms of
social action in response to the subaltern state to which they had been
condemned. These modalities included multiple strategies engendered for
protecting their bodies which were under permanent threat and subject to
oppression, violence, every kind of disease, and evil spells. Surviving material
evidence of these practices was recovered at the Valongo site and in its immediate
vicinity. Just as the epithelial tissue constitutes an efficient barrier blocking the
entry of invasive agents into the organism, a second skin was carefully fabricated
by enslaved Africans of Valongo through a wide variety of artifacts imbued with
meanings, enabling this skin to likewise ‘‘close’’ the body against anything that
could do harm. The same protective function of the biological skin was culturally
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reproduced in this social skin, overlapping the former and implementing a
stratagem designed to rid their bodies and spirits of malevolent attacks. All this
paraphernalia was directly related to these forms of agency, which simultaneously comprise resistance to domination and the negotiation of lessdisadvantageous positions in their harsh conditions of existence. In this second
skin are included the objects described above, which are among the oldest
evidence of the beliefs of the Africans who arrived in Rio de Janeiro and their
descendants. Given that African slaves outnumbered the Brazilian-born slaves by
75 per cent between 1822 and 1835, according to Florentino (1995: 289), these
objects possibly relate to original beliefs and practices that were still very much
alive and present among those who circulated through the Valongo Wharf in the
first half of the nineteenth century. A place in continuous contact with Africa
through the ships that arrived and departed, with an incessant flow of slaves,
goods, information, and trade, as well as support for loading and unloading
activities, the wharf bustled with Africans.
Some items, such as beads, shells, corals, and ambers, seem to have come
through trade networks between Europe, Africa, and the Americas, intended to
supply the slaves. Others undoubtedly had been appropriated or manufactured
once in Brazil, such as the crystals, animal teeth, coins, rings of metal and plant
fiber, and so on. Imbued with a very particular aesthetic, the amulets also
functioned as adornments, decorating bodies brutalized by abusive treatment and
heavy work, but still capable of maintaining and expressing self-esteem.
With these objects—lost, forgotten, discarded, and hidden—the enslaved
Africans of Valongo tell us about themselves 200 years later. Through the
materiality of this non-verbal discourse, they allow us to glimpse their beliefs, their
strategies for dealing with oppression, their despair, and their hopes. While it was
impossible for them to document either the trans-Atlantic crossing or their
trajectories after arriving in Brazil—a possibility that remained the exclusive
prerogative of their captors—they did leave in the soil of Valongo, as a strong but
nonetheless involuntary testimony, these fragments of their history now recovered
by archaeology. These material traces provide important and unique legacies for
their descendants and posterity.

Notes
1

2

3

See the plates by Debret entitled ‘‘Type of black
woman: a study,’’ ‘‘Black slaves from different
nations,’’ and ‘‘Heads of blacks from different
nations,’’ in Bandeira and Lago (2009: 409, 571, 585).
The identification of the cowry shell species
found at Valongo and nearby was carried out by
Professor Alexandre Dias Pimenta from the
Malacology Sector of the National Museum,
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro.
Attalea funifera is found in Alagoas, Sergipe, the
south of Bahia, and Espı́rito Santo.

4

5

6

See the plate by Debret entitled ‘‘Black woman
with tattoos selling cashews’’ in Bandeira and
Lago (2009: 205).
Florida Museum of Natural History, carved
bone figa, Catalog No. FLMNH-8-SJ-31-2066,
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/histarch/featuredObject.
htm.
Carlos Henrique de Oliveira Felipe, ‘‘O âmbar
como instrumento para inferências paleoecológicas,’’ http://www.webartigos.com/artigos/
9313.
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7

8

9

Identification of the genera of coral and bryozoans was undertaken by Professors Clóvis Barreira
e Castro and Débora de Oliveira Pires of the
Coelenteratology Sector of the Museu Nacional,
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.
Information obtained at the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora. Fourteenth Meeting of
the Conference of the Parties. The Hague
(Netherlands), June 3-15, 2007.
See the plates by Debret entitled ‘‘Female market
sellers of diverse qualities,’’ ‘‘Return of the black
men from a Naturalist,’’ ‘‘Type of black woman:
a study,’’ ‘‘Black men selling charcoal and
women selling maize,’’ ‘‘Heads of blacks of
different nations,’’ and ‘‘Black female cooks
selling angu,’’ in Bandeira and Lago (2009:
199, 251, 409, 569, 585).

10

11

12

13
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Identification of the canine teeth of swine was
carried out by Professor Fernando Lencastre
Sicuro, from the Department of Physiology of
the State University of Rio de Janeiro, and
Professor Luiz Flamarion B. de Oliveira, from
the Mastozoology Sector of the Museu Nacional,
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.
Personal communication from Professor Luiz
Flamarion B. de Oliveira, Mastozoology Sector
of the Museu Nacional, Universidade Federal do
Rio de Janeiro.
See de Melo (1996). Identification made by
Professor Irene Azevedo Cardoso of the
Carcinology Sector of the Museu Nacional,
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.
See the plate by Debret entitled ‘‘Female market
sellers of diverse qualities,’’ in Bandeira and
Lago (2009: 199).
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Em busca do Cais do Valongo, Rio de Janeiro,
século XIX

Tania Andrade Lima1
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RESUMO: Este artigo relata os resultados da pesquisa arqueológica desenvolvida na zona
portuária do Rio de Janeiro, no âmbito das obras de infraestrutura e revitalização urbana
realizadas na região pela Prefeitura do Rio de Janeiro para as Olimpíadas de 2016. Seu objetivo
fundamental foi localizar os remanescentes do Cais do Valongo e do Cais da Imperatriz. O
primeiro, construído em 1811 pela Intendência Geral de Polícia, por ordem do Príncipe Regente
D. João VI. Adjacente ao mercado de escravos, e por onde passaram centenas de milhares de
africanos escravizados para serem negociados, fazendo do Rio de Janeiro o principal porto de
entrada desses cativos nas Américas. O segundo, Cais da Imperatriz, construído mais tarde, em
1843, por cima do Cais do Valongo, para o desembarque emblemático da princesa das Duas
Sicílias, Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, por ocasião do seu casamento com o imperador
D. Pedro II. São apresentados a metodologia utilizada – um desafio na circunstância de ter
que conciliar uma pesquisa científica com o apertado cronograma da obra –, o surgimento
paulatino das estruturas edificadas, os contextos estratigráficos, a interpretação feita para o
que foi encontrado, e as transformações urbanas decorrentes dos achados. Tendo em vista a
alta relevância histórica, social e política do Cais do Valongo, o Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico
e Artístico Nacional (Iphan) encaminhou à Unesco, em setembro de 2015, um dossiê para
a inscrição do Sítio Arqueológico Cais do Valongo na lista do Patrimônio Mundial, ora em
apreciação.
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Cais do Valongo. Cais da Imperatriz. Escravidão. Tráfico de escravos. Rio
de Janeiro.
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ABSTRACT: This article presents the results of archaeological research carried out in the Port
Zone of Rio de Janeiro, as part of the infrastructural and urban revival projects being implemented
in the region by the Rio de Janeiro City Council for the 2016 Olympics. Its basic objective was to
localize the remains of the Valongo Wharf, built in 1811 by the Intendência Geral de Polícia, at
the order of the Prince Regent Dom João VI. Adjacent to the slave market, hundreds of thousands
of enslaved Africans passed through the wharf on the way to being sold, making Rio de Janeiro
Anais do Museu Paulista. São Paulo. N. Sér. v.24. n.1. p. 299-391. jan.- abr. 2016.
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the main port of entry for these captives in the Americas. The research also identified the remains
of the Empress’s Wharf, built later, in 1843, on top of the Valongo Wharf, especially for
disembarkation of the Princess of the Two Sicilies, Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, on the
occasion of her marriage to Emperor Dom Pedro II. The article describes the methodology
employed – a challenge given the need to reconcile a scientific study with the tight schedule of
the construction work – as well as the slow emergence of the built structures, the stratigraphic
contexts, the interpretation of what was found, and the urban transformations that resulted from
the findings. Given the considerable historical, social and political relevance of the Valongo
Wharf, in September 2015 the Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional (Iphan) sent
UNESCO a dossier for inclusion of the Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site on the list of World
Heritage sites, presently under evaluation.
KEYWORDS: Valongo Wharf. Empress’s Wharf. Slavery. Slave Trade. Rio de Janeiro.

Introdução
Os registros documentais informam ter sido o Rio de Janeiro, no século
XIX, o principal porto de entrada de africanos para serem escravizados nas
Américas, estimando-se em muitas centenas de milhares os que por ele passaram.
Tamanha afluência visava atender sobretudo à demanda gerada pelas grandes
lavouras de café do Vale do Paraíba fluminense, fortemente dependentes da mão
de obra escrava, entre outras.
Ao chegarem, os tumbeiros ancoravam ao largo e eram submetidos à
inspeção dos oficiais da Saúde, por conta das moléstias contagiosas que
acometiam a carga humana que transportavam. Devendo cumprir quarentena até
que fossem liberados para serem negociados, os africanos que conseguiam
sobreviver às duras condições da travessia atlântica seguiam finalmente para o
mercado do Valongo, regiãoperiférica da cidade, à época, para onde havia sido
transferido o complexo relacionado ao comércio de carne humana, ao final do
século XVIII. Contando com um lazareto para os isolamentos, com um cemitério
para os que sucumbiam às doenças e aos maus tratos, e com as lojas onde as
“peças” eram vendidas, esse complexo foi acrescido de um cais, construído
formalmente em 1811 pela Intendência Geral de Polícia, bem próximo ao mercado,
embora possa ter funcionado, não tão bem estruturado, anteriormente a essa data.
Esse complexo foi desativado em 1831, por conta da lei que declarava
livres todos os africanos chegados ao Brasil após a sua promulgação. Se esse
golpe foi sentido pelo tráfico em um primeiro momento, logo em seguida novas
estratégias foram concebidas para burlar a lei e ele prosseguiu impávido até 1850,
quando acabou sendo de fato liquidado por uma nova lei que penalizava
duramente os traficantes. Não obstante a desativação do mercado, o Cais do
Valongo continuou funcionando para o transporte de toda sorte de mercadorias e
de pessoas até 1843. Nesse ano, por decisão direta do Imperador D. Pedro II,
ele foi inteiramente reformado para receber a princesa das Duas Sicílias, Teresa
Cristina Maria de Bourbon, com quem ele se casara por procuração e que agora
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chegava da Itália para ser a Imperatriz do Brasil. Sobre o Cais do Valongo foi
construído um novo atracadouro, renomeado como Cais da Imperatriz, relegando
seu antecessor ao esquecimento.
No início do século XX, por ocasião das obras de construção do Porto
do Rio de Janeiro, o cais foi novamente aterrado. A república nascente, no bojo
do seu compromisso com a modernidade, soterrou um emblema do império,
promovendo mais uma vez, tal como este último fizera em relação ao Valongo, o
apagamento de uma etapa que se pretendia definitivamente ultrapassada e, tanto
quanto possível, esquecida.
Cem anos depois, o programa de remodelamento da degradada zona
portuária da cidade para as Olimpíadas de 2016, ao realizar intervenções em
subsolo para obras de infraestrutura urbana, proporcionou uma oportunidade única
para a arqueologia investigar se, porventura, remanescentes dos dois cais teriam
se preservado no local que lhes era historicamente atribuído. Um projeto foi
especialmente concebido para encontrá-los, com o foco mais direcionado para o
Cais do Valongo, pela sua indiscutível importância para a comunidade descendente
e para a história da escravidão no Brasil, mas, sobretudo, por ele ter sido varrido
da memória social do povo brasileiro. Nas situações em que o passado é
deliberadamente esquecido e enterrado para que dele não se fale mais, a
arqueologia histórica é um poderoso instrumento para recuperar e fazer lembrar o
que em algum momento se pretendeu esquecer, funcionando como um antídoto
contra amnésias sociais. E o Valongo foi trazido de volta, exatamente duzentos
anos depois, em 2011.
Este artigo relata passo a passo o desenvolvimento da pesquisa de
campo, a metodologia de trabalho adotada, bem como o surgimento paulatino
das estruturas e dos remanescentes de ambos os cais, até a sua completa exposição,
além da interpretação do que foi encontrado. Somando-se a outras publicações
anteriores sobre a investigação realizada4, seus aspectos sociopolíticos5 e o
significado de elementos da cultura material recuperada6, ele tem como objetivo
fundamental apresentar os remanescentes edificados que vieram à tona com as
escavações arqueológicas.
O trabalho realizado oferece a possibilidade de se fazer um confronto
entre o registro documental existente sobre a região do Valongo ao longo do século
XIX e o registro arqueológico resultante das intervenções. Ao contrário do que se
observa em muitas circunstâncias em que a arqueologia promove esse confronto
entre o que foi escrito e o que foi de fato feito, não existe qualquer contradição
entre ambos. Os achados referentes aos diferentes processos pelos quais passou
a atual Praça Jornal do Commercio estão ancorados no registro documental, de tal
forma que a contribuição oferecida pela pesquisa arqueológica reside
fundamentalmente na exposição da sua materialidade. O que, no caso do Cais
do Valongo, fala muito de perto aos sentidos, às emoções, com uma contundência
que provoca forte impacto sobre a sensibilidade humana, de tal forma que pode
estimulá-la na direção de ações transformadoras. Suas pedras exalam racismo,
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4. Ver Tania Andrade Lima
(2013a).
5. Ver Tania Andrade Lima
(2013b).
6. Ver Tania Andrade Lima;
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7. Instruções do Marquês do
Lavradio ao seu sucessor
como Vice-Rei. Arquivo
Nacional, Rio de Janeiro,
Caixa 746, Fundo Vice
Reinado.

intolerância e opressão no limite, de modo que sua exposição provoca reflexões e
inspira consciência social. Mais ainda, opera como um antídoto contra a amnésia
social instalada em alguns dos mais dolorosos episódios do regime escravista, entre
eles, a chegada, pelo Cais do Valongo, de africanos para serem escravizados no
Brasil.

O Cais do Valongo
Em 1779, ao deixar o vice-reinado do Brasil, D. Luís de Almeida Soares
Alarcão, Marquês do Lavradio, apresentou ao seu sucessor, D. Luís de Vasconcelos
e Souza, um alentado relatório, visando orientá-lo em seus novos encargos. Nele
expôs a situação militar, política e civil da capitania do Rio de Janeiro ao longo de
sua administração, bem como as iniciativas e medidas por ele tomadas para sanar
alguns de seus problemas. Entre muitas outras, a transferência do mercado de
escravos, que funcionava à Rua Direita, a principal da cidade então, para um local
periférico, na região do Valongo. O desfile de negros seminus, esquálidos e
pestilentos no centro político, econômico, administrativo e religioso da cidade, que
tinha como epicentro o Paço dos Vice-Reis, por certo trazia constrangimento e medo
às elites, receosas de serem contaminadas com suas doenças. Por conta disso, era
preciso remanejá-los para bem longe, para um local de menor exposição e
visibilidade, onde não constituíssem uma ameaça nem provocassem tanto desconforto.

Figura 1– Planta da cidade de São Sebastião do Rio de Janeiro com suas fortificações, de autoria do
engenheiro militar Jean Massé, de 1713, mostrando à direita e ao alto a região do Valongo, então um
local ermo.

Foi a resolução ordenar que todos os escravos que viessem nestas embarcações, logo que
dessem sua entrada na Alfândega, pela porta do mar, tornassem a partir e embarcassem
para o sitio chamado Valongo, que é no subúrbio da cidade separados de toda
comunicação e que ali se aproveitassem das muitas casas e armazéns que ali há para os
terem e que àqueles sítios fossem as pessoas que os quisessem comprar e que os
compradores nunca pudessem entrar com mais de 4 ou 5 na cidade [e] que os precisassem
de ser vestidos e que enquanto os não conduziam para as minas ou para suas fazendas
depois de comprados os tivessem no campo de São Domingos onde tinham todas as
comodidades e livravam a cidade dos incômodos e prejuízos que há tantos anos se recebia
por causa da sobredita desordem. Vigiei muito cuidadosamente sobre a execução desta
ordem; ainda que com trabalho consegui que ela se executasse; visivelmente se conheceu
os benefícios que receberam na saúde os povos; até os mesmos escravos se restituíam mais
facilmente das moléstias que traziam; aquele grande fétido que havia já não se sente; e
hoje todos conhecem o beneficio que daqui lhes tem resultado7.

O termo Valongo, forma apocopada de vale longo, designava o talvegue
existente entre os morros da Conceição e do Livramento, por onde escoavam as
águas que desciam por suas encostas e mais aquelas oriundas das áreas pantanosas
do interior da cidade para desaguar na baía. Na desembocadura desse canal de
drenagem, alongado e sinuoso (Figuras 1, 2 e 3), o aporte de sedimentos oriundos
de fluxos vindos do continente trazia e acumulava abundante material clástico, o que
resultou, ao longo do tempo, em uma feição de pontal (Figura 4).
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Figura 2 – Detalhe do mapa de Jean Massé, em que se vê a conformação do talvegue, em meio aos dois
morros – o da Conceição e o do Livramento –, e a linha sinuosa do canal natural de drenagem.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Pelo relatório deixado pelo Marquês do Lavradio, fica claro que, ao fim
do seu governo, sob sua vigilância direta e expressa, o mercado já tinha sido
transferido para o Valongo, e o desembarque dos escravos, após darem entrada
na alfândega, deveria ser feito naquela região. Contudo, não se sabe precisamente
quando o local começou a funcionar de fato como ponto de desembarque de
africanos recém-chegados, após sua determinação.
Um documento datado de 18118, pelo qual negociantes de escravos
argumentavam contra algumas determinações do Alvará de 22 de janeiro de
18109, com força de lei, que dava regimento ao Provedor Mor da Saúde dispunha,
entre outros, sobre o transporte e o desembarque de escravos no Rio de Janeiro.
Em seu § 5 é dito que “os navios que trouxerem carregação de escravos esperarão
no ancoradouro do Poço ou no da Boa Viagem, até que se faça a visita da Saúde
pelo Guarda-mór e demais oficiais; e feita ela, irão ancorar e ter quarenta [sic] no
ancoradouro da Ilha de Jesus”.

8. Manuscritos, BN II-34, 26,
19. “Representação dos
proprietários, consignarários
e armadores de resgate de
escravos a SAR [RJ, 1811]”.
Biblioteca Nacional, Rio de
Janeiro.
9. Alvará de Regimento de
22 de janeiro de 1810. In:
Leis Históricas. Disponível
em: <http://www.planalto.
gov.br/ccivil_03/revista/
Rev_70/alvara.htm>, acesso
em 28 abr. 2015.
10. Aforamentos. Arquivo
Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, BR
RJ RIO BI O D16 O O389,
Folha 9.

O parágrafo seguinte determinava que
no ato da visita se determinarão os dias que cada um destes navios deve ter de quarentena,
conforme as moléstias que trouxer, mortandade que tenha havido, e mais circunstâncias que
ocorrerem; porém nunca terão de quarentena menos de oito dias, em que os negros
estejam desembarcados e em terra na referida Ilha para aí serem tratados, fazendo-os
lavar, vestir de roupas novas, e sustentar de alimentos frescos; depois do que se lhes dará o
bilhete de saúde e poderão entrar na cidade para se exporem à venda no sítio estabelecido
do Valongo.
Figura 3 – Carta Topográfica da Cidade de São Sebastião do Rio de Janeiro, de cerca de 1750, de autoria
de André Vaz Figueira. Nela vê-se à esquerda, entre os dois morros, a linha sinuosa do canal de drenagem
no Valongo, então efetivamente um subúrbio da cidade, ainda pouco povoado.

Argumentavam os negociantes em seu documento sobre o prejuízo que
essa determinação trazia ao comércio de escravos, pois que se
os seus navios devem vir para o ancoradouro da Ilha de Jesus, pode(-se) dispensar a
espera nos ancoradouros do Poço ou Boa Viagem, onde são expostos a inconvenientes
do mar, pois é certo que sempre entram com a viração da tarde, que é muitas vezes rija,
e nem sempre podem vir preparados de ferros e amarras para sofrerem aquele
ancoradouro.

Figura 4 – Aquarela de autoria de Thomas Ender, 1817, intitulada “Cercanias de Val-Longo”. Em primeiro
plano, a grande pedra da Prainha, derrubada poucos anos depois; e, mais adiante o pontal do Valongo.
Acervo Kupferstichkabinett der Akademie der bildenden Künste, Viena.
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Esse documento deixa claro onde era feito o desembarque em
1811 – ou no ancoradouro do Poço ou no da Boa Viagem, e por fim, no da
Ilha de Bom Jesus – inexistindo qualquer referência ao Valongo, senão como
destino final, depois de os escravos terem desembarcado e cumprido a
necessária quarentena, após o que poderiam ser negociados nos armazéns
lá existentes.
Por outro lado, após a chegada da corte portuguesa, uma declaração
do Intendente Geral de Polícia da Corte e do Estado do Brasil, o Desembargador
do Paço e Ouvidor da Corte Paulo Fernandes Viana, datada de 30 de maio de
181110, afirma que, por ordem de Sua Alteza Real o Príncipe Regente, mandara
fazer uma rampa e um cais de pedra na praia do Valongo.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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11.
Cf.
Abreviada
demonstração dos trabalhos
da polícia em todo tempo em
que serviu o Desembargador
do Paço Paulo Fernandes
Vianna. Revista do Instituto
Histórico e Geográfico
Brasileiro (1892, p.373-74).
12. Cf. Júlio Cesar Medeiros
Pereira (2007, p.76).

Atesto que sendo ordem de Sua Alteza Real para mandar fazer uma rampa e cais
correspondente a ele na praia do Valongo; e precisando-se para esta obra de avultada
porção de pedra, o tenente-coronel Julião José de Oliveira proprietário das pedreiras da
Conceição a ofereceu gratuitamente toda a pedra que fosse necessária para aquela
obra, ainda para outra qualquer que a polícia precisa fazer naquele sítio, tirada das suas
pedreiras, cuja oferta foi aceita e se fez a mencionada rampa e cais com a pedra tirada
das referidas pedreiras, no que a Intendência deixou de despender avultada quantia (...)

Essa declaração foi reiterada no relatório por ele produzido ao deixar
a Intendência, em 1821, no qual informou o que se segue: “Fiz o Cais do Valongo
no fim da rua deste nome com rampas e escadas para embarque, que foi de suma
utilidade por não haver em certas estações local mais cômodo para embarques e
desembarques, e iluminei com lampiões o mesmo cais11”.
O fato de ambos os documentos – o do Intendente de Polícia e o dos
negociantes de escravos – serem datados de 1811 permite supor que, se o cais
do Valongo estava em obras, tal como relatado pelo Intendente Paulo Viana, ele
não podia ser utilizado como local de desembarque, sendo necessária a utilização
dos demais ancoradouros, tal como mencionado. Essa hipótese permite conciliar
os diferentes documentos existentes, à primeira vista contraditórios.
A determinação do Marquês do Lavradio para a transferência do
mercado de escravos, seguida da construção do cais transformaram em pouco
tempo “o subúrbio da cidade separado de toda comunicação”, segundo suas
palavras, em uma movimentada região. Pereira assinala que, em 1817, o Valongo
se tornou um local intensamente frequentado, com cerca de 34 grandes
estabelecimentos comerciais, entre eles casas de importação e exportação,
trapiches e depósitos de armadores, descrevendo o movimento incessante no cais
por conta do mercado: “Sumacas, patachos e bergantins desembarcavam escravos,
enquanto outras tantas embarcações menores cuidavam de transportá-los para
outras regiões litorâneas, da Corte ou fora dela”12.
Uma portaria datada de 26 de março de 1822, dirigida ao Intendente
Geral da Polícia interino que substituíra Paulo Fernandes Viana, não deixa dúvidas
quanto ao Valongo ser o local de desembarque dos escravos. Assinada pelo
Ministro e Secretário de Estado dos Negócios do Reino, José Bonifácio de Andrada
e Silva, transmitia a seguinte recomendação de Sua Alteza Real, o Príncipe Regente:
Tendo chegado ao conhecimento de S.A.R. O Príncipe Regente, as justas queixas dos
moradores da rua do Vallongo, contra o abuso com que a maior parte dos Negociantes
que traficão em escravos, tendo em vista unicamente os seus interesses particulares, não
só fazem desembarcar de bordo dos Navios os escravos de ambos os sexos quase nús,
como os conservão, faltando aos deveres da decência e cevilisação, nesse mesmo
estado até os venderem, com escabrosa offensa e risco de vida daqueles moradores, por
que além de fazerem, com reconhecida infracção das ordens recebidas, conduzir para o
interior da povoação, escravos infectados e já moribundos que deverão ser depositados
no Lazareto, comettem muitos outros excessos e até falta de caridade christã na condução
dos cadáveres para o Cimitério. Manda o Mesmo Augusto Senhor pela Secretaria de
Estado dos negocios do Reino recomendar mui positivamente ao Intendente Geral da
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Policia interino, a maior vegilancia sobre taes abusos não só prejudiciaes à saúde
publica, como também escandalosos e offensivos à decencia e decoro das famílias, a fim
de que dando a Policia sobre esse objeto as mais activas e efficazes providencias, se
evite para o futuro a continuação de tão prejudiciaes como estranhaveis procedimentos.
Palácio do Rio de Janeiro, em 23 de março de 1822. José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva,
Ministro e Secretário de Estado dos Negócios do Reino13.

Esses documentos expõem de forma clara os componentes do complexo
formado na região do Valongo para o comércio de carne humana: o cais, local de
desembarque dos africanos recém-chegados; o mercado, na rua do Valongo, onde
eram negociados os que se encontravam em condições de serem vendidos14 (Figuras
5 e 6); o lazareto, na Gamboa, onde deveriam ser isolados em quarentena os que
se encontravam infectados e os já moribundos; e o cemitério dos Pretos Novos, à rua
Pedro Ernesto, onde deveriam ser enterrados os que faleciam15. Vê-se, por meio desse
documento, que as condições reclamadas décadas antes pelo Marquês do Lavradio
para o comércio de escravos no centro da cidade foram mantidas, ou mesmo
pioradas, com a transferência do complexo para a região do Valongo.
A agitação decorrente do fluxo constante não apenas de escravos, mas
de toda sorte de mercadorias pelo cais pode ser medida em documento encaminhado
ao príncipe regente, em 182916, por mercadores residentes no Valongo que se
queixavam da movimentação frenética naquele local decorrente do

13. Diário do Rio de Janeiro,
n. 20, de 26 de março de
1822. Biblioteca Nacional,
Rio de Janeiro.
14. Ver Claudio de Paula
Honorato (2008).
15. Ver Júlio Cesar Medeiros
Pereira (2007).
16. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
49-1-5.

desembarque constante e diário de lenhas, madeiras, tijolos, cal, telhas, capins, frutas e
outros muitos gêneros em ponto grande nos barcos e canoas costeiras que ali aportam de dia
e de noite; há para embarques e desembarques de milhares de pessoas uma única rua [a do
Valongo] pela qual se faz a exportação de gêneros alimentícios e a importação dos que vêm
de fora e é tanta concorrência de povo e de tudo o mais que embarca e desembarca, que
sempre a rua e sua entrada e saída estão tomadas e ninguém pode na entrada dela do mar
para a terra lançar os gêneros e materiais dos particulares por não haver lugar.

O golpe sofrido pelo tráfico dois anos depois, com a lei de 07 de
novembro de 1831, que declarava livres todos os africanos que entrassem no país
a partir daquela data e decretava severas punições para os traficantes, resultou na
desativação do mercado e em uma forte queda na importação de escravos.
Embora visando desestimular o tráfico transatlântico, essa lei, na verdade,
acabou por incrementá-lo na clandestinidade, não raro disfarçado de tráfico interno,
interprovincial. Uma forte demanda por escravos vinha das lavouras de café no Vale
do Paraíba, que não conseguiam, àquela altura, prescindir dessa força de trabalho.
Tanto que foi necessária uma segunda determinação legal, a Lei nº 581, de 04 de
setembro de 1850, que estabelecia medidas severas de repressão aos traficantes,
visando coibir de fato a importação de africanos para serem escravizados. Se ela
não foi suficiente para liquidar com o comércio transatlântico – que tentou resistir
clandestinamente ainda por mais algum tempo, embora já de todo enfraquecido –,
essa lei o desestimulou e inviabilizou economicamente, de tal forma que o negócio
negreiro se tornou antilucrativo. E, nessa condição, foi finalmente extinto.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Durante o período conhecido de funcionamento do Cais do Valongo, entre
1811 e 1831, o Rio de Janeiro recebeu cerca de 550 mil africanos para serem
escravizados. E entre 1811 e 1842, cerca de 615 mil, com o maior volume na década
de 182017. Segundo Florentino, o tráfico no Rio de Janeiro foi “o mais importante fluxo
de cativos em todo o planeta, entre 1790 e 1830 (sobretudo durante as duas últimas
décadas desse período)”18, o que fez dele o principal ponto de entrada das Américas.

17. Ver David Eltis; Martin
Halbert (2008).

A transformação: de Cais do Valongo a Cais da Imperatriz

20. Levantamento histórico
feito pelo historiador Carlos
Eugênio Líbano Soares, da
Universidade Federal da
Bahia.

A única planta encontrada do Cais do Valongo até o momento19 é
posterior à interdição do comércio de africanos, datando de 183720 (Figura 7).

18 Ver Manolo Florentino
(1997, p.11).
19. Planta do Cais do
Valongo,
Coleção
Aforamentos, 1837. Arquivo
Geral da Cidade do Rio de
Janeiro. Códice 1-2-67.

Figura 5 – Mercado de escravos na da rua do Valongo, Debret, c. 1816-1828.

Figura 7 – Planta do Cais do Valongo, 1837. Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro.

Figura 6 – Rua do Valongo, como consta na placa afixada na casa, no alto à esquerda, com seus
armazéns de escravos. Valongo, ou mercado de escravos no Rio. Desenho de Augustus Earle, gravura
de Edward Finden, 1824.
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Nela figuram, à rua da Praia do Valongo, as seguintes construções: “cais
hoje existente à borda do mar”, “velha ponte de despejo”, “taboado”, “barracões”,
além de dois registros do “marco do logradouro”. Não é possível saber se os
“barracões” representados a essa altura eram remanescentes da época do tráfico
para acolher e redistribuir os que chegavam, ou se eram posteriores, destinando-se
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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21. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
36.2.1

a outras finalidades. A localização do “taboado” permite supor a existência de uma
cobertura sobre a vala de escoamento que existia ali, na antiga área da drenagem
natural, que viria a ser descrita dez anos depois, em 1841, como “imunda”21. A
“velha ponte de despejo” sugere se tratar de local para descarte de materiais
imprestáveis. Ao ser descrita como velha, é a única que permite aventar que existisse
há muito tempo. No mais, não é possível atribuir as estruturas representadas e
descritas na planta ao cais que funcionou até seis anos antes.
Nos anos que se seguiram à desativação do mercado de escravos, o
cais do Valongo continuou funcionando normalmente, voltado para o fluxo de
pessoas e mercadorias, até 1843. Nesse ano, por determinação de D. Pedro II,
ele foi aterrado e sobre ele foi construído um novo cais para receber a princesa do
Reino das Duas Sicílias, Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, que chegava então ao
Brasil para seu casamento com o imperador.
Antecipada a maioridade de D. Pedro II, em 1840, sagrado e coroado
imperador do Brasil no ano seguinte, aos quinze anos, era chegada a hora de
casá-lo. Após malogradas tentativas junto a diferentes cortes europeias de se
encontrar uma esposa para ele disposta a vir para os trópicos, finalmente surgiu
uma solução no Reino das Duas Sicílias: de comum acordo foi escolhida a princesa
Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, filha mais nova do Rei Francisco I de Bourbon
e Duas Sicílias e da infanta da Espanha Maria Isabel de Bourbon (Figura 8).

Figura 8 – Retrato idealizado da princesa das Duas Sicílias, Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, com o
monte Vesúvio ao fundo, de autoria de José Correia de Lima, c. 1843. Museu Imperial de Petrópolis.
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Arranjado o casamento por meio de contrato assinado em Viena, em
20 de maio de 1842, os noivos casaram-se por procuração na Real Capela
Palatina, em Nápoles, em 30 de maio de 1843. Foram iniciados então os
preparativos para a vinda da princesa para o Brasil, definindo-se o cerimonial do
evento no “Programa para recebimento, desembarque e acompanhamento de Sua
Majestade a Imperatriz Teresa Cristina”, organizado pela Secretaria de Estado dos
Negócios do Império22.
Para recepcioná-la, o ancoradouro defronte ao Terreiro do Paço, em
princípio o mais adequado, estava já, àquela altura, em grande parte açoreado,
sendo necessário encontrar um novo local para o seu desembarque. Dentre as
opções disponíveis ao longo da orla, foi escolhido o Cais do Valongo. Esse foi o
desejo expresso pelo imperador em documento encaminhado à Câmara Municipal
em 06 de julho de 1843, solicitando que fossem ultimadas as obras naquele cais23.
Contudo, tratando-se de uma área degradada da cidade, estigmatizada
pelo tráfico de africanos escravizados, era imprescindível dar-lhe uma nova feição.
Cumpria proceder a uma profunda reforma que apagasse em definitivo aquela
nódoa vergonhosa, tornando a região condigna para receber a Imperatriz do
Brasil. O projeto dessa reforma tem autoria controvertida. Segundo Gerson24, essa
tarefa coube a Grandjean de Montigny, integrante da Missão Artística Francesa
que veio para o Brasil em 1816 capitaneada por Joachim Lebreton. Aqui chegando,
ele se tornou professor de arquitetura da Escola Real de Ciências, Artes e Ofícios,
posteriormente transformada, em 1826, na Academia Imperial de Belas Artes;
suficientemente qualificado, portanto, para conceber um projeto com requinte
compatível com uma princesa de Bourbon, àquela altura já casada por procuração
com o imperador do Brasil. Esse projeto incluía, além do cais, a construção de uma
praça monumental. Entretanto, não identificamos até o momento fontes primárias
que assegurem ser ele de fato o autor do projeto.
Por outro lado, o engenheiro militar Barão Henrique de Beaurepaire
Rohan, diretor de Obras Municipais entre 1840 e 1844, foi o autor do primeiro
plano diretor de urbanização da cidade, um projeto radical de transformação do
seu tecido urbano, contemplando basicamente três aspectos: sanitarização,
comodidade e embelezamento. Consta em ofício que lhe foi encaminhado pela
Câmara Municipal, em 26 de setembro de 1842, de acordo com resolução
tomada na sessão anterior, do dia 24, a solicitação de que ele deveria apresentar,
“com toda urgência, a planta e o orçamento para a obra do Cais do Valongo,
que será inspecionada pelo senhor Doutor Luiz Rodrigues Ferreira, devendo-se para
esse efeito com V. Sa. entender-se o administrador das Obras”. Ocorre que esse
documento não deixa claro se Beaurepaire Rohan foi o autor ou tão somente o
executor de plano concebido, supostamente, por Grandjean de Montigny.
Ao que se sabe até o momento, a única imagem existente dessa reforma
foi produzida por Friedrich Pustkow, em cerca de 184425 (Figura 9). Tendo ao fundo
uma grande praça, nela aparece, ao centro, uma construção hexagonal com teto
abobadado, encimada pela efígie da princesa das Duas Sicílias; o cais, delimitado
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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26. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 47.

por um gradil, foi ornado, à entrada, por um par de golfinhos de bronze sobre pilares
de pedra. E o velho Cais do Valongo foi rebatizado como Cais da Imperatriz.

27. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 50 e 54.
28. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 48.
29. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 52
30. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 55.
31. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 51.
32. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.67, Fl. 56-57

Figura 9 – Cais do Valongo embelezado para o desembarque da Imperatriz, litogravura de autoria de
Friedrich Pustkow, cerca de 1844. Biblioteca Estadual do Rio de Janeiro.

No Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro há vários processos
relativos a pagamentos de carroças de pedra de alvenaria para alinhamento do
cais26, bem como de inúmeros carretos de cantaria27; compra de materiais como
cera branca, breu, chumbo em barra28, moios de cal29, vergalhões, picões e
escodas para lavrar pedra30, pedra mármore para letreiro31, ferros e braçadeiras
para lampiões, bem como azeite de peixe32, datados de julho e agosto de 1843,
atestando o trabalho acelerado de remodelamento da área. Contudo, segundo o
Diário do Rio de Janeiro de 04 de setembro de 1843, o cais ainda estava em
obras no dia da recepção à imperatriz.
A princesa das Duas Sicílias chegou ao Rio de Janeiro, sob salvas de
artilharia das “fortalezas do mar e dos vasos de guerra”, ao final do dia 03 de
setembro de 1843, a bordo da fragata brasileira Constituição, integrante da frota
enviada por D. Pedro II a Nápoles para buscá-la. Trazida no dia seguinte na
galeota imperial até o cais rebatizado em sua homenagem como Cais da
Imperatriz, a princesa e sua comitiva seguiram em cortejo pela antiga rua do
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Valongo, da mesma forma renominada como rua da Imperatriz, especialmente
engalanada para a ocasião. Em seguida, continuaram pela rua Larga de São
Joaquim (atual rua Marechal Floriano), Campo da Aclamação (atual Praça da
República), e ruas de São Pedro e Direita (atual rua Primeiro de Março) – “bordadas
pelas tropas de linha e das guardas nacionais”, embandeiradas e iluminadas – até
chegar à Capela Imperial (atual Igreja do Carmo), onde o casal recebeu a bênção
matrimonial e foram ratificados os votos antes proferidos por procuração33.
Após o desembarque da princesa das Duas Sicílias, e ao longo do
século XIX, o cais ainda serviu como ponto de atracação por pelo menos mais seis
décadas, até ser aterrado para a construção do porto do Rio de Janeiro, no início
do século XX, em 1911. No decorrer desse período, contudo, sua trajetória parece
ter sido marcada por uma degradação contínua, a julgar pelos sucessivos e
constantes pedidos de reparos nas suas estruturas encaminhados à Câmara
Municipal.
Logo após a sua inauguração, foi recomendada, em 06 de dezembro
de 1843, a demolição da construção hexagonal para se proceder ao calçamento
da praça34. Nesse caso, a litogravura de Pustkow pode ter sido feita anteriormente
a essa recomendação, ou logo em seguida. Em junho de 1844, constam reclamos
para conserto de estragos no Cais da Imperatriz, “que tornou a abrir em alguns
lugares em consequência das grandes marés que apareceram nestes últimos dias”35
. A construção da frase deixa evidente que isso já ocorrera anteriormente, e a obra
foi aprovada no mês seguinte, recomendando-se que suas juntas deveriam ser
unidas com “argamassa convenientemente preparada”36. Dois meses depois, em
setembro, há registro de remessas de mais lajeado para as obras do cais37.
Poucos anos depois, em fevereiro de 1847, foram solicitados reparos
emergenciais para o Cais da Imperatriz, que se achava “bastante arruinado”38. Em
maio de 1853, foram novamente encaminhados pedidos de conserto, tendo a
Diretoria de Obras Municipais contratado a colocação de lajes e degraus que
faltavam, a fixação dos que se encontravam soltos, o conserto da cantaria, a
colocação de grades, bem como o reparo e a pintura das já existentes 39. Em
1870, foi informado o péssimo estado do cais, arruinado pelo mar e pela
atracação constante de embarcações de pequeno porte, sendo relatado que “os
saveiros que amiudamente atraca(va)m para descarregar o carvão destruíram
metade do cais do lado sul, derrubando as grades e a cantaria que o guarneciam”40.
Em agosto de 1891, foram pedidos novos reparos no cais, mencionando-se a
reconstrução das paredes da “parte abatida”, sugerindo ter ocorrido ali um
desabamento41. Três meses depois, foi solicitada verba suplementar para esses
consertos, em vista de ter sido necessário “fazer remoção de muitas pedras grandes,
que demandaram muitos operários”42. Neste último documento, chama a atenção
o fato de ele ter sido referido como Cais Municipal, deixando evidente, nos
primeiros anos da República, o desejo da eliminação intencional, por parte do
novo regime, de qualquer alusão ao Império, no clima fortemente antimonarquista
da época.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Beaurepaire Rohan (1968).

A Praça Municipal (atual Praça Jornal do Commercio)

44. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Fundo
Câmara Municipal,Série Cais,
40.2.67, Fl.78-79.

Por ocasião da reforma para a criação do Cais da Imperatriz, o antes
Largo do Valongo ou Praça do Valongo foi renomeado pela Câmara como Praça
Municipal. Sobre esse remodelamento, assim se pronunciou o Barão Henrique de
Beaurepaire Rohan, então diretor de Obras Municipais, em relatório apresentado
rm 1843 à Câmara: “a antiga imunda praia do Valongo acaba de converter-se
em uma elegante praça, com a denominação de Municipal, depois da construção
do Cais da Imperatriz”43.
Entretanto, algumas evidências permitem supor que essa grande reforma
ficou em muitos aspectos inconclusa. No ano seguinte, em fevereiro de 1844, foi
feito orçamento para o lajeado “que faltou fazer na Praça da Imperatriz”, propondose substituí-lo por calçamento44. No Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro
consta um documento datado de 23 de fevereiro de 1844, relativo à chegada de
uma estátua de mármore branco representando Marte, vinda de Gênova e no valor
de 400$000 réis, que deveria substituir uma estátua de gesso45. Tratava-se de uma
das quatro estátuas das divindades greco-romanas destinadas, no projeto
supostamente atribuído a Grandjean de Montigny, ao embelezamento da Praça
Municipal, sendo as demais representações de Mercúrio, Minerva e Ceres, que
de fato foram instaladas mais tarde. Outra evidência foi a proposta da Câmara,
ratificada pelo imperador em agosto de 1843, antes portanto da chegada da
imperatriz, de se erigir um monumento comemorativo do seu desembarque, o que
só viria a ocorrer muitas décadas mais tarde. Para essa finalidade, deveria ser
aproveitado para a sua base o alicerce já construído na praça para receber um
chafariz.
Mais que um projeto inconcluso, contudo, a elegância original da praça
parece ter sido submetida, com o passar dos anos, ao mesmo processo de
degradação progressiva sofrido pelo cais, não obstante os vários esforços
empreendidos, sucessivamente, para a sua conservação e revitalização.
Até poucos anos depois da reforma, em fevereiro de 1846, a praça
aparentemente ainda mantinha sua dignidade. Foi solicitada à Câmara Municipal
a instalação “no Cais da Imperatriz” (na verdade, na Praça Municipal) de “quatro
assentos de pedra”, à semelhança dos que existiam no cais da Praça dos Mineiros,
já que, por falta dessa comodidade, as famílias pouco permaneciam “naquela
elegante praça”. Os bancos foram colocados quatro meses depois, em junho do
mesmo ano46.
Em 09 de junho de 1855, a Estrada de Ferro D. Pedro II solicitou licença
do governo imperial para “construir cais ou ponte de madeira sobre o mar, bem como
levantar barracões na Praça Municipal para desembarque e depósito dos objetos
necessários às obras desta estrada”. A Câmara Municipal rejeitou o pedido,
entendendo ser a referida praça um local “onde a edificação é regular e sob plano,
tendo quase em seu centro um chafariz e sobre o mar o melhor cais de embarque e
desembarque que se vê em todo o nosso litoral”, servindo ainda a praça de mercado

45. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Fundo
Câmara Municipal,Série Cais,
40.2.67, fl. 76-77.
46. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Fundo
Câmara Municipal, Série
Cais, 40.2.67, Fl. 98-99.
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provisório onde se vem vender legumes, frutas e outros gêneros à população daquelas
circunvizinhanças”47. Essa negativa, contudo, não parece ter sido suficiente para
deter as intenções da companhia. Em 1870, foi informado o péssimo estado da
praça, em decorrência da determinação da Diretoria da Estrada de Ferro de que
nela fosse descarregado o carvão de pedra destinado aos seus serviços, que, em
contínuo movimento, gerava um pó danoso à saúde48. Foi feito um vigoroso protesto
popular, entendendo a subdelegacia do Segundo Distrito de Santa Rita que a
companhia não tinha o direito de se apossar e, menos ainda, destruir logradouro
público destinado à comodidade das pessoas e ao embelezamento da cidade, tendo
sido reconhecida a necessidade urgente das obras49.
Em junho de 1893, a queixa de um morador sobre o estado de abandono
e falta de asseio do outrora Largo da Imperatriz pedia, “a bem da moralidade
pública”, para remover pedras arrancadas, que tinham virado entulho, bem como
impedir o “ajuntamento de vagabundos e imigrantes que praticam obcenidades e
pronunciam palavras obcenas” naquele local50 . Contudo, uma outra grande reforma
só lhe estaria reservada novamente no início do século XX, por ocasião dos grandes
aterros para a construção do Porto do Rio de Janeiro, feitos entre 1904 e 1910.

O Chafariz da Praça Municipal

47. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.73. Fl. 35.
48. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.73. Fl. 103.
49. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
40.2.73. Fl. 105-108.
50. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
49.1.54., Fl. 1/1v.
51. Manuscritos, Biblioteca
Nacional. C-0941, 004, Nº
002.
52. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
67.1.12.
53. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
46.3.26.
54.
Ver
Pontifícia
Universidade Católica do
Rio de Janeiro (1979).

Em 1840, um juiz de paz na Freguesia de Santa Rita encaminhou
requerimento ao Ministério do Império, solicitando licença para construir, com
subscrição popular, um chafariz considerado de utilidade pública na Praça do
Valongo51. Em 26 de novembro de 1842, há registro de um embargo feito na obra
de construção desse chafariz, para a qual teria sido necessário derrubar uma
barraca de madeira muito velha no local onde ele seria construído, bem como
retirar objetos destinados à venda, porém muito deteriorados52.
A julgar pela documentação consultada, aparentemente esse chafariz
já estavam construído no ano seguinte, em 1843. A Câmara, desejosa de perpetuar
a memória do desembarque da Imperatriz Teresa Cristina Maria na Praça
Municipal, oferecera ao imperador o desenho de um chafariz monumental feito
pelo vereador Luis Rodrigues Ferreira. Essa oferta no entanto foi declinada, tendo
sido encarregada de concebê-lo a Academia Imperial de Belas Artes, pela própria
Câmara Municipal, em 14 de fevereiro de 1844. A Congregação dos Professores
sugeriu um concurso em que fosse apresentada proposta reunindo os dois
chafarizes, aproveitando em parte o já existente, em um monumento-chafariz,
encimado por uma estátua da Beneficiência. Grandjean de Montigny fez o risco
e o detalhamento da obra, aí incluída a descrição do monumento, seu esquema
hidráulico, sua simbologia e inscrições. Submetido à aprovação do imperador em
13 de maio do mesmo ano, esse monumento foi por ele aprovado em 19 de junho.
Tanto o outro chafariz já existia então, que, para a execução do monumento, foi
sugerido o aproveitamento da sua base53 54.
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Outros documentos reforçam a ideia de que àquela altura o chafariz
proposto anteriormente já estava implantado no local. Em 1846, começaram a
surgir propostas de proprietários e mestres de navios mercantes, bem como do
negociante João Alfredo Russel, para encanar com tubulação de chumbo as águas
que sobravam do “chafariz da Praça Municipal”, o qual “deitava água por bicas
de telhas” que escorriam sem proveito pelo chão, para abastecer os navios do
cais55. Como a água só podia ser apanhada nos chafarizes do Largo do Paço e
no Largo do Moura, as embarcações que aportavam no Cais da Imperatriz tinham
que carregar água em baldes, o que era tido como vexaminoso. De toda forma,
documento da Inspeção Geral de Obras Públicas a esse propósito, datado de
março desse mesmo ano, continuou fazendo menção ao outro “chafariz monumental
que o governo pretende mandar fazer”, sinal de que a essa altura ele continuava
sendo apenas uma intenção56. Entre 1849 e 1852, há vários requerimentos
solicitando penas d’água derivadas do encanamento do chafariz existente 57. Suas
águas excedentes passaram a ser requisitadas também para o abastecimento das
embarcações de cabotagem que ancoravam naquela região por conta do cais,
para o que foi mais uma vez solicitada àquela mesma instância aprovação para
um projeto de encanamento58.
Em vista da grandiosidade da obra monumental que se pretendia
realizar em honra da imperatriz, seria necessário retificar a Praça Municipal.
Jazidas de mármore em São Fidelis, próxima a Campos, no norte do Rio de Janeiro,
foram cogitadas como fonte da matéria-prima necessária para o chafariz, mas
decidiu-se finalmente encomendá-la na Itália. Contudo, embora a decisão sobre o
monumento ainda não tivesse sido tomada, seu modelo foi exibido na Exposição
Geral da Academia de Belas Artes, realizada em 184559.
Na verdade, o chafariz monumental projetado por Grandjean de
Montigny nunca chegou a ser executado, embora a Praça Municipal tenha sido
regularizada para recebê-lo60. Um outro monumento alternativo, de características
distintas, menos grandioso e de menor qualidade artística acabou sendo erguido
anos depois, na década de 1870, por um de seus discípulos, o arquiteto das Obras
Públicas Francisco Joaquim Bethencourt da Silva: uma coluna circular de granito com
caneluras, formada por 91 monolitos sobre pedestal circular também de granito,
elevada sobre três degraus. Nessa coluna foram colocadas quatro bicas, que
jorravam água em um tanque retangular; encimada por um capitel coríntio, sobre ele
foi colocada uma esfera armilar com as três setas que simbolizam o martírio de São
Sebastião, padroeiro do Rio de Janeiro, e que compõem as armas da cidade. Esse
marco comemorativo da chegada da imperatriz foi inaugurado em 02 de dezembro
de 187261 e encontra-se até hoje no local, a atual Praça Jornal do Commercio,
embora tenham sido retiradas as bicas e o tanque que o compunham originalmente
(Figura 10). Na sua base, uma placa ali afixada pela Secretaria Municipal de
Cultura informa atualmente o seguinte: “neste local existiu o Cais da Imperatriz. Em
1843, o antigo Cais do Valongo foi alargado e embelezado para receber a futura
Imperatriz Teresa Cristina, que chegava para casar com D. Pedro II”.
Anais do Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.- Abr. 2016.

Figura 10 – O marco comemorativo do desembarque da Imperatriz Teresa Cristina Maria no cais
construído em sua homenagem, originalmente um chafariz com quatro bicas. De autoria de Bethencourt
da Silva, foi inaugurado em 1872 na então Praça Municipal, posteriormente Praça Jornal do Commercio.
A fotografia, realizada pela equipe do projeto em 2011, mostra tal como ele se encontrava ao se
iniciarem as intervenções arqueológicas.

A oportunidade
Na circunstância do remodelamento da zona portuária da cidade do Rio
de Janeiro com vistas a sua revitalização para as Olimpíadas de 2016, foram
realizadas pesadas obras de infraestrutura urbana que implicaram intervenções em
subsolo. Em virtude da Lei Federal nº 3.924/61, que dispõe sobre os sítios
arqueológicos da União, e do Decreto Municipal nº 22.872/2003, que cria a
obrigatoriedade da pesquisa arqueológica nas obras de intervenção urbana, o Instituto
do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional recomendou o monitoramento arqueológico
de toda a área do empreendimento. A convite dos empreendedores, a Etapa 1 do
Programa de Revitalização Urbana da Zona Portuária ficou sob nossa coordenação,
compreendendo o trecho entre a Praça Mauá e a Praça Jornal do Commercio. No
caso da localização, nesta última praça, dos dois sítios históricos de grande relevância
– o Cais do Valongo e o Cais da Imperatriz – apenas o monitoramento arqueológico
das intervenções seria não somente uma abordagem inadequada, como insuficiente e
equivocada, de tal forma que foi elaborado um projeto de natureza acadêmica, com
o objetivo de encontrá-los por meio de escavações sistemáticas.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Àquela altura não era possível saber se as reformas promovidas na
região no início do século XX tinham destruído o Cais da Imperatriz. E se este, por
sua vez, ao ser embelezado para receber a princesa Teresa Cristina, tinha
eliminado o Cais do Valongo. O projeto, propondo-se a uma ação de resgate do
que poderia ter restado tanto de um quanto de outro, tinha no entanto o Cais do
Valongo como foco principal. Não se tratava, no caso, de privilegiar um momento
histórico em detrimento de outro, mas sim que a realeza se fez suficientemente
lembrar – e a coluna que celebra a chegada da Imperatriz Teresa Cristina Maria,
até hoje no local, é um testemunho disso – enquanto os africanos que chegaram
pelo Valongo para serem escravizados no Brasil foram esquecidos62.
Alcançar esse objetivo, contudo, implicava grande desafio
metodológico, na medida em que seria preciso conciliar com a pesquisa
arqueológica as metas e o apertado cronograma do programa de revitalização,
impostos rigorosamente pela Prefeitura do Rio de Janeiro. Dada a relevância dos
dois sítios, o procedimento correto, do ponto de vista científico, seria a escavação
convencional do trecho da Praça Jornal do Commercio, onde supostamente
deveriam estar os dois cais. Contudo, tratava-se de uma intervenção de todo
dependente do poder público municipal, posto que implicava o fechamento das
duas pistas de uma das principais vias de escoamento do trânsito na zona
portuária, a avenida Barão de Tefé (Figuras 11 e 12), bem como o rompimento
das suas respectivas camadas de asfalto, o que só poderia ser feito, de fato, pari
passu com as obras de infraestrutura em andamento e com o suporte da Prefeitura,
que tinha muita pressa. Isso significava abrir mão, em parte, do que era esperado
e desejado do ponto de vista científico, em prol do que era possível na
circunstância do empreendimento. Ou seja, tão somente monitorar o que fosse
emergencial e escavar sistematicamente o que fosse possível. Assim, o trabalho
foi iniciado em consonância com a intervenção prevista para as duas pistas de
rolamento, no caso, a instalação de um sistema de drenagem de alta capacidade
de escoamento de águas pluviais.
Cumpre destacar que o local escolhido para a implantação dessa nova
galeria foi precisamente o do antigo canal natural de drenagem que serpenteava
pelo talvegue entre os morros da Conceição e do Livramento, coletando as águas
do interior e das vertentes das duas elevações e despejando-as no mar. Ou seja,
o caminho natural das águas, que corresponde atualmente às ruas Camerino
(antiga rua do Valongo, onde estava situado o mercado de escravos, posteriormente
rua da Imperatriz), e seu prolongamento hoje em dia, a avenida Barão de Tefé.
Obra de caráter emergencial, a galeria de águas pluviais vinha sendo implantada
em trecho liberado de monitoramento pelo Iphan, no sentido do porto para dentro,
até chegar ao ponto em que o mar alcançava, no século XIX, a atual Praça Jornal
do Commercio, na confluência com a rua Coelho e Castro. Quando a equipe de
arqueologia foi autorizada a iniciar o trabalho nesse local, em janeiro de 2011,
já havia sido removida a cobertura asfáltica de uma área de 11,50 x 5,10 m,
escavada mecanicamente até 1,40m.
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Figura 11 – Em amarelo, a Praça Jornal do Commercio em 2012, cujo formato acompanha o do antigo
pontal do Valongo, ladeada pela bifurcação da avenida Barão de Tefé em duas pistas de rolamento.
A continuação da pista da direita, na direção oposta ao mar, é a antiga rua do Valongo, posteriormente
rua da Imperatriz, e hoje rua Camerino. Ambas são separadas pela rua Sacadura Cabral, a transversal
sinuosa que corta a região. No século XIX, o mar chegava até a atual Praça Jornal do Commercio. Mas
hoje em dia, em decorrência dos sucessivos aterros feitos no início do século XX para a construção do
Porto do Rio de Janeiro, ele foi recuado em cerca de 350 m. Fonte: Google Earth, 2011.

Figura 12 – A extremidade da Praça Jornal do Commercio e a bifurcação da avenida Barão de Tefé
em duas pistas de rolamento, previamente ao início das intervenções, em 2011. À esquerda, a
confluência com a rua Coelho e Castro. Nessa foto, feita no sentido sul/norte, a pista da esquerda (ao
contrário da foto anterior, vista de cima, feita no sentido norte/sul, onde ela está à direita) é a que
corresponde ao antigo canal natural de drenagem, continuação da rua Camerino, após o cruzamento
com a rua Sacadura Cabral. Fonte: Google Street, 2011.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Os achados
Foi dada, então, continuidade à escavação dessa abertura inicial,
aprofundando-a. A partir de 1,85 m, foram encontrados os primeiros vestígios do
que se supôs ser o Cais da Imperatriz, no caso, lajotas de pedra de diferentes
dimensões, arrematadas por blocos também de diferentes dimensões posicionados
verticalmente, formando uma borda. Saindo dessa estrutura foi observado um
segmento de tubo de ferro, com cerca de 0,40 m de diâmetro, parcialmente
submerso. A partir de 1,0 m de profundidade, a água do lençol freático, somada
à subida do nível do mar na maré alta, alagava a área de escavação, dificultando
o trabalho e a observação de vestígios arqueológicos. Foi iniciado o bombeamento
de água para facilitar o andamento dos trabalhos (Figuras 13).

Figura 14 – Trincheira demarcada para escavação mecânica ao longo da pista esquerda da avenida
Barão de Tefé, no sentido da rua Sacadura Cabral, para implantação da galeria de águas pluviais.

A Frente 1

Figura 13 – Os primeiros vestígios encontrados, uma superfície de lajotas de pedra atribuídas
tentativamente ao Cais da Imperatriz, vendo-se à esquerda o tubo de ferro que saía dessa estrutura,
parcialmente submerso no lençol freático.

Em seguida a essa abertura, foi demarcada uma trincheira ao longo da
pista esquerda da avenida Barão de Tefé, no sentido da rua Sacadura Cabral,
para dar continuidade à implantação das aduelas de concreto que comporiam a
galeria de águas pluviais (Figura 14). Para fins metodológicos e de controle do
material arqueológico recuperado nessa grande trincheira escavada mecanicamente,
ela foi designada como Frente 1.
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Essa trincheira, escavada mecanicamente, foi subdidivida em trechos,
considerando-se Trecho 1 aquele onde foram encontradas as lajotas de pedra do
suposto Cais da Imperatriz. Com largura aproximada de 5,50 m, essa trincheira,
que atingiu em média 3,0 m de profundidade, foi subdividida pela equipe de
arqueologia em trechos também de cerca de 5,50 m de extensão, gerando
unidades de escavação de aproximadamente 5,50 x 5,50 m, dispostas em
sucessão, do Trecho 1 ao 15, ao longo de 87,0 m. Essa medida não foi
determinada de forma arbitrária, mas estabelecida a partir das dimensões da
blindagem metálica implantada previamente para viabilizar a colocação das
aduelas de concreto de seção retangular, que compuseram a galeria de águas
pluviais (Figuras 15 e 16).
Ao final do Trecho 1, foi encontrada a outra extremidade do tubo de
ferro, de 0,40 m de diâmetro. Entre os Trechos 2 e 4, foi observada a seguinte
estratigrafia: logo abaixo do asfalto, camada 1, composta por sedimento arenolamoso, com coloração marrom clara e manchas alaranjadas, fragmentos de
rochas, tijolos e telhas, sem vestígios arqueológicos, desde a superfície até 2,00
m de profundidade, típica de aterro. Camada 2: em nível mais profundo, entre 2,0
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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e 3,0 m, apareceu uma camada de sedimento areno-lamoso, heterogêneo, de
coloração marrom muito escuro, com presença de fibras vegetais de Attalea funifera
(piaçava), e forte concentração de vestígios arqueológicos. Os materiais
arqueológicos que não foram identificados visualmente durante a escavação, ou
mesmo por vistoria posterior à coleta dos sedimentos, foi encaminhado para
peneiramento, em razão da altíssima fertilidade arqueológica dessa camada.
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por paralelepípedos (0,15-0,30 m); camada de solo característica de aterro, arenolamosa, heterogênea, de cor acastanhada (0,30-2,00 m). Seguiu-se uma camada
composta por sedimento lamo-arenoso, castanho escuro, com abundância de material
orgânico, até o nível fixado para as escavações da galeria, em 3,0 m de profundidade.
Essa camada apresentou, conforme mencionado acima, altíssima densidade de vestígios
arqueológicos, com maior concentração ainda nesses segmentos. Entre os Trechos 5 e
9, ela apareceu a uma profundidade de 2,00. No Trecho 10, tornou-se subitamente
mais rasa e com um ligeiro aclive em direção à rua Sacadura Cabral. Na parede sul,
estava em 1,90 m, e, na parede norte, em 1,60 m de profundidade. Entre os Trechos
12 e 14, essa camada de alta fertilidade arqueológica surgiu entre 1,60 e 3,0 m de
profundidade (Figura 17). Ela parecia ser mais profunda, mas a escavação ao longo
de toda a trincheira obedeceu ao limite estabelecido pela engenharia para a implantação
da drenagem, sempre em 3,0 de profundidade, não tendo sido permitido à equipe de
arqueologia aprofundá-la, para não comprometer o trabalho de implantação das
aduelas. Os sedimentos resultantes das escavações desses trechos foram vistoriados para
coleta dos materiais de maior visibilidade e encaminhados para peneiramento, para
que fossem resgatados os de pequenas dimensões.

Figuras 15 e 16 – Escavação progressiva da galeria de águas pluviais e escoramento com blindagem metálica
para implantação das aduelas de concreto ao longo da trincheira da galeria de águas pluviais -– Frente 1.

Figura 17 – Segmento do perfil estratigráfico do Trecho 14, vendo-se no nível inferior, entre 2,0 e 3,0 m de
profundidade, a camada de sedimento lamo-arenoso castanho escuro, com presença abundante de fibras
vegetais de Attalea funifera (piaçava) e forte concentração de vestígios arqueológicos.

De modo geral, os Trechos de 5 a 12 apresentaram um comportamento
estratigráfico bastante similar, diferindo apenas na profundidade da última camada,
que foi se tornando mais rasa a partir do Trecho 10. A estratigrafia desses trechos pode
ser assim sumarizada: camada asfáltica (0-0,15 m), seguida por uma camada composta

Ao longo desses trechos continuaram sendo encontrados tubos de ferro
iguais ao do Trecho 1, agora em conexão, tratando-se de parte de um sistema de
esgoto implantado pioneiramente no Rio de Janeiro, na década de 1870, pela
The Rio de Janeiro City Improvements Company Ltd. Colocados no contato com a
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63. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
36.2.1, Fl. 163.
64. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
36.2.1, Fl. 167.

camada escura, de alta fertilidade arqueológica, os tubos mediram 5,50 m de
comprimento e 0.40 m de diâmetro. Traziam impressa a marca R. M. Co.,
provavelmente britânica, alguns apresentando também as iniciais O.P.C.B seguidas
de um número (300, 400 ou 500).
A escavação do último segmento dessa galeria, o Trecho 15, atingiu a
complicada interseção da avenida Barão de Tefé com as ruas Camerino e a
transversal Sacadura Cabral, onde inúmeras redes se entrecruzavam em subsolo,
em meio a um emaranhado de estruturas, entre elas um vigoroso alicerce de pedra
transversal à galeria. Nesse ponto, a tubulação de ferro se conectava a uma válvula
com a inscrição Glenfield Co. Limited Kilmarnock. Uma das maiores empresas
fabricantes de válvulas do mundo, localizada em Kilmarnock, Escócia, ela foi
fundada em 1852, e teve seu período de maior expansão entre 1871 e 1904.
A implantação desse sistema de esgoto era decorrente de um quadro
de insalubridade generalizada à época. Em meados do século XIX, as péssimas
condições sanitárias reinantes, com a população assolada por graves morbidades
e sucessivos surtos epidêmicos, requeriam providências emergenciais. Suja, sem
condições mínimas de higiene e sem saneamento básico, a cidade – que se
expandira em meio a pântanos e lagoas, com ruas estreitas e mal ventiladas – era
ainda frequentemente alagada por ocasião de fortes chuvas que não encontravam
escoamento, produzindo um ambiente úmido e insalubre. Na área do Valongo, as
condições não eram diferentes. Em março de 1841, a Câmara Municipal solicitou
orçamento para os seguintes serviços:

séculos anteriores. O vigoroso alicerce mencionado acima decerto obstaculizou o
escoadouro de águas pluviais, criando-se uma área de despejo de toda sorte de
materiais, provavelmente fétida, à semelhança dos “valões” que podem ser
observados atualmente em periferias de áreas urbanas. Os serviços requisitados
pela Câmara Municipal determinavam facilitar o escoamento das águas,
precisamente, por ali, um caminho natural para elas, e assim atenuar as condições
de absoluta insalubridade daquela área.
Para tentar sanar o problema, o imperador D. Pedro II abriu, em 1853,
uma concorrência para a implantação de um sistema de esgotamento sanitário, vencida
por dois sócios que transferiram a concessão para a empresa The Rio de Janeiro City
Improvements Company, de capital inglês, em maio de 186365. Edward Gotto,
engenheiro inglês, foi o autor do projeto de saneamento, feito a partir de levantamento
realizado em 1866 sob sua direção, e também do mapa publicado em 1871,
intitulado Plan of the City of Rio de Janeiro66 (Figura 18). Seu projeto fez do Rio de
Janeiro a segunda capital, depois de Londres (1815), e a terceira cidade, depois de
Londres e Hamburgo (1842), a receber um sistema de esgotamento sanitário.

65. Ver Eduardo Cesar
Marques (1995, p.51-67).
66. Ver Edward Gotto
(1871).

1º) A construção de duas pequenas pontes sobre o mar, uma correspondendo ao beco que
faz a continuação do da [sic] Pedra do Sal, e outra ao (...) da Praia do Valongo, defronte
das escadinhas, a fim de que pelas ditas pontes se façam os despejos bem ao mar.
2º) Tapar vala imunda que existe junto do denominado cais do Valongo, dispondo
convenientemente o lugar para o fácil escoamento das águas, e
3º) finalmente para o calçamento do lugar denominado cais do Valongo, a fim de evitar-se o
lameiro que ali se faz com as chuvas63.

Poucos dias depois, ela dirigiu ofício ao fiscal da freguesia de Santa
Rita, à qual pertencia essa área, ordenando que “fizesse cessar [o quanto antes]
os despejos que se fazem no chamado Cais do Valongo, determinando que se
façam na praia correspondente ao beco das escadinhas e da Pedra do Sal”64.
É importante destacar o segundo item, que menciona a “vala imunda”
junto ao Valongo (grifo nosso). Trata-se precisamente do local onde, ao longo da
pista da avenida Barão de Tefé, foi encontrada quantidade excepcional de vestígios
arqueológicos acumulados e atribuídos ao período de funcionamento do Cais do
Valongo, como resultado de descartes contínuos nessa área, que lhe era adjacente.
Tal como já apontado, era por ali que anteriormente as águas
provenientes dos morros da Conceição e do Livramento e também da drenagem
de parte da área central da cidade escoavam, configurando um antigo canal
natural, visível na forma de uma linha sinuosa na documentação cartográfica de
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Figura 18 – A planta de Edward Gotto, em nove folhas, mostra em detalhe o trajeto das tubulações na
área que receberia o sistema de esgotamento, no centro da cidade. Na folha 5, aqui reproduzida
parcialmente, pode ser visto o seu traçado ao longo da Praça Municipal (no centro da figura), tal como
de fato foi encontrado nas escavações, desaguando no mar. Da mesma forma, figura na planta uma
tubulação até o chafariz da praça, indicado como um flushing tank. Constata-se nesse mapa que àquela
altura, em 1871, existia de fato apenas esse chafariz, o que mais uma vez confirma a inexistência do
outro, de caráter monumental, que se queria dedicar à Imperatriz. Tampouco a coluna comemorativa
com as quatro bicas havia sido erguida a esse tempo.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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A Frente 2
Paralela e simultaneamente ao início da escavação da trincheira
correspondente à Frente 1, na altura da rua Coelho e Castro, foi cortado o asfalto
para abertura de uma outra trincheira na pista oposta da avenida Barão de Tefé,
à direita, medindo 6,0 x 1,0 m. A ampliação da escavação nesse ponto permitiu
uma melhor compreensão da estratigrafia, que expôs uma cobertura asfáltica com
aproximadamente 0,15 m, seguida de uma camada de aterro bastante espessa,
que chegou a uma profundidade de 1,60 m. Aí foi encontrado outro segmento das
lajotas de pedra, semelhante ao encontrado no Trecho 1, atribuído tentativamente
ao Cais da Imperatriz (Figura 19).

A montante das lajotas surgiram dois degraus formados por blocos de
pedra posicionados verticalmente, e paralelepípedos. Adjacentes a eles, os
paralelos foram assentados com uma configuração geométrica, parte no sentido
noroeste/sudeste, parte no sentido sudoeste/nordeste. Da mesma forma, esse
calçamento foi atribuído ao Cais da Imperatriz, não só por se configurar como uma
continuidade em relação às lajotas de pedra do cais, mas porque esse tipo de
calçamento surgiu mais tardiamente na área urbana do Rio de Janeiro, não sendo
possível atribuí-lo ao período de funcionamento do Valongo (Figura 20).
A continuidade das escavações feitas no Trecho 2 mostrou que o
calçamento de paralelos atribuído ao Cais da Imperatriz foi interrompido em sentido
diagonal, o que permitiu que elas fossem aprofundadas em busca do Cais do
Valongo. E de fato, a 0,60 m abaixo dos paralelos, começou a surgir um outro
calçamento, feito de pedras irregulares, sugerindo se tratar de pé de moleque
(Figura 20). Em meio às pedras, foi achado um fragmento de cachimbo de
cerâmica escura. Havia sido encontrado o Valongo.

Figura 20 – O corte em diagonal feito nos paralelos, no passado, que permitiu o aprofundamento da
escavação e o achado do calçamento do Cais do Valongo.

Figura 19 – O surgimento das lajotas de pedra do Cais da Imperatriz, e, acima delas, o calçamento
de paralelos atribuído também a ele.
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A partir desse ponto, foram feitas dezenas de sondagens para exame
da estratigrafia e detecção da possível ocorrência dos calçamentos do Cais do
Valongo e do Cais da Imperatriz no subsolo. Para fins de maior controle, essa frente
foi subdividida nas áreas Sul, Norte e Oeste, tendo as siglas das sondagens aí
realizadas incorporado essa orientação. Na área Sul, foram demarcadas 26; na
Norte, 20; e na Oeste, 48. As sondagens, uma vez tendo proporcionado uma
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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67. Para um maior
detalhamento da estratigrafia
e do conteúdo dos cortes
feitos na Frente 2, ver
Relatório “Cais do Valongo/
Cais da Imperatriz”. Caderno
com 111 pranchas, janeiro de
2013, depositado na
Superintendência do Iphan
no Rio de Janeiro.

boa compreensão do comportamento estratigráfico e deposicional, não justificavam
mais a abertura de novos cortes, razão pela qual eles foram posteriormente
unificados em trincheiras e/ou transformados em escavações em área ampla, para
um melhor entendimento da organização do espaço (Figuras 21 a 24). Algumas
não foram escavadas em sua totalidade, por conterem remanescentes do Cais da
Imperatriz, tendo a escavação se aprofundado apenas até o esse nível, preservandose seu calçamento. O do Cais do Valongo não foi observado apenas em alguns
poucos cortes; onde ele foi encontrado, suas profundidades variaram de acordo
com o aclive em direção à rua Sacadura Cabral, desde 1.80m a 1,0 m67.

Figura 23 – Unificação das sondagens em trincheiras. Na base, o calçamento do Cais do Valongo.

Figura 21 – Exposição do
calçamento do Cais do
Valongo. Nas sondagens
iniciais da Frente 2 não
havia presença do
calçamento do Cais da
Imperatriz.

Figura 24 – Transformação das trincheiras em escavação em área ampla. Ao centro, segmento
preservado do calçamento do Cais da Imperatriz.

Figura 22 – Sucessão de sondagens ao longo da
Frente 2, sempre com o calçamento do Cais do
Valongo no fundo.
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As escavações realizadas na Frente 2 mostraram que, além do calçamento
do Cais do Valongo se estender além dos limites da pista esquerda da avenida Barão
de Tefé em direção ao terreno do vizinho Hospital dos Servidores do Estado, onde
ele não podia mais ser acessado, foram observadas duas inclinações para drenagem
de águas pluviais: um declive em direção ao mar, em seu eixo maior, e outro em
direção à canaleta de escoamento que corta a Frente 2 (Figura 25).
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Figura 26 – Superfície das lajotas de pedra do Cais da Imperatriz, rampada em direção à Praça Jornal
do Commercio.

Figura 25 – Escavação em área ampla, expondo a inclinação do calçamento em direção à canaleta
de escoamento de águas pluviais e em direção ao mar.

A Frente 3
Com o objetivo de unir os achados feitos nas duas extremidades, ou
seja, nas pistas esquerda (Frente 1) e direita (Frente 2) da avenida Barão de Tefé
(sentido rua Sacadura Cabral), foi aberta uma nova frente de escavação na Praça
Jornal do Commercio, designada como Frente 3, entre as duas em andamento,
medindo 5,40 m de comprimento e 3,20 m de largura, tendo sido alcançados,
inicialmente, 1,40 m de profundidade (Figura 26). Foi observada a seguinte
estratigrafia: até 0,10 m, pedras portuguesas que recobrem atualmente a praça;
entre 0,10 e 1,10 m, sedimento areno-argiloso, friável, de coloração acastanhada,
correspondente a aterro; e entre 1,10-1,40 m, sedimento argilo-arenoso de
coloração acastanhada escura, também correspondente a aterro. Com o
aprofundamento da escavação, atingiu-se entre 1,80 e 1,90 m de profundidade,
tendo sido parcialmente expostas as lajotas de pedra atribuídas ao Cais da
Imperatriz, compondo uma rampa.
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No seu topo surgiu uma estrutura diferenciada, resultante do afastamento
e do distanciamento dos dois degraus que apareceram na Frente 2 e que
continuaram nessa Frente 3, mas com sua posição original alterada. Os blocos que
a formavam, ao serem afastados, criaram um vazio que foi preenchido com pedras
de mão, de modo a criar uma barreira defensiva contra o mar, no caso, um
dissipador de energia hidráulica (Figura 27). Essa parece ter sido uma solução
improvisada para atenuar a força e o impacto das ondas sobre o cais,
constantemente danificado, como demonstram a estrutura remanescente e também
o registro documental, que aponta sucessivos pedidos de reparos, ao longo do
século XIX, para os danos provocados pelas “pancadas do mar”. Descuidada em
relação ao seu resultado pouco estético, essa intervenção parece ter sido bem
tardia, feita decerto em um momento em que o cais já se encontrava
consideravelmente degradado.
Com a escavação dessa estrutura para além de um envelopamento de
energia elétrica e de um duto de fibra ótica que atravessavam a área, ela foi
exposta em sua totalidade, permitindo constatar que foi grosseiramente sobreposta
às lajotas de pedra do cais da Imperatriz (Figura 28).
A continuidade das escavações em direção ao mar expôs uma
sequência de três degraus e mais um segmento de superfície rampada em lajotas
de pedra, confirmando se tratar de uma área de desembarque (Figura 29).
Um importante achado foi feito nessa rampa: o deslocamento anterior,
feito à época, de uma das lajotas de pedra que foi encontrada emborcada junto
ao seu local original (ver figura 27) , possibilitou a retirada do sedimento que
preenchia o espaço abaixo dela. Foi escavada uma área de 2,10 x 0,80 m, em
cujo nível inferior foi encontrado o calçamento de pedras irregulares do Cais do
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Valongo em forma de degraus (Figura 30), testemunhando que por baixo dessa
frente avançada do Cais da Imperatriz ele está presente, e era da mesma forma
escalonado, como consta no relatório do Intendente Paulo Viana, no qual ele afirma
que fez “o Cais do Valongo no fim da rua deste nome com rampas e escadas para
embarque”. Também nesse acesso, as obras de construção do Cais da Imperatriz
tão somente recobriram o velho Cais do Valongo, posto que não compensava,
para a nova finalidade, o reaproveitamento das suas pedras irregulares.

Figura 29 – Sequência de três degraus abaixo das lajotas de pedra do Cais da Imperatriz, em direção ao mar.

Figura 27 – Superfície rampada de lajotas de pedra e, ao
alto, dissipador de energia hidráulica improvisado com o
deslocamento dos blocos originais, criando um vazio que foi
preenchido com pedras de mão.

Figura 30 – Os degraus da escada do Valongo, em pedras irregulares, encontrada em escavação
oportunística embaixo das lajotas de pedra do Cais da Imperatriz.

Figura 28 – Sobreposição
grosseira de um dissipador
de energia hidráulica
sobre as lajotas do Cais
da Imperatriz.
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Várias lajotas do Cais da Imperatriz apresentaram evidências de terem
sido amarradas umas às outras, para proteção contra as investidas do mar. Tal
como exposto anteriormente, o registro documental faz referências à necessidade
dessas amarrações das pedras, com grampos de ferro ou de bronze, de modo a
impedir seu deslizamento (Figuras 31 a 33). Isso testemunha a força do impacto
contínuo das ondas sobre o cais, também por inúmeras vezes mencionado nos
documentos da época. Essa estratégia parece não ter sido suficiente, tornando
necessário, em período mais tardio, o desmantelamento de um segmento dos
degraus do Cais da Imperatriz e a improvisação, a partir deles, do já mencionado
dissipador de energia hidráulica.
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Figuras 31 a 33 – Grampos de metal para amarração
das pedras, para evitar seu deslisamento em decorrência
da força das águas.

Em outras lajotas, foram encontrados arganéis para cabos de amarração,
fincados nas pedras, alguns deles ainda conservando restos das fibras vegetais
utilizadas para essa finalidade, possivelmente de linho ou tucum (Figuras 34 a 39).
Paralelamente, as escavações tomaram o rumo oposto, em direção à
coluna comemorativa da chegada da Imperatriz Teresa Cristina Maria. Em uma
área de 10,0 x 8,0 m, surgiu o calçamento em pé de moleque do Cais do
Valongo, a 1,70 m de profundidade (Figura 40).
No mesmo nível desse calçamento e portanto parte integrante do
Valongo, foi identificado um segmento remanescente de lajotas de pedra de
diferentes dimensões, tanto inteiras quanto fragmentadas, compondo um percurso
alongado e relativamente estreito de 18,20 m de extensão, no primeiro trecho
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Figuras 34 a 39 – Arganéis para cabos de amarração encontrados fincados nas pedras do Cais da Imperatriz, alguns deles ainda
conservando restos das fibras vegetais dos cabos.
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visível, por 2,25 m de largura, centralizado como os degraus do cais e a coluna
comemorativa. Restaram poucas lajotas do conjunto original, tendo desaparecido
a maioria delas (Figura 41). Não foi possível avançar na exposição desse caminho
por ter sido encontrado um trecho preservado do calçamento do Cais da Imperatriz,
em uma área de aproximadamente 11,70 x 5,50 m, a 1,20 m de profundidade,
mas que desapareceu próximo à coluna (Figura 42).

Figura 40 – Acima do dissipador de energia hidráulica, lajotas de pedra do Cais do Valongo
e seu calçamento de pé de moleque.

Figura 42 – O principal trecho remanescente dos paralelos do Cais da Imperatriz,
compondo uma “ilha” em meio ao calçamento mais profundo do Cais do
Valongo. O muro de pedras que se vê à esquerda é recente, parte da estrutura
de escoramento do marco comemorativo da chegada da Imperatriz Teresa
Cristina Maria.

Figura 41 – Exposição ampla do calçamento do Cais do Valongo, correspondendo às Frentes
2 e 3. Ao fundo, uma das “ilhas” remanescentes do Cais da Imperatriz, com a superfície de
paralelos cortada em diagonal, encontrada logo no início da escavação da Frente 2.
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Figura 43 – Continuação do caminho de
lajotas de pedra do Cais do Valongo,
imediatamente em seguida à principal “ilha”
de paralelos do Cais da Imperatriz, o único
segmento intacto.

Contudo, logo após esse bloco remanescente do calçamento do Cais
da Imperatriz reapareceu mais um segmento desse percurso, o único intacto e sem
faltar pedra alguma. Trata-se de um retângulo de 2,20 x 1,80 m, formado por
lajotas e fragmentos de lajotas de diferentes dimensões (Figura 43). Caso tenha
existido esse percurso por baixo do trecho preservado do Cais da Imperatriz, o
que é bastante provável, esse caminho tinha em torno de 26,0 m de extensão.
Como, logo em seguida, foi colocada, na segunda metade do século XIX, a coluna
comemorativa da chegada da Imperatriz do Brasil, não foi possível saber se esse
percurso se prolongava ainda mais.
De cada lado da coluna comemorativa da chegada da imperatriz foram
encontradas cinco bases para postes de iluminação (Figura 44). A presença de
cimento na argamassa utilizada na sua construção permite atribuí-las ao século XX.
A julgar pela fotografia da Praça Municipal, de autoria de Augusto Malta (Figura
45), trata-se, provavelmente, de postes de iluminação posteriores aos do início do
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século, já que nela são visíveis apenas dois de cada lado. Em momento
desconhecido, o sistema de iluminação da praça parece ter sido intensificado,
ampliando-se para cinco as unidades que a ladeavam. Sua implantação, bastante
profunda, chegou a danificar em alguns pontos o calçamento do Cais do Valongo.

Figura 47 – Vista superior da pedra fundamental das Docas D.
Pedro II

Figura 44 – Vista das bases dos postes de iluminação do
século XX que ladeavam a coluna comemorativa do Cais
da Imperatriz. Sua implantação chegou a danificar o
calçamento do Cais do Valongo.

Figura 45
Praça Municipal, fotografia de Augusto Malta, início do século
XX. À direita, ao fundo, o edifício das Docas D. Pedro II, e na lateral, o
edifício que abriga atualmente o hotel Barão de Tefé. Fonte: Portal Augusto
Malta, Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro (AGCRJ).

Ainda na Frente 3, foi escavada uma nova trincheira para a implantação
da rede de esgoto, correndo paralelamente à longa trincheira da Frente 1 já descrita,
porém no sentido contrário, da rua Sacadura Cabral para o cais. Por razões técnicas
da obra, foi feito um desvio para dentro da área da praça, tendo essa nova trincheira
alcançado 28,40 m de comprimento, 1,50 m de largura e 1,0 m de profundidade.
No decorrer dessa escavação, foi encontrado um grande bloco retangular de granito
finamente lavrado, em frente ao nº 105 da av. Barão de Tefé e junto ao meio-fio da
Praça Jornal do Commercio, a 2,50 m de profundidade (Figura 46).
Sobre o bloco de granito lavrado, foram incrustadas as iniciais D DPII,
em mármore preto e branco; e no alto, à esquerda, a data 15-09-1871 (Figura
47). No centro do bloco, um recorte quadrado na pedra, medindo 0,35 x 0,35
m, sinalizava a existência de um compartimento interno, selado por uma tira de
metal para impedir sua abertura (Figura 48).
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Figura 46 – O surgimento inesperado de bloco de granito lavrado
em meio à escavação da trincheira para implantação da rede de
esgoto.

Figura 48 – Tira de metal selando um recorte quadrado na pedra,
sinalizando a existência de um compartimento interno no bloco de
granito
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68. Ver Sergio Tadeu de
Niemeyer Lamarão (2006).

O bloco foi progressivamente escavado à toda volta, de modo a ser
exposto em sua totalidade, e também para verificar se a peça estava isolada ou
associada a alguma estrutura. Após a sua exposição total, foi constatado que não
havia outras evidências senão o bloco, cabendo então proceder a sua identificação.
As iniciais, somadas à fina lavra, sugeriam tratar-se de peça de alguma forma
associada ao imperador D. Pedro II, sendo a data um forte indicador de uma
ocorrência relevante. Após rápida investigação, foi verificado que se tratava da
pedra fundamental do edifício das Docas D. Pedro II, situado na quadra seguinte da
Av. Barão de Tefé, próximo ao Cais da Imperatriz (Figura 49), a cerca de 60 m do
local do achado. Essa grande distância é pouco usual, já que pedras fundamentais
são em geral colocadas acima das fundações de uma construção, e não tão
afastadas dela. Por ora é desconhecida a razão desse distanciamento, que pode ter
sido decorrente de um açodamento em lançá-la, ainda que fora do lugar de praxe.

Figura 49 – O edifício das Docas D. Pedro II, ao lado do Cais da Imperatriz.

Restava, no caso, investigar o conteúdo do compartimento selado por
uma tira de metal. É comum que pedras fundamentais tenham no seu interior o que
se designa como cápsula do tempo, ou seja, algo que comprove, para a
posteridade, a data em que ocorreu o evento que ela celebra, tratando-se,
provavelmente, de um compartimento destinado a guardar esses testemunhos.
Aberta posteriormente, em outubro de 2012, pelo Instituto Rio Patrimônio da
Humanidade, de fato ela continha no seu interior uma caixa de madeira revestida
de chumbo, contendo exemplares de jornais do dia do lançamento da pedra, a
saber Diário Oficial do Império do Brasil, Jornal do Commercio e A Reforma, bem
como nove moedas, de bronze, prata, cobre e ouro. Bastante danificados, os
jornais foram recuperados e identificados por restauradores da Biblioteca Nacional.
O edifício das Docas D. Pedro II foi idealizado como parte de um plano
muito mais abrangente concebido pelo engenheiro André Rebouças, inspirado por
uma visita sua às docas da Rainha Vitória, na Inglaterra68. Visando a modernização
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das atividades portuárias, que padeciam então de considerável ineficiência e
morosidade crônica, seu plano consistia em um grande empreendimento que
envolvia a construção de uma estação marítima acoplada à ferrovia D. Pedro II, e
de ramais que seriam conectados à estrada de ferro. Dessa forma seria possível
diminuir os custos operacionais e facilitar o embarque e o desembarque de
mercadorias, especialmente do café. Seriam construídos grandes armazéns
próximos ao cais, que agilizariam a movimentação dessas mercadorias, estando
previstos ainda estaleiros para construção naval e diques para a manutenção de
embarcações. Em seu projeto de junção do terminal ferroviário com o litoral,
Rebouças concebeu uma rede de docas que seriam implantadas à beira mar na
Saúde e na Gamboa, cobrindo o litoral norte da cidade, desde a Prainha até a
Gamboa. O ramal ferroviário passaria pela rua Larga de São Joaquim (atual av.
Marechal Floriano), junto ao Colégio Dom Pedro II, desviaria para a rua da
Imperatriz (atual rua Camerino), até chegar à Saúde.
A primeira delas a ser implantada foi a Docas D. Pedro II, e, para viabilizála, Rebouças associou-se à Stephen Busk & Co, da empresa de navegação Liverpool
Brazil and Riner Plate Mail Steamers, em 1868, sob os auspícios do imperador, que
cedeu seu nome ao empreendimento. A pedra fundamental da nova companhia foi
assentada no dia 15 de setembro de 1871, ao meio-dia, em requintada cerimônia
de inauguração das obras de sua construção. Ausente o imperador, então no exterior,
foi realizada em presença de Sua Alteza Imperial, a Princesa Regente Dona Isabel
Cristina de Bragança e Bourbon e de seu marido, o Príncipe Consorte Dom Luís Filipe
Gastão de Orléans, Conde d’Eu, além de outros membros da nobreza. Os príncipes
se dirigiram ao local na galeota imperial, com numerosos convidados que foram
transportados em barcas das Companhias Fluminense, Ferry e Mauá, profusamente
adornadas para a ocasião. Desembarcando na ponte flutuante do Largo da Imperatriz
(antigo Cais do Valongo), foram recebidos em pavilhão armado no centro da praça,
especial e ricamente decorado para a ocasião.
Contudo, a solenidade transcorreu sob forte tensão. O Diário do Rio de
Janeiro publicou matérias, em 15 de setembro de 1871 e também no dia seguinte69
, sobre a vigorosa reação dos proprietários das marinhas das enseadas da Saúde
e da Gamboa, encaminhada em documento à princesa regente D. Isabel. Nesse
protesto, eles reclamavam que o privilégio fora concedido a alguns poucos, sem
a concorrência de outros que exerciam a mesma função, configurando um
monopólio. Da mesma forma, os moradores acusavam a empresa de prepotência,
ao se apossar de terrenos públicos e de interferir nas obras realizadas na Praça
Municipal, inclusive desmanchando o calçamento já pronto, para o assentamento
da pedra fundamental.
A Câmara Municipal embargara a obra na véspera da solenidade, o que
foi descumprido por ordem de André Rebouças. Oficiais de justiça voltaram à Praça
Municipal no dia da cerimônia, durante os preparativos para o assentamento da pedra,
e ratificaram o embargo, “nada mais podendo fazer em respeito às pessoas presentes”.
A companhia foi multada por “embaraçar logradouro público” sem ter requerido a
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69. Diário do Rio de Janeiro,
PR-SPR 0005, de setembro
1871. Biblioteca Nacional. .
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necessária licença. Mesmo assim a cerimônia prosseguiu, tendo sido oferecido aos
convidados, na volta, um banquete com “três mesas de 50 talheres cada uma”.
O prédio das Docas D. Pedro II foi concluído em 1875, alterando
substancialmente seu entorno, em especial os trapiches da antiga rua da Saúde
(atual rua Sacadura Cabral) que perderam o acesso ao mar e, por conseguinte,
sua função, tendo sido inúteis os veementes protestos de seus proprietários.
A demora em conseguir viabilizar o restante do projeto acabou por
deitar por terra os planos de Rebouças, com a agravante de que a então rua da
Imperatriz era estreita e curvilínea, totalmente inadequada para a implantação de
uma linha de trem. De tal forma que do grandioso plano de Rebouças restou
apenas o prédio das Docas D. Pedro II.

A Frente 4
Tendo sido constatados, na Frente 2, remanescentes do Cais do Valongo
e do Cais da Imperatriz, era preciso investigar a extensão de ambos em direção à rua
Sacadura Cabral. Para tanto, uma nova frente de escavação foi aberta, designada
como Frente 4, ao longo da via à direita da av. Barão de Tefé, em continuação à
Frente 2. Visando o controle sobre os achados, a Frente 4 foi dividida em trechos
equivalentes aos da galeria de águas pluviais da av. Barão de Tefé, por se tratar de
duas vias paralelas, separadas apenas pela Praça Municipal. A Frente 4 começou no
Trecho 7 e se estendeu até o 14, próximo à esquina com a rua Sacadura Cabral.
Após o corte e a retirada do asfalto, foi feita uma sequência de dez
sondagens de 1,0 x 1,0 m, 2,0 x 1,0 m e 2,0 x 2,0 m em intervalos de 5,0 m
(de S1 a S10). De modo geral, com pequenas nuances, a estratigrafia da Frente
4 se mostrou semelhante à da Frente 2, tendo o calçamento do Cais do Valongo
aparecido nas cinco sondagens iniciais, em profundidades variadas, de acordo
com o aclive da área em direção à rua Sacadura Cabral, entre 1,50 m e 1,05
m, estando a última a apenas 9,0 m de distância dela. Nas demais sondagens,
apareceu piso de terra batida bastante compactado, entre 1,45 m e 1,18 m de
profundidade, acompanhando o aclive mencionado acima (Figura 50).
Após a realização das sondagens e seus resultados, a opção
metodológica foi a escavação de superfície ampla, promovendo-se a ligação entre
os cortes exploratórios tal como foi feito na Frente 2, de modo a expor os
remanescentes tanto do Cais da Imperatriz quanto do Cais do Valongo, onde eles
foram detectados. O registro das novas áreas escavadas foi feito tomando-se como
base as sondagens que haviam sido previamente realizadas nessa frente.
Inicialmente, foi escavado o trecho entre S3 e S4, entre a superfície e
1,20 m. A estratigrafia mostrou-se semelhante à encontrada em S3 e S4. À
profundidade de 1,20 m, apareceram o calçamento do Cais do Valongo e a
canaleta de escoamento de águas pluviais, continuidade da mesma estrutura
encontrada na Frente 2.
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Figura 50 – Piso de terra batida muito compacto no fundo das sondagens posteriores
da Frente 4.

No trecho entre S1 e S6, a estratigrafia mostrou-se semelhante à
encontrada em S3 e S4. O Cais do Valongo surgiu preservado em S1, a uma
profundidade de 1,46 m. Em S3, a 1,35 m, e em S5, a 1,20 m, acompanhando
o aclive em direção à rua Sacadura Cabral, foi exposto mais um segmento da
canaleta.
Totalmente preservado entre S1 e S2, a partir daí e em direção à rua
Sacadura Cabral, o calçamento do Valongo apresentou falhas ou deslocamentos
de pedras em função de perturbações anteriores. Em S4, elas se tornaram mais
evidentes, existindo trechos nos quais ele está totalmente ausente. Em S6, o
calçamento desapareceu de todo, não ocorrendo mais daí em diante. Entre S7 e
S10 foi encontrado apenas um piso de terra batida muito compacto.
Escavado o trecho entre S6 e S7, a estratigrafia mostrou-se semelhante à
que foi verificada em S3 e S4. Em dois pequenos trechos com as medidas de 1,10
x 1,0 m e 1,10 x 0,85 m, foram encontrados segmentos preservados do calçamento
do Cais da Imperatriz, indicando que havia uma continuidade do trecho encontrado
entre S2 e S3. Não foram identificados vestígios do calçamento do Cais do Valongo.
No limite entre S5 e S6, foi encontrada uma tubulação de gás que cruzava toda a
área de escavação, no sentido sul-norte, à profundidade de 1,20m.
Foi feita a escavação manual em uma área de 1,0 x 1,0m, denominada
atipicamente como SV1 por se tratar de sondagem abaixo do nível do Valongo,
em um trecho onde o calçamento estava ausente. A escavação foi iniciada à
profundidade de 1,25 m (tomada a partir da cobertura de asfalto), no mesmo nível
do Cais do Valongo nesse trecho. A estratigrafia encontrada foi a seguinte: camada
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1, 1,25-1,40 m, arenosa, acinzentada escura; camada 2, 1,40-1,42 m, arenoargilosa, amarelada, muito compacta, provável contrapiso do calçamento do Cais
do Valongo; camada 3, 1,42-1,65 m, areno-argilosa, escura, com maior
densidade de materiais construtivos; camada 4, 1,65-1,80 m, argilo-arenosa,
acinzentada, totalmente estéril.
Em seguida, foi escavado o segmento entre S7 e S8, que apresentou a
mesma estratigrafia das demais sondagens feitas nesse trecho. Não foram
encontrados vestígios do calçamento do Cais do Valongo, tendo aparecido apenas
dois pequenos segmentos preservados do Cais da Imperatriz, no mesmo alinhamento
do que foi verificado entre S2 e S3. Esses segmentos se situavam próximo a S7.
Durante essa escavação foram encontrados três esteios de madeira
alinhados, e um fora da sua posição original, a saber: E1, na altura do Trecho 10
da Frente 1, foi encontrado fincado in situ, parcialmente decomposto, medindo
0,20 x 0,12 m e a 1,05 m de profundidade; E2, na altura do Trecho 11 da Frente
1, medindo 0,20 x 0,17 m e a 1,00 m de profundidade, fincado in situ; E3,
também na altura do Trecho 11, medindo 0,18 x 0,17 m, e a 0,90 m de
profundidade, também fincado in situ; E4 estava a aproximadamente 3,0 m do
esteio 3, a 0,50 m de profundidade, porém em posição horizontal (Figura 51).

Figura 51 – Sequência de esteios surgidos durante a escavação da Frente 4.

A unificação desses cortes expôs um amplo segmento do Cais do
Valongo, danificado em alguns pontos em razão da passagem de redes
subterrâneas, primorosamente construído, com uma canaleta para o escoamento
de águas pluviais e cuidadosos arremates delimitando-o, assim como duas “ilhas”
remanescentes do Cais da Imperatriz (Figuras 52 a 55).
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Figura 52 – A exposição do calçamento do Cais do Valongo na
Frente 4, direção sul, e a canaleta de escoamento de águas
pluviais. À direita vê-se a o cuidadoso arremate do calçamento no
limite com o piso de terra. À esquerda, o edifício do Hospital dos
Servidores do Estado. À direita, o edifício das Docas D. Pedro II.

Figura 54 – A sudeste, o calçamento terminou no ponto onde
aparece o do Cais da Imperatriz, em um nível mais elevado, tendo
sido suas pedras, cuidadosamente, alinhadas de modo a formar
uma borda que o arremata. Essa borda faz uma curva que delimita
a área atualmente ocupada pela praça, em cujo interior não foram
encontrados vestígios do calçamento do Valongo. Paralelamente a
ela, corre uma canaleta secundária, a qual desemboca naquela
que atravessa as Frentes 2 e 4, atestando o primoroso sistema de
drenagem de águas pluviais implantado no Cais do Valongo.
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Figura 53 – A Frente 4 totalmente escavada, vista da direção sulnorte, com exposição do calçamento do Cais do Valongo, e sua
primorosa canaleta de escoamento de águas pluviais. A tubulação
que atravessou essa área danificou-o sobretudo no seu trecho
posterior. À esquerda vê-se, em nível superior, um segmento
remanescente do piso de paralelos do Cais da Imperatriz.

Figura 55 – Em nível mais elevado, as “ilhas” remanescentes do
Cais da Imperatriz, muito danificadas pela implantação de diversas
redes subterrâneas. Ao centro, vê-se uma das várias cicatrizes
deixadas no calçamento do Cais do Valongo pela passagem de
uma tubulação mais profunda.
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Nessa Frente 4, no limite com a Praça Jornal do Commercio, foi
visualizado um perfil bastante ilustrativo, que mostra os quatro momentos da sua
trajetória, desde o início do século XIX até hoje (Figuras 56 a 59):

70. Para o detalhamento das
sondagens feitas em todas
as frentes e descrição de sua
estratigrafia e conteúdo, ver
Relatório “Cais do Valongo/
Cais da Imperatriz”. Caderno
com 111 pranchas, janeiro
de 2013, depositado na
Superintendência do Iphan
no Rio de Janeiro.

Figura 56 – Localização do perfil exposto na Frente 4.

Figura 59 – A sucessão estratigráfica que expõe os diferentes momentos da trajetória da atual Praça
Jornal do Commercio.

A Frente 5
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Figuras 57 e 58 – Perfil apresentando claramente as diferentes e sucessivas ocupações da praça hoje designada como Praça Jornal do
Commercio: em primeiro plano e no nível inferior, vê-se o calçamento do Cais do Valongo, seguido do aterro feito para a construção
do Cais da Imperatriz. Seguem-se os paralelos do seu calçamento e o novo aterro feito no início do século XX, quando foi encoberto o
Cais da Imperatriz e colocados novos paralelos na Praça Municipal. Por fim, sobre esses últimos, a fina camada de concreto que os
recobriu para a execução do piso mais recente de pedras portuguesas, substituído agora por placas de granito, no trabalho de
reurbanização da Praça Jornal do Commercio, em decorrência da exposição do Cais do Valongo. Desenho do perfil: Andrea Jundi
Morgado. Vetorização: Lucas Araújo Costa.

Escavadas as duas pistas de rolamento da avenida Barão de Tefé e a
parte dianteira da Praça Jornal do Commercio, foi preciso verificar se o calçamento
do Cais do Valongo se estendia até a praça propriamente dita, embora as bordas
bem arrematadas sugerissem que ali estava o seu limite. Com o objetivo de delimitálo, foram feitas nove sondagens, de 2,0 x 1,0 m, onde nada foi encontrado
referente aos calçamentos do Cais da Imperatriz e do Cais do Valongo. Em cinco
delas, entretanto, foi encontrado um piso de terra batida entre 1,20 e 1,30 m de
profundidade70.
Mais três sondagens, com a mesma medida, foram feitas em intervalos
regulares de 4,0 m. Em uma delas foi encontrada uma lajota de pedra a 0,72 m
de profundidade; paralela a ela, e a 0,40 m abaixo, uma outra lajota. Para se
avaliar do que se tratava, foram abertos novos cortes ao norte e ao sul, agora
medindo 3,0 x 1,0 m, adaptando-se a medida da unidade de escavação às
características do achado. Foi mantida a designação desses cortes como
sondagens, pois não era possível prever àquela altura o rumo e a natureza da
intervenção a ser adotada, que dependeria do que viesse a ser encontrado. Tendo
em vista que outras lajotas foram expostas em sequência, o conjunto foi sendo
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gradativamente escavado acompanhando a orientação das pedras, na tentativa
de delimitá-lo. Com esse procedimento, o que era originalmente sondagem acabou
por se configurar como quadriculamento de área.
A sequência de lajotas foi pouco a pouco compondo uma moldura de
uma área central preenchida com sedimento, permitindo supor que se tratava da
base do chafariz mais antigo, implantado na Praça Municipal entre 1842 e 1843,
cuja existência era conhecida por meio do registro documental. Foi exposta uma
estrutura quadrangular escalonada, feita de pedras lavradas de granito, estreitas e
alongadas, com diferentes dimensões, unidas com argamassa de cal e argila. No
patamar inferior que a circunda, de 0,60 m de largura, a estrutura mede 7,0 m x
7,15 m. Um bordo elevado de 0,15 m corria originalmente a sua volta, aumentando
sua largura para 0,75 m. Sua função era evitar o transbordamento das águas, que
eram escoadas por quatro ralos de cerca de 0,35 m x 0,25 m, posicionados,
aproximadamente, no meio de cada um dos seus lados.
Já a moldura superior do chafariz apresentou 0,60 m de largura,
medindo 6,0 m x 5,70 m. As lajotas que formam seus quatro ângulos são
maiores, de formato aproximadamente quadrado ou retangular, tendo sido
uma de suas extremidades abatida de modo a conformar cantoneiras, que
foram reforçadas internamente por pedras soltas, de dimensões pequenas e
médias. Foram encontrados dois dutos de cobre que o abasteciam de água
(Figura 60).

Figura 60 – Os remanescentes do chafariz da Praça Municipal encontrados na Frente 5.
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No miolo dessa estrutura, preenchido apenas com sedimento, foram
expostos dois conjuntos descentrados de quatro vergalhões cada, que aparentemente
se destinavam a sustentar a peça que ocupava a porção central do chafariz, sobre
a qual nada se sabe. Com o objetivo de se avaliar a fertilidade arqueológica do
sedimento que compõe hoje em dia o interior da estrutura, foram feitas quatro
tradagens com cerca de 0,25 m de diâmeto e profundidade variável – atingindo,
em seu limite máximo, 1,20 m. Essas sondagens se revelaram totalmente estéreis
do ponto de vista arqueológico.
A estrutura remanescente foi encontrada consideravelmente danificada.
Na face sul do degrau inferior restou apenas uma lajota de granito, tendo
desaparecido todas as demais, assim como o bordo elevado. Há outras peças
faltantes nas demais faces, tanto lajotas quanto bordos. A moldura superior,
contudo, está em melhores condições e apenas uma pedra foi retirada, na altura
aproximada à do ralo existente no nível inferior. Grande parte das lajotas apresenta
lascamentos e fraturas nas suas bordas externas. Seu mau estado de conservação
não justificou que essa estrutura permanecesse exposta, de tal forma que, uma vez
escavada e devidamente registrada, ela foi recoberta com o geotêxtil nãotecido
bidim, seguido de areia clara, e novamente enterrada, permanecendo assim
preservada e protegida no subsolo.

De volta à Frente 1
Em virtude da necessidade de se abrir outra trincheira, ao longo da
Frente 1 e paralelamente à galeria de águas pluviais, destinada à passagem de
dutos kanaflex para proteção de cabos subterrâneos de energia elétrica, a equipe
de arqueologia retornou a essa frente. Correndo à margem da praça, essa trincheira
começou a ser escavada no sentido sul/norte, partindo da beira do antigo cais
para dentro. Medindo inicialmente 1,30 m de largura, atingiu a largura máxima
de 3,70 m no decorrer da escavação, e 1,80 m de profundidade máxima, e se
estendido até próximo à esquina da rua Sacadura Cabral, quando alcançou
103,50 m de comprimento total. A estratigrafia mostrou-se perturbada ao longo
dessa trincheira, do lado da rua, em decorrência da passagem anterior de uma
tubulação de águas pluviais; porém bem conservada e íntegra, do lado do meio-fio
da praça. Nela, foi detectado o limite lateral do Cais do Valongo, à esquerda, e,
bem abaixo dele, entre 2,0 e 3,0 m de profundidade, a camada de sedimento
muito escuro, lamoso, com abundância de piaçava, correspondente à antiga
drenagem natural.
O calçamento do Cais do Valongo apareceu a 18,00 m de distância
do cais. Logo em seguida interrompido em uma extensão de 6,50 m, ele reapareceu
ao longo de 17,00 m, com profundidades variando entre 1,60 e 1,80 m. Não
foi necessário interferir nesse calçamento para passar os dutos e ele pôde ser
preservado, tendo sido recoberto com tela fachadeira e areia lavada (Figura 61).
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Figura 62 – Ao fundo, a interrupção do calçamento do Valongo na trincheira, seguido de um novo
segmento onde ele reapareceu preservado.

Figura 62 – Segmento preservado do calçamento do Cais da Imperatriz na trincheira paralela da Frente
l, na altura entre os Trechos 7 e 14.

Mais adiante, em segmento equivalente aos trechos 7 a 14 da galeria
de águas pluviais, foi encontrada uma parte preservada do calçamento do Cais
da Imperatriz, com profundidades variando entre 0,60 m e 0,80 m, em virtude do
declive em direção ao mar, em uma extensão total de 46,40 m. O calçamento aí
apareceu razoavalmente íntegro, apresentando apenas algumas falhas por conta
de perturbações recentes (Figura 62).
Em dois segmentos onde ele apareceu incompleto, foram realizadas
oportunisticamente duas sondagens junto à parede norte da trincheira (do lado da
praça), medindo 1,0 x 1,0 m, sendo a primeira localizada na altura do trecho 6,
e a segunda, a 6,50 m da anterior, em direção à rua Sacadura Cabral. Essas
sondagens começaram do nível do calçamento do Cais da Imperatriz, à
profundidade de 0,80 m. Em S1, o calçamento do Valongo foi encontrado a 1,20
m de profundidade. Em S2, escavada até 1,60 m de profundidade, não foram
encontrados seus vestígios. Uma terceira sondagem, S3, medindo também 1,0 x
1,0 m, foi feita em frente ao nº 107 da avenida Barão de Tefé, tendo sido
escavada até 1,60 m de profundidade, a partir do calçamento da Imperatriz, mas
tampouco aí foi observada a presença do calçamento do Valongo.

Em virtude da necessidade de se remover o calçamento do Cais da
Imperatriz para a passagem dos dutos kanaflex, ele foi totalmente exposto, limpo
e documentado, tendo sido seus paralelos retirados e guardados.
Com sua remoção e o aprofundamento das escavações na área
equivalente também aos Trechos 7 a 14, foi encontrado em parte dela o
calçamento do Cais do Valongo, entre 1,40 m e 1,60 m de profundidade,
diferença decorrente do declive em direção ao mar. Na porção correspondente
aos Trechos 7 e 8, o calçamento estava bem preservado a 1,60 m de
profundidade (Figura 63).
Na área equivalente ao Trecho 9, não foram encontrados seus vestígios,
possivelmente retirados por ocasião da passagem anterior de outros dutos. No
segmento correspondente ao Trecho 10, ele apareceu ainda bem preservado, a
cerca de 1,40 m de profundidade, em um aclive em direção à rua Sacadura
Cabral.
Foram registrados dois perfis estratigráficos nessa trincheira: um,
correspondendo ao Trecho 7 da galeria de águas pluviais; e outro, ao Trecho 10
(Figuras 64 a 66).
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Figura 63 – O calçamento do Cais do Valongo aparecendo bem preservado na trincheira paralela da
Frente 1, a 1,60 m de profundidade, na altura dos Trechos 7 e 8.

Figura 64 – Localização dos perfís na trincheira paralela da Frente 1, correspondendo aos Trechos 7 e
10 da galeria de águas pluviais.
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Figuras 65 e 66 – Perfil estratigráfico exposto na trincheira paralela da Frente 1, na altura do Trecho 10.
Desenho do perfil: Glaucia Malerba Sene e Andrea Jundi Morgado. Vetorização: Lucas Araújo Costa
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Ao lado da área onde foi feito o perfil estratigráfico correspondente
ao Trecho 10 da galeria de águas pluviais, em um pequeno segmento onde o
calçamento do Valongo estava interrompido, foi feita oportunisticamente, abaixo
do nível dele, uma sondagem que possibilitou atingir maior profundidade.
Medindo 3,00 x 1,00 m, nela foi possível observar a seguinte estratigrafia, em
sequência à exposta acima – onde a presença do calçamento do Cais do
Valongo não tinha permitido seu aprofundamento: entre 1,40 – 1,60 m,
sedimento areno-argiloso, acastanhado escuro, com presença de material
arqueológico; entre 1,60 – 1,90 m, sedimento argiloso, avermelhado,
homogêneo, com muitos blocos rochosos, sem material arqueológico, tratandose claramente de uma camada de preparação para o calçamento; entre 1,90
– 2,30 m: sedimento acinzentado, areno-argiloso, sem material arqueológico
até 2,20 m; entre 2,30 – 3,0 m, sedimento escuro, lamo-arenoso, com muita
piaçava, formando camadas espessas e quase intransponíveis para as
ferramentas de escavação manual, com presença de materiais arqueológicos
(Figuras 67 a 71).

Figura 68 – Estratigrafia da sondagem feita ao lado do perfil
exposto na altura do Trecho 10 da Frente 1.

Figura 69 – Localização do perfil feito na trincheira paralela da Frente 1,
na altura correspondente ao Trecho 7.

Figuras 70 e 71 – Perfil exposto na trincheira paralela, na
altura correspondente ao Trecho 7 da Frente 1, com o
calçamento do Cais do Valongo na base, sucedido por
diferentes níveis de aterro, estando ausente o calçamento do
Cais da Imperatriz neste segmento. Desenho do perfil:
Glaucia Malerba Sene e Andrea Jundi Morgado.
Vetorização: Lucas Araújo Costa

Figura 67 – Localização da sondagem em relação ao perfil escavado, correspondente ao Trecho 10 da
galeria de águas pluviais, que possibilitou investigar a sequência estratigráfica abaixo do nível do Cais do
Valongo.
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No segmento correspondente ao limite entre os Trechos 10 e 11, a
trincheira foi alargada. A antiga (e ainda ativa) tubulação de águas pluviais
substituída pela nova galeria foi completamente exposta. Essa antiga rede
destruiu parte do calçamento do Cais do Valongo, mas do outro lado da
tubulação ele foi preservado, ali tendo sido encontrada sua borda lateral.
Nessa ampliação, o calçamento mediu 3,60 m de largura nesse segmento,
desde a sua borda até o meio-fio da praça. Foi feito um arremate de pedras
retangulares no calçamento, algumas com até 0,85 m de comprimento,
delimitando-o (Figura 72).
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continuação ou seu arremate terminal, mas não foi constatada sua presença
além do trecho 11. Nesse ponto foram observadas várias intervenções recentes:
uma tubulação de gás a 0,90 m de profundidade; uma manilha paralela ao
meio-fio e a 1,0 m de distância dele, a 1,30 m de profundidade; e duas
tubulações de esgoto instaladas recentemente. Apenas o tubo de ferro pareceu
ser mais antigo. Nos segmentos equivalentes aos Trechos 12 e 13 não
apareceram vestígios do calçamento do Cais do Valongo, mas foram
recuperados materiais arqueológicos.

Figura 72 – A manilha que danificou o calçamento do Cais do Valongo no segmento correspondente
ao limite entre os Trechos 10 e 11, e o arremate que o delimita, compondo uma borda.

Figura 73 – O desaparecimento repentino do calçamento do Valongo no segmento equivalente ao
Trecho 11 da galeria de águas pluviais, próximo ao tubo de ferro, sem que tivesse sido encontrado seu
arremate ao norte.

Nos segmentos equivalentes aos Trechos 11, 12 e 13, a
profundidade alcançada pela escavação variou entre 1,55 m (profundidade
final do Trecho 11) e 1,70 m (profundidade final dos Trechos 12 e 13). Nesses
trechos mais profundos, foi necessário proceder a um preenchimento com areia
lavada para o nivelamento final em 1,60 m, profundidade estipulada para a
colocação dos dutos kanaflex. No Trecho 11, o calçamento do Valongo foi
interrompido de forma súbita, tratando-se claramente de um segmento destruído,
a 1,40 m de distância de um tubo de ferro que se encontrava a 1,10 m de
profundidade, estando ele mesmo um pouco mais profundo, a 1,40 m (Figura
73). A escavação prosseguiu até 1,55 m, na tentativa de se encontrar sua

O segmento equivalente ao Trecho 14 foi escavado entre 0,60 e 1,60
m de profundidade, tendo sido recuperados materiais arqueológicos. Na parte
equivalente ao Trecho 15, já próximo à esquina com a rua Sacadura Cabral, a
escavação desceu também até 1,60 m, tendo sido verificado alto número de
interferências, incluindo a manilha que, nesse ponto, se aproximou da praça, além
de tubulações diversas e um envelope de energia elétrica. Se o calçamento do
Cais do Valongo se estendeu originalmente até esse ponto, é provável que a antiga
galeria de águas pluviais o tenha destruído. Nenhum vestígio arqueológico foi
encontrado. O segmento correspondente aos Trechos 7 a 15 da galeria de águas
pluviais atingiu 53,00 m de extensão.
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A área em frente ao cais
Em decorrência das práticas de descarte de lixo à beira-mar vigentes nos
oitocentos, a área em frente ao cais foi escavada, face à alta probabilidade de estar
repleta de vestígios dos períodos em que ele funcionou tanto como Cais do Valongo,
quanto como Cais da Imperatriz, ao longo portanto de praticamente todo o século XIX.
No trecho correspondente à Frente 2, foi feita inicialmente a escavação
mecânica de uma faixa de 10,0 m de largura, entre a superfície e 6,00 m de
profundidade, com níveis alagados, em busca de objetos descartados ou caídos
inadvertidamente no mar (Figura 74). Contudo, essa tarefa só pôde ser realizada
em etapas, pois era necessário manter a estabilidade das tubulações de esgoto e
gás que passavam pelo local. Por segurança, foi deixada uma faixa de 5,0 m junto
às lajotas do cais (Trecho 0), e, a partir delas, foram escavados três trechos – 1,
2 e 3 – com a medida padrão de 5,0 m, a exemplo do que foi adotado para a
galeria de águas pluviais da Frente 1. Foram recuperados abundantes vestígios
arqueológicos nessa faixa, até a profundidade de 6,0 m – o máximo autorizado
pelos engenheiros de segurança da obra –, embora as evidências permitissem
supor a presença de materiais arqueológicos em níveis ainda mais profundos. Foi
a segunda área mais fértil do sítio arqueológico, em seguida à galeria de águas
pluviais da av. Barão de Tefé.

A partir de 2,0 m de profundidade começaram a aparecer vestígios,
porém entre 4,0 e 6,0 m, surgiu uma camada em declive composta de sedimento
areno-lamoso, escuro, com alta concentração de matéria orgânica decomposta,
fibras de piaçava e grande quantidade de materiais arqueológicos diversificados,
da primeira e segunda metades do século XIX. Todo o sedimento proveniente dessa
área foi peneirado. Não foi possível prosseguir a escavação em virtude da
presença de diversas redes subterrâneas que tinham que ser remanejadas para
viabilizá-la (Figuras 75 e 76).

Figura 75 – A área em frente ao cais inundada, com a presença de diferentes redes impedindo a progressão
das escavações. Foi preciso aguardar seu remanejamento para que a escavação pudesse prosseguir.

Figura 74 – Escavação mecânica da área em frente ao cais, na Frente 2, Trechos 1, 2, 3. Após a retirada
das camadas de aterro, foram escavados mecanicamente os níveis arqueológicos, em parte inundados.
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Figura 76 – Escavação mecânica dos níveis alagados da área em frente ao cais.
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Após a complicada e morosa remoção completa dessas redes, para a qual
foi necessário esperar precisamente um ano, foram retomadas as escavações mecânica
e manual da área fronteira ao cais. Livres das diferentes tubulações, foi possível escavar
o Trecho 0 da Frente 2, os trechos de 0 a 3 do limite entre as Frentes 2 e 3, assim
como ampliar e aprofundar a escavação da rampa de lajotas de pedra da Frente 3.
Essa escavação expôs a fachada da estrutura edificada do cais na Frentes 2 e no seu
limite com a 3 (Figuras 77 a 78), permitindo não apenas o exame do seu sistema
construtivo, mas também das avarias por ela sofridas ao longo do século XIX.

Figura 79 – Aprofundamento da escavação na Frente 2, expondo
perfil estratigráfico na parede ao fundo.

Figura 80 – Localização do perfil estratigráfico

Figura 77 – Exposição progressiva da estrutura
edificada do cais na Frente 2.
Figuras 81 e 82 – Sob os níveis de aterro, apareceu a camada
arqueológica escura no fundo, em declive, com grande
concentração de matérias orgânicas e vestígios arqueológicos
diversificados. Desenho do perfil: Andrea Jundi Morgado.
Vetorização: Lucas Araújo Costa.

Figura 78 – Aprofundamento da escavação e exposição
progressiva do paredão do cais.

Essa escavação expôs, na parede lateral, um perfil estratigráfico que
apresenta, na sua base, a camada arqueológica de sedimento arenoso enegrecido,
com muita matéria orgânica decomposta e grande quantidade de vestígios
arqueológicos, sucedida por camadas de aterro (Figuras 79 a 82).
Uma ampla escavação, mecânica e manual, expôs progressivamente
a rampa de desembarque do Cais da Imperatriz. Cabe destacar mais uma
vez que, por baixo dela, encontra-se a do Cais do Valongo, entrevista a partir
da observação oportunística do deslocamento de um de seus blocos, já
descrita anteriormente. Ao final dessa rampa foram confirmados os degraus,
de fato em número de três, e a existência de uma nova superfície rampada
(Figura 83).
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águas pluviais drenadas da superfície terrestre, seus vestígios teriam sido lavados,
não restando evidências visíveis das argamassas utilizadas originalmente nessa
construção. De todo modo, a julgar pelo mau desempenho que apresentou ao
longo do século XIX, constantemente danificada pela força do mar, a argamassa
ali utilizada parece ter atuado mais como berço para assentamento dos blocos que
propriamente como um elemento destinado a aumentar de fato sua resistência e
melhorar sua performance.

71. Arquivo Geral da Cidade
do Rio de Janeiro. Códice
36.2.4, fl. 86

Figura 83 – Exposição das rampas e dos três degraus da escada do Cais da Imperatriz.

A rampa inferior, situada a 2,80 m do nível atual da rua, mede 6,60
m de largura por 2,90 m de extensão, tendo sido feita com lajotas de diferentes
dimensões. A ela seguem-se os três degraus, a 2,0 m de profundidade em relação
ao nível do asfalto atual, que mediram respectivamente 0,33, 0,28 e 0,41 m de
piso e 0,18 m de espelho. E a rampa superior, a 1,50 m de profundidade, que
mediu 6,10 de largura e 9,80 m de extensão, também feita com blocos de
diferentes dimensões. Juntas e somadas, compõem uma superfície de 89 m2, com
13,50 m de extensão por 6,60 m de largura máxima. Na rampa superior, a última
camada de lajotas sobreposta à estrutura, mais estreita que as anteriores, produziu
um recuo de 0,35 m em ambos os lados, tendo recebido uma moldura de
paralelepípedos retângulos como arremate (ver Figura 83).
Na lateral da rampa, as escavações deixaram à mostra seu sistema
construtivo, tendo sido possível observar uma construção ciclópica com alvenaria
de pedras arrumadas, de dimensões variadas, porém em sua maioria grandes,
empilhadas sucessivamente em oito camadas (Figura 84). Hoje em dia,
aparentemente, assentadas a seco, apresentando em sua junção apenas
remanescentes do sedimento terroso escavado, elas devem ter sido certamente
unidas por argamassa de cal e areia, porém sobre esse elemento nada se sabe.
Não há sinais visíveis da sua presença para a fixação desses blocos, embora ela
deva ter sido utilizada para essa finalidade, inclusive porque figura no registro
documental a necessidade do seu emprego, de modo a fortalecer a estrutura.
Contudo, diante das vigorosas investidas do mar, somadas ao grande volume de
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Figura 84 – O paredão lateral da rampa do Cais da Imperatriz, com o nível inferior alagado e parcialmente
encoberto. Ele mede 2,70 m de altura no seu segmento médio, decrescendo progressivamente em direção
ao mar. Na sua base, há um respaldo de cerca de 0,20 m de espessura e 0,55 m de altura, que não foi
possível observar em detalhe pelo fato de a área estar permanentemente inundada e os procedimentos
adotados para dessecar esse canto terem sido de modo geral mal sucedidos.

Tentativas de reforçar a estrutura com novas argamassas foram feitas em
momentos posteriores à sua construção, quando algumas de suas juntas foram
grosseiramente emplastradas com diferentes tipos de argamassas ou preenchidas
com pedras (Figuras 85 e 86).
O reaproveitamentos de pedras de outros locais foi uma prática
frequente, como consta em resolução da Câmara, datada de outubro de 1842,
que autorizou a remoção de pedras dos degraus do antigo pelourinho da cidade,
localizado no Campo de Santana, bem como as pilastras de pedra da ponte de
São Cristóvão para serem aproveitadas na obra do cais71. Algumas lajotas
apresentam marcas que atestam essas reutilizações (Figura 87).
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A plataforma de lajotas do cais à direita da rampa de desembarque
mediu em sua totalidade 14,0 m de extensão por 3,10 m de largura. Em
superfície, ela apresenta blocos maiores e mais regulares na extremidade distal,
e menores e menos regulares na proximal (com medidas muito variadas). Trata-se
igualmente de uma edificação ciclópica, cujo sistema construtivo foi o mesmo da
rampa, em alvenaria de pedras arrumadas, de dimensões variadas, porém em
sua maioria grandes. Os dois degraus de acesso à praça, feitos de longos
paralelepípedos retângulos (meios-fios medindo entre 1,25 e até 2,80 m de
extensão x 0,20 m de largura) entremeados com outros de dimensões menores
(0,30 e 0,85 m x 0,20 m), mediram 0,30 m de piso e 0,20 m de espelho para
ambos (Figuras 88 a 90).

Figuras 85 e 86 – Preenchimento grosseiro das juntas do paredão lateral da rampa do cais, com argamassa ou pedras pequenas.

Figura 88 – Plataforma do cais com lajotas de
pedra de diferentes dimensões, mas em sua
maioria grandes.

Figura 87 – Rebaixos produzidos por picoteamento e fricção que aparecem em uma das lajotas do paredão
lateral da rampa do cais. Trata-se, provavelmente, de bloco reaproveitado de outro local, destinado
possivelmente, em sua origem, a receber grampos para evitar o deslizamento de blocos rochosos dispostos
horizontalmente, decorrente de impactos provocados pelo mar.
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Figura 89 – Junção da parede ciclópica da rampa do cais com a parede à sua
direita: ambas apresentam o mesmo sistema construtivo, atestando que a estrutura foi
erguida de uma única vez.

A necessidade de canalizar as águas pluviais, que desciam de
enxurrada pela Ladeira do Livramento por ocasião de chuvas fortes, fez com que
fosse construída a canaleta de escoamento que atravessa todo o Valongo, desde
as imediações da ladeira até o cais, tal como informado anteriormente na
apresentação das Frentes 2 e 4. Contudo, nada pode ser dito a esse respeito com
referência ao Cais da Imperatriz, em virtude do seu calçamento ter sido em grande
parte destruído. De todo modo, uma bica para desaguá-las no mar, em pedra
lavrada, composta de duas metades unidas, foi encontrada nessa parede ciclópica,
a 3,30 m da parede do Hospital dos Servidores do Estado e a 0,50 m abaixo da
superfície das lajotas (Figuras 91 e 92).
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Aqui cabe assinalar que, em momento também aparentemente tardio, foi colocado
sob a última carreira um enchimento de pedras para erguê-las, uma tentativa de
retirá-las do equilíbrio instável em que se encontravam, deslocadas e inclinadas em
direção ao mar.
Essa parede apresenta sérias avarias. Ocorreu um dano expressivo na
sua base, que foi reparado colocando-se pedras de mão como preenchimento, em
substituição aos blocos que desapareceram (Figuras 93 a 98). O registro
documental à época menciona estragos frequentes feitos por embarcações que se
chocavam de encontro ao cais, além dos impactos do mar, descritos como
violentos, ambas causas possíveis para uma avaria dessa magnitude. Essa tentativa
de manutenção foi com certeza tardia, já que uma das pedras utilizadas nesse
reparo apresenta marca de dinamite, de tal forma que ela é, necessariamente,
posterior à década de 1870.

Figura 91 – Localização da bica na parede à direita da rampa do cais, desaguando
no mar as águas provenientes de enxurradas da Ladeira do Livramento.

Figura 90 – Vista da área em frente ao cais,
escavada até o nível alagado.

Figura 92 – Detalhe da bica em pedra lavrada, composta por duas pedras unidas.
Note-se o mal sucedido preenchimento com pedras por baixo de uma das lajotas
da plataforma, tentando mantê-la no nível original.

Trata-se de peça formal e tecnologicamente muito semelhante à
encontrada na Frente 1, feita para o sistema de drenagem da City Improvements
na década de 1860 ou 1870, também composta por duas metades unidas. Essa
evidência, somada às informações obtidas no registro documental, permitem
levantar a hipótese de que parte da última ou das duas últimas carreiras de lajotas
de pedra foram retiradas para a colocação da bica e reassentadas novamente.
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Figura 93 – As sérias avarias ocorridas na parede à direita da rampa de desembarque: afundamento
da estrutura no trecho correspondente ao deságue das águas provenientes do Morro do Livramento, que
solaparam suas bases; rombo na porção inferior da parede, compensado com o preenchimento com
pedras de mão; e grandes rachaduras em três lajotas, expondo sua situação de absoluta precariedade.
Uma sequência de carapaças de ostreídeos aderidas às pedras e alinhadas ao longo dessa parede
atesta o nível médio do mar à época. Esse paredão apresentou 2,10 m de altura, mas apenas 1,30 m
no trecho em que a estrutura afundou.
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Provavelmente como desdobramento dessa ocorrência, três blocos
exibem grandes rachaduras, que coincidem com essa base danificada,
sinalizando que a estrutura se encontrava sob forte tensão, emitindo sinais de
colapso iminente.

Figura 94 – Preenchimento da base da estrutura com pedras de mão para evitar seu colapso.

Figura 95 – Marca de dinamite em uma das pedras na base da estrutura, atestando que se trata de
reparo posterior à década de 1870.
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Figuras 96 e 97 – Grandes rachaduras nos blocos rochosos expõem a tensão da estrutura à época,
ameaçada de colapso.
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Pouco adiante desse reparo, o terreno parece ter cedido, e, junto com
ele, outro trecho dessa parede ciclópica afundou consideravelmente (Figura 98);
ao que parece, como resultado de infiltrações no solo de grandes volumes de
águas pluviais que, provenientes do Morro do Livramento, aí encontravam seu
caminho natural, minando o terreno de tal forma que acabou solapando
parcialmente a estrutura.

Interpretação preliminar dos achados
As escavações arqueológicas que trouxeram à tona remanescentes do
cais construído na região do Valongo, em 1811, pelo Intendente Paulo Fernandes
Viana, expuseram um calçamento que, embora composto por pedras irregulares e
grosseiramente talhadas, foi feito com esmero, bem arrematado nas suas bordas e
com um primoroso sistema de drenagem (Figuras 99 a 101).

Figura 98 – O estado deplorável da estrutura do cais, já sem condições de recuperação.

O registro documental faz referência, em 1891, à necessidade de se
promover reparos na “parte abatida” do cais, no que pode ser uma referência tanto
ao rombo na sua base quanto ao afundamento de parte da estrutura. Mas suas
condições já eram a essa altura de tal forma precárias, que dificilmente seria
recuperável.
Essa foi a última frente de trabalho escavada na área do Cais do
Valongo e do Cais da Imperatriz, encerrando a etapa das escavações no sítio em
junho de 2012. Como resultado desse trabalho, os remanescentes dos dois cais
ficaram expostos, por decisão da Prefeitura do Rio de Janeiro, exceto no trecho
correspondente à pista de rolamento esquerda da avenida Barão de Tefé, por onde
corre, em subsolo, a galeria de águas pluviais. Já a da direita foi eliminada, de
modo a deixar à mostra as estruturas encontradas. A Praça Jornal do Commercio
foi reurbanizada, assim como a área em frente ao cais, onde foram feitas escadas
e rampas de acesso, bem como um ponto de observação para os visitantes.
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Figuras 99 e 100 – A execução esmerada do calçamento do Cais do Valongo.
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Figura 101 – A execução esmerada do calçamento do Cais do Valongo.

À sua direita, corria a vala de escoamento natural das águas oriundas
dos morros e do interior, que desciam até o mar. À sua esquerda, foi feita uma
canaleta principal, no sentido longitudinal, que drenava as águas que desciam de
enxurrada pela Ladeira do Livramento, também até o mar; e pelo menos uma valeta
secundária, que, no sentido transversal, desaguava na canaleta principal. Um
excelente caimento voltado para ambas as direções assegurava o escoamento das
águas pluviais, livrando a área de alagamentos em um local bastante suscetível a
esse tipo de problema, agravado pela subida incessante das águas na maré alta,
que o inundavam periodicamente.
Embora o trecho da pequena escada à qual se referem os documentos
deixados pelo Intendente Paulo Viana não tenha sido escavado abaixo do nível
das lajotas do Cais da Imperatriz, foi possível constatar a existência de pelo menos
dois de seus degraus por meio de uma observação oportunística, na circunstância
do deslocamento e emborco de uma das pedras que lhe foram superpostas,
ocorridos certamente antes do aterro do início do século XX. Essa pequena escada
conduzia a uma rampa central, alinhada com um caminho de lajotas retangulares
que foi encontrado em grande parte destruído, dele tendo restado apenas um
segmento intacto, algumas pedras isoladas e trechos da borda que lhe servia de
arremate, em ambos os lados. Pelo fato de o segmento mais expressivo dos
paralelos do Cais da Imperatriz ter sido preservado justamente nesse trajeto,
ocultando-o em parte, e pela coluna dedicada à celebração do desembarque da
Imperatriz Teresa Cristina lhe ter sido sobreposta, não foi possível saber sua
extensão real; mas o que dele restou visível permite supor uma extensão de pelo
menos 26 m, desde o cais até a coluna (Figura 102).
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Figura 102 – Vista do calçamento do Cais do Valongo nas Frentes 2 e 3, do caminho de lajotas de
pedra bastante desfalcado de seus componentes originais, e das “ilhas” do Cais da Imperatriz. Vê-se
ainda algumas das redes subterrâneas que atravessaram ambos os cais, danificando-os, e algumas
cicatrizes de outras tubulações já retiradas.

Pouco adiante desse caminho, foram encontrados remanescentes do
arremate do calçamento do Valongo, que sinalizam seu limite nesse trecho central.
À sua esquerda e à sua direita, uma curva delimita claramente o interior da área
correspondente à praça atual, onde não foram encontrados vestígios das suas
pedras irregulares. Em seu lugar foi detectado um piso de terra batida, muito
compactado, observado nas sondagens feitas na praça, a cerca de 1,20 m de
profundidade média. Na única planta do Valongo até agora encontrada, datada
de 1837, está assinalada a existência de barracões nesse trecho, provavelmente
de madeira, e esse deve ter sido seu piso original. O arremate das pedras do
Valongo emoldurando essa área de terra batida sustentam fortemente a possibilidade
de esses barracões serem da época anterior à interdição do tráfico, os quais teriam
perdurado até o ano em que a planta foi feita, ou mesmo até pouco mais tarde,
com funções provavelmente relacionadas às intensas atividades comerciais ali
desenvolvidas.
A única evidência direta de uma construção feita no Cais do Valongo
foi o alinhamento de quatro esteios de madeira, três in situ e um deslocado,
próximo ao limite com o Hospital dos Servidores do Estado e com a antiga rua
da Praia do Valongo, hoje rua Sacadura Cabral. Não foi possível saber se essa
construção, precária e efêmera, provavelmente um abrigo provisório com
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cobertura de palha ou de telhas para mercadorias, pessoas ou mesmo animais,
se estendia em direção à área do atual HSE ou se à, hoje, Praça Jornal do
Commercio, tendo em vista que não foram encontradas as contrapartes desses
esteios. Eles foram recuperados fincados na terra, no nível do Cais do Valongo,
em trecho onde suas pedras estavam ausentes, embora sondagens realizadas em
direção ao hospital tenham deixado suficientemente claro que o calçamento se
estendeu até pelo menos o espaço ocupado pelo seu pátio na atualidade. Assim,
as limitações desse achado não permitem senão especulações vagas sobre suas
natureza e função.
Ao longo da galeria de águas pluviais da avenida Barão de Tefé que
corresponde à vala de escoamento natural, tampouco foram encontrados
remanescentes do calçamento do Cais do Valongo. Isto é perfeitamente
compreensível, se for considerado que essa era uma área, ao que as circunstâncias
permitem crer, em geral alagada. Na planta de 1837, aí figura um taboado que
deve ter sido colocado sobre essa vala para possibilitar o trânsito de pessoas, o
que por certo facilitava o despejo, nela, de toda sorte de dejetos. Quatro anos
depois, em documento datado de 1841, a Câmara solicitou orçamento para
“tapar a vala imunda que existe junto do denominado Cais do Valongo, dispondo
convenientemente o lugar para o fácil escoamento das águas”, o que confirma seu
entulhamento decorrente das práticas de descarte no local. Isso foi comprovado
também pela pesquisa arqueológica, que recuperou nessa área o maior número
de vestígios de toda a área do cais.
Remanescentes do calçamento e do arremate do Valongo foram
encontrados somente mais próximos à praça, a 3,60 m de distância do meio-fio
que a delimita hoje em dia. As escavações expuseram um pequeno segmento com
uma borda em pedras retangulares, caracterizando o limite do Valongo desse lado,
e atestando que, de fato, o calçamento do cais não se estendeu ao longo da área
da drenagem natural das águas pluviais, estando seus contornos nas proximidades
imediatas da praça atual.
Do lado oposto, junto ao HSE, tampouco foi possível detectar seus
limites, já que ele se estendia em direção ao pátio do hospital, hoje ocupado por
um estacionamento, o que inviabilizou intervenções no local. Mesmo assim, a
canaleta principal de escoamento de águas pluviais pode ser tentativamente
utilizada como um possível elemento para se cogitar a área ocupada pelo cais
deste outro lado, se atribuirmos a ela, originalmente, uma centralidade neste
espaço. Hoje, sua condição é de total assimetria na área exposta pelas escavações,
o que decerto não corresponde ao que era à época, de tal forma que uma
projeção, de caráter meramente especulativo, pode ser feita no sentido de se tentar
estabelecer a área original do Cais do Valongo junto ao HSE.
Tanto na pista da esquerda quando na antiga pista da direita da
avenida Barão de Tefé, nas proximidades da rua Sacadura Cabral, o calçamento
do Cais do Valongo terminou abruptamente. À sua direita, em decorrência de
interferências no subsolo que o removeram, e, à esquerda, suas pedras apareceram
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desmanteladas, sendo impossível afirmar até onde ele se estendeu precisamente.
Pode ser dito apenas que ele foi recuperado até o Trecho 11, sendo provável que
se prolongasse até bem próximo à rua da Praia do Valongo, hoje rua Sacadura
Cabral.
Ao que indica a reclamação feita por moradores da região em 1829,
àquela altura o cais não era exclusivo do tráfico negreiro. Queixando-se da
movimentação frenética naquele local, eles alegavam que por ali embarcavam e
desembarcavam milhares de pessoas, além de variados produtos e gêneros, o que
tornava o lugar intransitável. Com a Lei de 07 de novembro de 1831, que
declarava livres todos os africanos que entrassem no país a partir daquela data,
houve uma queda brusca no comércio transatlântico. O Valongo, como local de
desembarque de escravos, decerto foi desativado, ao menos temporariamente,
como demostram os números quase zerados de entradas de africanos no país72.
As demais atividades, no entanto, foram mantidas e o cais continuou sendo utilizado
intensamente. Contudo, uma vez passado o impacto inicial da lei, novas levas de
africanos continuaram a chegar, com o restabelecimento e o recrudescimento do
tráfico agora clandestino, sob o disfarce de comércio interprovincial. Não há
evidências de que eles tenham passado escamoteados pelo Valongo. Mas se isso
ocorreu, essa movimentação só viria a cessar de fato nos primeiros anos da década
de 1840, com o novo uso dado ao local.
Em decorrência do casamento de D. Pedro II com a princesa das Duas
Sicílias, Teresa Cristina Maria de Bourbon, realizado por procuração em Nápoles,
em 1843, era preciso preparar a sua recepção na chegada ao Rio de Janeiro.
Para o desembarque da Imperatriz do Brasil, foi escolhido precisamente o
degradado Cais do Valongo, que passou por ampla reforma. O projeto do novo
cais e da praça, esta última de caráter monumental, foi concebido com um requinte
condizente com a circunstância, tendo sido ambos renominados respectivamente
como Cais da Imperatriz e Praça Municipal. A rua do Valongo passou a se chamar
rua da Imperatriz, configurando uma estratégia para apagar em definitivo da
região um nome fortemente associado a sua tenebrosa história.
Da única representação do Cais da Imperatriz existente, feita por
Pustkow (ver Figura 9), pouco foi encontrado além da rampa, dos degraus de
acesso e da plataforma, relativamente preservados. Os materiais aí utilizados
aparecem descritos no registro documental, que menciona a compra e o transporte
de pedras lavradas para a reforma empreendida em 1843. Do gradil não restaram
vestígios, eliminados provavelmente em reformas posteriores. Do mesmo modo, do
pavilhão hexagonal de teto abobadado nada restou, sequer fundações, sugerindo
tratar-se de exemplar de arquitetura efêmera, destinada a cumprir uma função
provisória e erigida com materiais facilmente removíveis. De fato, seu desmanche
parece ter ocorrido logo em seguida, a julgar pelo documento encaminhado pela
Câmara Municipal ao fiscal de Santa Rita, em dezembro de 1843, no qual se
recomendava a demolição “do torreão que existe na dita praça afim de se poder
calçar aquele lugar”73.
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Sobreviveram apenas algumas ilhas esparsas do calçamento em
paralelos, severamente danificado ao longo do século XX pela passagem, em
diferentes momentos, de redes subterrâneas de água, esgoto, gás, luz, drenagem
de águas pluviais, telefonia e fibra ótica. Mais profundo, o calçamento do Cais do
Valongo foi menos afetado, o que possibilitou sua preservação em melhores
condições, embora tenha sido também atingido em certos pontos. Alguns trechos
recuperados desse calçamento de paralelos permitem supor que ele foi feito em
padrões geométricos, ora retilíneos, ora curvilíneos, mas sua descontinuidade não
permitiu uma recomposição mínima de sua feição original (Figuras 103 a 105).

Figuras 103 a 105 – Diferentes trechos do calçamento do Cais da Imperatriz, em composições geométricas.

De todo modo, a grande reforma no cais e na praça do Valongo, feita
para a chegada da imperatriz, parece ter ficado inconclusa. Há menção a um
lajeado, que, segundo sugestões, deveria ser substituído por um calçamento,
possivelmente o de paralelos, o qual teria sido feito após o evento. Da mesma
forma, o embelezamento da praça com as quatro estátuas de divindades grecoromanas foi posterior. O projeto de um chafariz monumental para comemorar a
chegada da princesa, de autoria comprovada de Grandjean de Montigny, nunca
chegou a ser executado, tendo sido encontrada nas escavações apenas a base
de um outro chafariz, feito para atender à população e às embarcações, por volta
de 1842-1843. Depois do evento, o Cais da Imperatriz e a Praça Municipal
parecem ter mantido sua qualidade apenas por uns poucos anos. Com o passar
do tempo, ambos parecem ter sofrido um processo progressivo de degradação,
aparentemente agudizado na década de 1870, quando figuram no registro
documental como “em péssimo estado” de conservação.
Talvez por essa razão, foi precisamente nessa década que foram feitos
diferentes investimentos no local, existindo múltiplas evidências que permitem supor a
revitalização e a requalificação daquele espaço. Foi implantado o sistema de
drenagem concebido por Edward Gotto e executado pela City Improvements,
exatamente na área da antiga e fétida vala de escoamento natural de águas pluviais
que corria ao lado do cais e da praça do Valongo. Foi feito um acabamento similar
ao do restante do atracadouro, em pedras lavradas, de modo a integrar o terminal
da drenagem ao cais existente. Do lado oposto, foi colocada uma bica de pedra
lavrada, morfológica e tecnologicamente idêntica à que foi posta no terminal para
o deságue das águas pluviais oriundas da íngreme ladeira do Livramento, no que
parece ter sido um cuidado com a simetria do conjunto (Figuras 106 e 107).
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Figura 106 – Bica terminal do sistema de drenagem de águas pluviais da City Improvements.

Figura 107 – Bica instalada no lado oposto, a 0,50 m de profundidade da superfície do
cais, na Frente 2, para guardar simetria com a anterior.
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Também nessa década foi iniciada e concluída a construção das Docas
D. Pedro II, transformando radicalmente a paisagem local, sob vigorosos protestos
da população e de segmentos que se sentiram prejudicados com a iniciativa. No
lançamento da pedra fundamental da edificação – encontrada nas escavações -,
feito pela princesa regente Isabel Cristina e pelo príncipe consorte, Conde d’Eu,
os jornais mencionaram obras que estavam sendo realizadas na praça, bem como
os reclamos dos moradores contra o desmanche do calçamento, já pronto, para a
colocação da pedra, uma evidência de que o local estava sendo reformado.
Foi igualmente nessa década que o antigo projeto de execução de um
monumento à chegada da Imperatriz ao Brasil, nunca realizado, foi retomado. Não
mais o grandioso chafariz projetado por Grandjean de Montigny, mas uma versão
empobrecida, de um discípulo seu, foi aprovada pela Câmara, sendo finalmente
instalada na praça a coluna encimada pela esfera armilar e as três setas do martírio
de São Sebastião, emblema da cidade, com quatro bicas em seu entorno e uma
bacia retangular de captação das águas. Ela se encontra até hoje no local, embora
tenham sido retiradas as bicas e a bacia originais. Esse conjunto de iniciativas
atesta sem dúvida o empenho na revitalização e no enobrecimento da Praça
Municipal e do Cais da Imperatriz nos anos 1870.
A estrutura do cais, tal como se encontra hoje, uma vez exposta pelas
escavações arqueológicas, retrata bem, por sua vez, esse processo. Não obstante
a robustez do seu sistema construtivo, ela sucumbiu à força das águas – tanto as
provenientes do mar quanto aquelas da drenagem terrestre – e aos impactos
contínuos produzidos pelas pequenas embarcações que seguidamente aportavam
naquele atracadouro. Da década de 1870 em diante, foram feitas diferentes
tentativas de manter, tanto quanto possível, a estrutura operante, como o
reposicionamento dos degraus de acesso à praça para a construção improvisada
de um dissipador de energia hidráulica (decerto em época tardia), para atenuar
os estragos feitos pelo mar; o preenchimento com pedras de mão no rombo
aberto na sua base (na qual uma delas apresenta marca de dinamite, um
indicador cronológico do último quartel do século XIX), para evitar seu
desabamento; ou a tentativa de soerguer com pedras a camada de grandes
lajotas da plataforma, em perigosa inclinação, para que não deslizassem para
o mar. Contudo, as infiltrações no subsolo das águas provenientes do Morro do
Livramento, que desciam pela sua ladeira em enxurradas, parecem ter sido fatais
para a sustentação da estrutura, tendo determinado o seu solapamento justo no
trecho correspondente ao caminho percorrido por elas até o mar. Em 1891, o
registro documental fez menção à necessidade de reconstrução das paredes da
“parte abatida” do cais, expressão que pode corresponder tanto ao rombo na
sua base quanto ao seu afundamento. A tensão a que essa estrutura ficou
submetida com tantas avarias é visível nas grandes rachaduras verticais em três
das lajotas que a compõem, atestando que seu colapso teria sido inevitável, mais
cedo ou mais tarde, se ela não tivesse sido soterrada pelas grandes reformas do
início do século XX.
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Não obstante todos os esforços feitos e o empenho para revitalizar a área,
a degradação se reinstalou. A queixa de um morador na década de 1890 relatava
o abandono, a imundície e o arruinamento da praça, frequentada por marginais,
imigrantes sem qualificação e desocupados de toda sorte. As obras de saneamento
e reurbanização feitas no início do século XX para a construção do Porto do Rio de
Janeiro deveriam, a rigor, ter requalificado a área. Contudo, historicamente associada
a segmentos considerados como marginalizados pela sociedade dominante – como
os negros escravizados em sua origem, os alforriados que por lá se estabeleceram e
se fixaram, e depois aos negros libertos que, com a construção do porto, foram
alocados na estiva, ou mesmo aos imigrantes de proveniências distintas que ali se
refugiavam – a área ficou fortemente marcada como um reduto da marginalidade,
não obstante serem eles, em grande parte, a principal força de trabalho que movia a
cidade. A esses segmentos se somava a marinhagem que povoa habitualmente as
zonas portuárias, de tal forma que esse estigma se sobrepôs a todas as tentativas de
dignificar a região, mantendo-se até os tempos atuais.
Entretanto, foi precisamente por conta desse estigma que sobreviveram
algumas das mais vigorosas manifestações culturais da população afrodescendente
nela radicada, que constituem hoje um patrimônio inestimável da nação brasileira,
a ser preservado. No momento em que a zona portuária do Rio de Janeiro se
prepara para uma nova mudança de rumos e onde estão sendo executados projetos
modernizadores destinados a transformá-la radicalmente, o grande desafio será a
conciliação da chegada da modernidade com a manutenção dos modos de vida
tradicionais da zona portuária e a preservação do seu patrimônio histórico.

Figura 108 – Nivelamento do piso da praça.

A reurbanização da Praça Jornal do Commercio
Em decorrência da nova configuração que a Praça Jornal do Commercio
assumiu em virtude do achado do Cais do Valongo, ela foi reurbanizada à luz de um
projeto desenvolvido em 2011 pela então Subsecretaria de Patrimônio Cultural,
Intervenção Urbana, Arquitetura e Design, transformada, em 2012, no Instituto Rio
Patrimônio da Humanidade. Atendendo a essa nova concepção, foi rebaixado o nível
da antiga praça em 0,60 m e nivelado para assentamento de um novo piso em placas
de granito, tendo sido reimplantadas as palmeiras e árvores nela previamente
existentes, retiradas em caráter provisório para a execução da obra (Figuras 108 a
110). Muros de arrimo foram construídos nos limites com as Frentes 3 e 5, somandose aos das Frentes 2 e 4, e assim completando seu entorno. Todas essas atividades
implicaram intervenções no subsolo, que receberam o devido acompanhamento
arqueológico. Contudo, não foram encontrados nem estruturas nem vestígios
arqueológicos na profundidade alcançada, salvo alguns poucos fragmentos
descontextualizados, sugerindo tratar-se de material misturado a aterro. Cabe destacar
que, em profundidade em torno de 1,20 a 1,30 m, encontra-se o piso de terra batida,
bastante compactado, identificado nas sondagens realizadas na praça.
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Figura 109 – Assentamento do novo calçamento com placas de granito
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Figura 110 – A Praça Jornal do Commercio reubanizada

De modo a guardar em segurança as pedras retiradas do calçamento do
Cais do Valongo e do Cais da Imperatriz para a construção das calçadas laterais,
foi feito um depósito provisório para o seu armazenamento controlado, até que venha
a ser feito o trabalho de reconstituição dos elementos faltantes e de consolidação dos
calçamentos. As pedras foram recobertas com o geotêxtil bidim e areia lavada (Figura
111), e sobre esse depósito foi feito um gramado ornado com flores à toda volta,
integrado à paisagem mais ampla da praça (figs. 112 e 113).

Figuras 112 e 113 – Ajardinamento da área de armazenamento provisório das pedras.

A reurbanização da área do cais

Figura 111 – Área de armazenamento provisório das pedras retiradas do Cais do Valongo e do
Cais da Imperatriz, aguardando o trabalho de recomposição do seu calçamento, e recobrimento
do depósito provisório com o geotêxtil bidim para fins de proteção.
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A área em frente aos antigos Cais do Valongo e Cais da Imperatriz
também foi reurbanizada, de modo a possibilitar a visita do público ao sítio
arqueológico. Escadas, rampas de acesso e um ponto de observação foram
construídos, proporcionando um local de reflexão para os que visitam aquele
que foi tanto o ponto de chegada ao Brasil de centenas de milhares de africanos
para serem escravizados, quanto da princesa das Duas Sicílias, Teresa Cristina
Maria de Bourbon, por ocasião do seu casamento com D. Pedro II (Figuras 114
a 119).
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Figura 117 – Escadas, rampas de acesso e ponto de observação para o público

Figuras 114 a 116 – As obras de urbanização da área em frente ao Cais do Valongo / Cais da Imperatriz.
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Figura 118 – A rampa de desembarque do cais, cujos paredões foram aterrados para fins paisagísticos
à época da inauguração, em 01 de julho de 2012, muito acima do nível recomendado pela equipe de
Arqueologia. Esse aterro atenuou a grandiosidade da estrutura, impedindo a visão do seu sistema construtivo
e dos processos ocorridos ao longo de sua história.
Annals of Museu Paulista. v. 24. n.1. Jan.-Abr. 2016.
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Figura 119 – Cais do Valongo e Cais da Imperatriz reurbanizados.

Cais do Valongo, candidato a patrimônio mundial
À medida que os achados do Valongo foram sendo intensamente
divulgados no Brasil e no exterior, diferentes vozes começaram a levantar a
bandeira do seu reconhecimento como patrimônio mundial pela Unesco, em vista
do seu vigoroso significado político e social e sua dimensão fortemente simbólica.
Tornando-se cada vez mais audíveis e alcançando instâncias mais
elevadas do governo federal, essas vozes se expressaram concretamente nessa
direção por ocasião da realização do Seminário Internacional “Herança,
Identidade, Educação e Cultura: gestão dos sítios e lugares de memória ligados
ao tráfico negreiro e à escravidão”, realizado em agosto de 2012, em Brasília.
Promovido pela Fundação Palmares e pela Organização das Nações Unidas pela
Educação, a Ciência e a Cultura, esse evento foi um dos frutos do projeto
internacional Rota do Escravo: resistência, liberdade e herança, desenvolvido pela
Unesco, tendo contado com a presença de membros do seu Comitê Científico e
do coordenador do projeto, o cientista político Ali Moussa Iye, Diretor do Setor de
História e Memória para o Diálogo. Na cerimônia de abertura, a então Ministra
da Cultura, Ana de Hollanda, e a Ministra da Igualdade Racial à época, Luiza
Bairros, reivindicaram, perante os membros da Unesco presentes, a sua inscrição
na lista do Patrimônio Mundial, em reconhecimento a sua alta relevância.
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No ano seguinte, em 2013, foi realizada no Rio de Janeiro a reunião
estatutária do Conselho Científico Internacional do Projeto Rota do Escravo, ocasião
em que foi reconhecida a importância do Sítio Arqueológico Cais do Valongo como
lugar de memória da Diáspora Africana nas Américas. Para expressar esse
reconhecimento, foi afixada no local uma placa, a primeira do gênero em todo o
mundo, assinalando se tratar de sítio reconhecido pela Unesco. Essa cerimônia foi
realizada emblematicamente em 20 de novembro de 2013, Dia da Consciência
Negra. A candidatura do Sítio Arqueológico Cais do Valongo a Patrimônio Mundial
recebeu apoio unânime do Comitê Científico Internacional, mais uma vez reiterado
por ocasião da reunião do Projeto Rota do Escravo em 2014, na cidade do México.
Cabendo ao Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional, órgão
do Ministério da Cultura, a condução desse processo e a elaboração do dossiê
de inscrição da candidatura, foi por ele convocada uma força tarefa, com o
objetivo de preparar o documento, composta por membros do Iphan e de diferentes
órgãos da Prefeitura do Rio de Janeiro diretamente relacionados com a questão
(Secretaria da Cultura, de Relações Internacionais, Instituto Rio Patrimônio da
Humanidade, Companhia de Desenvolvimento Urbano da Região do Porto e
Coordenadoria Especial de Políticas de Promoção da Igualdade Racial do Rio de
Janeiro). Além deles, compuseram essa força tarefa um grupo de trabalho
interdisciplinar e interinstitucional constituído por três membros, sob a coordenação
geral do antropólogo Milton Guran, e um Conselho Científico integrado por 40
membros de diferentes áreas, em especial por representantes da comunidade negra
e órgão de defesa de seus direitos. Esse Conselho Consultivo foi instalado em 30
de setembro de 2014, no Palácio Gustavo Capanema, no Rio de Janeiro, sob a
condução da Presidente do Iphan, Jurema Machado.
Decorrido um ano de esforço conjunto para a elaboração do dossiê, a
candidatura foi formalizada pelo governo brasileiro junto à Unesco, por meio do
Iphan, em setembro de 2015, precisamente ao se inaugurar a Década Internacional
das Pessoas de Descendência Africana, resolução adotada pela Assembleia Geral
da Organização das Nações Unidas, em dezembro de 2013. Entre 01 de janeiro
de 2015 e 31 de dezembro de 2024, a ONU estimulará reflexões e ações
afirmativas em torno do tema Pessoas com Descendência Africana: reconhecimento,
justiça e desenvolvimento.
Nesse contexto, a candidatura do Cais do Valongo à inscrição na lista
do Patrimônio Mundial da Unesco, encaminhada pelo Iphan, encontra-se em
apreciação.
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Decreto 34.803/2011 – Cria do Circuito Histórico e Arqueológico de Celebração da Herança
Africana e o Grupo de Trabalho Curatorial do Projeto Urbanístico, Arquitetônico e
Museológico do circuito
DECRETO N.º 34803 DE 29 DE NOVEMBRO DE 2011
Dispõe sobre a criação do Circuito Histórico e Arqueológico de Celebração da Herança Africana
e o Grupo de Trabalho Curatorial do Projeto Urbanístico, Arquitetônico e Museológico do
circuito.

§ 1º A Coordenação do Grupo de Trabalho ficará a cargo do Subsecretário do Patrimônio
Cultural, Intervenção Urbana, Arquitetura e Design do Gabinete do Prefeito.
§ 2º Serão membros fixos do Grupo de Trabalho a Vice-Presidente do COMDEDINE-RIO, Dulce
Mendes de Vasconcellos; o representante da CDURP, Alberto Gomes Silva; e o Coordenador
Especial de Promoção da Política de Igualdade Racial (GP/CEPPIR), Amaury Oliveira da Silva.
§ 3º São membros convidados:

O PREFEITO DA CIDADE DO RIO DE JANEIRO, no uso de suas atribuições legais; e

- Amaury Mendes Pereira

CONSIDERANDO a importância histórica e cultural dos remanescentes revelados pelas
pesquisas arqueológicas executadas na região Portuária do Rio de Janeiro;

- Tania de Andrade Lima

CONSIDERANDO a necessidade de socializar os diversos sítios arqueológicos existentes na
região, notadamente o Cais do Valongo e Cemitério dos Pretos Novos;
CONSIDERANDO necessidade de criar um agenciamento urbano que defina os limites do sítio
arqueológico do Cais do Valongo, promova sua segurança e conservação, e apresente sua
história;
CONSIDERANDO a vinculação dos diversos sítios arqueológicos à Diáspora Africana e à Cultura
Afro-Brasileira;
CONSIDERANDO que 2011 foi eleito pela ONU com “Ano Internacional dos Afrodescendentes”;
e
CONSIDERANDO que em 2011 completa-se 200 anos da construção do Cais do Valongo;
D E C R E T A:
Art. 1º Fica criado o Circuito Histórico e Arqueológico de Celebração da Herança Africana,
delimitado conforme ANEXO I do presente Decreto, que inclui os seguintes espaços vinculados
à história e à cultura afro-brasileira:
I – Centro Cultura José Bonifácio;
II – Cemitério dos Pretos Novos (Instituto Pretos Novos);
III – Cais do Valongo e da Imperatriz;
IV – Jardins do Valongo;
V – Largo do Depósito; e
VI – Pedra do Sal.

- Giovanni Benigno Peirre da Conceição Harvey;
- Joselina Silva;
- Vailson Silva;
- Rubens Confete;
- Alberto Vasconcellos da Costa e Silva;
- Mãe Beata de Yemonjá – Beatriz Moreira Costa;
- Daniel Pereira;
§ 4º Os membros convidados poderão ser substituídos a pedido ou por incompatibilidade com
o
cronograma dos trabalhos, sendo os novos nomes indicados por consenso dos membros fixos,
e
ratificado pelo coordenador do Grupo de Trabalho.
§ 5º O Grupo de Trabalho poderá convidar técnicos e especialistas para auxiliar no
desenvolvimento
dos trabalhos.
Art. 3º Ao final dos trabalhos o Grupo de Trabalho deverá publicar suas conclusões no Diário
Oficial
do Município do Rio de Janeiro.
Art. 4° Este Decreto entra em vigor na data de sua publicação.
Rio de Janeiro, 29 de novembro de 2011; 447º ano da fundação da Cidade.
EDUARDO PAES

Art. 2° Fica instituído o Grupo de Trabalho Curatorial do Projeto Urbanístico, Arquitetônico e
Museológico do Circuito Histórico e Arqueológico de Celebração da Herança Africana com o
objetivo apresentar em 30 dias o recorte conceitual, histórico-cultural, de abrangência do
circuito e sua delimitação territorial.
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New Black Institute for Research and Memory informations

1. New Black Institute for Research and Memory
In 1996, a couple discovered an old cemetery underneath their house during a home
renovation. There were bodies of “new blacks”, black people that arrived dead in Brazil
or died soon after disembarking. The unofficial number of bodies was 20 to 30 thousand
between the years of 1779 and 1830, a much higher rate than official data. The bodies
(mixed, crushed or burnt) were thrown in common graves. Two 19th Century houses
accommodate Instituto Pesquisa e Memória Pretos Novos, and also the Museu
Memorial (Memorial Museum) and a cultural site (Galeria de Arte Pretos Novos/ New
Blacks Art Gallery) with events, seminars, workshops and lectures related to the theme.
http://travessario.com/roteiros-sugeridos/cultura-africana/african-culture-and-heritageroute/

2. When the slave market was transferred from the area of today´s Rua Primeiro de
Março (former Rua Direita) to Rua Valongo, New Blacks Cemetery had to be moved
from Largo de Santa Rita to Caminho da Gamboa - now located at number 32 Rua
Pedro Ernesto, the address of the New Blacks Institute. These "new blacks" were
captives who had just arrived in Brazil and who often times died not long after
disembarkation, succumbing to the harsh treatment meted out on the voyage from
Africa. The archeological site was discovered in 1996 when homeowners were
refurbishing their house. Archeologists have identified thousands of fragments of the
remains of men, women and children, all newly arrived Africans. Considered the largest
slave cemetery in the Americas, it is estimated that 20,000 to 30,000 people were buried
there, although official records put the figure at 6,122 from 1824 to 1830. Their bodies
were tossed into a mass grave and burned. The same area also served as a garbage
dump, a fact that underscores the inhuman treatment to which enslaved Africans were
subjected. In addition to human bones, other findings include personal items belonging
to the so-called new blacks and everyday objects discarded by the population at large,
including the remains of food. Analyses have shown that most of the bones came from
children and teenagers. Today the house is a cultural center for the recovery of the
history of African culture. Courses and workshops are offered, and there is also a library
on black issues.
http://www.portomaravilha.com.br/historical_and_archeological

3.The Memorial of the New Blacks is a private institution, integral part of the New
Blacks Institute for Research and Memory (IPN), whose aims are to reflect on slavery in
Brazil and the development of educational projects and research to preserve the memory
of the new blacks. New Blacks was the name given to the recently arrived captives from
Africa to Rio de Janeiro, in the mid-nineteenth century, in an area of the city then called
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Little Africa. There one found the market for the sale of black captives, today’s Gamboa
docklands zone.
The memorial is an archaeological site of the Cemetery of the New Blacks, which
functioned at the site between 1769 and 1830. Itis estimated that the bodies of 20,000 to
30,000 blacks have been deposited there in mass graves.
With the prohibition of the slave trade, the cemetery was closed and the memory of
their existence entombed due to the successive landfills that occurred in the region, as
well as the deletion of an important part of the history of slavery in Rio The IPN has
become one of the newest Points of Culture of the city thanks to Memorial project:
“Rescuing the Memory of a People and Preserving the Culture of a Country”.
A place of memory preservation and documentary source
The Memorial is the result of joint work based on bones and artifacts found during the
first excavation to determine the scale of the Cemetery. If the bones showed signs of
brutality and disrespect to which these blacks were treated, artifacts emerge as
important documentary sources, not just of the customs and the daily life of nineteenthcentury Rio de Janeiro, but also that the location was a Shell mound region
(Sambaquieira) there three or four thousand years ago. It has an art gallery and a library
of about 600 titles dedicated to the African-Brazilian and indigenous culture, history
and the arts.
http://www.museusdorio.com.br/joomla/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=10
7:memorial-dos-pretos-novos-the-memorial-of-the-new-blacks

4.Locals called it the "cemetery of the new blacks", but in truth it wasn't much of a
cemetery. Devoid of headstones, wreaths or tearful mourners, this squalid harbourside
burial ground was the final resting place for thousands of Africans shipped into
slavery.The new world greeted them with a lonely death in an unfamiliar land. For
decades the cemetery and those buried there between 1760 and 1830 were forgotten,
hidden under layer after layer of urban development. But 15 years after the cemetery's
fortuitous discovery – during the renovation of Petrucio and Ana de la Merced
Guimaraes's family home when builders unearthed a series of muddy skeletons –
academics now believe they have evidence of the true reach of the slave trade.The study
of teeth from 30 partial skeletons has hinted that slaves arriving in Rio – many of whom
were sold on to work in coffee and sugar plantations or gold mines – came from a much
wider geographical region than once thought. Archaeologists and anthropologists
studying bone and tooth fragments are shedding light on the horrors of a trade that saw
at least 3 million slaves shipped from Africa to Brazil between 1550 and 1888, when the
practice was officially abolished". It was ugly: a dump into which bodies were thrown
and burned," said Sheila Mendonça de Souza, a bio-archaeologist studying the cemetery
in Rio de Janeiro, once one of the busiest slave ports in the Americas."People weren't
buried in tombs, they were tossed away into mass graves”,Della Cook, a biological
anthropologist from the University of Indiana working on the burial ground, said:
"There is a lot of scholarship on slave cemeteries and the slave trade in North America
but very little in South America, which is one of the things that makes this site
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fascinating. "We have historical records but we haven't been able to look before at the
people themselves.” Using strontium isotope analyses of tooth enamel – a technique that
helps detect where a person was raised and has previously been used on samples from
burial sites in the Caribbean and Mexico – academics were able to confirm the large
area from where the "new blacks" came. "What we got was essentially the entire range
of strontium isotope values," said Cook. "It surprised us that the spectrum was so
broad."The results indicated that slavers had "waded way into the interior" of Africa
rather than restricting their search to coastal areas, Cook added. Mendonça, who works
for the national school of public health in Rio, said: "We were not able to pinpoint a
specific place … but we confirmed the diversity of origin of those [slaves] who were
arriving in Rio de Janeiro. They came both from the Atlantic coast and east coast."A
parallel study of cosmetic tooth modifications, common in some regions of Africa, also
underlined the scope of the slave trade. Mendonça said her team had found tooth
markings indicating some of the slaves were native to what are now Sudan and
Mozambique, in north-eastern and southern Africa. Archaeologists believe as many as
20,000 slaves may have been buried at the cemetery, mostly men aged 18-25 who died
during the gruelling journey to Brazil or shortly after arriving."The majority were very
young, principally young boys and girls who would adapt better to captivity than older
people," said Mendonça. The dire conditions of the slave market and port, close to the
cemetery, were captured by British writer Maria Graham, following a visit in the early
1820s. "Almost every house in this very long street is a depot for slaves … In some
places the poor creatures were lying on mats, evidently too sick to sit up," she
wrote."The number of ships from Africa that I see constantly entering the harbour, and
the multitudes that throng the slave-houses in this street, convince me that the
importation must be very great. The ordinary proportion of deaths on the passage is, I
am told, about one in five."The 3 million slaves who made the journey were previously
thought to have come only from what is now Nigeria and from the Portuguese colonies
of Angola and Cape Verde. Some fled, forming autonomous cities known as quilombos.
Several of Rio de Janeiro's favelas – among them the Morro da Coroa, the Morro dos
Prazeres and Pereirao – are thought to have begun life as quilombos.With Rio
undergoing a facelift for the 2016 Olympics, some archeological discoveries have been
made as the city renovates its decrepit downtown port.In early 2010 archeologists
unearthed what they believe to be the remains of Rio's Valongo slave port, through
which tens of thousands of African slaves were shipped. Experts hope advancing
redevelopment projects will help them rescue further clues about the identities of
Brazil's "new blacks", who were buried not far from the Valongo dock."When you start
messing around with the landscape these things will appear," said Dr Ricardo Ventura
Santos, a bio-anthropologist from Brazil's Oswaldo Cruz Foundation, who is coordinating the cemetery research team. Cook said she hoped redevelopment would
permit further excavation and the inclusion of places such as the slave burial ground on
the city's tourist trail, creating a "monument to the African experience in Brazil". The
excavation of a Roman cemetery under London's Spitalfields market, during the 1990s,
could serve as a model, she added."Rio has very little history of the slave trade for
either Brazilians or external tourists," she said.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/dec/20/rio-cemetery-of-the-new-blacks-brazil
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5.After spending 60 days on a tumbeiro [slave ship], the Africans, exhausted and ill, had
to endure a lack of proper food, clothing and housing. This, combined with the
punishments inflicted upon them, led them to become prone to catching the viruses,
bacilli, bacteria and parasites that flourished among the dense population of Rio. More
than 4% of the slaves died almost immediately upon arrival, between disembarkation,
quarantine and display in the marketplace. A place was needed to bury a large number
of dead. And so the Pretos Novos (New Blacks) Cemetery came into being. “The high
mortality rate would explain the rise of imported labor, as more deaths meant bringing
in more slaves. In the last six years of this cemetery, there were more than one thousand
burials a year in it,” states the historian Júlio César Pereira, from Fiocruz, author of À
flor da terra [Near the ground surface](Garamond, 2007). The relocation of the court to
Rio increased the arrival of captives via the port of Rio: if in 1807 fewer than 10
thousand had been brought in, by 1828 this figure had risen to 45 thousand. This year
was also a record one for the cemetery, more than 2 thousand new blacks having been
buried there. “With no coffin and not a scrap of clothing, they are thrown into a grave
that isn’t even two feet deep. They take the deceased and chuck him into the hole like a
dead dog, then they throw a bit of earth over and if any part of the body remains
uncovered, they pound it with bits of wood, making a mash of earth, blood and
excrements,” described the traveler Carl Seidler in 1834. However, the site was aligned
with the thinking and the rules that had led to the establishment of the complex:
“Unsold slaves won’t leave Valongo even after they’re dead.”
Estimates indicate that the cemetery received more than 20 thousand bodies before it
was closed down in 1830, due to the complaints of the neighbors, who feared the
“miasmas” coming from the cadavers “near the surface of the ground,” along with the
interruption of slave traffic, even though it continued illegally. The place fell into
oblivion and was eventually covered over by the city, which expanded in the port areas
in the late nineteenth century. It was only rediscovered in 1996 during the remodeling of
a house, when workers drilling the holes for piles came upon thousands of teeth and
human bone fragments. As in a “crime scene,” it became necessary to find out who the
victims were. Determining the geographic origin of the five million slaves forced into
coming to Brazil is crucial for several fields of knowledge, as it provides clues on the
genetic and cultural background of Brazilians, many of whom are of mestizo origin.
“The slave trade caused one of the mankind’s greatest population movements. Between
the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries, more than 10.7 million arrived alive at the
end of the crossing,” states the historian Manolo Florentino, from UFF, author of Em
costas negras [On black coasts] (Companhia das Letras, 1997). “The slave ships’
records are unreliable when it comes to the origin of the Africans, since the embarkation
port, recorded in the archives, didn’t always reflect the geographical origin of the
blacks, sometimes captured inland, kilometers away from the coast,” he notes.
In this task, geneticists provide the historians with major contributions, as shown in the
article “A África nos genes do povo brasileiro” [Africa in the genes of the Brazilian
People] (Pesquisa FAPESP, issue 134), on the research of geneticist Sérgio Danilo
Pena, from the Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), who compared the pattern
of genetic alterations shared by Africans and Brazilians. As a result, Pena helped to
review the historical version according to which most of the slaves came from the
central-western part of Africa. This notion disregarded the relevant participation of the
west African blacks. “That is why it is essential to resort to transdiciplinarity to
understand slavery. Each focus is limited in dealing with the questions and no single
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field of knowledge is sufficient. The genetic studies are highly informative, but their
starting point is the analysis of Brazilians who descend from slaves,” says Pena. Hence
the importance of the Pretos Novos Cemetery, as it contains primarily the remains of
African slaves that had just arrived in Brazil.
The records of the Church of St. Rita, which managed the site, enable us to state that
95% of the bodies were of “new blacks” (the other 5% were apparently of Ladino
slaves). This unique site gave rise to the recently completed bio-archeological study Por
uma antropologia biológica do tráfico de escravos africanos para o Brasil: análise das
origens dos remanescentes esqueletais do Cemitério dos Pretos Novos [For a biological
anthropology of the traffic of African slaves into Brazil: an analysis of the origins of the
skeletal remains of the Pretos Novos Cemetery], coordinated by the bio-anthropologist
Ricardo Ventura Santos, from the National School of Public Health of the Oswaldo
Cruz Foundation (Ensp/Fiocruz). For this study, the isotopic composition of the
strontium in the tooth enamel of the samples collected in 1996 was analyzed, to
determine the geographic origin of the remains. “The teeth are formed during childhood
and are not renovated, allowing us to find out where people lived during their early
years. Strontium is like a geochemical DNA and it exists in the form of two isotopes,
the numbers of which are 86 and 87. The ratio between them are geochemical signatures
tied to the characteristics of the rocks of a given region,” explains Sheila de Souza, who
is also working on this project. The research revealed a great diversity of ratios, which
indicates (and confirms) that the slaves brought to Rio came from several African
regions. It also confirmed that they were young, newly arrived, African blacks.
The researchers established this as a result of finding “deliberate modifications of the
teeth ”, cuts made in the dental arcade for cultural reasons and that are typical of certain
African regions, such as Mozambique. This, in a way, corroborates Pena’s thesis. “We
also witnessed the polishing of teeth, which generates microscopic scratches, typical of
the dental hygiene of the African groups that used small sticks on their teeth and
chewed plants as ‘toothpaste’. This practice is limited to the new blacks, because once
they arrived here, it became impossible to keep it up. The teeth of the Ladinos lack these
marks,” says Sheila. The variability of the strontium ratios observed contrasts with what
has been found in other slave cemeteries in the Americas. It is greater, for instance, than
what was measured in the Africans buried at the New York Burial Ground, the
American slave cemetery found in Manhattan in 1991.
“Contrary to North America and other areas of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro received a larger
number of captives with a greater ethnical and genetic diversity,” states Santos. One can
identify that the basic food of these individuals during their childhood contained no
form of seafood. “It makes excellent sense. The arrival of the royal family increased the
demand for slaves, culminating in the golden phase of slave traffic, which legitimated a
de facto situation: the Crown no longer had a monopoly, which resulted in free access to
the trade. Therefore, few parts of the continent remained immune to the traffickers, so
that between 1760 and 1830, Rio actually received blacks from many African regions,
according to records, ” notes Florentino. “Additionally, pattern of traffic was also
confirmed, indicating action from the coast to the inner continent, in search of those
who had migrated from the seaside. ”
One can even demonstrate the undocumented path of illegality. In 1815, Portugal and
England signed a treatise whereby the purchase of slaves and slave traffic north of the
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Equator was prohibited. “The research studies of Pena and Santos show that, in practice,
despite this prohibition, smugglers were active in the area. Though saying they were
sailing to Angola, they would take a detour, to Nigeria, where they would get slaves that
they would then record as Angolan,” says the historian. The analysis of the cemetery
also revealed an ill-known aspect of the slave traffic: the youth of the captives. “The
remains are of very young blacks,” says Santos. Some 780 thousand children were
enslaved and sent to Brazil as of the mid-nineteenth century, because they were more
“malleable” than adults were and they withstood the crossing better. Toward the end of
the slave traffic age, in particular in Rio, one out of every three slaves was a child. “The
slave-owning elite, sensing that slave traffic was coming to an end, started looking more
for women, i.e., for more uteruses to generate slaves, and for children, who would work
for longer after the traffic came to a halt,” explains Florentino.
New excavations in the cemetery corroborated this practice. It was evidenced by the
presence of the young people’s skulls and arcades. The prospections were resumed by
the team of Tania Lima, who, fearing the real estate speculation around the site, because
of Porto Maravilha port, put the archeologist Reinaldo Tavares, from the Nacional
Museum, in charge of drawing up a map of the cemetery, for the study O Cemitério dos
Pretos Novos: delimitação especial [The Cemetery of the New Blacks: special
boundaries]. The dimensions of the cemetery are unknown. According to descriptions
dating back to when it was active, its size was similar to a present-day soccer pitch. The
archeologist is suspicious of this measurement, however, since it seems too small for so
many bodies.
By digging trenches around the site, he is looking for its boundaries. “You don’t have to
dig more than 70 centimeters deep to find bodily remains,” he says. The place was a
mass grave where bodies were thrown after days piled up in a corner. Whenever the big
grave became full, it would be reopened and the remains incinerated and destroyed,
making way for new bodies. “We also find urban waste mixed in with the bones: food,
glass, building materials, dead animals, trash. The initial thesis was that the cemetery
had become the neighborhood’s open dumping ground once the cemetery was closed.
However, the excavations indicate that it was still operating when the trash was thrown
in with the bodies.”
Genetics only add to the symbolic weight of such disregard. “The slaves entered Brazil
via the Northeast or Rio. The very geographical closeness led slaves from West Africa
to the Northeast and those from Central Africa to Rio. Of the latter, most were Bantus,”
says Pena. Therefore, this is the ethnic group whose bodies presumably fill the
cemetery. From the quay and the warehouses, they could see how their dead were
treated. “For the Bantus, undignified burial makes it impossible for the dead and their
forbears to be reunited, a core belief of this ethnicity. One can imagine that they must
have felt condemned to a ‘second death,’ being aware that their final resting place
would be erased from memory,” observes Júlio César. The living, however, did not
enjoy very good chances either: only one third of the new blacks would live, in slavery,
for more than 16 years.
The cause of these early deaths was the large range of diseases with which the slaves
lived, as shown in the paleogenetic research of Alena Mayo, from the Fiocruz
Laboratory of Molecular Genetics of Microorganisms, which tracks, via DNA, the
diseases of colonial Rio. At the slave cemetery of Praça XV square, for example, the
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bones revealed that 7 out of every 10 captives were infected with protozoa or helminths.
“This was due to the slaves being very poorly fed, combined with the bad conditions of
hygiene in which they lived,” says Alena. The genetic discovery proves several aspects
of the classic study of the American historian Mary Karasch, A vida dos escravos no
Rio de Janeiro [Slave Life in Rio de Janeiro] (Companhia das Letras, 2000), such as the
statement that “the conditions under which the slaves lived and the diseases killed more
than the physical violence of captivity.”
The researcher studied the Pretos Novos cemetery, where she found traces of
tuberculosis, with a total of 25% of positive samples. “The inhuman conditions in which
they were transported caused those slaves who were susceptible to contract the disease,
at that time common in the city, upon arriving. ” This also leads one back to the
documental research conducted by the American: “The mortality of the newly arrived
Africans at Valongo was not related only to the terrible conditions of the slave ships.
Even if they survived the crossing, they faced a greater challenge at the quay: adapting
to the new and terrible conditions of life, so as not to succumb promptly to Rio diseases.
”
One particular excavation resulted in important findings. “Bones in the church of Nossa
Senhora do Carmo in Rio, found in seventeenth century tombs of people of European
origin, although very degraded, tested positive for tuberculosis in 7 out of 10 ribs
analyzed,” states Alena. At the site, the researchers also found bones of native Indians
and blacks. Comparing the remains, the researcher concluded that not only was
tuberculoses rampant in the city in the seventeenth century, but that the colonizers were
the party responsible for introducing the disease in Rio, given that only the Europeans
tested positive for tuberculosis. “In studies I conducted on pre-Columbian material, I
found intestinal helminthiasis and Chagas’ disease. We concluded that these were not
brought by the Europeans. In colonial Brazil, to the contrary, one can see the role of
Europeans in the introduction and dissemination of epidemic diseases such as
tuberculosis. ” Therefore, the fear of the “diseases of the negroes, ” which led to the
creation, precisely 200 years ago, of the Cais do Valongo quay, were unfounded. There
is no perfect crime when different fields of knowledge come together.

Annex 5

Scientific article
JAEGER, L. H. et al. Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex detection in human
remains: tuberculosis spread since the 17th century in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
http://revistapesquisa.fapesp.br/en/2011/12/01/bones-that-talk/
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Pedra do Sal Quilombo informations

1. Pedra do Sal, at Morro da Conceição, is part of a region historically known as
"Pequena África" (Little Africa), which originally spanned from current Mauá Square to
the Cidade Nova neighborhood areas. (...)
In slave house's backyards, rural samba was performed, which included clapping,
tambourine, "prato-e-faca" (a percussion instrument which consists of a knife and a
plate) which was followed by dance moves. Urban samba in Rio de Janeiro was born
from these events, as were popular samba musicians and the old samba ranches. Pedra
do Sal was also seen as a sacred place in which African religion devotees would place
religious offerings.

became a meeting point for great musicians and composers, such as Donga, João da
Baiana, Pixinguinha and Heitor dos Prazeres. The place was declared an heritage
landmark in 1984 and nowadays it hosts the Comunidade Remanescente de Quilombos
da Pedra do Sal, (Pedra do Sal Community Descendents from the Quilombos) with
generations of African slaves descendants.
http://travessario.com/roteiros-sugeridos/cultura-africana/african-culture-and-heritageroute/

3.Pedra do Sal Quilombo celebrates ten years

Candomblé groups and members of street block Afoxé Filhos de Gandhi are responsible
for the hard work. Samba jam sessions, "rodas de capoeira" (capoeira presentations or
rehearsals, in which members form a circle), thematic cuisine, film screenings, and talks
are part of the celebration.

A ceremony was held on Saturday, December 12 at Pedra do Sal in the Port Region to
celebrate ten years since the site was recognized for its historic importance as
a quilombo, home to the descendants of enslaved Africans brought to Brazil. The
ceremony, known as the Balaio das Yabás and held by the Association of the
Remaining Quilombo Community of Pedra do Sal (ARQPEDRA), simply known as
the Pedra do Sal Quilombo, began with a breakfast and a Candomblé ritual at the
historic site. Drummers from the Filhos de Gandhi group then led a procession of
residents and supporters around the Cais do Valongo and finally to Praça Mauá. The
festivities came at a symbolic time for Pedra do Sal. As well as the formal recognition
of the Pedra do Sal Quilombo ten years ago by the Palmares Cultural Foundation, the
federal government institution charged with the preservation of Afro-Brazilian culture,
the group was celebrating the 31st anniversary of Pedra do Sal’s recognition as a
historic and religious monument by the Rio de Janeiro State Institute of Cultural
Heritage (INEPAC).The area is where enslaved Africans disembarked in Rio de Janeiro
before being traded. In Rio alone, two million slaves were brought into the
country. Pedra do Sal means “Salt Stone” and is the site where salt and Africans were
traded during Brazil’s brutal slave trade. The area is also widely recognized as the
birthplace of samba. Early figures in the history of samba such as Pixinguinha, João de
Baiana, Donga and Sinhô composed and played there, a fact which is recognized by
the Sal do Samba project of the Pedra do Sal Quilombo, in homage to the area’s afrocultural history. Also in recognition of this history, a weekly samba circle focusing on
traditional sambas still plays there on Monday and Friday nights.

http://mapadecultura.rj.gov.br/headline/samba-at-pedra-do-sal

(...)

Listed as a historic and religious heritage site, it provided, in the 19th century, stone which was extracted by slaves - for paving streets and the port of the city of Rio de
Janeiro. The area, by the sea, was also a place of salt loading and unloading, a product
which was used for leather manufacture and canned meat production. Today, Pedra do
Sal hosts lively samba jam sessions by Roda de Pedra group.
The area has interesting colorful houses next to a stairway and the historic stone slope.
The samba at Pedra do Sal event attracts tourists and young adults from different
neighborhoods in the city.
On the National Samba Day, in December 2nd, members of the Pedra do Sal
"quilombo" (a hinterland settlement founded by people of African origin, who were
escaped slaves and/or other non-black, non-slave Brazilians who experienced
oppression during colonization) celebrate the washing of the rock (Pedra do Sal in
Portuguese means "salt rock").

(edited)

http://www.rioonwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Praca-Maua.jpg
2.Pedra do Sal Samba Circle
Pedra do Sal (Salt Rock) is the setting for one of the best Rodas de Samba (Samba
Circles) in town. In the 17th Century sea waters would reach the base of the rock. The
salt brought by the Portuguese colony was unloaded there by slaves. Steps were built to
make climbing the smooth rock easier. In the 18th Century, Armazén do Sal was built
right next to the rock. Later, the so called “Zungu Houses” would lodge freed slaves
coming from other parts of the country. The former slaves would also get together there
to talk, play capoeira, play music and dance the jongo. In the 20th Century, Pedra do Sal
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4.“The families of Pedra do Sal began celebrating São Jorge Day (April 23rd), Black
Awareness Day (November 20th) and Samba Day (December 2nd), symbolizing,
respectively, the cult to Orishas, popular Catholicism and the political resistance and
recreational practices of Afro-descendants. The celebrations involved not only friends
and neighboors. They were promoted to members of social movements in support of
affordable housing, black awareness, intellectuals, government workers and journalists -
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all considered important actors in the legitimization of the ethnic claim. However, the
festivities not only affirmed the legal and political aspects of heritage preservation; their
effectiveness was mainly based on identity and religious concepts, considering the
plaintiffs "povo do santo" (people of the saint), the term for practitioners of Candomblé.
The celebrations entailed specific rituals, such as the "washing" of Pedra do Sal - the
sacralization of space through prayer by sprinkling water; the offering of food to the
eguns, dead samba artists, port workers and "filhos de santo" (children of the saints)
who had passed through Pedra do Sal; guests were served dishes associated with slaves,
such as feijoada or chicken with okra; and percussion-based musical groups performed.
These events operated, therefore, as calendar rites (Van Gennep 1960). Through the
progressive suspension of everyday activities, they stirred a period of intense social
circulation and gift exchanges with Orishas, the dead, the human and the nonhuman. ”
Guimarães, Roberta Sampaio. (2013). Urban interventions, memories and conflicts:
black heritage and the revitalization of Rio de Janeiro's Port Zone. Vibrant: Virtual
Brazilian Anthropology, 10(1), 208-227. Retrieved January 09, 2016, from
http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S180943412013000100011&lng=en&tlng=en.
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Annex 7
Cultural Protected Area, APAC/SAGAS
Law 971 of 4 May 1987 and Decree 7351 of 1 January 1988
Only in eletronic format
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Decreto n.º 7351 de 14 de janeiro de 1988
Regulamenta a Lei n.º 971, de 4 de maio de 1987, que instituiu a Área de Proteção Ambiental
(APA) em parte dos bairros da Saúde, Santo Cristo, Gamboa e Centro.
O PREFEITO DA CIDADE DO RIO DE JANEIRO,

II - nos Centros de Bairro 1A (CB-1A), os lotes resultantes deverão ter área máxima de
360,00m2 (trezentos e sessenta metros quadrados) e testada máxima de 12,00m (doze metros);

no uso de suas atribuições legais, de acordo com as conclusões do Grupo de Trabalho
constituído pelo Decreto n.º 6823, de 14 de julho de 1987, e tendo em vista o que consta do
processo n.º 01/2614/87,

III - na Área Central 1 (AC-1); na Área Central 2 (AC-2) e nos Centros de Bairro 1B (CB-1B), os
lotes resultantes deverão ter área máxima de 600,00 m² (seiscentos metros quadrados) e
testada máxima de 15,00m (quinze metros).

Decreta:

Art. 9.º - Os desmembramentos de lotes serão permitidos em toda a área, obedecidas as
seguintes condições:

Art. 1.º - Fica instituída a Área de Proteção Ambiental (APA) delimitada no Anexo I deste
decreto, constituída por logradouros dos bairros da Saúde, Santo Cristo, Gamboa e Centro, na I
e na II Região Administrativa.
Art. 2.º - A área definida no artigo anterior fica dividida nas seguintes zonas: Área Central 1 (AC1), Área Central 2 (AC-2), Zona Residencial 3 (ZR-3) e Zona Residencial 5 (ZR-5) , de acordo
com a delimitação constante do Anexo 2 deste decreto.
Art. 3.º - Ficam criados na APA ora instituída Centros de Bairro 1 (CB-1) , que se dividem em
Centros de Bairro 1A (CB-1A) a Centros de Bairro 1B (CB-1B), conforme a relação constante do
Anexo 3 deste decreto.
Art. 4.º - O uso residencial será adequado em toda a área.
Art. 5.º - Os usos comerciais, de serviços e industriais serão adequados conforme a zona onde
se localizem, na forma do Anexo 4 deste decreto.
Art. 6.º - O uso industrial será adequado em toda a área, com exceção da Zona Residencial 3
(ZR-3) e da Área Central 2 ..(AC-2), desde que o processo produtivo seja complementar às
atividades da Área Central 2 (AC-2) e com elas se compatibilize peIo seu pequeno porte,
independente do uso de métodos especiais de controle de poluição.
Parágrafo único - Não serão permitidas tipologias industriais que ocasionem ruído, odor,
congestionamento de tráfego, ou que sejam inconvenientes à saúde, ao bem-estar e à
segurança das populações vizinhas .
Art. 7.º - Os seguintes usos e atividades terão sua aprovação condicionada ao prévio estudo de
avaliação dos impactos ambientais causados sobre o sistema viário e a vizinhança, realizado
pela Secretaria Municipal de Desenvolvimento Urbano:
- bancos e agências financeiras
- distribuidoras
- empresas de transporte de cargas, passageiros e veículos
- ensino de até 3.º grau
- estúdio de empresa cinematográfica
- estúdio e auditório de televisão e rádio
- garagens para veículos
- lojas de departamentos
- magazines
- oficinas de automóveis
- postos de serviços e abastecimento
- processamento de dados
- sede administrativa
- supermercados
- tintas e vernizes.
Art.8.º - Os remembramentos de lotes será permitido em toda a área, obedecidas as seguintes
condições:
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I - na Zona Residencial 3 (ZR-3) os lotes resultantes serão destinados exclusivamente ao uso
residencial;

I - na Zona Residencial 3 (ZR-3), na Área Central 1 (AC-1), na Área Central 2 (AC-2) e nos
Centros de Bairro 1A e 1B (CB-1A e CB-1B), os lotes resultantes deverão ter área mínima de ...
225,00m2 (duzentos e vinte e cinco metros quadrados) e testada mínima de 9,00m nove metros;
II - na Zona Residencial 5 (ZR-5), os lotes resultantes deverão ter área mínima de 600,00m²
(seiscentos metros quadrados) e testada mínima do 15,00m (quinze metros);
Art. 10 - Não será exigido o afastamento frontal das edificações afastadas ou não das divisas.
Parágrafo único - O disposto no caput deste artigo não se aplica às edificações situadas nas
subáreas de preservação referidas no art. 35, que serão, obrigatoriamente, não afastadas das
divisas.
Art. 11 - Nos logradouros constantes do Anexo 5 deste decreto as edificações deverão
obedecer ao alinhamento existente, ficando automaticamente revogados os projetos de
alinhamento ... (PA) nos trechos que lhes são correspondentes.
Art. 12 - Os tipos de edificações permitidos nas diversas zonas de uso serão aquelas
constantes do Anexo 6 deste decreto.
Art. 13 - Para efeito de definição da altura das edificações a área fica dividida em 5 (cinco)
setores, delimitados no Anexo 7 deste decreto, da seguinte forma:
Setor 1 - altura máxima: 4,50m (quatro metros e cinqüenta centímetros);
Setor 2 - altura máxima: 7,50m (sete metros e cinqüenta centímetros);
Setor 3 - altura máxima: 11,00m (onze metros);
Setor 4 - altura máxima: 17,00m (dezessete metros);
Setor 5 - altura fixada por portaria da Subsecretaria do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional
(SPHAN), com exceção da quadra formada pelas ruas Senador Pompeu, Visconde da Gávea e
Marcílio Dias e pela Praça Cristiano Ottoni, onde a altura total será a fixada para o Setor 3.
§ 1.º - A altura máxima inclui todos os elementos construtivos da edificação.
§ 2.º - Nos casos de terrenos em declive a altura máxima fixada inclui a parte da edificação
situada abaixo do nível do meio-fio dos logradouros.
§ 3.º - No caso de edificação com testada para dois logradouros situados em níveis diferentes,
poderão ser construídos outros pavimentos afastados da testada, até que se alcance a altura
máxima da fachada voltada para o logradouro de nível mais alto. Os novos pavimentos deverão
obedecer a um afastamento de ... 3,00m (três metros) para cada 3,00m (três metros) de altura
ou fração, contados a partir do logradouro de nível mais baixo.
Art. 14 - As taxas de ocupação máximas permitidas nos lotes serão as seguintes:
- Zona Residencial 3 (ZR-3) ...........70%
- Zona Residencial 5 (ZR-5)............70%
- Centros de Bairro 1A e 1B (CB-1A e CB-1B):
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(duas), em lotes que tenham área igual ou inferior a 240,00m2 (duzentos e quarenta metros
quadrados) e testada igual ou inferior a 8,00m (oito metros);

. pavimento de lojas............100%
. demais pavimentos........... 70%
- Área Central 1 (AC-1).......100%
- Área Central 2 (AC-2).......100%
Art. 15 - O limite de profundidade das edificações situadas em encostas é de 15,00m (quinze
metros).
Art. 16 - Não serão permitidas varandas balanceadas sobre o alinhamento existente
Art. 17 - Serão permitidos balcões, sacadas e jardineiras até a profundidade máxima de 0,30m
(trinta centímetros) balanceados sobre o alinhamento, não computados na área total da
edificação (A.T.E.).
Art. 18 - A área mínima útil
quadrados).

das unidades residenciais será

de 30,00m2

(trinta metros

Art. 19 - O numero de vagas de estacionamento para veículos será de:
I - unidade residencial: 1 (uma) vaga por unidade;
II - comércio e serviços: 1 (uma) vaga para cada 50,00m2 (cinqüenta metros quadrados) de área
útil da unidade;
III - indústria e armazenagem: 1 (uma) vaga para cada ...200,00m² (duzentos metros
quadrados) de área construída, e mais 1(uma) vaga com as dimensões mínimas de 5,00m x
10,00m;
IV - unidade residencial em subárea de preservação: 1 (uma) vaga para cada 2 (duas)
unidades.
Art. 20 - Será permitido o estacionamento de veículos a descoberto no afastamento frontal das
edificações.
Art. 21- Estão isentos da obrigatoriedade da existência de locais para estacionamento os
seguintes casos:
I - as edificações residenciais unifamiliares em lotes situados logradouros cujo "grade" seja em
escadaria;
II - as edificações residenciais unifamiliares em lotes internos de vilas em que os acessos às
mesmas, pelo logradouro, tenham largura inferior a 3,70m (três metros e setenta centímetros);
III - as edificações residenciais unifamiliares nos fundos de lotes, onde na frente haja outra
edificação ou construção executada antes da vigência deste decreto, desde que a passagem
lateral seja inferior a 2,50m (dois metros e cinqüenta centímetros);
IV - as edificações residenciais unifamiliares em lotes, inclusive em lotes internos de vila, que
tenham área igual ou inferior a 240,00m² (duzentos e quarenta metros quadrados) e testada
igual ou inferior a 8,00m (oito metros);
V - as edificações residenciais unifamiliares e mistas, desde que o número total de unidades
residenciais e não residenciais seja igual ou inferior a 2 (duas), em lotes que tenham área igual
ou inferior a 240,00m2 (duzentos e quarenta metros quadrados) e testada igual ou inferior a
8,00m (oito metros) ou acesso por servidão pública ou particular com largura inferior a ... 2,50
(dois metros e cinqüenta centímetros);

VII - os imóveis preservados, segundo a listagem do Anexo 8, quando objeto de transformação
de uso ou reforma.
Art. 22 - O dimensionamento dos locais para estacionamento ou guarda de veículos obedecerá
às dimensões mínimas de 2,50m (dois metros e cinqüenta centímetros) de largura e 5,00m
(cinco metros) de comprimento, quando cada vaga tiver acesso direto por logradouro público,
servidão pública ou particular, ou por via interior que tenha largura mínima de 5,00m (cinco
metros) e permita o trânsito de veículos.
Art. 23 - Serão permitidas duas edificações afastadas ou não das divisas, no mesmo lote,
observadas as seguintes condições:
1 -duas edificações multifamiliares;
2- uma edificação de uso comercial, serviço ou mista na frente do lote e uma edificação
residencial multifamlliar nos fundos do lote.
Art. 24 - Serão permitidos grupamentos de edificações justapostas ou isoladas, dispostas de
modo a formarem ruas ou praças interiores sem caráter de logradouro público.
Art. 25 - Nos grupamentos de edificações uni e bifamiliares os afastamentos laterais e de
fundos mínimos, quando exigidos, bem como os prismas de iluminação e ventilação, terão
dimensões de:
I – 1,50m (um metro e cinqüenta centímetros) para as edificações até 7,50m (sete metros e
cinqüenta centímetros) de altura;
II - 2,50m (dois metros e cinqüenta centímetros) para as edificações com altura de 7,50m (sete
metros e cinqüenta centímetros) inclusive até 11,00m (onze metros);
III - 3,30m (três metros e trinta centímetros) para as edificações com altura superior a 11,00m
(onze metros).
Art. 26 - Nos grupamentos de edificações a taxa de ocupação máxima no lote será de 70%
(setenta por cento).
Art. 27 - Os grupamentos de edificações terão vias interiores descobertas de pedestres e
veículos, para atender ao total das edificações, excluídas as que possuam frente para logradouros públicos e pelos mesmos tenham acesso direto.
§ 1.º - Não serão exigidas vias internas nos grupamentos de duas edificações em que pelo
menos uma delas tenha frente para logradouro público e acesso direto pelo mesmo.
§ 2.º - Nos grupamentos de até 3 (três) edificações, quando apenas uma delas estiver
localizada nos fundos, o acesso será por passagem, com largura mínima de 1,50m (um metro e
cinqüenta centímetros), através da edificação localizada na frente.
Art. 28 - Nos grupamentos de edificações, a largura das vias interiores para veículos atenderá
ao disposto no seguinte quadro:

VI - as edificações não residenciais, desde que o número de unidades seja igual ou inferior, a 2
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Largura mínima da
via interior
descoberta
p/veículos (caixa
de rolamento)

Quando
servirem de
acesso *

1 unidade por
edificação

1 edificação

1,50m

2 ou mais unidades por
edificações
2,50m

3,70m
2,50m
2 ou 3
edificações
6,00m
3,70m
de 4 a 12
edif.
6,00m
6,00m
de 13 a 25
edif.
9,00m
9,00m
mais de 25
edif.
* Não serão computadas as edificações que tenham frente para logradouro público e por ele
tenham acesso direto.
Art. 29 - Nos grupamentos de edificações a extensão máxima de uma via interior para veículos,
sempre considerado o seu início no alinhamento do logradouro, não poderá exceder a 80,00m
(oitenta metros), devendo ser levado em conta o percurso mais desfavorável.
Art. 30 - Nos grupamentos de edificações, as vias interiores para pedestres devem ter faixas
contínuas com larguras mínimas de 1,50m (um metro e cinqüenta centímetros), dispostas do
lado em que exista edificação e em toda a extensão das vias interiores para veículos, desde o
logradouro público até a entrada de cada edificação.
Art. 31 - Nos grupamentos de edificações a área de estacionamento poderá ser centralizada ou
distribuída em áreas destinadas a atender a uma ou mais edificações, cujas vagas deverão
estar demarcadas no projeto.
Parágrafo único - As áreas das vias interiores para veículos não serão consideradas nem
computadas como locais de estacionamento.
Art. 32 - Nos grupamentos de edificações são permitidas edificações constituídas apenas por
dependências de uso comum e exclusivo dos grupamentos, obedecidas as seguintes
condições:
I - as dependências somente poderão destinar-se a recreação, creche e administração;
II - as dependências não serão incluídas no número total de edificações e no cálculo da área de
edificação (A.T.E.);
III - as edificações não serão autônomas e não receberão qualquer numeração.
Art. 33 - Quando o grupamento de edificações se localizar em terreno que tiver testada para
logradouro público incluído em CB ou AC-1, será permitida a existência de loja desde que esta
tenha acesso direto pelo logradouro público.
Art. 34 - Nos grupamentos de edificações não serão permitidos elementos construtivos
divisórios (muros e muretas) que limitem áreas suscetíveis de utilização comum do grupamento,
formando lotes autônomos, exceto quando constituam limites de prismas de ventilação e
iluminação.
Art 35 – Para efeito de proteção das edificações ficam definidas e delimitadas 5 (cinco)
subáreas, com a respectiva relação dos imóveis preservados, conforme o Anexo 8 deste
decreto.
Parágrafo único - Ficam proibidas as demolições e obras que venham a descaracterizar
fachadas, telhados ou a parte externa das edificações mencionadas no caput deste artigo.
Art. 36 - As obras a serem efetuadas nos imóveis dentro de subáreas de preservação
mencionadas no art. 35, inclusive adaptações necessárias para transformação de uso e novas
construções, deverão ser previamente aprovadas pelo Departamento-Geral de Patrimônio
Cultural, da Secretaria Municipal de Cultura.
Parágrafo único - Em caso de pintura e quaisquer outros reparos, para os quais, normalmente,
não é exigida a apresentação de projeto, será obrigatória a apresentação de fotografia no
tamanho mínimo de 9x12cm, com o esquema das alterações a serem feitas.
Art. 37 - Em caso de demolição não licenciada ou de sinistro poderá o órgão mencionado no
artigo anterior estabelecer a obrigatoriedade de reconstrução da edificação, mantidas as suas
características originais.
Art. 38 - As condições de uso e ocupação que não estiverem expressamente reguladas por este
decreto deverão obedecer ao disposto no Regulamento de Zoneamento aprovado pelo Decreto
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n.º 322, de 3 de março de 1976, e nos Regulamentos aprovados pelo Decreto "E" n.º 3800, de
20 de abril de 1970
Art. 39 - Fica constituído o Escritório Técnico do Projeto Sagas, com a participação do Instituto
Municipal de Arte e Cultura - RIOARTE, na estrutura do Departamento-Geral de Patrimônio
Cultural, da Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, para auxiliar e orientar a comunidade na
preservação e reconstituição dos imóveis da Área de Proteção Ambiental (APA) instituída pela
Lei n.º 971, de 4 de maio de 1987, bem como para elaborar projetos e programas de
recuperação dos logradouros públicos que a compõem.
Art. 40 - Este decreto entrará em vigor na data de sua publicação, revogadas as disposições em
contrário, especialmente o Decreto n.º 5459, de 8 de novembro de 1985.
Rio de Janeiro, 14 de janeiro de 1988 424.º de Fundação da Cidade.
ROBERTO SATURNINO BRAGA
João da Silva Maia
Luiz Edmundo H.B. da Costa Leite
Flavio de Oliveira Ferreira
DO RIO de 19/01/88
ANEXO I
Delimitação da Área de Proteção Ambiental
Área limitada pela Avenida Rodrigues Alves (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) entre a Rua
Rivadávia Correa e a Rua Silvino Montenegro, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Venezuela, por
esta (incluída) até a Rua Antonio Lage, por esta (incluída) até a Praça Coronel Assunção, por
esta (incluída) até a Rua Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Barão de Tefé, por
esta (incluída) até a Rua Coelho e Castro, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua
Edgard Gordilho, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Avenida Venezuela, por esta
(incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluída) até a Travessa
do Liceu, por esta (incluída) até a Rua do Acre, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua
Alcântara Machado, por esta (incluída) ate a Rua Mayrink Veiga, por esta (excluída) até a
Avenida Rio Branco, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida Presidente Vargas, por esta (excluída)
até a Rua Uruguaiana, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Marechal Floriano, por esta (incluída)
até a Rua dos Andradas por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Teófilo Otoni, por
esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua da Conceição, por esta (incluída) até Avenida
Marechal Floriano, por esta (incluída) até a Praça Cristiano Otoni, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Marcílio Dias, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Senador Pompeu, por esta incluída até a Rua da
América, daí pelo leito da RFFSA, até encontrar a Avenida Francisco Bicalho, por esta
(excluída) até a Rua Pedro Alves, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Santo Cristo, daí até a Rua
Cordeiro da Graça, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Cidade de Lima, por esta (excluída) até a
Rua Santo Cristo, por esta (incluída) até a Rua da Gamboa, por esta (incluído o lado ímpar) até
a Rua da União, daí, seguindo por uma linha reta atravessando o leito da RFFSA, até o
entroncamento da Rua Barão da Gamboa, com a Rua da Gamboa, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Rivadávia Correa, por esta (incluída) até o ponto de partida.
Fica incluída nesta área a Rua do Livramento do n.º 28 ao 43, até o seu final.//
ANEXO 2
Delimitação da Área Central 1 (AC-1)
Área limitada pela Rua Senador Pompeu (excluída) entre a Rua Camerino e a Rua da
Conceição, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida Marechal Floriano, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
dos Andradas, daí (incluída) até a Rua do Acre, Rua dos Andradas, por esta (incluído apenas o
lado ímpar) até a Rua Teófilo Otoni, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua da
Conceição, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Marechal Floriano, por esta (incluída) até a Praça
Cristiano Otoni, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Marcílio Dias, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
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Senador Pompeu, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela, por esta (incluída) até
a Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Bento Ribeiro, por esta (incluída)
até o Túnel João Ricardo, seguindo por uma linha reta acompanhando o mesmo até o ponto de
cota 33,5m, a partir daí pela Ladeira do Faria, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Visconde da Gávea,
por esta (incluída) até a Rua Costa Ferreira, por esta (incluindo apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua
Barão de São Félix, por esta (incluída) até a Praça dos Estivadores, por esta (incluída) até a
Rua Camerino, por esta (incluída) até o ponto de partida.//
Delimitação da Área Central 2 (AC-2)
Área limitada pela Rua Alcântara Machado, por esta (incluída) entre a Rua do Acre e a Rua
Mayrink Veiga, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida Rio Branco, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida
Presidente Vargas, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Uruguaiana, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida
Marechal Floriano, atravessando até a Rua do Acre, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até
o ponto de partida.//
Delimitação da Zona Residencial 3 (ZR-3)
Área limitada pela Rua Silvino Montenegro (incluído apenas o lado par) entre o leito da RFFSA,
até a Rua Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Travessa do Liceu,
por esta (incluída) até a Rua do Acre, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Avenida
Marechal Floriano, por esta (excluída) até a Rua da Conceição, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Senador Pompeu, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Camerino, por esta (excluída) até a Praça dos
Estivadores, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Barão de São Félix, por esta (excluída) até a Rua
Costa Ferreira, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Visconde da Gávea, por esta
(excluída) até a Ladeira do Faria, por esta (incluída) até o ponto de cota 33,5m a partir daí,
seguindo por uma linha reta acompanhando o Túnel João Ricardo, até a Rua Bento Ribeiro, por
esta (excluída) até a Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Alfredo
Dolabela Portela, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Senador Pompeu, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
da América, daí pelo leito da RFFSA, até encontrar a Avenida Francisco Bicalho, por esta
(excluída) até a Rua Pedro Alves, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar), até a Rua Santo
Cristo, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Cardoso Marinho, por esta (incluída)
até a Rua Barão da Gamboa, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua da Gamboa ,
por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Conselheiro Zacarias (incluída), daí segue
contornando o Morro da Saúde pela curva de nível de 5m, até encontrar o ramal de RFFSA e
por este até o ponto de partida. Ficam incluídas nesta zona toda a Rua Comendador Évora e a
Rua Comendador Leonardo.//

ANEXO 3
Relação dos Centros de Bairro – 1A (CB- 1A)
- Largo de São Francisco da Prainha
- Rua dos Andradas, trecho entre a Rua Júlia Lopes de Almeida e a Avenida Marechal Floriano
- Rua Camerino, trecho entre a Rua Sacadura Cabral e a Praça dos Estivadores
- Rua da Conceição, trecho entre a Rua Senador Pompeu e a Avenida Marechal Floriano
- Rua João Álvares, trecho entre a Rua Pedro Ernesto e a Rua do Livramento
- Rua Júlia Lopes de Almeida
- Rua Leandro Martins, trecho entre a Rua Pedro Ernesto e a Rua do Livramento
- Rua do Livramento, do n.º 28 ao 43 até o seu final
- Rua Pedro Ernesto, trecho entre a Rua da Gamboa e a Rua Sacadura Cabral
- Rua Sacadura Cabral, lado ímpar
- Rua São Francisco da Prainha
- Rua Senador Pompeu, trecho entre a Rua Camerino e a Rua da Conceição
Relação dos Centros de Bairro 1B (CB - 1B)
- Avenida Barão de Tefé, trecho entre a Rua Coelho e Castro e a Rua Sacadura Cabral
- Avenida Professor Pereira Reis, trecho entre a Praça Santo Cristo e a Avenida Cidade de
Lima
- Praça Santo Cristo
- Rua da América
- Rua da Gamboa
- Rua Pedro Alves, lado par
- Rua Rivadávia Correa
- Rua Sacadura Cabral, lado par do trecho entre a Rua Pedro Ernesto e a Avenida Venezuela
- Rua Santo Cristo, trecho entre a Rua Cordeiro da Graça e Avenida Cidade de Lima.//

ANEXO 4
COMÉRCIO VAREJISTA

Delimitação da Zona Residencial 5 (ZR-5)
Área limitada pela Avenida Rodrigues Alves (incluído apenas o lado ímpar), entre a Rua
Rivadávia Correa e a Rua Silvino Montenegro, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a
Avenida Venezuela, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Antonio Lage, por esta (incluída) até a Praça
Coronel Assunção, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluído apenas o
lado par) até a Avenida Barão de Tefé, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Coelho e Castro, por esta
(incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Edgard Gordilho, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar)
até a Avenida Venezuela, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Sacadura Cabral,
por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Silvino Montenegro, por esta (incluído apenas o
lado ímpar) até o leito da RFFSA, daí seguindo por este até a curva de nível 5m, por esta
contornando o Morro da Saúde, até encontrar a Rua Conselheiro Zacarias, por esta (excluída)
até a Rua da Gamboa, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Barão da Gamboa, por
esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Cardoso Marinho, por esta (excluída) até a Rua
Santo Cristo, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Cordeiro da Graça, por esta
(incluída) até a Avenida Cidade de Lima, por esta (excluída) até a Rua Santo Cristo, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua da Gamboa, por está (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua da União,
daí seguindo por uma linha reta atravessando o leito da RFFSA, até o entroncamento da Rua
Barão da Gamboa com a Rua da Gamboa, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua
Rivadávia Correa, por esta (incluída) até o ponto de partida. Fica incluído nesta zona o lado
par da Rua Pedro Alves.//
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ZONAS
USOS E ATIVIDADES

AC-1 AC-2 CB-1A CB-1B ZR-3

ZR-5

OBSERVAÇÕES
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motocicletas
objetos de arte
serraria
sucata
veículos de grande porte

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X*
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*lojas até 200m2

COMÉRCIO ATACADISTA E ARMAZENAGEM
AC-1
ZONAS
USOS E ATIVIDADES
algodão / sementes /
grãos / frutos para
X
extração de óleo
X
alimentos
X
aparelhoselét/eletrônicos
X
bebidas e fumos
X
editorial
X
ferragens
X
fibras vegetais
máquinas, veículos e
equipamentos em geral
X
material de construção
X
madeira
mobiliário e art. de
X
decoração
X
peles e couros
prod. cerâmicos e
X
cimento
prod. p/ agricultura e
X
pecuária
veículos e equip. para
veículos
vidro e cristal
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

NÃO PERIGOSO E INCÔMODO

LOCAL
CENTRO INTERMEDIÁRIO

açougue, aves e ovos
armarinho,bazar,presentes
aves vivas
bar, botequim, lanchonete
confeitaria
drogaria, farmácia
ferragens
flores, plantas
jardim (art.)
jornais, revistas
limpeza (art.)
loteria
mercearia, quitanda
ótica
padaria
papelaria
peixaria
religiosos (art.)
roupas, sapataria
mini–mercado
acrílico (art.)
animais domésticos
artesanato, regionais (art.)
bijouteria,joalheria,relojoaria
bomboniére
borracha (art.)
brinquedos
caçaepesca, esportivos (art.)
cama e mesa, tecidos
charutaria
discos, fitas
elétricos (art.)
eletrodomésticos, som
(equipamentos)
ervanário
fotografia (art.)
iluminação (art.)
livraria
louças e cristais
magazines
malas e bolsas
móveis, tapeçarias
perfumaria
plásticos (art.)
restaurante
supermercado
tintas e vernizes
vidros e espelhos

X

AC-2

CB-1A CB-1B ZR-3

ZR-5

-

-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

-

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

-

-

X
X

-

X
X

-

-

X

-

X

-

-

X

-

X

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

X

-

X

OBSERVAÇÕES
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-

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

-

-

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

X

-

-

X

-

X

X
X
X

-

-

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

X

-

-

X

-

X

X
X

-

-

X
X

-

X
X

COMUNITÁRI
OS E SOCIAIS

X
X
X
X
X

SERVIÇOS

COMUNICAÇÃO
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CB-1A CB-1B ZR-3

ZR-5

X*

X

-

X

X*
X*

X
X

-

X
X

X*

X
X

-

X
X

X*
X*
X*
-

X
X
X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X*
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

X

-

X

OBSERVAÇÕES

* com lojas ou salas existentes

AUXILIARES E NEGÓCIOS

AC-1 AC-2
ZONAS
USOS E ATIVIDADES
administ de bens e de
X
X
imóveis
agência de anúncios em
X
X
jornais noticiosos
X
X
agências de emprego
agência de informações /
agenciamento
X
X
intermediário
X
X
agência de passagens /
viagens
consignação /
representação e
X
X
incorporação
X
X
corretagem
X
X
despachos
X
X
empresa de seguro
guarda de bens móveis
X
X
importação e exportação
org. e promoção de
X
X
eventos
X
X
pesquisa de mercado
X
X
promoção de vendas
X
X
agência de publicidade
X
X
editora sem gráfica
X
X
empresa cinematográfica
X
X
gravadora
X
X
jornal / periódicos
X
X
estúdio de dublagem
estúdio de televisão /
X
X
auditório / rádio

CONSERVAÇÃO E REPARAÇÃO

-

ENSINO E
PESQUISA

-

FINANCEIR
OS

X
X
X
X
X

HOSPEDAG
EM

NÃO PERIGOSO E POUCO INCÔMODO

artigos de couro
brinquedos
discos e fitas
embalagens
garrafas
louças, porcelanas e
cristais
material de limpeza
material esportivo
mat. de escritório e
escolar
objetos de peq. porte /
utensílios em geral
ourivesaria e joalheria
produtos farmacêuticos
prod. p / fotografia /
cinematog. /ótica
produtos ligados ao
vestuário
produtos têxteis

asilo e recolhimento
associação de classe /
sindicatos
associação de moradores
centros sociais urbanos
creche
instituições beneficentes
armeiro
artigos de couro
borracheiro
chaveiro
encadernação
engraxataria
estofador / colchoaria
lavagem / lubrificação
máq., aparelhos e objetos
de uso pessoal e domiciliar
máq. e aparelhos elétricos
máq. e aparelhos
eletrônicos
jóias
objetos diversos: relógios,
tesouras, apar. de precisão
, facas, guarda-chuvas,
brinquedos
instrumentos musicais
oficina de automóveis /
motos
oficina de bicicletas
pintura de placas
sapateiro
taxidermista
tinturaria / lavanderia
elevadores
imunização
inst. elét. hidráulica e gás
limpeza
toalheiro
vigilância
ensino até 1.º grau
ensino até 2.º grau
ensino não seriado
ensino superior
escolas especiais
escolas técnicas
inst.
científicas
e
tecnológicas
agentes financeiros (ações,
capitalização, poupança,
títulos e valores, fundos,
investimentos).
bancos
albergue de turismo
hospedaria
hotel
pensão com hospedagem,
pensionato

-

-

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

com oficina
com oficina

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

-

X
X

com oficina
com oficina

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
-

X
X

com oficina
com oficina

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
com oficina
caldeira a gás
sem oficina
sem oficina
sem oficina
sem oficina
caldeira a gás

X

X

X

X

-

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

-

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X

X

-

X

X

-

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X*

X

-

X

RECREAÇÃO E
CULTURA EQUIPE DE
RECREAÇÃO

tipografia
aluguel de filmes e tapes
auditório
biblioteca / arquivo
centro cultural
cinema
cinemateca
culto religioso
galeria de arte
museu
teatro
boliche / bilhar
casa de diversões / boite
clubes
jogos eletrônicos
salão
de
festas
(arrendamento)

X

X

-

X

-

X

X
X

X
X

X*
X

X
X

-

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X*

X
X

X
-

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

-

X

-

X

SAÚDE COM OU SEM
INTERN.

barbearia
cabeleireiro,
salão
de
beleza
instituto de beleza
sauna, duchas, termas
cópias e reproduções
fotos sob encomenda
alfaiate / alfaiataria
aluguel de roupas
cerzideira, bordadeira
costureira, modista
consultoria
escritório e atelier de
profis. autônomos, liberais
e qualific.
escritórios representativos
s/ administrativos (sede
administ. com porte
limitado)
escritórios técnicos e
profis.
processamento de dados
prof. autônomo e liberal
aut.
tabelião / cartório

TRANSPORTES

X
X

abreugrafia / raio X
consultórios
consultórios
/
clín.
veterinárias
clínicas e policlínicas
hosp. (casas de saúde,
sanatórios)
laboratórios de análises
clínicas
postos de atendimento
médico
aluguel de veículos
distribuidora
(cargas,
malotes, filmes, jornais)
empresa de mudança
empresa de transportes
garagens p / veículos
(exceto cargas e colet.)
postos de serviços /
abastecimento
transportadora

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

-

X
X

X*
X*

X*

X*
X*

X
X

-

X
X

-

-

-

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X
-

X
X

X
-

X
X

-

X
X

com garagem

X
-

-

-

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

com garagem
com garagem

-

-

-

X

-

X

X
X

X
-

-

X

-

X
X

* sem internação
* sem internação

USOS ESPECIAIS
ZONAS
USOS E ATIVIDADES

CB-1A CB-1B ZR-3

ZR-5

AC-1

AC-2

-

X

-

-

-

X

X
X

X
X

X
-

X
X

-

X
X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

X

-

X

horto mercado

X

-

-

X

-

X

centro esportivo
circo
concha acústica
parque de diversões
pavilhão de exposições
quadras de escolas de
samba

X
-

-

-

X
X
X
X
X

-

X
X
X
X
X

X

-

-

X

-

X

Corpo de Bombeiros
Polícia Civil
Polícia Militar

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

ADMINIS.

-

COMUNIC.

X
X

RECREAÇÃO E
LAZER

X
X

SEGURA
NÇA

X
X

* em lojas e salas existentes

ALIM
ESTÉTICAS
PESSOAIS
PESSOAIS
VEST. TÉC.
PROFISSIONAIS E TÉCNICOS

X
X

RECREAÇÃO E
CULTURA
EQUIPAMENTO DE
CULTURA

buffet
distribuição de refeições

centros administrativos
equip. da adm. púb. (fed.
est. mun.)
sedes administrativas
correios e telégrafos
estações
telecomunicações

de

OBSERVAÇÕES

TIPOLOGIA INDUSTRIAL PRÓPRIA POR ZONA
RAMO
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GRUPO

SUBGRUPO OU PROCESSO
IND.

AC-1
CB-1A
CB-1B

ZR-5
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- fabricação de cronômetros e
relógios, elétricos ou não
- reparação ou manutenção de
máquinas e aparelhos
- fabricação de motores
micromotores elétricos

MATERIAL ELÉTRICO E DE COMUNICAÇÕES

X

X
X

e - fabricação de
elétricos

micromotores

X
X

- fabricação de material para - fabricação e montagem de
instalações elétricas e para lustres, abajures, luminárias e
fabricação e montagem de semelhantes
lustres e abajures
- fabricação de peças e
acessórios para material de
telefonia, telegrafia, sinalização,
radiotransmissão e recepção e
televisão

fabricação
de
microtransformadores
chassis
para
rádio
e
televisão,
microfones,
alto-falantes,
condensadores não eletrônicos,
reguladores de voltagem, diais,
seletores de canais de televisão,
etc

- reparação e manutenção de - manutenção e reparos de
máquinas e aparelhos elétricos, aparelhos eletrodomésticos
eletrônicos e de comunicações
- reparação e manutenção de
demais
máquinas e
aparelhos

X
X

X

MADEIRA

PRODUTOS
DE
MINERAIS
NÃO
MECÃNI
CA

- fabricação de peças e ornatos
de gesso e estuque

- produção de resserados
- fabricação de estrutura de
madeira
- fabricação de esquadrias
- fabricação de peças de
madeira
para
instalações
industriais e comerciais –
exclusive artigos do mobiliário
- fabricação de caixas de
madeiras, armadas
- fabricação de urnas e caixões
mortuários
- fabricação de outros artigos de
carpintaria não especificados ou
não classificados
- fabricação de artigos de
tanoaria e de madeira arqueada
- fabricação de cabos para
ferramentas e utensílios
- fabricação de formas e
modelos de madeira – exclusive
de madeira arqueada
- fabricação de saltos e solados
de madeira
- fabricação de artefatos de
madeira torneada
- fabricação de molduras e
execução de obras de talha –
exclusive artigos de mobiliário
- fabricação de artigos de
madeira para usos domésticos,
industrial e comercial

X

- fabricação de artefatos de
bambu, vime, junco ou palha
trançada

MATERIAL
DE
TRANSPOR
TE

RAMO
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GRUPO
recondicionamento
ou
recuperação de motores para
veículos automotores
- fabricação de estofados e
capas para veículos

SUBGRUPO OU PROCESSO
IND.

AC-1
CB-1A
CB-1B

ZR-5

- fabricação de artigos de cortiça

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
- fabricação de artigos de
madeira para uso doméstico
(tábua para carne, rolos para
massas,
paliteiros,
palitos,
descansos para pratos, colheres
de pau, estojo para jóias e
talheres, galerias para cortinas,
tampos
sanitários
e
semelhantes)
- fabricação de artigos de
madeiras para uso industrial
(pás, colheres e palitos para
sorvetes,
espulas,
lançamadeiras e semelhantes)
- fabricação de artigos de
madeira para uso comercial
(apoio para mata-borrões, apoio
para livros, cesta de papéis, etc.

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
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RAMO

GRUPO

SUBGRUPO OU PROCESSO
IND.

AC-1
CB-1A
CB-1B

- fabricação de artefatos de
papel, não impressos, para
escritórios

ZR-5

- fabricação de papel para
embalagens e fabricação de
embalagens de papel, impressas
ou não; simples ou plastificadas

PAPEL E PAPELÃO

- fabricação de móveis de
madeira ou com predominância
de madeira envernizadas ou
enceradas
–
inclusive
os
estofados

- fabricação de móveis de metal
ou com predominância de metal
não revestidos com lâminas
plásticas.

X
X

- fabricação de esqueletos de
madeira para móveis

X

fabricação
de
armários
embutidos, de madeira

X

- fabricação de caixas e
gabinetes de madeiras para
rádios, televisores, máquinas de
costura, fonógrafos, relógios e
semelhantes
–
inclusive
trabalhados ou artísticos.

X

- fabricação de persianas

X

- montagem e acabamento de - montagem de móveis
móveis

X
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X

- fabricação de artefatos diversos
de papel aluminizado, prateado,
dourado, etc

X

- fabricação de artefatos de
papelão, cartolina e cartão,
impressos ou não, simples ou
plastificados para escritório.

X

X

- fabricação de embalagem de
papelão, cartolina e cartão,
impressos ou não, simples ou
plastificados

X

- fabricação de artefatos diversos
de papelão, cartolina e cartão,
impressos ou não, simples ou
plastificados

X

RAMO
COUROS E PELES E
PRODUTOS SIMILARES

X

X

- fabricação de artefatos diversos
de papel, impressos ou não,
simples ou plastificados

GRUPO

SUBGRUPO OU PROCESSO
IND.

AC-1
CB-1A
CB-1B

ZR-5

- fabricação de artigos de selaria

X

- fabricação de correias e outros
artigos de couro para máquinas

X

- montagem e confecção de
malas, valises e outros artigos
para viagem
- montagem e confecção de
artigos de couro e peles para
uso pessoal e outros fins
- fabricação de artigos de
material
plástico
para
embalagem e acondicionamento, - não utilizando sacos usados
como matéria prima
impressos ou não

PRODUT
OS DE
MATÉRIA
S
PLÁSTIC
AS

MOBILIÁRIO

- fabricação de móveis de
madeira, vime e junco para uso
residencial.
- fabricação de móveis de
madeira ou com predominância
de
madeira,
envernizados,
encerados,
esmaltados,
laqueados
–
inclusive
os
revestidos de lâminas plásticas
ou
estofados
para
usos
industrial,
comercial
e
profissional.
- fabricação de móveis de metal
ou com predominância de metal,
revestidos ou não com lâminas
plásticas.
- fabricação de artigos de
colchoaria

X

X

X

X
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X

- confecção de roupas – exceto
roupas profissionais especiais

X

X

- confecção de capas, sobretudo
e outros agasalhos – inclusive de
couros
e
peles,
tecidos
impermeáveis, borrachas e de
material plástico.

X

- fabricação de chapéus
- fabricação de calçados

- fabricação de bolsas, cintos,
cintas, luvas, cintas- ligas, etc.
(só montagem)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

- confecção de artefatos diversos - confecção de artigos de tecidos
para uso doméstico (toalhas de
de tecidos
banho, rosto e mãos, roupas de
cama, mesa, copa e cozinha)

X

X

- confecção de bandeiras,
estandartes e flâmulas.

X

X

PRODUTOS ALIMENTARES

X

X

- confecção de sacos de tecidos
de algodão, juta e outros tecidos.

X

EDITORIAL
E
GRÁFICA
RAMO
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GRUPO

SUBGRUPO OU PROCESSO
IND.

- conservas de frutas
- conservas de legumes e outros
vegetais
- fabricação de doces – exclusive
de confeitaria (caseiros)
- preparação de especiarias e
condimentos
- fabricação de balas e
caramelos
- fabricação de bombom e
chocolates
- fabricação de gomas de
mascar
- fabricação de produtos de
padaria e confeitaria
- fabricação de artigos de
pastelaria
fabricação
de
massas
alimentícias
- fabricação de biscoitos e
bolachas
- fabricação de sorvetes, bolos e
tortas geladas – inclusive - fabricação de sorvetes
coberturas
utilizando
gás
FREON na refrigeração

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

- fabricação de gelo – exclusive
gelo- sêco

- confecção de artigos de lona e
de tecidos de acabamento
especial
(toldos, barracas,
velames, etc.)

BEBID
AS

VESTUÁRIO, CALÇADOS E ARTEFATOS DE TECIDOS

- confecção de peças interiores
do vestuário

AC-1
CB-1A
CB-1B

ZR-5

- fabricação de licores
- fabricação de gaseificação de
águas minerais
- impressão de material escolar.
- impressão de material para
usos industriais e comercial e
para propaganda.
- impressão de materiais para
outros fins.
pautação,
encadernação,
douração,
plastificação
e
execução de trabalhos similares.
- lapidação de pedras preciosas
e semi-preciosas
- fabricação de artigos de
joalheria e ourivesaria
- fabricação de instrumentos
musicais – inclusive elétricos
- reprodução de discos para
fonógrafos
–
exclusive
a
produção de matrizes
- reprodução de fitas magnéticas
gravadas (músicas, textos, etc) –
exclusive a produção de
matrizes
- fabricação de escovas, broxas,
pincéis, vassouras, espanadores
e semelhantes

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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- revelação, copiagem, corte,
montagem, gravação, dublagem,
sonorização e outros trabalhos
concernentes à produção de
películas cinematográficas.

X

DIVERSOS

- fabricação de artefatos de
pelos, plumas, chifres e garras,
- fabricação de canetas, lápis,
etc.
fitas para máquinas e outros
- fabricação de canetas, lápis, artigos para escritório, não
em
outros
fitas para máquinas e outros compreendidos
(canetas-tinteiro,
artigos para escritório, não grupos
penas
de
compreendidos
em
outros esferográficas,
grupos – inclusive carimbos, escrever, lápis, lapiseiras, fitas
sinetes
e
semelhantes
e para máquinas de escrever e
calcular etc., “Stencil” borrachas
exclusive papel carbono
para apagar, corretores, etc.
- fabricação de carimbos e
sinetes – inclusive almofadas
para carimbos
- fabricação de quadros-negros,
lousas e outros artigos escolares

de

filtros

- fabricação de artigos diversos

X

X

para

- fabricação de perucas

X
X

X

fabricação
de
painéis
luminosos,
placas
para
propaganda, e outros fins
- fabricação
cigarros

X

fabricação de artigos diversos
(placas de identificação, redes
para cabelos, adornos para
árvores
de
natal,
artigos
modelados ou talhados de cera
ou resinas, naturais, azeviche,
ambar e espuma do mar,
trabalhos em marfim, osso,
nacar e vegetais, piteiras,
cigarreiras,
isqueiros,
cachimbos, manequins, flores,
folhas e frutas artificiais, etc.)

X
X
X

X

ANEXO 5
RELAÇÃO DOS LOGRADOUROS QUE DEVERÃO OBEDECER AO ALINHAMENTO
EXISTENTE
- Adro de São Francisco
- Avenida Barão de Tefé
- Avenida Marechal Floriano
- Avenida Professor Pereira Reis
- Avenida Rodrigues Alves
- Avenida Venezuela
- Beco das Escadinhas da Conceição
- Beco das Escadinhas do Livramento
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- Beco das Escadinhas do Oliveira
- Beco do João Inácio
- Beco João José
- Escada da Estirada
- Ladeira do Barroso
- Ladeira do Faria
- Ladeira Felipe Neri
- Ladeira do João Homem
- Ladeira do Livramento
- Ladeira Madre de Deus
- Ladeira do Mendonça
- Ladeira do Morro da Saúde
- Ladeira Morro do Valongo
- Ladeira do Pedro Antônio
- Largo João da Baiana
- Largo José Francisco Fraga
- Largo de São Francisco da Prainha
- Praça Américo Brum
- Praça Cristiano Otoni
- Praça Coronel Assunção
- Praça dos Estivadores
- Praça Major Valô
- Praça Marechal Hermes
- Praça Patrão Mór Aguiar
- Praça Santo Cristo
- Praça Vasconcelos Querê
- Rua do Acre
- Rua Alcântara Machado
- Rua Alexandre Mackenzie
- Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela
- Rua da América
- Rua Ana Mascarenhas
- Rua dos Andradas
- Rua Anibal Falcão
- Rua Antônio José
- Rua Antonio Lage
- Rua Araújo Viana
- Rua Argemiro Bulcão
- Rua Atília
- Rua Barão de Angra
- Rua Barão da Gamboa
- Rua Barão de São Félix
- Rua Bento Ribeiro
- Rua Bento Teixeira
- Rua Camerino
- Rua Capiberibe
- Rua Capitão Sena
- Rua Cardoso Marinho
- Rua Carlos Gomes
- Rua Carmo Neto
- Rua Carneiro Leão
- Rua Coelho e Castro
- Rua Comandante Maurity
- Rua Comendador Évora
- Rua Comendador Leonardo
- Rua da Conceição
- Rua Conselheiro Leonardo
- Rua Conselheiro Zacarias
- Rua Cordeiro da Graça
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- Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa
- Rua Costa Barros
- Rua Costa Ferreira
- Rua Cunha Barbosa
- Rua Deolinda
- Rua Dona Lucia
- Rua Doutor Piragibe
- Rua Ebroíno Uruguai
- Rua Edgard Gordilho
- Rua Eduardo Jansen
- Rua do Escorrega
- Rua Farnese
- Rua da Gamboa
- Rua Guapi
- Rua João Álvares
- Rua João Cardoso
- Rua Joaquim Esposel
- Rua do Jogo da Bola
- Rua Júlia Lopes de Almeida

- Travessa Barros Sobrinho
- Travessa Brito Teixeira
- Travessa Coronel Julião
- Travessa Cunha Matos
- Travessa Dona Felicidade
- Travessa das Escadinhas do Livramento
- Travessa do Liceu
- Travessa Mato Grosso
- Travessa São Diogo
- Travessa Sara
- Travessa do Sereno
- Travessa Silva Baião
- Travessa Souza. //

- Rua Leandro Martins
- Rua Leôncio de Albuquerque
- Rua do Livramento
- Rua Major Daemon
- Rua Major Saião
- Rua Marcílio Dias
- Rua Mariano Procópio
- Rua Marques de Sapucaí
- Rua Mato Grosso
- Rua Mendonça
- Rua Miguel Saião
- Rua Mont’Alverne
- Rua do Monte
- Rua Moreira Pinto
- Rua da Mortona
- Rua Nabuco de Freitas
- Rua Noêmia
- Rua Orestes
- Rua Pedro Alves
- Rua Pedro Ernesto
- Rua do Pinto
- Rua do Propósito
- Rua Rego Barros
- Rua Rivadávia Corrêa
- Rua Rosa Saião
- Rua Sacadura Cabral
- Rua Saldanha Marinho
- Rua Santo Cristo
- Rua São Francisco da Prainha
- Rua São Gregório
- Rua Sara
- Rua Segunda
- Rua Senador Pompeu
- Rua Silvino Montenegro
- Rua Sousa Bandeira
- Rua Teófilo Otoni
- Rua da União
- Rua Vidal de Negreiros
- Rua Visconde da Gávea
- Rua Waldemar Dutra
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ANEXO 6
TIPOS DE EDIFICAÇÕES PERMITIDAS
ZONAS
TIPOS DE EDIFICAÇÕES

AC-2 CB-1 CB-1 ZR-3
B
A
ZR5

- edificação residencial unifamiliar

X

-

X

X

X

X

- edificação residencial multifamiliar

X

-

X

X

X

X

- 2 unidades residenciais superpostas, justapostas ou
isoladas com acessos independentes

- grupamento de edificações justapostas ou isoladas
dispostas de modo a formarem ruas ou praças
interiores, sem caráter de logradouro público

- edificação mista com lojas no primeiro pavimento e
unidades residenciais nos pavimentos superiores

X

-

- edificação mista com lojas com acesso direto pelo
logradouro e unidade residencial nos fundos, com
acesso independente

X

-

- lojas em edificação de um pavimento

- lojas em edificação de dois ou três pavimentos, com
uma só numeração

X

-

X

-

X

X

-

X

-

X

X

-

X

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

- edificação comercial com lojas de até 3 pavimentos e
os pavimentos superiores com salas comerciais

-

X

-

- edificação comercial com lojas em um pavimento e
os pavimentos superiores com salas de uso comercial
ou industrial

-

-

X

- edificação comercial com lojas em um ou dois
pavimentos e os pavimentos superiores com salão ou
grupos de salas em que cada unidade autônoma
corresponda integralmente a um ou mais pavimentos

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

X

-

-

-

X

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

X

- telheiro-dependência da edificação, não visível do
logradouro

-

-

X

X

-

X

- telheiro para uma só atividade e com uma só
numeração, atrás de edificação comercial ou
residencial unifamiliar ou industrial já existente com
acessos independentes

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

X

- edificação mista com lojas em um ou dois
pavimentos e unidades residenciais nos pavimentos
superiores

- edificação mista com lojas em um ou dois
pavimentos e com os pavimentos superiores
destinados a salas comerciais e a unidades
residenciais, em que a parte residencial fique acima
da comercial e disponha de acessos independentes
desta
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AC1

- edificação comercial de dois pavimentos, constituída
por lojas no 1.º pavimento e por dependências
internas das mesmas no 2.º pavimento, diretamente
ligadas às lojas

X

- edificação de uso exclusivo, para uma só atividade e
com uma só numeração

- galpão para uma só atividade e uma só numeração,
desde que apresente fachada com características de
edificação comercial ou atrás de edificação comercial
ou industrial já existente com acessos independentes

-

X

-

-

-

- telheiro para uma só atividade, e com uma só
numeração, devendo o terreno ser fechado por muros

- telheiro para uma só atividade e com uma só
numeração, atrás da edificação comercial ou
residencial unifamiliar ou industrial com acessos
independentes
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- edifício garagem em uso exclusivo no lote, com uma
só numeração.

-

-

-

-

-

X

- Largo José Francisco Fraga
- Praça Américo Brum
- Praça Coronel Assunção

ANEXO 7
ALTURA DAS EDIFICAÇÕES
SETOR 1 – 4,50m (quatro metros e cinqüenta centímetros)
- Ladeira do Morro da Saúde, a partir da cota de nível 15,00m
- Rua Silvino Montenegro, trecho entre o n.º 62 (excluído) e o leito da R.F.F.S.A.

- Praça Patrão Mór Aguiar
- Praça Santo Cristo
- Praça Vasconcelos Quere
- Rua da América

SETOR 2 – 7,50m (sete metros e cinqüenta centímetros)
- Beco das Escadinhas do Oliveira
- Ladeira do Morro da Saúde, até a cota de nível 15,00m
- Rua Cardoso Marinho, lado ímpar
- Rua Carmo Neto, trecho entre a Rua Nabuco de Freitas e o leito da R.F.F.S.A.
- Rua Comandante Maurity, trecho entre a Rua Nabuco de Freitas e o leito da R.F.F.S.A.
- Rua Comendador Évora
- Rua Comendador Leonardo
- Rua Conselheiro Zacarias
- Rua Farnese
- Rua Guapi
- Rua Leôncio de Albuquerque, trecho entre a Rua do Propósito e a Rua Conselheiro Zacarias
- Rua Marquês de Sapucaí, lado par, trecho entre a Rua da América e o leito da R.F.F.S.A.
- Rua Nabuco de Freitas, trecho entre a Rua Marquês de Sapucaí e 12m depois da Rua
Farnese
- Rua Silvino Montenegro, trecho entre o n.º 62 e a Rua Sacadura Cabral

- Rua Ana Mascarenhas

-Travessa São Diogo

- Rua Bento Ribeiro, trecho entre o Túnel João Ricardo e a Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa

-Travessa Silva Baião

- Rua Bento Teixeira

SETOR 3 – 11,00m (onze metros)
- Avenida Barão de Tefé, trecho entre a Rua Sacadura Cabral e a Rua Coelho e Castro
- Avenida Professor Pereira Reis, trecho entre a Avenida Cidade de Lima e a Praça Santo
Cristo
- Avenida Rodrigues Alves, trecho entre a Rua Rivadávia Corrêa e a Rua Silvino Montenegro
- Avenida Venezuela, trecho entre o leito da R.F.F.S.A. e a Rua Antônio Lage

- Rua Antônio José
- Rua Antônio Lage, trecho entre a Avenida Venezuela e a Praça Coronel Assunção
- Rua Araújo Viana
- Rua Atília
- Rua Barão de Angra
- Rua Barão da Gamboa
- Rua Barão de São Félix, exceto o trecho incluído na Portaria n.º 06, de 04/06/84 – SPHAN

- Rua Capiberibe
- Rua Capitão Sena
- Rua Cardoso Marinho, lado par
- Rua Carlos Gomes
- Rua Carneiro Leão
- Rua Conselheiro Leonardo

- Beco das Escadinhas do Livramento
- Escada da Estirada
- Ladeira do Barroso
- Ladeira do Faria
- Ladeira do Livramento, exceto o trecho incluído na Portaria n.º 6 de 04/06/84 – SPHAN
- Ladeira do Mendonça

- Rua Cordeiro da Graça, trecho entre a Avenida Cidade de Lima e a Rua Santo Cristo
- Rua Costa Barros
- Rua Costa Ferreira
- Rua Cunha Barbosa
- Rua Deolinda
- Rua Dona Lucia
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- Rua Doutor Piragibe
- Rua Ebroíno Uruguai

- Rua São Gregório
- Rua Sara

- Rua da Gamboa

- Rua Senador Pompeu, trecho entre a Rua da América e a Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela e
trecho entre a Rua Bento Ribeiro e a Rua Visconde da Gávea

- Rua João Álvares

- Rua Silvino Montenegro, trecho entre a Avenida Rodrigues Alves e o leito da R.F.F.S.A.

- Rua João Cardoso
- Rua Joaquim Esposel
- Rua Leôncio Albuquerque, trecho entre a Rua do Propósito e a Rua do Livramento

- Rua Souza Bandeira
- Rua da União
- Rua Vidal de Negreiros
- Rua Visconde da Gávea, trecho entre a Ladeira do Faria e a Rua Marcílio Dias

- Rua do Livramento

- Rua Waldemar Dutra (Médico)

- Rua Major Saião

- Travessa Barros Sobrinho

- Rua Marcílio Dias

- Travessa Brito Teixeira

- Rua Mariano Procópio
- Rua Mendonça
- Rua Mont’Alverne
- Rua do Monte
- Rua Moreira Pinto
- Rua da Mortona

- Travessa Cunha Matos
- Travessa Dona Felicidade
- Travessa das Escadinhas do Livramento
- Travessa Sara
- Travessa Souza
SETOR 4 – 17,00m (dezessete metros)
- Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela

- Rua Nabuco de Freitas, trecho entre a Rua da América e a Rua Marquês de Sapucaí

- Rua Barão de São Felix, trecho entre a Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela e a Rua Bento Ribeiro

- Rua Noêmia

- Rua Bento Ribeiro, trecho entre a Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa e a Rua Senador Pompeu

- Rua Orestes

- Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa, trecho entre a Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela e a Rua Bento
Ribeiro

- Rua Pedro Alves

- Rua Senador Pompeu, trecho entre e a Rua Alfredo Dolabela Portela e a Rua Bento Ribeiro.//

- Rua Pedro Ernesto
- Rua do Pinto

ANEXO 8
DELIMITAÇÃO DAS SUBÁREAS DE PROTEÇÃO AMBIENTAL

- Rua do Propósito
- Rua Rego Barros
- Rua Rivadávia Corrêa

SUBÁREA A – Morro da Conceição
Morro da Saúde
Barão de São Félix 1
Barão de São Félix 2

- Rua Rosa Saião, excluído o n.º 04
- Rua Sacadura Cabral, trecho entre o n.º 183 (excluído) e a Rua Conselheiro Zacarias
- Rua Saldanha Marinho
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- Rua Santo Cristo, trecho entre o leito da R.F.F.S.A. e a Praça Marechal Hermes
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Área limitada pela Rua Bento Ribeiro, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até o Túnel João
Ricardo, seguindo por uma linha reta até a Ladeira do Faria, por esta (incluída) até a Ladeira do
Barroso, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Major Saião, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Costa Barros por esta (incluída) até a Rua do Monte, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Sousa Bandeira, daí por
uma linha reta até a Rua Cunha Barbosa, por esta (incluída) até a Rua João Álvares, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua do Livramento, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Rivadávia Corrêa, por esta
(incluída, inclusivo o trecho até a boca do Túnel João Ricardo) até a Rua da Gamboa, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua da Mortona, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Rivadávia Corrêa, por esta
(incluída) até a Avenida Rodrigues Alves, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua
Silvino Montenegro, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Venezuela, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Antonio Lage, por esta (incluída) até a Praça Coronel Assunção, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Barão de Tefé, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
Coelho e Castro, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Edgard Gordilho, por esta
(incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Avenida Venezuela, por esta (incluído apenas o lado
ímpar) até a Rua Sacadura Cabral, por esta (incluída) até a Travessa do Liceu, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua do Acre, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua Alcântara
Machado, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Mayrink Veiga, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida Rio
Branco, por esta (excluída) até a Avenida Presidente Vargas, por esta (excluída) até a Rua
Uruguaiana, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Marechal Floriano, por esta (incluída) até a Rua
dos Andradas, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Teófilo Otoni, por esta
(incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua da Conceição, por esta (incluída) até a Avenida Marechal
Floriano, por esta (incluída) até a Praça Cristiano Otoni (incluída)./
SUBÁREA B – Nabuco de Freitas
Área limitada pela Rua Marquês de Sapucaí, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Nabuco de Freitas,
por esta (incluída) até a Rua Farnese, por esta (incluída) até a Travessa Silva Baião, por esta
(excluída) até a Rua Farnese, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Saldanha Marinho, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua Barão de Angra, daí seguindo pelo leito da Rede Ferroviária Federal S.A.
(RFFSA), até o entroncamento da Rua da América com a Rua Senador Pompeu, por esta
(incluída) até a Rua Rego Barros, por esta (incluída) até a Rua da América, por esta (incluída)
até o ponto de partida./
SUBÁREA C – Santo Cristo 1
Santo Cristo 2

39.
3 – Rua Alexandre Mackenzie (parte)
6, 8, 10, 40, 42, 46, 56, 96, 98, 100, 102, 104, 112, 112-A, 112-B.
(o imóvel à Rua Alexandre Mackenzie nº 64 foi excluído pelo Decreto 11294, de 20-8-1992)
7, 9, 9-A, 9-B, 9-C, 9-D, 15, 17, 21, 21 (loja), 27, 29, 41, 49 e 69.
4 – Rua dos Andradas
102, 102 (sobrado), 132.
123, 125, 127, 129, 141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 153, 155, 157, 159, 173, 175, 177, 181 e 183.
5 – Rua Argemiro Bulcão
33, 35 e 53.
6 – Rua Barão de São Félix (parte)
6, 8, 16, 18, 22, 24, 26, 28 e 30
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 e 17.
7 – Avenida Barão de Tefé
91, 99, 101, 105, 107 e 109
8 – Rua Camerino
8, 10, 12, 14, 20, 22, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 48, 50, 52, 54, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 74,
96, 98, 100, 104, 106, 108, 122, 130, 132, 162, 164, 166, 168, 172, 174 e 176
7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 27, 51, 55, 57, 59, 61, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 91, 93, 95, 97, 99, 101,
103, 105, 107 e 109.

Área limitada pela Rua Sara, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Atília, por esta (incluída) até a
Travessa Barros Sobrinho, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Vidal de Negreiros, por esta (incluída)
até a Rua da América, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Barão da Gamboa, por esta (incluída,
inclusive o trecho até o entroncamento com o túnel na R.F.F.S.A.), Rua Cardoso Marinho, por
esta (incluída) até a Rua Santo Cristo, por esta (incluída) até o Largo José Francisco Fraga, por
este (incluído) até a Rua da União, por esta (incluído apenas o lado par) até a Rua da Gamboa,
por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar) até a Rua Santo Cristo, por esta (incluída) até a Praça
Santo Cristo, por esta (incluída) até a Rua Santo Cristo, por esta (incluído apenas o lado ímpar)
até a Praça Marechal Hermes (trecho incorporado à Rua Cordeiro da Graça), por esta (incluída)
até a Rua Pedro Alves, por esta (incluída até o n.º 90).

(o imóvel de número 95 da Rua Camerino foi incluído pelo Decreto 34129, de 14-7-2011)

SUBÁREA D – Estação Carris Guarany

11 – Rua Eduardo Jansen

Área limitada pela Rua Pedro Alves (incluída), entre a Rua Moreira Pinto e o seu final, Praça
Patrão Mór Aguiar (incluída).//

2, s/n.º, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 e 16

RELAÇÃO DOS IMÓVEIS PRESERVADOS POR SUBÁREAS DE PROTEÇÃO AMBIENTAL
SUBÁREA A – MORRO DA CONCEIÇÃO
1 – Rua do Acre
6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 34, 38, 40, 42, 44, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72 e
120.
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2 – Rua Alcântara Machado

9 – Rua da Conceição
112, 118, 120, 128, 130, 132, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154, 162, 164, 166, 168 e 178
139, 143, 145, 153, 161/163, 179/179-A.
10 – Rua Costa Barros
2-A, 2 (loja), 4, 8 e 10.

3, 5, 7, 11, 13 e 15.
12 – Rua do Escorrega
10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24 e 26
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23 e 25.
13 – Ladeira João Homem
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18, 20, 24, 26, 38, 40, 42, 46, 48, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66 e 76.
7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 31, 43, 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 67, 69, 71, 73, 75, 79, 85 e 87.
14 – Beco João Inácio
8, 10, 12, 14 e 16
5, 7, 9, 11, 13 e 15.
15 – Beco João José
2 e 16
3.
16 – Rua Jogo da Bola
12, 18, 20, 24, 38, 44, 60/62, 98, 102, 104, 152, 154, 3 s/n.º
87, 89, 105, 109, 111, 117 e 119.
17 – Travessa Jogo da Bola
11, 13, 15 e 19.
18 – Rua Julia Lopes de Almeida
2, 8/8-A, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 e 26
1, 3, 5, 7/7-A, 11, 13 e 15.
19 – Rua Leandro Martins
2, 4, 6, 8, 16, 38, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 68;
72, 74, 78, 80, 82, 88, 94, 96, 98 e 100
1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 29, 31, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 51, 53 e 57.
20 – Ladeira do Livramento (parte)
4e8
1 e 9.
21 – Ladeira Madre de Deus
1, 3, 5, 15, 17, 19, 21 e 23.
22 – Rua Major Daemon
39, 41, 43, 45, 49 e 51.
23 – Rua Marcílio Dias
2, 4, 28, 32, 36, 38, 40, 46, 50, 54-A, 58, 60 e 62.
24 – Rua Marechal Floriano
2, 4, 10, 12, 14, 16, 24/26, 28, 30, 32, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48/48-A, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 122, 124, 126,
132, 134, 138, 142, 144, 146, 148 e 168
1, 5, 9, 11, 27, 29, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, 69, 71, 73, 83, 85, 87.
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89, 119, 123, 131, 133, 137, 139, 145, 147, 151, 155, 159, 161, 163, 165, 173, 175, 181, 183,
185, 189, 193, 195, 211, 219, 221, 233.
(O Decreto 14226, de 25- 9- 1995 excluiu as edificações de números 227, 229, 231 e 235 da
Av. Marechal Floriano da relação de bens preservados; conforme o referido decreto os lotes
correspondentes a estes imóveis passaram à condição de bens tutelados)
25 – Rua Mato Grosso
14, 38, 40 e 42
1 e 3.
26 – Rua Mayrink Veiga
34 e 36
27 – Rua Miguel Couto
98, 100, 102, 104, 106, 108, 130 e 132.
109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 121, 125, 135, 137, 139, 141, 143, 145, 147
28 – Rua Miguel Saião
5 e 9.
29 – Ladeira Pedro Antônio
10, 12, 30 e 32
5, 7, 9 e 17.
30 – Rua Sacadura Cabral (parte)
122, 124, 126/128, 130, 142, 144, 150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160/162, 164/166 e 168.
39, 41, 59, 61, 63, 75, 77, 79, 87, 89, 95, 97, 105, 107, 111, 135, 137, 139, 143, 145, 147, 151,
153/155, 159, 163, 165, 167, 169, 173, 175, 177 e 179.
31 – Largo de Santa Rita
6, 8, 10 e 12.
32 – Rua São Francisco da Prainha
2, 4, 12, 14, s/n.º (entre o n.º 24 e o n.º 30), 30
25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 49, 51 e 53.
33 – Largo de São Francisco da Prainha
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 e 23.
34 – Rua Senador Pompeu (parte)
20, 20-A, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 40, 42, 46 a 58, 62, 64, 66, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88,
90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 102, 104, 106, 108, 112 e 114.
5, 7, 7-A, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51, 53, 59, 65, 67, 75, 77, 79, 131, 133, 147,
161, 163, 165, 167, 169, 173, 177, 181, 183, 189, 201, 205, 209, 211, 213, 219, 225, 229/231,
233 e 235.
35 – Travessa do Sereno
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7, 13, 15, 17, 27, 33 e 35.
36 – Rua Teófilo Otoni
90, 92, 98, 100, 102, 104, 108, 118, 122, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134, 144, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154,
156, 158, 190, 192, 194/196, 198, 200, 202, 204 e 206.
87, 97, 99, 101, 103, 113, 113-A, 115, 117, 119, 121, 127, 129, 131, 133, 141, 143, 145, 147 e
149.
37 – Rua Uruguaiana

53, 65, 67, 69, 71, 85, 87, 89, 95, 97, 99, 101, 105, 107, 111, 113, 115, 125, 127, 135, 137/139,
141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 151, 153, 157, 159, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177, 207/209, 211, 221 e 223.
8 – Rua do Monte
40, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 70 e 72
9, 11, 13, 15, 29, 59, 69 e 77.
9 – Rua Pedro Ernesto

210, 212, 214, 216, 220, 222, 224 e 226

Praça Coronel Assunção, 4, 16, 18, 18-A, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 36, 40, 50, 54, 56, 94 (casas I, II,
III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII e IX), 96, 98, 100, 102, 104 e 108.

147 e 149./

5, 9, 15, 19, 21, 23, 31, 33, 43, 47, 49, 51, 55, 57, 59, 65, 75, 77, 79, 81, 89 e 95.

SUBÁREA A – MORRO DA SAÚDE

10 – Rua do Propósito

Os prédios de n.ºs 379, 433 e 435 da Av. Rodrigues Alves.

36, 42, 46, 54, 56, 58, 66, 68, 74-A, Fundação Leão XIII e Batalhão da Polícia Militar

(os prédios de nº 379, 433 e 435 da Av. Rodrigues Alves foram incluídos na Subárea A – Morro
da Saúde pelo Decreto 19.014, de 5-10-2000)

15, 23, 29, 43, 45, 53, 55, 59, 115, Praça Coronel Assunção.

1 – Rua Conselheiro Zacarias
2, 4, 18, 20, 42, 88, 96, 98, 100, 102, 104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118 e 124
19, 21-A, 21-B, 47, 71, 87, 89, 91, 95, 97, 99, 101, 115, 117, 123, 131, 133 e 135.
2 – Travessa Cunha Matos

11 – Rua Rivadávia Corrêa
173, 177, 183, 185, 187, 189 e 191
12 – Rua Sacadura Cabral (parte)
250, 260, 262, 264, 290, Praça Coronel Assunção, Batalhão da Polícia Militar

3 – Rua Cunha Barbosa

187, 189, 193, 195, 197/199, 203, 205, 207/207-A, 215, 217/217-A, 219, 221, 223, 225, 227,
231, 233, 235, 249, 253, 255, 257, 259, 263, 265, 267, 269, 271, 275, 277, 281, 295/297, 301,
303, 305, 307 (casas I a XXX), 311, 327, 331, 333, 335, 337, 339, 341, 343, 347, 349, 353, 355,
359, 361, 365, 367, 369/369-A, 375, 377, 379 e 381

30, 38, 58, 60, 62, 72, 74 e 76

13 – Rua Souza Bandeira

7, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39 e 47.

1./

4 – Rua da Gamboa (parte)

SUBÁREA A – BARÃO DE SÃO FÉLIX 1

100, 112, 114, 118, 120, Hospital Nossa Senhora da Saúde (Santa Casa da Misericórdia)

1 – Rua Ana Mascarenhas

83, 87, 89, 91/93, 95/97, 103, 123, 125, 127, 131, 133/135, 137, 137 (loja), 141, 145, 181, 197 e
201.

17

3, 5, 7, 9 e 11.

5 – Rua João Alvares
2/4, 6, 8, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28/30
11, 11-A, 13, 13-A, 23 e 31.
6 – Rua Leôncio de Albuquerque
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 20, 34, 38, 40, 42, 44, 56, 58, 60, 72, 76 e 78
1, 1-A, 1-B, 7, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 39, 41, 51-A/51, 53, 55 e 69.
7 – Rua do Livramento
28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 52, 54, 56, 58/60, 66, 72, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 90, 92/92-A, 94, 98,
116, 124/124-A, 126, 136, 156, 158, 164, 166, 168, 170, 172, 174, 182, 184, 192, 194/194-A e
204.

2 – Rua Costa Barros
14, 28 e 30
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 33 e 35
3 – Ladeira do Livramento
54
27, 29 e 31
4 – Rua Major Saião
2, 4, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 e 26
3, 5, 29 e 33
5 – Beco das Escadinhas do Livramento
54, 56, 58, 60, 68 e 70./

194

195

SUBÁREA A – RUA BARÃO DE SÃO FÉLIX, 2

3 – Rua Comandante Maurity

1 – Rua Alexandre Mackenzie (parte)

2 e 14

93, 101, 103, 105, 107, 111 e 121

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 e 17

2 – Rua Bento Ribeiro

4 – Rua Farnese

66, 72, 74 e 80.

28, 32, 36 e 38

3 – Rua Barão de São Félix (parte)

45, 49 e 51

38, 40, 44, 48, 50, 52, 54, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98,
102, 104, 106, 108, 114, 116, 118, 120, 126, 128, 134, 136, 138, 138-A, 138-B e 144

5 – Rua Marquês de Sapucaí

23, 25, 35, 39, 41, 41-B, 43, 47, 49, 53, 53-A, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 77, 79, 83, 85, 87,
89, 91, 93, 95, 97 (Vila), 101, 107, 119, 129, 131, 133, 137, 139 (Vila), 141, 143, 145 e 147
(O imóvel de nº55 da Rua Barão de São Félix foi incluído pelo Decreto 29689,de 12-8-2008)
4 – Ladeira do Barroso
4
41 (I a IX)
5 – Rua Coronel Audomaro Costa
218
207, 215, 221, 227 e 233
6 – Rua Costa Ferreira
30, 32, 34, 52, 54, 58, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80 e 98
9, 13, 21, 47, 49, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73, 77, 91, 93, 95, 97, 119 e 123
7 – Ladeira do Faria
30 e 34
8 – Rua Senador Pompeu (parte)
116, 118, 120, 124, 126, 128, 136, 138, 140, 142, 144, 146, 156, 158, 160, 162, 166, 168, 170,
172, 178, 182, 194, 198, 200, 202, 204, 206, 208, 224, 226, 228, 230 e 232.
9 – Rua Visconde da Gávea
80, 82, 84, 94, 96 e 126
73, 75, 93, 121 e 133./
SUBÁREA B – NABUCO DE FREITAS
1 – Rua da América
171, 177, 179, 183, 185, 187, 189, 195, 197, 199, 209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 225, 227, 229, 231,
231 (loja), 233 e 235

196

8 (casas I a VIII), 10, 12, 14 (casas I a XIV), 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 (casas I a XXV), 40,
42, 44, 46, 50, 52 e 54
6 – Rua Nabuco de Freitas
48, 48-A, 50, 52, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 70, 72, 74, 76, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 98, 100, 134, 136,
138, 140, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154 e 156
57, 61, 63, 65, 67, 73, 75, 85, 87, 111, 115, 129 (casas I, II, III, IV e V), 131, 133, 135, 137, 139,
141 e 143
7 – Rua Rego Barros
5
8 – Rua Saldanha Marinho
1, 9, 13, 17, 23, 27, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45 e 47
9 – Travessa São Diogo
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 e 14./
SUBÁREA C – SANTO CRISTO 1
1 – Rua da América
22, 24 e 26
2 – Rua Cardoso Marinho
6, 30 (casas I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, XI, XIV, XV, XVIII, XIX e XX), 32, 34, 36, 40, 44, 46,
50, 52, 54, 56 e 58
7, 9, 13, 27, 29, 33, 37, 39, 43, 45, 47, 49, Igreja de São Pedro (s/n.º)
3 – Rua Cordeiro da Graça
27, 29, 31 e 33
4 – Rua Barão da Gamboa
150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 164 a 184
5 – Rua Orestes

2 – Rua Carmo Neto

28

2, 4, 6/8, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 e 34

6 – Rua Pedro Alves (parte)

3, 5, 7, 9/11, 13, 19, 23, 25, 27, 29 e 29 (fundos)

2, 4, 6, 8, 24, 26, 28, 30, 30-A, 34, 36/38, 40, 42, 60, 70/72/74, 86 e 90

197

5, 25, 89 e 95
7 – Rua Santo Cristo (parte)
130, 132, 134, 136, 138, 140, 152, Praça Santo Cristo e Igreja de Santo Cristo
137, 139, 147, 149, 149-A, 151, 153, 155, 157, 159, 161, 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 175, 189,
191, 193, 199, 201, 203, 225/225-A, 227, 233, 235, 237, 239, 241, 255, 257, 259, 261, 263, 267,
279, 281, 291, 307, 309, 311 e 313
8 – Rua Sara
17./
SUBÁREA C – SANTO CRISTO 2
1 – Rua Comendador Leonardo
44, 46, 48, 50, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66 e 70
7, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51, 53 e 57
2 – Rua da Gamboa (parte)
253, 255, 265, 267 e 269
3 – Largo José Francisco Fraga
22, 24, 26 e 28
4 – Rua Santo Cristo (parte)
66, 68, 70, 78, 86, 88, 92, 94, 96, 98, 102, 104, 106 e 108
79, 81, 83, 89, 95, 97, 103, 105, 109, 111 e 113
5 – Rua União
18, 20, 22, 24, 30, 42, 44 e 46./
SUBÁREA D – ESTAÇÃO DE CARRIS VILA GUARANY
1 – Rua Pedro Alves (parte)
214
229, 233, 245, 249, 253, 259, 261, 271/273, 283 e 285
2 – Rua Moreira Pinto
74, 82, 90 e 100.//

198

199

Annex 8
Area of Special Urban Interest in the port region of Rio de Janeiro
(AEIU)
Only in eletronic format
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Annex 10
INVENTORY OF HERITAGE ASSETS
WITHIN THE VALONGO WHARF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE BUFFER
ZONE BOUNDARIES
There are 530 legally protected buildings in the Buffer Zone, in different states of conservation,
with different finalities. Their geographical distribution and respective characteristics are represented in the maps which follow.
The complete files of these buildings with their respective descriptions, like the file presented
as an example, can be found in a digital annex to this volume.
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INVENTORY OF HERITAGE ASSETS

WITHIN THE VALONGO WHARF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE BUFFER ZONE BOUNDARIES
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Av. Barão de Tefé, Av. Rodrigues Alves and Beco João José
Av. Barão de Tefé, n.75
TYPE
SHED
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

Ladeira do Livramento, n.27
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Av. Barão de Tefé, n.91 to n.109 [group of buildings]
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS

OBS:
Ladeira do Livramento, n.29
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1910]

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

Av. Rodrigues Alves [Piér Mauá - Warehouse 03]
TYPE
SHED
USE
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STORY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
X
good
recoverable
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY MUNICIPAL HERITAGE AGENCY
mantains original aspects

Beco João José, n.3
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT

RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

244

Ladeira do Livramento

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.29 AND N.31 SEMI-DETACHED
Ladeira do Livramento, n.31
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.29 AND N.31 SEMI-DETACHED
Ladeira do Livramento, n.54
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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Ladeira Madre de Deus

Ladeira Madre de Deus

Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.1
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.19
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N. 1 TO N. 5
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.3
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.21
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N. 1 TO N. 5
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.5
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.23
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N. 1 TO N. 5
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.15
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: N.15 AND N.17 SEMI-DETACHED
Ladeira Madre de Deus, n.17
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: N.15 AND N.17 SEMI-DETACHED
X
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excelent
good
regular
poor
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Ladeira Morro do Valongo and Ladeira Pedro Antônio

Ladeira Morro do Valongo and Ladeira Pedro Antônio

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.2
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.25
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.27
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.15/17/19
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
X
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.29
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE [n.31
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.21/21a
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE [n.21
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
X
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.31
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE [n.31
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.21b
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE [n.21
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
X
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.33
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
mantains original aspects
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.13
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
X

mantains original aspects
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Ladeira Morro do Valongo and Ladeira Pedro Antônio

Ladeira Morro do Valongo and Ladeira Pedro Antônio

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.35/37
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.53/55
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY [189
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.45
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.47
TYPE
--USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
--mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
X
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY
Ladeira Pedro Antônio, n.43 - UFRJ Observatory
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
INSTITUTIONAL/EDUCATIONAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: LOCATED WITHIN A PROTECTED ASSET
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY [INACCESSIBLE]

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.49
TYPE
--USE
RESIDENTIAL
--Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY [INACCESSIBLE]

Ladeira Morro do Valongo, n.51
TYPE
--USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
--ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY NATIONAL HERITAGE AGENCY [INACCESSIBLE]
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R. Argemiro Bulcão and R. Ana Mascarenhas

R. Barão de São Félix and R. Alexandre Mackenzie

R. Argemiro Bulcão, n.33
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Barão de São Félix, n.16
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
maintains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1916]
R. Argemiro Bulcão, n.35
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
USE
EMPTY
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.18
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Argemiro Bulcão, n.53
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

R. Ana Mascarenhas, n.17
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

X

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.26
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X

OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

maintains original aspects

maintains original aspects

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.24
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.22
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor
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R. Barão de São Félix, n.28
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Barão de São Félix, n.44
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, 30
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Alexandre Mackenzie 121-123-125
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

OBS:
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maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.42
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.40
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excellent
recoverable
X
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1912]
R. Barão de São Félix, n.48-50
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
maintains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.52
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.54
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.58
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor
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R. Barão de São Félix and R. Alexandre Mackenzie

R. Barão de São Félix, n. 60
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Barão de São Félix, n.72
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.62
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

X

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.66
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.64
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

X

X

maintains original aspects

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.76
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.78
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excellent
good
regular
poor

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n.70
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 80
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1907]
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: Rua Costa Ferreira, 47-49.
R. Barão de São Félix, n.74
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X

maintains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

X

OBS:

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor
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R. Barão de São Félix and R. Alexandre Mackenzie

R. Barão de São Félix, n. 82
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

R. Barão de São Félix, n.3-17
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 88
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY.
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

X

X

maintains original aspects

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 90
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 25
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS.

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excellent
good
regular
poor

maintains original aspects

X

maintains original aspects

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 35
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 94
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY MUNICIPAL HERITAGE AGENCY

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X
OBS:

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
demolished

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, 39
TYPE
WALL
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1913]
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 92
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: R. Camerino, n.54
R. Barão de São Félix, n.23
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS.

maintains original aspects

X

excellent
good
regular
poor
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R. Barão de São Félix, n. 41
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Barão de São Félix, n. 57
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 PAV

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 43
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: Rua Costa Ferreira, 34.
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 47
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

OBS:
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maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 53-55
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 49
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 59
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RELIGIOUS
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 61
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

OBS:

maintains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 67
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Barão de São Félix, n. 63-65
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excellent
good
regular
poor

excellent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excellent
good
regular
poor
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R. Camerino
R. Camerino, n.8
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Camerino

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.10
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Camerino, n.22
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
MIXED
3 STOREYS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.28
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.30
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.32
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.20
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1905]
X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: N.10 AND N.12 SEMI-DETACHED [1894]
R. Camerino, n.14
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.10 AND N.12 SEMI-DETACHED [1894]
R. Camerino, n.12
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects
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TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
3 STOREYS
STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.34/36
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Camerino

R. Camerino

R. Camerino, n.38/40
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Camerino, n.60
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.62
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.50
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.52
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. Barão de São Félix, n.6/8
R. Camerino, n.58
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
BANK
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
COMMERCIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
COMMERCIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
CULTURAL CENTER
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.68
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.66
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.64
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1896]
R. Camerino, n.48
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X
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X

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
EMPTY
3 STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
MIXED
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1914]

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Camerino
R. Camerino, n.70
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Camerino

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.7/9
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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OBS:

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.19/21
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Camerino, n.13/15
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
HOTEL
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMUNITY CENTER
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:
R. Camerino, n.11
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Camerino, n.23
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.2
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X
X
OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.4
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.96
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X
OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.18
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.98
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.18 AND N.20 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.20
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.100
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
X
ruins
OBS: N.18 AND N.20 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.42
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X
X
OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.102
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.88
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

R. Conselheiro Zacarias

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1900]

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.104
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.114
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.106
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.116
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.108
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.118
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.124
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

X
OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.112
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1927]
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.110
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.19
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.91
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.21
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.95
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.47
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
recoverable
good
X
regular
unrecoverable
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.95 AND N.97 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.97
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.78
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.71
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.95 AND N.97 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.99
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.87
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: INACCESSIBLE [BEHIND N.101]
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.101
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

mantains original aspects
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Conselheiro Zacarias
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.115
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.135
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.117
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

R. Conselheiro Zacarias

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.123
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.131
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
X
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
poor
ruins
OBS: N.131 AND N.133 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Conselheiro Zacarias, n.133
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: N.131 AND N.133 SEMI-DETACHED
X
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mantains original aspects
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R. Costa Barros

R. Costa Barros

R. Costa Barros, n.2/4
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

R. Costa Barros, n.30
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.2 AND N.4 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Costa Barros, n.8
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. Costa Barros, n.10
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.28 AND N.30 SEMI-DETACHED
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1902]
R. Costa Barros, n.14
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: R. Rosa Saião, n.30
R. Costa Barros, n.28
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.28 AND N.30 SEMI-DETACHED
X
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excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Cunha Barbosa

R. Cunha Barbosa

R. Cunha Barbosa, n.30
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Cunha Barbosa, n.74
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Cunha Barbosa, n.58
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Cunha Barbosa, n.60
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Cunha Barbosa, n.76
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Cunha Barbosa, n.62
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Cunha Barbosa, n.72
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X
OBS:
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recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. da Gamboa
R. da Gamboa, n.83
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. da Gamboa

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
X
OBS: R. do Propósito, n.115
R. da Gamboa, n.87
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.89
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.123
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.125
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X
OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.91/93
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.125 AND N.127 SEMI-DETACHED
R. da Gamboa, n.127
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X
OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.95/97
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.125 AND N.127 SEMI-DETACHED [1903]
R. da Gamboa, n.131
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

R. da Gamboa, n.103
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1900]
X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. da Gamboa

R. do Livramento

R. da Gamboa, n.133/135
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.53
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. da Gamboa, n.137
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1916]
R. da Gamboa, n.145
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.65
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.67
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.69
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.71
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.85
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.99
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.87
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.89
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: N.97 AND N.99 SEMI-DETACHED
R. do Livramento, n.101
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.105
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.95
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.107
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.97
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.111
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
X
OBS: N.97 AND N.99 SEMI-DETACHED
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excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.113
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.137/139
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.115
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.125
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.127/129
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.135
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.141/143
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.145
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.147
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1912]
R. do Livramento, n.149
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1913]
X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.151
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.171
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.153
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.157
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.173
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.175
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1897]
R. do Livramento, n.159
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.177
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.169
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.189
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
11 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY HERITAGE AGENCY
X

mantains original aspects
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.207/209/211
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.28/30
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.221/223
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. Rivadávia Corrêa n.183/189
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.32/34
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.36
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.38
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.40
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.42
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.66
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
regular
unrecoverable
ruins
poor
X
OBS: R. Sacadura Cabral, n.260
R. do Livramento, n.72
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: Sacadura Cabral, n.277
R. do Livramento, n.54
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: Sacadura Cabral, n.277
R. do Livramento, n.78
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.56
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
new construction

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.80
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.58/60
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.82/84
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. Sacadura Cabral, n.260
R. do Livramento, n.52
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.86
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. do Livramento, n.116
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.90
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.124/124a
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.92/92a
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
new construction

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.98
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X
OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.94
TYPE
WALL
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
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excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.126
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.136
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.156
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento

R. do Livramento, n.158
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Livramento, n.172
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.164
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE C/ PORÃO ALTO
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.174
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.166
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. João Álvares, n.30
R. do Livramento, n.170
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. João Álvares, n.31
R. do Livramento, n.168
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.182
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: N.182 AND N.184 SEMI-DETACHED
R. do Livramento, n.184
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: N.182 AND N.184 SEMI-DETACHED
R. do Livramento, n.192
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Livramento

R. do Monte

R. do Livramento, n.194/194a
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. do Monte, n.9
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. do Livramento, n.204
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1885]
R. do Monte, n.11
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: Also R. da Gamboa, n.141

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.13
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.15
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.29
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Monte
R. do Monte, n.59
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. do Monte

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.69
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

OBS:

X

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.77
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

R. do Monte, n.40
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.52
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
EMPTY
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. do Monte, n.54
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
new construction

X
OBS:
R. do Monte, n.56
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.56 and 56a occupy the same lot.
R. do Monte, n.56a
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.56 and 56a occupy the same lot.
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excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Monte
R. do Monte, n.58
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

R. do Propósito
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1914]
R. do Monte, n.60
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.70
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. do Monte, n.72
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

R. do Propósito, n.36
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.42
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.46
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.54
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.54 AND N.56 SEMI-DETACHED [1912]
R. do Propósito, n.56
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.54 AND N.56 SEMI-DETACHED [1912]
X
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mantains original aspects
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R. do Propósito

R. do Propósito

R. do Propósito, n.58
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. do Propósito, n.15
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.66
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1938]
R. do Propósito, n.23
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.68
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

X
OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.29
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.74a
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.43
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.53
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. do Propósito

R. Eduardo Jansen

R. do Propósito, n.55
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Eduardo Jansen, n.2
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. do Propósito, n.59
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.4
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1895]
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.6
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.6 TO N.12
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.8
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.6 TO N.12
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.10
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.6 TO N.12
X
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excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Eduardo Jansen

R. João Álvares

R. Eduardo Jansen, n.12
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. João Álvares, n.6
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.6 TO N.12
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.14
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
MIXED
1 STOREY
STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.8
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
CHURCH
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Eduardo Jansen, n.16
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.14
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.18
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.18 TO N.22
R. João Álvares, n.20
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.18 TO N.22
mantains original aspects
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R. João Álvares

R. João Álvares

R. João Álvares, n.22
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. João Álvares, n.11/11a
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X
OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.13/13a
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.28
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.18 TO N.22
R. João Álvares, n.24
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. João Álvares, n.23
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Jogo da Bola

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Jogo da Bola, n.152
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.1/1a/1b
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X
OBS:
R. Jogo da Bola, n.154
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.7
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Jogo da Bola, n.169
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

X

X

OBS:
R. Jogo da Bola, n.173
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Jogo da Bola, n.171
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
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excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.15
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.17
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.19
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.21
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1STOREYS

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.53
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: ANO NA FACHADA [1900/1930]
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.23
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.55
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.39
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.69
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.41
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.51/51a
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
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excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.6
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.20
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.8
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.34
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.10
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X
OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.38
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: N.10 AND N.12 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.12
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.38 AND N.40 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.40
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.10 AND N.12 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.14
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.42
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.44
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.76/78
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. Pedro Ernesto, n.43
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.56
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.58
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.60
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Leôncio de Albuquerque, n.72
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Major Saião

R. Major Saião

R. Major Saião, n.12
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Major Saião, n.22
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Major Saião, n.14
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.14 TO N.22
R. Major Saião, n.24
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.14 TO N.22
R. Major Saião, n.16
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Major Saião, n.26
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.14 TO N.22
R. Major Saião, n.18
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

X

OBS:

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.14 TO N.22
R. Major Saião, n.20
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.14 TO N.22
X
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mantains original aspects
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R. Major Saião

R. Miguel Saião

R. Major Saião, n.29
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Miguel Saião, n.5
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

R. Major Saião, n.33
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Miguel Saião, n.7
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1883]
X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Miguel Saião, n.9
TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.5
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.31
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1917]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.33
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.15
TYPE
SHED
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.49
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.19
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.51
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.21/23
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.55
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: R. Sacadura Cabral, n.327
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.9
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1908]

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.57
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.79
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1919]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.59
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1918]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.65
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.89
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
EMPTY
USE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1909]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.77
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.95
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
USE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.81
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.75
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
USE
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

X
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.16
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.26
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.18/18a
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
COMMERCIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.20
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.36
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.22
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1889]

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X
OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.24
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1909]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.28
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.40
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.50
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.54
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Pedro Ernesto, n.98/100
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.56
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.102
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.80 - José Bonifácio Cultural Center
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.102 AND N.104 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.104
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY HERITAGE AGENCY
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.94
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
good
recoverable
X
regular
X
unrecoverable
poor
ruins
OBS: N.102 AND N.104 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.108
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: INACCESSIBLE [BEHIND N.96]
R. Pedro Ernesto, n.96
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
new construction

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Rivadávia Corrêa and R. Silvino Montenegro

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Rivadávia Corrêa, n.173
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral - São Francisco da Prainha Church
TYPE
CHURCH
USE
RELIGIOUS
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
X
ruins
OBS: N.173 AND N.177 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Rivadávia Corrêa, n.177
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
X
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY HERITAGE AGENCY
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.75
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
X
ruins
OBS: N.173 AND N.177 SEMI-DETACHED

excelent
good
regular
poor

R. Silvino Montenegro - NS da Saúde Church
TYPE
CHURCH
USE
RELIGIOUS
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: ASSET PROTECTED BY HERITAGE AGENCY
X

mantains original aspects

X

X

mantains original aspects

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.77
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.2
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE
USE
Nº OF STOREYS

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

TWO-STOREY HOUSE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.4
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.87
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X
recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.12
X
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mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.89
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.111
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.14
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.95
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.28
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.97
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.107
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
HOTEL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.30
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.105
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
TYPE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.135
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.137
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

X
OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.143
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.139
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.145
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
NIGHTCLUB
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.159
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1856]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.147
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
NIGHTCLUB
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1921]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.151
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: R. Camerino, n.3
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.163
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.165
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.153
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1880]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.167
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
X
ruins
OBS: N.153 AND N.155 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.155
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X
X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.169
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: N.153 AND N.155 SEMI-DETACHED
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excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.169a
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.191
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1907]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.173/175
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.177
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.179
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.187 AO 191
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.193
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1909]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.195
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.203
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.187 AO 191

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.197/199
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.187/189
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
PARKING GARAGE
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS
mantains original aspects
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1909]

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.205
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.221
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.207
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.215
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.217
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.219
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
3 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.223
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
BANK
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.225
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.227
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.231
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.233
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.257
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.235
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.249
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.253
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.255
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:
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excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.259
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.263
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.265
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.267
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.269
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.295/297
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMUNITY CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1898]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.301
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.275
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X
recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1899]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.303
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.279
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.281
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1910]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.271
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1885]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.305
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1896]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.307
TYPE
VILA
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: INACCESSIBLE

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.311
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.337
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.329
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
X
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. Pedro Ernesto, n.4
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.331
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1910]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.341
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.339
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.343
TYPE
BUILDING
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: INTERDITADO PELA DEFESA CIVIL [1901]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.333
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
mantains original aspects

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1908]
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.335
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.347
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.351
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.365
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.355
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.361
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.359
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.353
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: N.365 AND N.367 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.367
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
TYPE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

X

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: N.365 AND N.367 SEMI-DETACHED
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.369
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.375
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.377
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.379
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.122
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.381
TYPE
--USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
4 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.126
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: GSEMI-DETACHED FROM N. 126 TO 130
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.128
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.130
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.142/144
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: R. Coelho e Castro, n.68/70
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X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.150
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. Sacadura Cabral, n.164/166
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.152/154
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
NIGHTCLUB
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.250
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
SUPERMARKET
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.262
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.264
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
X
OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.160/162
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RELIGIOUS
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.158
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

OBS:
R. Sacadura Cabral, n.156
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
1 STOREY
Nº OF STOREYS

X
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

353

R. São Francisco da Prainha

R. São Francisco da Prainha

R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.3
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.17
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N. 11
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.5/7
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

OBS:
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.19
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruínas
X
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N. 11
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.9/11
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1905]
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.21
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N. 11
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.13
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1908]
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.15
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS
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excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.23
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.25
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. São Francisco da Prainha

R. São Francisco da Prainha

R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.27
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.37
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.29
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
MIXED
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.29 TO N. 37
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.31
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.39 TO N.43
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.41
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.29 TO N. 37
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.33
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.39 TO N.43
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.43
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.29 TO N. 37
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.35
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
WAREHOUSE/STORAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.39 TO N.43
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.49
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
3 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.29 TO N. 37
mantains original aspects
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.29 TO N. 37
R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.39
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

X

mantains original aspects

X

X

OBS:

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. São Francisco da Prainha

R. Senador Pompeu

R. São Francisco da Prainha, n.51/53
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

R. Senador Pompeu, n.76
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

OBS:
R. Senador Pompeu, n.78/80
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

OBS:
R. Senador Pompeu, n.82
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1898]
R. Senador Pompeu, n.84/86
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
CULTURAL CENTER
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
good
regular
poor

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
R. Senador Pompeu, n.88/90/92
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1898]
X
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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R. Senador Pompeu

Travessa Cunha Matos

R. Senador Pompeu, n.94/96
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

Travessa Cunha Matos, n.3
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1898]
R. Senador Pompeu, n.98
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
COMMERCIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N.9
Travessa Cunha Matos, n.5
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

OBS:
R. Senador Pompeu, n.102/104
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED SINGLE STOREY BUILDING
USE
PARKING GARAGE
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
X
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N.9
Travessa Cunha Matos, n.7
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
X
OBS: R. Camerino, n.74

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

X

mantains original aspects

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N.9
Travessa Cunha Matos, n.9
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: SEMI-DETACHED FROM N.3 TO N.9
Travessa Cunha Matos, n.11
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
new construction
X
OBS: R. Cunha Barbosa, n.38
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STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

361

Travessa do Sereno

Travessa Escadinha do Livramento

Trav. do Sereno, n.27/29
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
CENTRO COMUNITÁRIO
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.54
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
EMPTY
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

OBS:
Trav. do Sereno, n.31/33
TYPE
SEMI-DETACHED TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
SCHOOL
3 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS

X
X
OBS:
Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.56
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins
OBS: Game court above top floor.
Trav. do Sereno, n.35
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
SCHOOL
Nº OF STOREYS
2 STOREYS
X

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
mantains original aspects

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

recoverable
unrecoverable
X
ruins
OBS: Game court above top floor.

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
X
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1907]
Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.58
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
TYPE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

STATE OF CONSERVATION

excelent
recoverable
good
X
unrecoverable
regular
ruins
poor
OBS: DATE OF FAÇADE [1908]
Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.60
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
X

mantains original aspects

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

X
OBS:
Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.68
TYPE
TWO-STOREY HOUSE
USE
RESIDENTIAL
2 STOREYS
Nº OF STOREYS
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X
OBS:

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

excelent
good
regular
poor

STATE OF CONSERVATION

mantains original aspects
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excelent
good
regular
poor

X

excelent
good
regular
poor

363

Travessa Escadinha do Livramento
Trav. Escadinha do Livramento, n.70
TYPE
SINGLE STOREY BUILDING WITH BASEMENT
USE
RESIDENTIAL
Nº OF STOREYS
1 STOREY
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

X

OBS:

364

mantains original aspects

recoverable
unrecoverable
ruins

STATE OF CONSERVATION

X

excelent
good
regular
poor
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